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ABSTRACT 
Even from afar, transnational migrants influence how their households and 
communities of origin use natural resources. This study depicts the circulation of people, 
funds, and ideas within transnational families that extend from a Honduran village to the 
United States.  Developing a ―political ecology of migration‖ approach, I show how these 
circulations can reshape resource use practices and the socio-economic and bio-physical 
topographies of emigrants‘ former homes. The project advances anthropological thought 
by linking rich literatures on political ecology and transnationalism through a multi-
method ethnography of transnational families. The study is also relevant to emigrants, 
community members, and practitioners interested in incorporating emigrants and 
remittances into development and conservation projects.  
The multi-sited project is anchored in a 380-household Honduran village, located 
in Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park, and encompasses the movement and practices of 
its residents and emigrants, including two secondary study sites in the United States. 
Research began with four focus groups. These formed the basis for 51 household village-
wide structured interviews on experiences, practices, and beliefs related to remitting, 
migration, communication, farming, and natural resource use.  I worked closely with four 
of these families in Honduras and at their emigrant family members‘ homes in south 
Florida and Long Island, New York. Through in-depth interviews, participant 
observation, and diaries tracking remittances and discourse through phone conversations, 
 xiii 
the multi-sited project traces transnational flows of funds, people, and ideas within the 
families. The ethnography highlights factors that shape, encourage, or impede emigrants‘ 
participation in natural resource management and development activities, as well as 
unintended socio-economic and environmental consequences of their actions. 
Study participants spend remittances not only on more commonly documented 
health, education, housing, and food, but also on a number of areas that directly impact 
the socio-natural landscape:  farm inputs, cattle-ranching, land, labor, firewood 
collection, and a village-wide potable water project.  How money is earned, sent, and 
spent is affected by emigrants‘ perceptions of home – perceptions shaped by phone calls, 
visits, nostalgia, precarious economic and immigration status, plans to return, and dreams 
of a better future for themselves and their children. Some environmental impacts are 
directly related to spending decisions, such as the decision to buy agrochemicals. In other 
cases, impacts arise from  nonmonetary relationships, such as lending land.  
 The study‘s political ecology of migration approach shows how emigrants‘ 
remitting and communication practices within transnational family networks translate 
into material, landscape impacting practices in their households and village of origin.  
The study contributes to a more nuanced treatment of material practices and places in 
migration research and provides political ecology with a network based approach to 
capturing transnational dynamics impacting local livelihoods and landscapes. 
Ethnographic understanding of these dynamics has the potential to assist researchers, 
practitioners, and policy makers to take migrants into account in development of 
interventions and as well as to understand how their practices and beliefs shape and 
reshape the topographies of their current and original homes.  
 1 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION  
The primary goal of this dissertation is to explore ways in which individuals 
continue to engage with the socio-natural landscapes of their households and 
communities of origin, even after they have migrated to another country. Through a 
multi-sited ethnography of four transnational families originating in a rural Honduran 
village, I show that the monies that emigrants (out-migrants) to the United States send 
home, the investments they make, the ideas they express, and the resources they share 
come together in ways that affect farming, cattle-ranching, potable water provision, and 
other natural resource related practices. Through these practices, emigrants directly and 
indirectly impact the social and bio-physical landscapes in which members of their 
transnational networks operate. Taken together, emigration, the relationships and 
transactions that occur across the transnational social spaces that join emigrants and their 
relatives and friends ―back home,‖ and their material practices in concrete places in 
Honduras and the United States create a transnational topography that is grounded in the 
shared socio-natural landscape of origin and stretches through transnational family 
networks to encompass those who directly or indirectly engage it.  
In arguing that emigrants and emigration shape and reshape the ―topographies of 
home,‖ I build what could be conceptualized as ―political ecology of migration‖ that 
draws on rich literatures on migration, remittances, transnational families, livelihoods, 
political ecology, and conservation. Chapter 2 points out many intersections and potential 
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points of collaboration between areas of scholarship and applied research, which have not 
been in communication often enough. My goal is to explore intersections between 
existing bodies of research in order to describe the social and material practices of family 
networks that extend across state borders as migrants search for work, remit funds, and 
communicate. Drawing on studies of livelihood practices (Bebbington and Batterbury 
2001; Biersack and Greenberg 2006; Sorensen and Olwig 2002), the framework 
emphasizes the day to day practices of emigrants and their family members ―back home‖ 
in their quest to improve and sustain the livelihoods embedded in extended family 
networks.  
Based on fifteen months of ethnographic research, I suggest that livelihoods, 
labor, and resource use provide the points of engagement between people and their 
material world, the points where remittances or relationships of reciprocity and obligation 
are used in such a way to affect local practices. I refer to such practices as ―landscape 
impacting practices‖ to emphasize their potential to affect a bio-physical environment 
that is modified by people and which can shape their practices. ―Socio-natural 
landscapes,‖1 then, are simultaneously material, socially constructed, and contested, 
meaning there can be multiple socio-natural landscapes of the same physical space 
(Bender and Winer 2001; Strang 1997). For the sake of the study, landscapes are bounded 
by emigrants‘ and family members‘ livelihood and landscape impacting practices. For 
example, a woman gathers firewood in the next village then the forest where she gathered 
the wood is part of the local socio-natural landscape and the broader transnational 
 
1 While I sometimes use ―socio-natural‖ to emphasize the mutual constitution of people and place, 
in this study all landscapes (and, by extension, topographies) are considered a product of the social 
relations shaping and being shaped by a biophysical environment. 
 3 
topography. Within a broader transnational topography that encompasses the 
environment-related actions and social relations of emigrants and their family members 
―back home.‖ The terms ―landscape‖ and ―topography‖ are descriptive tools – a useful 
heuristic for bringing in place to transnational social space. 
Concepts borrowed from political ecologists in multiple disciplines contribute to 
this project, but the endeavor remains squarely anthropological by prioritizing social 
relations and cultural-material practices. Put simply, political ecology looks at human-
nature interactions through a political, historical, and economic lens (Peet and Watts 
2000; Robbins 2004). By conceiving of practices and processes as occurring within a 
shared ―transnational social field‖ (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004) or ―transnational 
topography‖ (Katz 2002), ―contour lines‖ (Katz 2004) can be investigated between 
members of transnational families and their practices, pointing to the places and paces in 
which worlds connect. A particular political ecology of migration, or to be more precise, 
a political ecology of emigration in which migrants‘ place of origin is the focal point of 
analysis, is found at these intersections. Using a political ecology of migration lens to 
examine how the practices of transnational family members shape, and are shaped by, 
local socio-natural landscapes, requires taking into account the political, economic, and 
historical contexts in which transnational practices materialize. 
A political ecology of migration aims to address the broad theoretical goal of 
empirically showing how particular practices in a specific place embody transnational 
flows of people, funds, and ideas that are too often treated as unmoored in an abstract 
global space. The approach also has implications for development and conservation, 
providing insight into the understudied impacts that emigration and remittances are 
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having on natural resource use practices at the study site and beyond.  I build the 
theoretical approach and practical applications of a political ecology of migration through 
a case study of emigration from a rural Honduran village. 
Emigration from Rural Honduras and Research Goals 
Over two million Hondurans (over 26% of the population) live on the steep 
hillsides (laderas) that make up eighty-five percent of the country‘s farmed land and 
produce over eighty percent of basic foods (Jansen et al. 2003). Meanwhile, as they have 
for centuries, cattle ranches and export agriculture dominate the fertile valley floors. 
Ladera households supplement production of staples (corn, beans) with cash crops 
(coffee), forest products (honey, resin, wood) and off-farm labor. Rural to urban 
migration has long operated as an escape valve for rural population pressure and 
underemployment, with some 23% of the population having migrated internally over the 
past two decades, most for the maquiladoras (factories) around San Pedro Sula and 
Tegucigalpa (Amaya 2007). The national rate of emigration from rural households of 
10% belays the uneven engagement of the nation‘s rural areas in the transnational labor 
market. In my study site, approximately 40% of households had emigrant members 
abroad (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2006). Nationally, remittances have made up 
between 12.7% (2007) and 6.7% (2010) of the income of all rural households (Instituto 
Nacional de Estadística 2011). Emigration from rural communities is augmented by 
increasing numbers of teens and young adults going to live with relatives in nearby and 
major cities for secondary and postsecondary education, often made possible by money 
sent by parents or siblings, who have emigrated to urban areas, or increasingly, to the 
United States.  
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Nearly one million Honduran emigrants reside in the United States, sending home 
approximately US$935 million each year. These ―remittances‖ are equivalent to 21% of 
the nation‘s GDP and two times the combined official development assistance and 
foreign direct investment (Inter-American Development Bank & Multilateral Investment 
Fund 2006; Solimano 2004). Economic remittances to Honduras are among the fastest 
growing in Latin America and subsidize the basic necessities and livelihoods of those 
remaining in this second poorest nation of the Americas (Sladkova 2007; 2008). 
Domestic emigrants benefit from and add to transnational income streams (Amaya 2007). 
Emigrants to the U.S. often share crowded quarters, have few funds after making the 
costly and dangerous border crossing and sending as much as possible home, and for the 
majority without legal working papers, are at continual risk of immediate deportation 
(personal conversations with multiple study participants).  In this study I investigate how 
these flows of people and funds carry with them ideas and values generated in the 
emigrants‘ new residences (through what are termed ―social remittances,‖ defined in 
more detail below), which impact how remitted funds are spent and further affect the 
livelihood strategies in their households and communities of origin.  
Hillside farmers in Honduras have been shown to spend economic remittances on 
food, home repair, health, education, and farm maintenance (Agencia De Cooperacion 
Denesa 2005). Cohen (2001) has shown that a significant proportion of transnational 
emigrants from Mexico earmark funds to consolidate investments for an eventual return 
by purchasing land, coffee farms, and cattle, hiring farm workers, or increasing 
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productivity of existing farms.
2
 All of these practices carry potential consequences for the 
bio-physcial and socio-economic environment, treated here as socio-natural landscapes 
made up of a managed mosaic (or matrix) of different types of land. Given the scope and 
time limitations of the project, I did not try to measure ecological changes (soil erosion, 
density or diversity of forest patches and fallows, land cover, agrochemicals in the water 
supply, etc.). Leaving that task for a future longer-term or interdisciplinary team-based 
research, I instead rely on residents‘ and resource managers‘ observations and reported 
changes in landscape impacting behaviors.  
 Remittances and migration finance economic and social capital, the possessions, 
funds, and social relations that increase an actor‘s ability to advance their interests 
(Bourdieu 1977), that appear to be creating a new class of rural ―nonpoor‖ (Ravnborg 
2003).Their resource use and agricultural practices, glossed throughout the discussion as 
landscape impacting practices,
3
 set them apart from their neighbors and create new 
considerations for conservation and development efforts. For example, nonpoor tend to 
use more pesticides but burn less. Nonpoor also tend to use remittances to hire more labor 
as imperfect substitutes for emigrated family members. Hired labor, like rented land, 
 
2 I use ―transnational‖ in lieu of ―international‖ or ―global‖ as it suggests multiple border crossings 
of people and funds,, suggests intentions to return, and highlights that these occur within and between two 
nation states, Honduras and the U.S.  ―Community‖ refers to the village-communities in the park buffer 
zone. 
3 The project was originally framed in terms of ―watershed impacting practices.‖ I shifted focus to 
socio-natural landscapes and landscape related practices to better reflect local geography and activities of 
interest to Santa Rosa residents and emigrants, such as trash management, that didn‘t neatly fit a 
microwatershed model. The practices of interest are those that involve emigrants and affect aspects of the 
bio-physical environment (trees, water, soil, pastures, built environment) or conceptualization of the socio-
natural landscape. As discussed in Chapter 8, thinking about watersheds or watershed commons remains 
helpful when viewing the research site as a conservation landscape, marked by a logic of community 
natural resource management around microwatersheds. 
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often corresponds to a shift away from basic foods and less sustainable agricultural 
practices (Jansen et al 2003b; Loker 2004; Ravnborg 2002a).   
This study was designed to demonstrate how economic and social remittances 
affect landscape impacting practices among Honduran hillside farmers, with particular 
attention to the resulting unequal distribution of economic and social capital. Put simply, 
economic remittances are the money and goods that emigrants send to their home 
country, especially their households of origin. (―Monetary‖ or ―financial‖ remittances 
refers only to money transfers.) Similarly, social remittances are the ideas, values, status, 
and similar elements that emigrants transfer through various communication methods 
(Levitt 1998). Both are developed throughout the dissertation, especially in Chapters 2 
and 6.  The following three core research questions structured the dissertation proposal 
and guided data collection:  
1) Economic remittances. How do the funds that domestic and transnational 
emigrants send back to their households and community of origin affect landscape 
impacting practices and what role(s) do emigrants play in the allocation of these funds?  
2) Social remittances. How do the ideas, perceptions, and values transmitted by 
domestic and transnational emigrants affect landscape impacting practices and 
expenditures in their households and community of origin and by what pathways do they 
flow among emigrants and watershed users/managers? 
3) Capital and inequality. How do economic and social remittances affect the 
distribution of economic and/or social capital within the community of origin and the 
ability of individuals and households to take part in community and watershed level 
use/management decisions?  
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During fieldwork and analysis, it became clear that key concepts in the questions 
were too narrow in scope. ―Economic remittances‖ leaves out nonmonetary economic 
relations. ―Social remittances‖ overemphasizes emigrants‘ ideas and local environment. 
Both overemphasize North-South flows, giving the false impression that communication 
and economic contribution are one-way. Landscape impacting practices were not 
contained in a single watershed.  
The third question required framing social capital more narrowly as the ability to 
leverage ties within social networks for access to resources. Connecting remittances to 
capital distribution, then, took the tack of tying differences in land and animal holdings, 
remittance investment, and inequality in socially remitted access to natural resources.  I 
explore the latter half of the third question, participation in watershed management, 
through a park-driven microwatershed demarcation and conservation project and through 
emigrants‘ participation in the village-led potable water infrastructure project. 
Primary and Secondary Sites 
This study examined the contours of a transnational topography anchored in a 
central Honduran village, ―Santa Rosa.‖  The village of some 380 households lies in an 
agrarian landscape comprised of a ―managed mosaic‖ (Zarger 2009) or ―managed 
matrix‖ (Hecht and Saatchi 2005) of forests, fallows, fields of corn, beans, and yucca, 
groves of fruit and shade grown coffee, pastures, and homes, many of which have 
biologically diverse back yard gardens (solares) and with a variety of land tenure 
dynamics. About 40% of households have emigrants abroad and/or receive remittances. 
In households in which the male head of household or adult children of senior parents 
migrated, remittances were often the only source of income. Other sources of income in 
the village included off-farm wage labor (primarily in sugarcane fields, poultry farms, 
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cattle ranches, and trucking), sale of farm produce (coffee, yucca, milk products), 
carpentry, and microenterprises (such as home grocery stores). 
The 2100 person village is located in the mountainous buffer zone of Cerro Azul 
Meámbar National Park (PANACAM), where 20,000 residents are spread across 67 
villages and hamlets (Proyecto Aldea Global 2007). Residents are allowed to live, raise 
cattle, and farm within the buffer zone. Permits are required to cut trees throughout the 
buffer zone and are exceedingly difficult for small land owners to obtain. These policies 
act as an incentive for emigrants to lend out their fallow lands. 
 Many residents of Santa Rosa, including one study family, have land in the 
hamlet of ―Pacaya,‖ located along the edge of the agricultural frontier where buffer zone 
meets more restricted use zone Figure 4.4. Santa Rosa draws its potable water from a 
stream farther up the watershed from Pacaya, deeper into the park. The water council that 
runs the project successfully solicited emigrant financial support for the project, creating 
a precedent for transnational action. The nongovernmental organization which 
administers the co-managed park encourages residents to pressure peers against 
incursions into the forest that might contaminate the community water supply and to 
report cutting and burning to municipal authorities, but does not directly account for or 
attempt to engage absentee emigrant landowners whose involvement in ―farming from 
abroad‖ impacts buffer zone land use. Emigrants had varied attitudes toward, knowledge 
of, experience with, and attachment to the park, depending in large part on when they 
emigrated relative to the parks‘ establishment and whether their family was affected by 
implementation of zoning regulations. Emigrants‘ past participation in environmental 
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education and sustainable agriculture projects varied, contributing to their views of Santa 
Rosa‘s socio-natural landscape and the kinds of projects they might be willing to support. 
As with much of rural Honduras, during the past ten-fifteen years Santa Rosa has 
experienced extensive emigration to domestic urban areas (San Pedro Sula, Tegucigalpa) 
and abroad (the US, Spain, Italy, Mexico and other Central American countries). A third 
of households have at least one emigrant member abroad; over half have received 
international monetary transfers. Well over a tenth of the village currently resides in the 
United States.  These proportions reflect national trends: 750,000 Hondurans live in the 
US, the equivalent of a tenth of the national population and a quarter of the working age 
population (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2006). Also reflecting national trends, the 
majority of emigrants in my study households are male (7 of 9 immediate family; 12 of 
19 total interviewed) and in their 20s and 30s. As shown below, the resulting labor 
shortages, remittances, and absentee ownership, have led to new natural resource use and 
management dynamics that complicate sustainable agriculture and conservation.  
 There are small populations and loose networks of a handful of extended families 
from Santa Rosa in several parts of the United States, including South Florida, North 
Carolina, New Jersey, New Orleans, and Washington, D.C. The majority, however, are 
on Long Island to the east of New York City.  Emigration from Santa Rosa is 
concentrated in the Freeport/Huntingdon area of Long Island alone there are 300-400 
emigrants from Santa Rosa, some planning to stay only a couple of years to make enough 
money to build a house or business and others rooted in the United States through 
spouses, children, and the American dream who plan to voluntarily return only if visiting 
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or retiring. Most emigrants from Santa Rosa in Long Island work in construction or 
restaurants.   
No formal associations bind them, but Santa Rosa emigrants meet up through 
family occasions (holidays, birthdays, wakes), in Honduran delis and around town, and at 
Catholic and Protestant Evangelical churches catering to Spanish-speaking immigrants. 
Ties are strongest among family members (siblings in the case of all four of my study 
families) and looser among emigrants from the Santa Rosa area and Honduras more 
generally. Connections are maintained through telephone conversations, visits, and, less 
frequently, through posting photos and messages on social networking websites, 
particularly Facebook and Hi5. 
During the course of the study, the Honduran political crisis and deepening U.S. 
economic crisis dramatically depressed the local economy as agriculture subsidies were 
eliminated and emigrants struggled to send regular remittances which had previously 
driven local consumption and construction. Emigrants in the study constantly weighed 
the ability to make a living in Honduras against struggling to earn enough in the States 
for rent, food, gas, and remittances while dealing with the threat of deportation or 
nonrenewal of visas. 
Transnational Family Based Methodology 
 My interest in investigating the ties between emigration, conservation, and land 
use grows out two prior research trips to PANACAM. In 2001 I spent two weeks 
interviewing park rangers and managers about environmental education, the basis of my 
master‘s thesis on the globalization of water conservation discourse (Taylor Bahamondes 
2003a). I returned in 2007, collaborating for a month with the park managing NGO to 
overview microwatershed projects in the buffer zone (Taylor Bahamondes 2007b, 
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2007a). During that visit, park residents and conservation and development practitioners 
told me that extensive emigration was making ecologically sustainable agriculture 
practices less economically sustainable because of lost labor and that infusion of 
remittances was changing the agrarian landscape through conversion of fallows and 
forests into pasture. 
Participant observation and a series of four focus groups in Santa Rosa in 
February-March 2009 showed that there were several other areas in which remittances or 
emigration played an important part in addition to cattle ranching, including a) extraction 
and use of firewood for cooking, b) application of herbicides, fertilizers, and other 
agrochemicals, c) use of soil conservation measures, d) contracting laborers outside of the 
household, choice of crop farmed, and e) management of fallow lands. Emigrants are also 
concerned about water and trash management: f) water because they have a vested 
interest in the village‘s potable water system which they helped fund and b) trash because 
littering and by accumulation and burning of plastic containers stand in sharp contrast to 
their memories of Santa Rosa and their experience in the U.S. These areas of socio-
natural landscape impacting practices serve as a measure of human interaction with the 
bio-physical environment and as a way to bound the geographic scope of the study.  
Each of these areas of landscape impacting practices, along with questions on 
household demographics, household and agricultural income and expenditures, and 
remitting and communication habits, became part of a structured interview questionnaire 
(Appendices V and VI) asked of 51 households throughout the village (31 between 
March and July 2009 and 20 between February and April 2010). This village-wide 
―survey‖ allowed me to compare landscape related practices in each of the areas 
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mentioned above, emigration/remitting experiences, and economic and social resources 
between households with and without emigrants. Starting in March 2009 I began to work 
more closely with four survey households, each with differing remitting, emigration, and 
agricultural patterns. Willingness to work with me to record remittances and phone call 
topics through ―remittance diaries‖ and follow up interviews (Appendix VIII) and to 
introduce me to other members of their transnational family network were key criteria in 
family selection. These ―focus families‖ became the heart of the study: the households of 
origin that anchor four extended families with members in Honduras and the United 
States to Santa Rosa and its socio-natural landscape. The four female heads of household 
of origin were my primary informants: ―Alana,‖ ―Estela,‖ ―Jimena,‖ and ―Magdalena.‖ I 
visited each weekly and participated in family routines and events – on both sides of the 
border. For ease of identifying family members, I use pseudonyms starting with the same 
family ―letter.‖ For example, Jimena has four children in New York: Javier, Jaime, Joel, 
and Juana. Kinship charts in Appendix II reflect these names and ID numbers to help 
place individuals in their respective family charts. 
I spent August-November 2009 working with emigrant families in the United 
States, staying about 15 days in 3 visits with a pair of siblings in Southern Florida and 
spending three months on Long Island, New York where there are more than 300 
emigrants from Santa Rosa. In many ways the family networks were my ―extended field 
site‖ (Olwig 2003). The movement of the participants in each site marked the boundaries 
of each study site. This was particularly true of southern Florida where I spent two weeks 
in three visits, living with the siblings, accompanying them in their daily routines, and 
visiting their places of work. The Santa Rosa emigrant ―community‖ is much smaller and 
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more spread out in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale area. Because the siblings contact with 
other Hondurans is limited to a couple from Santa Rosa and a cousin from another town, 
I did not get to know others. Their contact with other Hondurans in the U.S., Spain, and 
Honduras comes through phone calls, texting, and Facebook.  
With a much denser community network and three months in residence, Long 
Island became a more traditional field site, which I treat it as a secondary field site. There 
I stayed two weeks in a basement apartment with Magdalena‘s son and his wife and 
toddler son in Deer Park. During that time and after I moved to Freeport, I visited the 
wife‘s sister multiple times in Uniondale and attending their church several times during 
which I only met one other couple from Santa Rosa. I moved into Freeport in September 
and stayed three months, renting a room from a Salvadoran woman in the same 
neighborhood as three study households and striking up a friendship with the family who 
owns the house where another participant‘s husband rents a room.  
From Freeport, I drove to neighboring towns to visit and interview three of 
Jimena‘s children and Magdalena‘s son and daughter-in-law. In addition to ―hanging out‖ 
and doing informal interviews, I conducted structured interviews with 23 emigrants from 
5 extended transnational family networks. Topics covered included remitting practices, 
work experience, communication within the family network, sources of environmental 
information, U.S. based environmental practices, and attitudes towards Santa Rosa and its 
socio-natural landscape (Appendix IX). Emigrants interviewed are marked with an 
asterisk on the kinship charts (Appendix II).  
I returned to Honduras in February 2010 to conduct additional survey interviews, 
continue remittance diary recall interviews, and meet with migration and agricultural 
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development professionals in Tegucigalpa. I concluded fieldwork in May 2010 with a 
workshop to present preliminary results in Santa Rosa.   
The dissertation is constructed from the interview transcripts, analysis of data 
from 51 survey interviews, field notes recording participant observation in each location, 
and 24 interviews with representatives of conservation, development, agricultural, and 
migration related institutions in Honduras such as the Central Bank and the Food and 
Agricultural Organization. 
Circulation and Simultaneity within Transnational Family Networks  
This project is, in part, a product of a historical moment of unprecedented ease of 
communication that lets individuals and families maintain active ties across borders.  
Maintaining transnational livelihoods requires not only transmitting funds but also 
―staying on the same page‖ in household and land management through effective 
communication. Instantaneous, frequent, and relatively affordable phone communication 
allows village residents and emigrants to share in and routinely discuss day-to-day 
events, including farming and land-use practices. Shared memories, contact with other 
emigrants from the same place, photographs and videos sent to or from emigrants, 
reading the same news source online or in print, even watching the same cable TV 
programs increases the sense of ―simultaneity‖ (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004) that 
allows families to actively participate in transnational household economies and in 
community projects. Not all families or family members are equally engaged in the 
transnational living (Guarnizo 2003) or in transnational family (and looser transnational 
community) networks, some participate through bimonthly remittances for routine 
household expenditures, others through large transfers for land or healthcare, others for 
only an occasional gift or not at all. Just how concerned family members are about their 
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parents and families ‗back home‘ –and how they show it—is a major trope underlying 
remitting and communication practices and reflects the level of embeddedness of 
emigrants in the transnational family networks.  
Through sharing of funds, goods, and services, family networks extend beyond 
the household of origin to members of the broader extended family network and to 
neighbors, what I call the extended economic household. Reciprocity and redistribution 
(as well as more formal exchange within families and with local businesses) play a role in 
circulating remittances. Economic remittances are not the only thing circulating within 
families: through allowing others to use their land and requesting that a share of the 
produce be shared with a family member, for example, they are also circulating land.  
This sharing of land use rights and food can be considered ―social remittances‖ (Levitt 
1998), more commonly thought of in terms of another aspect of circulation within 
transnational families that I mentioned above: the ideas and values transmitted by the 
emigrant to the village of origin through phone calls and photographs. 
Examining the bonds that tie transnational family networks reveals relationships 
between emigration, remittances, agriculture, and cattle that are hidden by summary 
statistics on remitting. Remittances allow some families to redirect money that would 
have otherwise been spent on food, housing, health, etc. towards agricultural inputs. 
Money from remittances and other income sources is typically pooled within a 
household, not earmarked for particular expenditures. Perhaps because of this, remitters 
typically do not tell recipients how to spend routine or gift remittances. Cash flow and 
urgency often determine which funds are spent on what. Nonmonetary exchanges within 
transnational families affect farming and cattle raising expenditures and practices. For 
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example, an emigrant might loan land in return for caretaking or giving part of the 
produce with Santa Rosa family members, but have little say in what agrochemicals 
and/or conservation measures are used. Emigrants‘ investment in cattle over agriculture 
has resulted in extensive conversion of farmland into pasture. Less land is available for 
landless farmers to rent or borrow for staple crops. Caring for cattle provides full time 
work for one or two individuals, but employees few day laborers. These are but a few of 
the ramifications of transnational ties relevant to natural resource management policy and 
projects that are explored through the discussion that follows. 
Intersections of Emigrants and Environment in Landscape Impacting Practices 
Landscapes are made and remade, often with unintended consequences. I do not 
directly address changes in the bio-physical environment because collecting the necessary 
data was beyond the scope of the project, and because my primary concern is human 
practices and social relations. (See Pfeffer (2005) for analysis of changing land cover in 
the park using satellite imagery.)  Participants‘ observations and their reporting of 
changes in landscape impacting practices allow me to infer changes in the socio-natural 
landscape due to emigrants‘ economic and social remittances and nonmonetary economic 
practices.  
Study Overview: Mapping Political Ecology of Transnational Migration in the 
Ethnography 
Beginning with the political ecology of transnational migration framework which 
is further developed in Chapter 2, in the study I build a place-based ethnography of 
farming and resource practices within families stretched across great distances by 
emigration, remittances, and communication. In Chapter 3, I detail the multi-sited 
methodology developed to capture practices and relationships within transnational 
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families and the localities where they dwell. Focusing on the village of origin as primary 
research site and the place where emigration-related resource practice occur, I provide 
insight in Chapter 4 into multiple layers of local, national, and global context. After 
suggesting historical roots for the underdevelopment of rural Honduras through 
colonization, the exportation of labor, marginalization of hillside farmers, and poor land 
tenure policy, in the chapter I turn to the more immediate local context of the village 
where I carried out in-depth ethnographic field research for nine months, including 
implications of its placement in the buffer zone of a national park.  
Drawing on participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and remittances 
diaries with four case-study families and data from a 2009-2010 village household 
survey, I detail the experience of living within a household that has extended 
transnationally through emigration in Chapter 5, giving emphasis to how livelihoods, 
household economies, and family relations are produced and maintained through the 
family network. Building on this, in Chapter 6 I use survey and remittance diary data to 
document remitting patterns within the survey and focus families, with emphasis given to 
the circulation of agriculture and environment related ideas and funds. Taken together, 
the more ethnographic Chapter 5 and more quantitative Chapter 6, show the importance 
of nonmonetary economic relations and fluidity of two-way communication within 
family networks, and suggest that focusing exclusively on economic and social 
remittances misses many of the transnational practices potentially impacting the natural 
environment around Santa Rosa.   
Illustrating the complexity of transnational topographies created by emigrants‘ 
involvement in the agrarian landscape through emigrant interviews, participant 
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observation, site visits, and agricultural-survey interviews, I draw on the concept of 
―contour lines‖ (Katz 2004) in Chapter 7 to trace the relationships and practices related to 
fallows management, firewood gathering, and cattle grazing across multiple actors and 
localities dispersed through transnational space.  In the buffer zone of Cerro Azul 
Meámbar National Park, at the edge of the agricultural frontier, two views of the socio-
natural landscape compete for dominance in the same geographic space: the view of 
Santa Rosa residents of their ―agrarian landscape‖ and the park, forest, and water 
preservation focused ―conservation landscape.‖ This is the contested socio-material space 
that anchors the transnational topography.  In Chapter 8, I tie participant observation and 
interviews with park managers, conservation and development professionals, and local 
leaders to summarize some of the challenges and opportunities of implementing 
community based natural resource management or development projects in a context of 
high rates of outmigration, including the need to re-conceptualize ―community‖ to better 
reflect the direct and indirect role that emigrants play in using and conserving the 
patchwork commons that is the buffer zone (including the microwatershed around the 
community water source). Finally, I summarize how emigrants from Santa Rosa shape 
their ―topography of home‖ in Chapter 9, suggesting implications for anthropological 
theory and method and proposing avenues for applications and future research.  
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2 CHAPTER 2 
A TOPOGRAPHICAL TURN 
TOWARDS A POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION 
 
The double horizon of geographical and social spaces that 
we associate with the topographic turn is neither modernist nor 
post-modern, but simply anthropological –an adjective that 
adheres to a particular mode of attending to social life, wherever it 
takes place (Hastrup 2005: 7). 
Overview 
In this chapter, I seek to establish a conceptual framework for a political ecology 
of transnational migration. In doing so, I draw upon rich literatures on migration, 
remittances, transnational families, livelihoods, political ecology, and conservation. My 
goal is to explore and create intersections between existing bodies of research in order to 
describe the social and material practices of family networks that extend across state 
borders as migrants search for work, remit funds, and communicate. The framework 
emphasizes the day to day practices of emigrants and their family members ―back home‖ 
in their quest to improve and sustain the livelihoods embedded in extended family 
networks. Working at the ―meso‖ level of extended families (as opposed to a micro or 
macro level) allows for analysis of transnational flows through the nodes of family 
networks and for examination of how those at each node think about and interact with the 
environment of their shared village of origin. Looking at the intersection of networks and 
landscapes also highlights how different imaginings of the rural landscapes of central 
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Honduras affect the priorities and behaviors of diverse actors, from residents to migrants 
to park managers to government officials. 
In addition, I take up an ongoing challenge in anthropology to theorize place and 
space, especially across borders. Language borrowed from political ecologists in multiple 
disciplines contributes to this project, but the endeavor remains squarely anthropological 
by prioritizing social relations and cultural-material practices. In particular, I suggest that 
employing the conceptual notion of socio-natural topographies that stretch across the 
transnational social fields can show the detailed relief of each site in the network. 
Livelihoods, labor, and resource use provide the points of engagement between people 
and their material world, the points where remittances or relationships of reciprocity and 
obligation are used in such a way to affect local practices and, in turn, the local physical 
environment.  ―Contour lines‖ (Katz 2002) drawn between members of the transnational 
family and their practices point to places/spaces in which worlds connect. A political 
ecology of transnational migration is found at these intersections, in the political, 
economic, historical context of these points where the practices of members of 
transnationally-extended families (and neighbors) shape and are shaped by the local 
agrarian and conservation landscapes. To be more precise, this dissertation is a political 
ecology of emigration, concerned with how transnational dynamics impact the socio-
natural landscapes of migrants‘ place of origin. 
Throughout this chapter I build a case for a political ecology of transnational 
migration by showing overlap between the fields of transnational migration studies and 
political ecology, especially through shared influences of political economy and interest 
in networks and practice. I also suggest that political ecology‘s and transnationalism‘s 
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respective strengths in theorizing space- and place- are complementary and help an 
anthropology of transnational migration better incorporate the materiality of place into its 
already rich theorization of social space.  
PART I: Anthropology Takes a Topographical Turn 
Hastrup (2005: 144) suggests that the field of anthropology is on the verge of a 
―topographical turn‖ in which scholars are increasingly looking for ways to bring in the 
materiality of social relations without losing important insights around discourse and 
power gained through the literary, postmodern turn.  
Taking embodiment seriously recovers experience from a 
latent narrative or discursive idealism. The material parameters of 
the world are not only the physical environment, but also very 
much the presence of other social actors each with their bodily 
perceptions and projections. (Hastrup 2005: 144) 
The topographical turn is not about map-making or creating some ―cartographical 
illusion‖ of socio-material relations. It is about recognizing and encouraging greater 
awareness of concrete, material aspects to social practice. 
In seeking to ground transnational flows and politicize human and ecological 
relations, and in trying to balance culture and material concerns in the process, political 
ecology and transnational migration scholarship have, somewhat independently, 
simultaneously reached this topographical turn. Anthropological, geographic, and 
sociological theorization of transnational migration and political ecology converge on a 
series of points, which I detail here. These convergences, born of similar quests to 
account for the double unmooring of social science through postmodernism and 
globalization, make it possible to better discuss the material and socio-cultural 
dimensions of unprecedented movements of people through global space. Political 
ecology is fertile ground for this discussion: with links to the material and discursive, 
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political ecologists have tried to make space for both. Contributors to Peet and Watts‘ 
(2000) Liberation Ecologies¸ for example, find space for Marx and Foucault by showing 
that idea, matter, discourse, and power are intertwined  (Yapa 2000; Escobar 2000). 
Similarly, migration scholars are looking for ways to theorize environment as a driver of 
migration or to simply ‗ground‘ social relations in concrete places as well as transnational 
spaces (Bebbington and Batterbury 2001).This jostling has created room for potentially 
rich dialogue between the two fields. The second part of this chapter works through 
concepts already employed by both fields to build the political ecology of migration 
presented in the final section. 
The proliferation of multi-sited research approaches (Marcus 1995), a concern for 
livelihoods and everyday practices (Ghimire 2001; Sorensen and Olwig 2002), and 
emphasizing networks over spatially bounded communities (Basch 1994; Massey 1987), 
all reach back to anthropology‘s quest to holistically study peoples‘ beliefs and behaviors 
in particular places while reaching forward to embrace the extension of people and 
culture through space. Political ecologists seek to capture the political, economic, and 
environmental dimensions in the global and the local trying to balance local places and 
transnational spaces. Increased interest in political ecology, and a greater role for political 
ecology, is reflected in the materialist, topographic turn described by Hastrup (2005). The 
approach that I outline draws on a series of convergences between the two approaches in 
an attempt to develop a political ecology of transnational migration framework through 
which to understand how outmigration and remittances affect the environmental practices 
of transnational households in the place of origin. 
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The topographic turn parallels a trend in conservation and natural resource 
management away from people-exclusionary models of protection (such as ―fortress‖ 
parks (Brockington 1991)) to people-inclusionary models of conservation (such as the 
biosphere reserve
4
 where this dissertation is set, see Figure 4.4). Theorizing the mutual 
constitution of practices, social relations, culture, and physical places through the 
livelihood and landscape approaches, which play into future chapters and are discussed 
below as intersections between transnationalism and political ecology literatures, puts 
people back in landscapes, helps break down the people/nature dichotomy, and gives 
social scientists a way to talk about their mutual constitution. 
Bringing Transnational Migration and Political Ecology into Greater Dialogue 
As of yet, anthropologists have taken only preliminary steps to talk about 
transnational migration and the environment. To date, most studies of migration 
grounded in environmental anthropology and political ecology have focused on the 
environmental consequences of immigration or of poor environmental conditions and 
related population growth as a driver of emigration (ex. Abernethy 1996). 
While the potential intersections are many and diverse, the literature reviewed in 
this chapter reflects my primary interest in the consequences of emigration for rural 
livelihoods and landscapes. Other scholars have reached similar crossroads between the 
literatures and have noted the surprising paucity of explicitly environmentally engaged 
migration literature  or are making calls for better integration between migration and 
 
4 Biosphere reserves are a kind of ―zoned‖ park in which different sectors of the park are allowed 
different types of uses managed with multiple zones in which different kinds of practices are allowed. In 
Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park where this dissertation is set, an ―untouchable‖ core of mature cloud 
forest is surrounded by a ring of ―special use zone‖ which allows for scientific and educational activities. A 
broad ring of inhabited but managed land circles the special use zone to act as a ―buffer‖ against 
unregulated external pressures. Chapter 4 discusses the park and model in greater depth. 
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environment oriented literatures (Adger 2002; Curran 2002; Moran-Taylor and Taylor 
2010). Asserting that the social relations defining resource use are a ―critical intervening 
variable between migration and environmental outcomes,‖ sociologist Sara Curran (2002: 
89) argues that: 
Thus far, the migration and environment literature has not 
systematically or completely developed a theoretical or conceptual 
framework for considering new concepts in the migration 
literature, such as social networks and social capital, in relation to 
the physical environment.  
Curran (2002: 89) goes on to write that environmentally-related social relations have 
been largely thought of in terms of property ownership and access to resources, raising 
issues of equity (echoing the discussion of land tenure that is to follow in Chapters 4 and 
7). Her application of social capital, social networks, and embeddedness to environmental 
outcomes in a system of property relations in coastal ecosystems is an excellent step 
towards the integration of literatures suggested below.  
While Curran‘s is arguably the most similar call for dialogue between migration 
and political ecology literatures, it is not the only one. In a recent conference paper, 
Cohen (Cohen, Sirkeci, and Rios 2010) evoked a multi-scaled ―political ecology of 
migration‖ with ecology and economics as different motivations leading to migration 
outcomes. Biersack and Greenberg (2006: 19) suggest that transnational studies and a 
place-based political ecology are ―not only compatible but coincident.‖  Just as their 
review of political ecology brings Biersack and Greenberg to an appreciation for place, 
Sorensen and Olwig (2002)‘s review of transnational migration led them to refocus on 
mobile livelihoods, which brings with it concern for localities and place. Olwig (2007) 
does not explicitly use political ecology, but she writes of a movement to embed 
transnational practices in networks and places through focus on relations and practices. 
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Her concern with ―siting culture‖ in place is more emotive, focusing on how emigrants 
keep a stake in land through socio-economic relations and how the land feeds into a sense 
of identity or belonging (Olwig and Hastrup 1997). Biersack and Greenberg (2006: 19) 
suggest that the key to joining the two fields lies in foregrounding the concept of place 
because  
 the concept of place installs the local within transnational 
spaces even as it centers those spaces on local-global articulations 
and the dynamics thereof. What transnational studies and a place-
based political ecology would have in common are those dynamics, 
as well as the related questions of how transnational spaces are 
created and how places are made. 
 Similarly, Bender and Winer (2001) show that mobile peoples engage landscapes by 
finding meaning in new places and reworking memories of those places left behind.  
To depict migration in Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connections, 
anthropologist Anna Tsing employs place-based metaphors, arguing that ―landscapes are 
simultaneously natural and social, and they shift and turn in the interplay of human and 
nonhuman practices‖ both representational and material (Tsing 2005: 29,173).  In her 
argument for looking to remittances for subsidizing environmental services in El 
Salvador, geographer Susanna Hecht (2006; 2005) calls for a landscape approach to 
ameliorate bias against rural economies in conservation and macroeconomic politics.  
Geographer Anthony Bebbington‘s (2001) transnational livelihoods and landscapes 
approach is perhaps the closest to the one I develop here.  Interested in questions of 
development, livelihood, and the environment, he urges for detailed case studies of the 
mutual constitution of the global and the local in historically situated sites and 
transnational linkages within a ―global landscape,‖ arguing that ―any  programme  of 
political  ecological  inquiry  into  globalization  and  livelihoods  must  therefore revolve  
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around  a  constant  interplay  between  case-speciﬁc depth  and  comparative breadth  
(Bebbington 2001: 431).  He argues that  ―grounding  political  ecologies  of  
globalization  in  notions of  livelihood,  scale,  place  and  network […]  requires  an  
understanding  of  the  linkages between  rural  people  to  global  processes‖ (Bebbington 
2001: 369).The present case study is one of transnational livelihoods and transnational 
family economies (developed in Chapter 5) and situated in a globalized agrarian 
landscape (explored in Chapter 7). 
Concern for tangible places, transnational linkages, and every day practices and 
use of the visual heuristic of landscape to ground the interaction of social and material 
practices are common themes in anthropological literature. As they walk a line between 
space and place, between the representational and material, these scholars are coming to a 
turn in the road that will allow political ecology and transnational studies to complement 
each other in a political ecology of migration. I define each of these terms in greater 
depth below.  
PART II: Transnational Migration Encounters Political Ecology  
A Primer on Political Ecology 
In ―Ownership and Political Ecology,‖ anthropologist Eric Wolf (1972: 204-5) 
urges inquiry into ―multiple local ecological contexts with greater knowledge of social 
and political history, the study of inter-group relations in wider structural fields‖ through 
―deeper chains of structural causation.‖ The short piece simultaneously marks the first 
use of the term in anthropology, makes an enduring connection to a political economy of 
land tenure, and sets-up a challenge for multi-layered interconnected analysis. Born, in 
part, out of concern for the historical inequities behind landlessness of peasants, Wolf‘s 
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(1982) renowned Europe and the People without History unpacks essential global context 
to contemporary issues of political ecology and transnational migration. 
In what is widely cited as the first major study in political ecology, Blaikie and 
Brookfield‘s (1988: 17) defined the term as ―combin[ing] the concerns of ecology and a 
broadly defined political economy. Together this encompasses the constantly shifting 
dialectic between society and land-based resources, and also within classes and groups 
within society itself.‖ In Land Degradation and Society they laid out many key concepts 
still in use, including ―cross-scale chain of explanation, a commitment to exploring 
marginalized communities, and the perspective of a broadly defined political economy‖ 
(as summarized by Robbins 2004: 72).  A broadly-defined contemporary political 
ecology approach brings a context of politics, labor, institutions, and economics to 
concerns over human-ecosystem interactions (Stonich 1993; Bryant 1998).  It argues for 
1) the union of ecology and political economy, 2) chains of explanations across different 
levels of analysis, and 3) a focus on the ways in which external structures affect options 
and decisions of local groups (Blaikie and Brookfield 1988; Stonich 1993; Wolf 1972). 
Political ecology has been applied to a wide range of issues. In this study, because 
my study site is within the management zone of a national park, I draw on scholarship 
within the political ecology rubric related to community natural resource management 
(ex. Agrawal and Gibson 1999; McCay 2001; Brosius, Tsing, and Zerner 2006) and to 
balancing conservation and livelihoods in protected area management (ex. Gezon 2006; 
Neumann 1997; Nygren 2004; Robbins 2004; West 2006; Zimmerer 2006).  
Since the 1990s political ecologists have been grappling with how to give ―the 
social‖ and ―the environmental‖ due attention. Interest in the environmental impacts and 
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causes of multi-scaled local-global processes has been cause and consequence of this 
trend. Ironically, the cultural focus has been called too weak and too strong (Khagram 
and Levitt 2008; Smart and Smart 1998). Similarly, political ecology has been accused of 
being too political and of leaving out the politics. Human ecologists Vayda and Walters 
(1999), for example, counter that ―self-styled political ecologists‖ do politics without 
ecology, determining causal factors a priori (ex. access to resources) and side-stepping 
ecological processes. Those levying similar critiques oriented towards better defining 
common ground to political ecology as an analytic approach will no doubt find similar 
issues with the present study, but will hopefully appreciate the attempt to focus on 
concrete behaviors as a way to better approximate human-environment interactions from 
an anthropological and political ecology perspective. 
Transnationalism Finds its Footing in Transnational Migration 
―Transnationalism‖ refers to permanent and semi-permanent social, economic, 
and political ties forged across and through national borders (ex. Brettell 2003; 
Gowricharn 2006). Smith and Guarnizo (1998) provide a good starting point for 
understanding ―transnationalism.‖ They suggest it comes from ―above‖ (states, 
economies, capital, media, institutions) and ―below‖ (the transnational social networks 
that people forge across boundaries, local grassroots activity). Transnational social 
networks have also been considered a ―meso level‖(Faist 1997). Focusing on the social 
relations and practices occurring within transnational networks, sheds light on the 
multiple historical, national, global and place-based contexts in which they occur, thus 
minimizing the artificial separation of above/below or micro/meso/macro. 
Of the areas of transnational study, migration is the one that has, pardon the pun, 
found the most solid footing in particular places and relations. Indeed, some privilege 
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migration in their definition of transnationalism as:  "the web of cultural, social, 
economic, and political relationships, practices and identities built by migrants across 
national borders" (Guarnizo 1997: 287) or ―the processes by which immigrants forge and 
sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and 
settlement‖ (Basch 1994: 7). The differences are subtle, but it is not inconsequential that 
the trio of scholars (Nina Glick Schiller, Linda Basch, and Cristina Szanton Blanc) 
reworked their definition from a more static ―web‖ to a more dynamic ―processes,‖ 
foreshadowing the practice orientation of subsequent studies building on their framing 
(Grosfoguel and Cordero-Guzmán 1998; Kelly and Lusis 2006; Wright 1996).  Aranda 
(2007: 201) notes that by 2004 they had updated their definition of social field to ―a set of 
multiple interlocking networks of social relationships through which ideas, practices, and 
resources are exchanged, organized, and transformed‖ (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004: 
1009). The scope of what counts as ―transnational‖ has been debated in the field (see 
Khagram and Levitt 2008): the more limited definitions require an ongoing engagement 
in which a migrant is actively maintaining ties in both countries; broader interpretations 
include those with more distant ties, for example third generation diaspora members or 
those benefiting indirectly from economic remittances. 
Falling somewhere between, Parreñas (2001: 270 n. 3) uses Basch et al.‘s (1994) 
definition of transnational social fields that arise from family connections, business 
enterprises that market and sell ethnic commodities, and organizations that promote ties 
to homeland. Levitt (2001: 10) highlights the multi-layered, multi-sited nature of 
transnational social fields that are comprised of overarching (ex. countries) and smaller 
fields (ex. individuals, communities, specific localities). 
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Migrants create transnational social fields as they move between countries and 
across cultural and political borders (Basch et al 1994), through what Olwig and 
Sorensen‘s (2002) call ―transnational living.‖ Following on this understanding, it is the 
extent of the relationships and practices being studied, therefore, mark the edges of the 
network or social field, lest everything be considered ―transnationalism.‖   
As with the discussion below of ―practice‖ and ―social capital,‖ the concept of 
―field,‖ however loosely, evokes Bourdieu‘s work (Bourdieu 1977; Swartz 1997; 
Thomson 2008).  A sense of contestation and positioning of actors within social fields 
underlies my conceptualization of all three terms. Social fields, far from being the flat 
terrains the term unintentionally implies, are created through power, inequity, daily life, 
social, economic and political relations (Basch 1994: 27) and characterized by 
asymmetrical relations (Hecht and Cockburn 1989; Paulson and Gezon 2005).   
Similarly, my discussion of transnational topographies is not directly descended 
from Bourdieu‘s social topography of economic and social structures (Anheier, Gerhards, 
and Romo 1995). Instead, my use of ―social topography‖ or ―socio-natural topography‖ is 
far closer to geographer Cindi Katz‘s (2002, 2004) take, which is much broader and more 
material and includes social and economic practices of individuals and institutions. The 
link with Bourdieu is a good reminder to take into account the social construction of 
landscapes and topographical features. However, Bourdieu needs to be balanced with 
Katz‘s observation of the materiality of social practices. When I use the term 
―topography,‖ I refer to the totality of the landscapes of the localities tied by a 
transnational social field, with an emphasis on the materiality of social practices and the 
sociality of physical places. 
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It bears mentioning that the natural/physical environment is left out of most 
conceptualizations of social fields. For example, defined by socio-economic relations, 
practices, and ideals there is little room for socio-natural landscape in Levitt, Basch, and 
Glick Schiller‘s depiction of social fields. Below I turn to Katz‘s concept of transnational 
topographies to add more contour to the field concept (2004; 2000).
5
 Far from conflating 
geographic space with social processes, this move is meant to imbue the very useful 
practice and relation based concept of social field with greater capacity to discuss the 
material places and landscapes where they occur. If ―social field‖ provided the metaphor 
for visualizing movement and relations within transnational space, ―transnational 
topography‖ provides the metaphor for adding place-based context to socio-economic-
environmental dynamics and practices of interest within transnational fields. 
Focusing on transnational networks is a way of grounding the flows of people, 
capital, labor, and ideas in real places as opposed to treating them as if they occurred in 
imagined ―third spaces‖ in-between national territories (Smith 1998; Gowricharn 2006). 
Networks provide a meso-level of ―analysis between individuals and larger structures 
such as the nation-state‖ (Faist 1997: 188): the level of social relations between 
individuals and kinship groups, households, neighborhoods, friendship circles, and 
formal organizations (Faist 1997; 2000). Goldring (1998: 165) encourages studying at the 
meso-level as it facilitates recognizing the agency of collectives, rethinking territory or 
 
5 Though their definitions are not mutually exclusive, this is not Faist‘s (2000) conceptualization 
of topography which lacks a strong environment/place component. His ―transnational topographies‖ are 
social formations a) dispersion and assimilation, b) transnational exchange and reciprocity, c) transnational 
networks, and d) transnational communities.  Similarly, while the concepts of ethnoscapes, ideoscapes, and 
finacescapes are pertinent to this study, I do not employ Appadurai‘s (1996)  -scape imagery because they 
under-represent place and I prefer to reserve the landscape concept for discussion of people‘s socio-natural 
views and actions in concrete places, more in keeping with Strang (1997) or Bender‘s (2001) contested 
landscapes. 
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nation- bound concepts, seeing hybridization of cultural domains, and analyzing and 
identifying the political dimensions of transnationalism. Given the family focus of this 
transnational ethnography, most relevant to this study are bodies of research focusing on 
transnational family networks (Aranda 2007; Boyd 1989; Bryceson and Vuorela 2002; 
Menjivar 1997; Olwig 2007; Parreñas 2005; Schmalzbauer 2008; Wilding 2006) and 
transnational communities (Conway and Cohen 1998; Levitt 2001; Georges 1990; Portes 
1996; Rose 2007; Schmalzbauer 2005; Smith 1998). Chapter 3 relates this discussion of 
transnational networks, families, and social fields to the study methodology.  
One of the most powerful contributions of transnational studies is breaking down 
place-confined notions of livelihoods and daily living to show that migrants and their 
families ―back home‖ live interconnected lives, despite the social, political, and physical 
space which separate them. Living lives across borders or with significant roots in 
multiple nation states no longer seems contradictory:  
Simultaneity, or living lives that incorporate daily 
activities, routines, and institutions located both in a destination 
country and transnationally, is a possibility that needs  to  be  
theorized and  explored. (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004: 1003) 
The term transnational has been critiqued by scholars of migration because it over-
emphasizes the importance of the nation state: In their discussion of simultaneously 
living in multiple nation-states, Levitt and Glick Schiller note that  that   social science‘s 
―conceptual  categories implicitly  take  as given  that  the  nation-state  is  the  natural  
default  category of social organization‖ even as the meaningful boundaries of 
transnational social life may not be those of states (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004: 1028-
9). While examining transnational social formations has pointed out ―spheres of life that 
are not confined to nation-states,‖ it has also made crossing national borders ―the most 
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salient feature‖ of those very same socio-cultural systems (Olwig 2003: 808), thereby 
increasing the profile of the state in an otherwise human and network focused analysis.  
Yet, the term‘s state bias is not an accident or post-hoc assignation of meaning: 
emphasis on transnationalism is, in part a response to 1980s and 1990s globalization 
literature that prematurely foretold the death of the nation state as part of a postnational 
era. It is precisely because of the recognition of the role of the state that transnationalism 
should not simply be replaced by globalization (Basch 1994). Smith and Guarnizo (Smith 
and Guarnizo 1998: 7) argue that transnationalism is not about a lack of state, per se, but 
about the nation spanning- spaces that have been created by households, kinship 
networks, elite fractions, and other ―emergent local formations‖ as they actively pursue 
and maintain cultural and material resources. Others have asked if the term transnational 
has a significant advantage over global or international (c.f. Kearney 1995). This 
ultimately comes down to the relevance of national borders, laws, customs, etc. to the 
particular dynamic being studied. In the present case, I very explicitly discuss migrations 
across the border between Mexico and the United States and the individual, community, 
and national relations of emigrant residence in the U.S. This is a case of transnational 
migration in which extended family and community networks are foreground.  
PART III:  Overlaps and Intersections between  
Political Ecology and Transnational Migration 
In Reimagining Political Ecology, anthropologists Aletta Biersack and James B. 
Greenberg (2006):17 ask: ―are political ecology and transnational studies allies or 
overlapping domains of inquiry?‖ My answer is that they, and particularly transnational 
studies of migration, are potential allies with some overlapping histories and contexts 
which should allow for better allegiance. While aspects of the field may appear 
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contradictory, for example transnationalism‘s focus on deterritorialization of space 
compared to the very place-based rootedness required by political ecology, it is this very 
schism that leads me to believe that political ecology and transnational migration studies 
need each other in their treatment of migration and the environment. Recognizing this 
tension, (Biersack and Greenberg 2006: 19) argue that 
the concept of place installs the local within transnational 
spaces even as it centers those spaces on local-global articulations 
and the dynamics thereof. What transnational studies and a place-
based political ecology would have in common are those dynamics, 
as well as the related questions of how transnational spaces are 
created and how places are made. 
Their suggestion that the key lies with place-making is a good point of departure 
because it is precisely transnationalism‘s one-time privileging of space over place that 
makes the two fields seem to stand in opposition. The quest to ground transnationalism 
studies in general has led to emphasis on migrants and networks, on social relations 
across space, and more recently on the places where those relationships manifest (Jokisch 
2002; Moran-Taylor and Taylor 2010; Qin 2010; Radel and Schmook 2010; Robson and 
Nayak 2010).Yet, space and related questions about how they are created or disrupted, 
are only one set of convergences between the fields.  Political ecology and transnational 
migration studies, for example, share a vision of communities, networks, and families as 
heterogeneous, marked by differences in economic and social capital, access to resources, 
gender, power, goals, drives, beliefs, interests, embeddedness in network and in 
place/landscape/environmental issue at hand. Moreover, foregrounding people, their 
relations with each other and with the environment is key to place-making and why this 
study is an important contribution to the two fields.   
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The remainder of this section briefly explores a series of conceptual common 
ground between political ecology and transnational migration approaches, including 
common roots in a political economy derived from dependency and World System 
Theory, and shared interests in networks, social capital, landscapes, and livelihoods. 
Covering the common ground between transnationalism and political ecology helps me 
bring together the apparently disparate fields and begin a dialogue around a political 
ecology of transnational migration. 
Interdisciplinary Approach 
As argued above, the interdisciplinary fields of political ecology and transnational 
migration overlap in anthropology, geography, and sociology. In some ways, the 
topographic turn is leading to a stronger inter-disciplinary approach that pulls on the best 
of three social sciences: anthropology‘s concern for rich grounded ethnography and 
holism, sociology‘s attention to meso-level social structures, particularly networks and 
families, and geography‘s depiction of people within particular places and spaces.  Some 
of the fault lines of these theories lie along the same disciplinary boundaries. 
Overemphasis on the state goes back to the beginnings of sociology during a time of 
nation-making. Geography‘s focus on terrain can tend to underplay the agency of 
individuals and groups and reify social processes (Kevin Yelvington, letter to author, July 
7, 2011). Anthropology‘s tradition of long-term ethnography in particular locations has 
left a tendency to conflate community and place. As each field has struggled to embrace 
global processes in local places, they have strained against these and similar constraints. 
Arguably, the ‗disciplinary bleeding‘ that has brought ethnography to sociology, statistics 
and multi-sited studies to anthropology, and a greater concern for cultural construction to 
geography has strengthened political ecology and transnational migration approaches. My 
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goal here is to explore even greater potential connections and collaborations. This is a 
partial reckoning of cross-fertilization between three closely aligned fields and leaves out 
fruitful connections with economics, ecology, natural resource management, and other 
fields.  
In engaging a globalized landscape, Bebbington (2001: 369) suggests that it 
would be helpful to think in terms of a broad enterprise engaging landscapes, 
globalization and the environment. Different fields would contribute from unique entry 
points to the shared goal of ―understand[ing]  the ways in which peoples, places and 
environments are related and mutually constituted,  and  the  ways  in  which  these  
constitutions  are  affected  by  processes  of globalization.‖ Drawing on anthropologists 
Arce and Long, Bebbington (2001) names political ecology, cultural geography, 
development studies and environmental politics but later says that themes of 
transnationalism and globalization may be helpful in breaking down traditional 
disciplinary schisms, such as the society/space and environment/society traditions in 
geography.   
Anthropology is a good common ground for finding symbiosis between the fields 
because the emphasis on holism and ethnography necessitate attention to social, 
economic, political, historical, and natural contexts and to the lived experiences of 
individuals and families within localities and across transnational space. Emphasizing 
relations within networks and how individuals and families maintain livelihoods HELPS 
keep the focus squarely on people and their interactions with each other and the places in 
which they live. In the scope of this ethnography this means concentrating on economic 
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and social remittances, nonmonetary economic relations, communication, and related 
practices that potentially impact the socio-natural landscape of the community of origin.  
Political Economy 
The political economy underlying a broad political ecology approach and 
transnational migration literature is derived more from Frank‘s (1969; 2000) and 
Wallenstein‘s (1979, 1987) dependency theory than from a classical materialist political 
economy of Marx and Engels.  Questions of land scarcity and degradation, mobility of 
peasantry (especially large-scale rural to urban migration), and labor exploitation are 
relevant to both fields.
6
 According to Robbins (2004:52) ―broad-scale materialist history 
and theory‖ was not enough to attend to environmental or agrarian concerns but did 
infuse political ecology with a general attention to materiality and an enduring focus on 
control over resources.  My concern for land tenure and access to firewood and farmland 
along the agricultural frontier fits here because it illustrates emigrants‘ and emigrants‘ 
families struggles to maintain control over their own property and access to soil, forest, 
and water resources (see chapters 4, 7, 8) (Ribot and Peluso 2003). If Robbins (2004:52) 
is correct, then conceptualizing resource use as part of a ―larger social engine, which 
revolves around the control of nature and labor‖ is a core assumption of political ecology:  
…almost all political and environmental explanations 
center on who controls resources and how the rules and conditions 
of production and exchange are set in political struggle.  But this 
political economy is defined very broadly to encompass a range of 
 
6 Given this lineage and his political economy framed interest in peasantry and telling the history 
of the colonized, it is understandable to see how anthropologist Eric Wolf  came to coin the term political 
ecology (Wolf 1972, 1982, 1966). Peasants‘ relationship with the land and the ability of the land to support 
shifting or growing populations are a major piece of both, as are changes in land tenure, access, knowledge, 
displacement, class relations around access/ownership, all enduring topics for political ecology and relevant 
to transnational migration. 
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spheres in which power is exerted, whether it is control of labor, 
land, or ideas. (Robbins 2004: 80) 
 Similarly, to the degree that transnational migration scholars share the view that labor 
migration occurs within an uneven global playing field, they fall broadly within a world 
systems-derived political economy. Concern for power and inequality is certainly evident 
throughout both fields. 
Many political ecology or transnational migration scholars would not self-identify 
with a world systems or dependency theory framework, although they acknowledge their 
importance in the early development of the field. The theories have fallen out of fashion 
in anthropology, largely because of reification of core/periphery, a focus on a state, as 
opposed to local or actor, level, and privileging structures over practice. However, I argue 
that contemporary world systems thinking is much more nuanced and complex, including 
a renewed interest in environmental concerns; an understanding of the longue durrée is 
necessary for understanding construction of problems (Manning and Gills 2011). Roots in 
world systems theory and dependency theory are expressed through concern for multi-
scale analysis, historical and political context, and recognition of inequality in a global 
system of states (Durrenberger 2007). For example, Paerregaard‘s (2002: 127) assertion 
that contemporary transnational migration in Peru is not a new phenomena but instead an 
―extension of earlier migration systems‖ shows recognition for historical continuity that 
is fitting with political economy. Chapter 4 draws on a dependency derived political 
ecology to discuss the national, international, and historical contexts of labor and land in 
rural Honduras and draw out implications for the marginalization of small-scale 
agriculture, unsustainability of rural livelihoods, and associated incentives to migrate for 
work elsewhere in the country and abroad. 
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Multi-scale Analysis 
With a political economy background, comes an appreciation for muli-scale 
analysis that permeates political ecology and transnationalism. Scholars look at multiple 
levels of analysis: individual, household, community, network, state, global etc.  They are 
concerned with the ―glocal‖ – manifestations of global processes in local dynamics or the 
mutual constitution of the global and local and how it manifest in particular places or 
social relations. Bebbington and Batterbury (2001) assert that writing on rural livelihoods 
and landscapes, such as the present study, must engage with globalization and 
transnationalism. Political ecology has long relied on chains of explanation to tie 
geographically separate sites that are relevant to a particular people, issue, commodity, or 
place. Tsing (2005: 51) writes that every step in the commodity chain ―can [also] be seen 
as an arena of cultural production.‖ By extension it can also be a site for seeing the flows 
and frictions of migration… each node is a place to see the political economy behind the 
production of cultural values and practices. 
 The primary arenas examined in this study are small scale agriculture, cattle 
ranching, firewood extraction, and water conservation and provision in the socio-natural 
landscape anchoring the transnational topography shaped by emigrants from and 
residents of Santa Rosa. Tracing the commodity chains, or what I am terming ―contour 
lines‖ (borrowing loosely from Katz (2002)), of each of these sheds light on how labor 
and land tenure/access relations are shaped in the transnational topography and, as will be 
shown in Chapter 4, how they have been shaped through a long history of 
marginalization through colonization and agrarian policies privileging export agriculture.   
The ―chain analysis‖ approach has been critiqued for creating an artificial 
hierarchy of global over national over local and has been replaced with a more network 
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oriented approach in which multi-level aspects of a dynamic are studied at each node. 
While this language fits well with transnationalism‘s current focus on networks, how is it 
possible to talk about these multi-scaled relations without some nesting of local processes 
inside broader or historical dynamics? Perhaps the trick is to avoid the implication of 
―chain of command‖ that working up multiple scales can have (see Brook 2005). 
Networks, Embeddedness, and Social Capital 
The major strength of a network focus in both fields is the ability to focus on 
relations across multiple locations. The concept of networks moves analysis away from a 
false micro-macro divide to study migration as a series of dynamic connections that allow 
for changes and continuity in social life, and for individual and collective agency within 
social structures (Olwig 2007: 8-9; Latour 2005). 
The ―strong emphasis on migrants‘ continued ties to their country of origin is 
relatively new, and a radical departure from the conservative approach that predominated 
migration research‖ on factors that pulled or pushed migration and on incorporation; 
while sociology has tended to focus on immigration, anthropology focuses on ―migrants‘ 
social field of relations as the main empirical object of study‖ (Olwig 2007: 8). The 
concept of network came into anthropology in the 1940s as part of a study of the social 
networks of those leaving tribal areas for new urban developments in Central Africa 
(Brettell 2003).
7
   
My use of network, and that of those scholars upon whom I draw the most, is 
primarily descriptive and metaphoric. Family networks provided the structure for 
snowball sampling of migrants, but it is not the highly structured scientific method for 
 
7 This is the same literature that informs studies of remitting and reciprocity (Cliggett 2003, 2005). 
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collecting and analyzing data that some studies employ. Several concepts cut across 
literature on transnational migration, including a pervasive focus on social networks and 
network analysis concepts such embeddedness, socially constructed ties between network 
members, and the strength of those ties (Vertovec 2003: 647), characterized as ―the 
relative frequency, duration, emotional intensity, reciprocal exchange, and so on which 
characterize a given tie or set of ties and durability‖ (Emirbayer and Goodwin 1994: 
1448-1449).  
There are at least three kinds of embeddedness in social networks: relational 
(reciprocity, expectations, personal relations, etc.), structural (differing scales), and 
capital (social position, power, opportunities, and constraints) Vercotec (2003:649-650). 
The network analysis concept of embeddedness meshes well with political ecology‘s 
concerns for ways in which external structures affect options and decisions of local 
groups. The ―embeddedness‖ of individuals in transnational family and transnational 
community networks (as well as in the governance of the park and community of origin) 
is important to understanding the values and motivations behind emigrants‘ remitting, 
communication, and landscape impacting practices Chapter 7 and 8. 
Social capital exists in, is drawn from, a person‘s web of relationships and 
maintained through visits, phone calls, marriages, membership participation, etc . 
(Verctec 2003:648) Based on the analysis of how individuals work within transnational 
family networks to sustain transnational livelihoods in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I would add 
that social capital also exists in and is created through economic remittances. Social 
capital performs a bridging function in transnational social spaces connecting the content 
and contexts of sustained social and symbolic ties across multiple states (2000: 1). The 
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bridging functions of ―social capital‖ or ―social resources‖ are relevant to this study in a 
number of ways, particularly in terms of how Santa Rosa residents leverage their 
connections within local and transnational networks to secure access to resources such as 
farmland or firewood. As will be seen in Chapter 6, when access to resources is granted 
from emigrants abroad, social capital is also a kind of social remittance.  
While I recognize that the term ―social capital‖ is contentious (Durrenberger 
2002; Portes 2000) I choose to use it because it is very much a part of the transnational 
network and to a lesser degree, political ecology literatures. It is also consistent with a 
thread of Bourdieun influence evident in the dissertation (and studies upon which it 
draws) in concepts of field, topography economic habitus, and practices. 
At times I also use the more generic term ―social resources‖ to refer to "the 
wealth, status, power as well as social ties of those persons who are directly or indirectly 
linked to the individual" elements which are also encompassed in social capital (Lin, 
Ensel, and Vaughn 1981: 395) or simply ―features of an actor‘s social network [that] 
provide differential opportunities to realize interests, manipulate others and gather 
information‖ (Campbell, Marsden, and Hurlbert 1986: 97). Social capital, as I use it, 
includes these concepts and emphasizes that the individual can access and mobilize these 
various resources by virtue of being part of a social network or larger social structure and 
by being able to leverage those connections to access social and economic resources 
(Portes 1998).
 8
  
  
 
8 Conceiving of access to resources as a bundle of powers, in contrast to ownership as a bundle of 
formal rights, makes it easier to see the range of access possibilities that farmers have, and by extension, 
the practices, relationships, and social capital involved in exercising those powers.  
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Practice 
At its most basic, practice simply refers to ―what people do as opposed to what 
they say‖ (Barnard and Spencer 2002: 668). The simple term is deceptively powerful and 
has come into use as ―transnational practices‖ (Glick Schiller 1992; Grenfell 2008) and, 
in political ecology, as a way to show how symbolic and material factors constitute each 
other (Biersack and Greenberg 2006). It is a good concept for bridging place and space, 
as practices may occur across geographical space in the form of communication or 
migration, for example, but must interact with the material world at the place(s) where 
they are embodied. Practice, in other words, is the site of intersect of beliefs/ideas/culture 
and the physical world. In the present study I explore numerous kinds of practice related 
to the functioning of transnational family networks or potentially environment impacting 
actions in the sending community. Specific areas of practice in which I am interested 
include: maintenance of ties within families, remitting, reciprocity, lending, borrowing, 
communication, work, agriculture, and day to day household functioning such as 
obtaining firewood.
9
 Each of these areas comes with a set of actions through which Santa 
Rosa residents interface with their bio-physical environment, potentially changing it, and 
in doing so embody emigrants‘ and residents‘ ideas, values, and behaviors. 
Initially I used the hydrological boundaries of microwatershed to define the study 
area, but given the local geography and spheres of interaction, the watershed boundaries 
had little meaning beyond the microwatershed in Pacaya where the community draws its 
 
9 These practices are developed in specific contexts (historical, political, and economic) under 
particular conditions, with a back-story of how learned. In the case of the present study, the back-story 
includes informal environmental and agricultural education, experimentation, formal schooling, intra-
family learning. Practices are shaped by contact with migrants, park managers, local thugs, and others. If 
they are shaped in the north and then remitted or modified through communication with migrants, practices 
can be considered a kind of social remittance.  
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water and a few have farmland. The remainder of the residences and fields fell across 
multiple microwatersheds. It made more sense to look at the scope of practices as the 
limiting edge of the local study area, the study landscape so to speak. I use specific 
practices to define the boundaries of transnational fields and the geographic landscapes of 
interest. By doing so, I am mapping the project to the range of impact that emigrants have 
on the socio-natural landscape in which their household of origin lives and works. 
Extended households are defined not only in terms of biological kin but also in 
terms of relations with those who provide or receive some service, goods, or money to 
the household of interest. This is essentially a practice based definition as well.
10
  
Drawing on Bourdieu, (and critiques of Bourdieu cited earlier) when taken 
together, the practices discussed in chapters 5, 6, and 7 depict the ―economic habitus‖ 
(Bourdieu 2000) of transnational families. Economic habitus in this study is basically the 
set of economic practices (production and exchange, formal, informal, market, 
reciprocity) that transnational families employ to provide food, shelter, healthcare, 
education for family members.
11
  This goes beyond simply a set of ―economic practices‖ 
or ―economic activities‖ because of the internalization of a new way of economic life: 
living transnationally as an extended economic household, what Guarnizo (2003) calls 
the ―economics of transnational living.‖ Being embedded in the transnational economy 
through labor migration and related practices, having those transnational practices and the 
 
10  Bounding the study in this way is similar to Actor Based Network approaches (Latour 2005), 
ties that I would do well to examine in future research.  
11 It is easiest to see from the perspective of any given household within the network. Feminist 
political ecologists (Rocheleau 1996) provide useful insights into the gendered division of labor within 
households – and the gendered inequality within family networks and the broader village-community, a 
tension which underlies much of the study but often goes without direct analysis because it is not the most 
pertinent aspect of a given set of relations or practices. 
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quest to become a part of them (the pursue El Norte and all that it symbolizes), structure 
behaviors and ways of thinking, creating an economic habitus different from agrarian 
peasant economies.  
Studying each family‘s economic habitus in a context of transnationally extended 
household economies is an attempt to show the overlapping economic systems of market 
capitalism, reciprocity, and redistribution that characterize families, communities, and the 
efforts of individuals and families to secure their livelihoods in local places and across 
transnational space. Foster (1999: 338) places the analysis of domestic gift remitting 
explicitly within a framework of global change, showing how remittances from wage 
workers and gifts from successful cash croppers are transforming landscape and relations 
of exchange, personhood, and social solidarity. Foster‘s (1999) analysis reinforces that 
gifting exists alongside and within the capitalist world economy. Understanding that gifts 
move in and out of overlapping economic systems and that the manner in which they 
move may be impacted by social and physical space, is useful in analyzing the 
transnational and market-based relations in which remittances are generated, transferred, 
and spent (Godelier 1999; Mauss 1990[1950]; Sahlins 1972). 
A Note on Practice, Agency, Structure, and Power 
While I am not using practice theory in its classic formulation (Bourdieu 1977; 
Ortner 1995; Giddens 1984), my emphasis on practice, recognition of an economic 
habitus, use of social fields, and choice to use economic and social capital over economic 
and social resource situate my work within a Bourdieun tradition. The choice is 
intentional, a reflection of a broader tendency to employ his work (however unevenly) in 
transnational migration and political ecology literatures. As Yelvington (1995: 155) 
notes, ―practice theory is about adapting to constraints,‖ and Bourdieu seems to weigh 
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heavy on constraints leaving a view of structure that is weighted toward status with too 
little room for action. I see actors as having a greater chance to affect the social structures 
within which they operate. However, I argue that the environment shapes and is shaped 
by human action, through their practices individuals transform the natural environment 
and are then beholden, to greater or lesser degree, to their creation (or, more accurately, 
to a hybrid of human-made and natural landscape). Though, as an anthropologist, my 
primary attention is on social relations and cultural values, site of attention, the material 
world plays its part in structuring relations and practices. 
Given the transnational family network focus of the study, I appreciate Hastrup‘s 
(2004: 224) view of agency as located in the social and imagined space of the collective: 
meant to ―transcend the dichotomy between materialism and idealism, and between 
realism and constructivism, and to show that imagination has material consequences.‖ 
The discussion of multiple, contested conceptions of multiple landscapes discussed below 
and in Chapters 7 and 8 fits well with this view of the imagination as having material 
consequences, as does the important role that nostalgia, dreams of return, and concern for 
children‘s future play in emigrants remitting and investing decisions. Transnational 
family resource-impacting practices are quite literally a material manifestation of ideals, 
values, and concerns shared across transnational space, affecting the material through the 
imagined. Though not a practice theory conceptualization of agency per se, it resonates 
with my appreciation for the material power of discourse.  
Transnational family networks are structured by both relationships and practices  
(Paulson and Gezon 2005). Drawing on Foner 1997, Parreñas (2001: 81)  says that 
transnational families are marked by ‗dynamic interplay of structure, culture, and agency 
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also operating within confines of broader social structures such as village community, 
nation state, and religious, educational, economic, and nongovernmental institutions, as 
they are part of these structures, to greater or lesser degree also co-creating, maintaining, 
or resisting them. My view of agency is, therefore, dynamic but constrained. Individuals‘ 
freedoms to move, to create new environmental practices, to form new relationships, etc. 
are limited by their position within transnational social fields marked by asymmetrical 
power relations (Paulson, Gezon, and Watts 2003) in which they as a group have a 
powerful cumulative effect on macroeconomics and national cultures etc. but as 
individuals and individual families or communities are limited in power to wielding 
weapons of the weak, to creatively creating spaces at the margins of the incomplete 
hegemony of more dominant forces  (Gramsci 1999[1971]; Scott 1990). Parreñas 
(2001:108) puts it more eloquently: ―transnational households are able to transcend but 
not eliminate borders.‖ (She cites as an example receiving state policies restricting 
immigrants‘ abilities to bring their children, even while parents take everyday measures 
to maintain ties with them.) 
 Though I do not often engage issues of agency or power directly in this 
manuscript, it bears noting that using Gramsci (1999[1971]) and Foucault (Foucault 
1991, 1995[1997]) in past work (Taylor Bahamondes 2003b, 2003a) has left me with an 
understanding of power and agency as operating within a discursive and material 
hegemony which is always contested through everyday acts of resistance when structures 
of inequality become too confining and create intolerable working or living conditions 
(Scott 1985, 1990; Robbins 2004). Actors, then, are never completely constrained nor 
completely free.  
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Attention to ―Practices‖ Bridges Social Spaces, Material Places,  
and Political-Historical Context 
Practices are an important tool for bridging social spaces, material places, and 
political-historical contexts. Anna Tsing (2000) notes that ―place making is always a 
cultural as well as a political-economic activity.‖ As such, focusing on practices is a good 
way to bridge the cultural/material divide, an effort that is bringing anthropology to the 
topographical turn discussed above. Maintaining focus on social relationships and 
processes within transnational family networks and at the site of interaction with the 
physical environment has a similar effect. In essence, I am recognizing attempts to 
ground, and urging further attempts to ground, political ecology and transnationalism in 
practice, place, and networks. The emphasis I give below to livelihoods and landscapes 
and above to political and historical context is part and parcel of this grounding effort. 
Ongoing concern for theorizing space and place, and an attempt to better bridge them 
through studies of relatedness or place-making or through attention to practices, 
livelihoods, and landscapes is evident in political ecology and transnational migration 
literatures (see Bebbington and Batterbury 2001; Conway and Cohen 2003; Escobar 
2001; Moore 1998; Olson 2005; Paulson and Gezon 2005). It is to livelihoods and 
landscapes as a loose common thread in the literatures that I now turn, before 
concentrating on the concept of transnational topographies as a way to knit all of these 
diverse threads into a shared web of analysis. 
PART IV: Building a Political Ecology of Migration 
Placing People and Practices through Transnational Livelihoods 
 I turn now to a discussion of practice and livelihood, in order to recognize the 
simultaneity of transnational family members in multiple countries living parallel lives, 
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intermeshed through shared activities, routines, and social relations. While I do not often 
mention the word ―livelihood‖ (or variations of it) in later chapters, it is a key concept 
underlying a political ecology of migration. The individual practices captured in this 
study, be they related to communicating, remitting, sharing resources, or farming, all 
pertain to the maintaining transnational migration as a livelihood strategy. 
 ―Livelihood,‖ or ―livelihood strategy,‖ is a household‘s means of procuring 
sustenance; it is composed of the ―productive bricolage‖ (Batterbury 2001) of activit ies 
that households use to survive. ―Livelihood,‖ ―transnational livelihood,‖ and the related 
concept of ―transnational living,‖ are widely present in the political ecology and 
transnational migration literatures (as well as in conservation and development work 
more broadly).
12
  Put in these terms, Chapter 5 describes how households‘ collections of 
livelihood practices expand into transnational livelihoods through emigration.  
The concept of livelihood is a useful point of convergence between the fields of 
political ecology and transnational migration studies because it requires a practice-based 
approach, and, by extension, requires attention to where practices occur in physical 
places as well as to the local and transnational relationships that drive practices.  
Transnational livelihood is a useful empirical focus for capturing household and family 
level practices across borders,  and movements within those networks as opposed to 
looking more broadly at population movements between states (Olwig 2003: 787). 
Paying attention to how livelihood practices shape and are shaped by socio-natural 
 
12 Naming only a handful of works relevant to this project shows how pervasive the concept is 
among those trying to discuss intersections between rural lives and global and environmental processes 
(Batterbury 2001; Olwig 2003; Homewood 2009; Jokisch 2002; Moran-Taylor and Taylor 2010; Qin 2010; 
Schmook and Radel 2008; Ghimire 2001; Ingold 2000; Jansen et al. 2003; Kay 2004; Nygren 2004; Olwig 
and Sorensen 2002; Loker 2004). 
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landscapes and by transnational networks within particular historical and political 
contexts pulls together a number of threads discussed in this chapter and brings us closer 
to a political ecology of transnational living. Bebbington takes me one farther, writing 
that  
scholars  who  write  about  rural  livelihoods  and  
landscapes  in  most  parts  of  the Third  World  have  little  choice  
but  to  engage  with  discussions  of  globalization and 
transnationalism. (2001: 370) 
Transnational livelihoods, then, become a cornerstone of a political ecology of 
transnational migration.  
Transnational livelihoods include not only the strategies people use to make a 
living, but incorporates cultural and social process  and beliefs that are not overtly 
‗economic‘ or ‗subsistence‘ related, all that pertains to ―the local level, lived processes‖ 
of transnational migration (Smith 2001: 38-39). Within social and kinship networks, the 
relationship between man and nature is at the root of livelihoods,  but it is ―always 
embroidered‖ with culture (Olwig and Sorensen 2002: 3). Guarnizo‘s (2003: 669) 
definition makes clear that transnational living is a practice based concept: ―set of cross-
border relations and practices that connect migrants with their societies of origin.‖ 
 Social and Economic Remittances and Transnational Living 
Economic and social remittances, as well as communication and reciprocity, are 
the lubricant of transnational living: the economic flows that connect individuals and 
households and allow for redistribution of resources within the network and for the 
sharing of ideas. Remittances are discussed in greater depth below and in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 5, in particular, paints a picture of transnational living within the four case study 
families. 
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 Guarnizo argues that studying transnational living allows researchers to study the 
embeddedness of migrants and their practices in historical-vocational contexts and the 
intended and unintended consequences of transnational action related to migration 
(Guarnizo 2003: 669).  One of these unintended consequences is the magnitude of money 
transferred between countries through small family level remittances and the degree to 
which national and international macroeconomic policy now depends on remittance. 
Thereby, transnational living creates and is embedded in the broader socio-economic-
political landscape of migration. 
As transnational living is also about communication, social ties, and nonmonetary 
economic relations,
13
 a political ecology of transnational migration needs to go beyond 
remittances and debates of whether they are sources of development or dependency to 
look at the embeddedness of complex transnational livelihoods in socio-natural, 
historical, and political contexts. One key research question was: How do economic 
practices within transnational families, including but not limited to remittances, manifest 
in local landscapes within transnational social fields?   
A related question that drove data collection was: how do social practices and 
values produced or modified through migration affect landscape-impacting practices? In 
the research proposal, I framed these in terms of ―social remittances.‖ In practice, 
observing the complexity of transnational living (Guarnizo) and the importance of social 
 
13Emphasizing remittances over other kinds of economic relations underestimates the power of 
other kinds of economic relations (such as lending land) to transform local landscapes.  To the extent that 
reciprocity and redistribution through gifting exist alongside remittances, transnational families bridge 
market and nonmarket economies. Transition to a market economy is a traditional concern of Marxism and 
political economy. For transnational families, it will continue to be an incomplete transition as families are 
embedded in local and international markets for labor, land, agricultural supplies, food, etc. even while 
quietly relying on reciprocity for survival and livelihood maintenance (see Chapter 5).   
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relations apart from monetary remitting, led me to supplement my study of economic 
remittances with analysis of nonmonetary economic relations, such as reciprocity and 
lending land (Chapters 5 and 7). Similarly, while the study as proposed focused on 
―social remittances,‖ my observation of multidirectional conversations within 
transnational families led me to look at communication more broadly. In both cases, the 
focusing on north to south flows obscures that economic and social relations are more 
about circulation and modification within family networks than about one way transfers.  
Levitt (1998: 927) defines social remittances as ―the ideas, behaviors, identities, 
and social capital that flow from host- to sending-country communities.‖  Social 
remittances are the north to south equivalent of ―the social and cultural resources that 
migrants bring with them‖ to the countries that receive them. She coined the term to 
highlight that migrants send more than money to their households and communities of 
origin. Social remittances occur within a ―complex web of social relations‖ that 
constitutes the transnational social field formed by migrants (Chavez 1998: 11-12) and 
are modified in transmission through that web. Levitt‘s (2010) essay for the Migration 
Policy Institute offers a broader view of social remittances that better shows the 
circularity of exchange of values and behaviors. It also cites how social remittances scale 
out to other domains of practice, at an individual and a collective level of transfer. 
Encouraging aid agencies and development projects to recognize the power of social 
remittances at an individual and community level is an important goal of her work. 
Migrants from the developing world bring with them social 
remittances — defined as ideas, know-how, practices, and skills — 
that shape their encounters with and integration into their host 
societies. They also send back social remittances that promote and 
impede development in their countries of origin. Social remittances 
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are often referenced in the literature but not well understood. 
(Levitt and Lamba-Nieves 2010: 1) 
Chapter 6 takes a closer (and more critical) look at social remittances with four 
transnational family networks stretched between rural Honduras and suburban sites in the 
United States. Chapter 8 offers some suggestions at how individual and collective social 
remittances within the families and broader transnational community relate to 
development and conservation work in the village of origin. The important point is that 
transnational living practices include social remittances, often in the form of 
unintentional transfer of values, changes in social capital or status, and prioritization of 
spending. 
PART V: Theorizing Political Ecology of Transnational Migration 
Adding Contours to Transnational Social Fields 
Throughout this chapter I have been building a case for a political ecology of 
transnational migration by showing overlap between the fields, especially through shared 
influences of political economy and an interest in networks and practice, and by 
suggesting that the fields‘ respective strengths in theorizing space and place are 
complementary and help an anthropology of transnationalism better make Hastrup‘s 
―topographical turn.‖ A first step in developing a political ecology of migration is finding 
a metaphor that aids discussion of emigrants‘ impacts on the landscape impacting 
practices and landscapes of their households and communities of origin. At this stage, I 
am looking to transnational topographies less for an explanation of causality than for the 
conceptual tools to describe the materiality of the socio-natural space in which 
transnational families operate. 
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 ―Transnational social field‖ has been widely used and is certainly a relevant way 
of discussing how the transnational families discussed here create social space across 
borders. But, the image conjured by the term is of a flat field of crops, a meadow, a 
battlefield, or perhaps, a force field (Thomson 2008: 68). To reinforce that social spaces 
are tied to physical places, I use instead ―transnational topographies‖ (Katz 2002, 2004) 
and ―landscapes‖ (Bender 2001; Crumley 2007; Bebbington 2001).  
By characterizing the ―ecology‖ of ―political ecology‖ as a ―contested landscape‖ 
(Bender and Winer 2001), I am engaging with the bio-physical environment as a place 
shaped by human behaviors and perceptions. The social construction of place and the 
material shaping of human practice is embedded in the landscape concept:  ―People make 
and are made by landscapes, depending on particularity of time and pace‖ (Bender and 
Winer 2001), though often with unintended consequences (Robbins 2004). In Chapters 7 
and 8, I suggest that the park buffer zone has multiple, overlapping landscapes that 
represent historical configurations of nature and society, dependent on the perspective of 
the viewer (Bender and Winer 2001; Strang 1997; Tsing 2005: 195).
14
    
Transnational Topographies 
  ―Transnational topography‖ in this study refers to the transnational social field 
that links Santa Rosa of the surrounding area from which residents farm and extract 
 
14 The term ―landscape‖ accepts a multitude of adjectives, some describing simultaneous states.  
―Social landscapes‖ can refer to imbuing place or feature with meaning (Tsing 2005:xi). Socio-natural or 
social-natural takes that concept and reinforce the interaction of social relations/practices with the physical. 
There are many more: archaeoscape, cultural soilscape (Wells 2009), global landscape (Bebbington 2001), 
institutional, political, and natural (Parreault 2001) transnational, rural, wild, countryside, ecologically 
diverse, mosaic, and patchy (Hecht 2005), peri-urban, agricultural, and agrarian (Jokish 2002) 
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resources, and all of the places in which emigrants from Santa Rosa live and work.
15
 (In 
practice, the slice of Santa Rosa‘s transnational topography that is described most fully in 
this study corresponds to the places and practices of the four case-study families, 51 
survey households, and broader community as seen through participant observation and 
interviews.)  As such, the heuristic ―transnational topography‖ simultaneously considers 
the physically distant places and the social relations and practices which unit them, with 
the goal of highlighting the materiality of the social field.  
A transnational topography encompasses the multiple, sometimes contested and 
overlapping, socio-natural landscapes of each place. I employ the notion of ―transnational 
topographies‖ as a way to bring together livelihoods and multiple landscapes across 
transnational space.  The concept is inspired by, but goes far beyond, the two 
dimensionality of a map using contour lines to connect points of similar altitude to show 
the relief of the land‘s surface. In this case, the contour lines suggest the shape of 
transnational space by connecting related relations and practices at each physical place.   
(Topo maps and transnational topographies do share attention to different scales and 
being place-based knowledge.) As a tool of critical methodology, topography is ―a thick 
description of social relations, material social practices, and the construction of meaning 
as constitution of and connected by particular historical geographies‖ (Katz 2004: xiii). 
As with ethnographies, topographies produce ―‗thick descriptions‘ of abstract, social 
relations and processes‖ (Katz 2004: xiii).16  
 
15 While the project emphasizes Santa Rosa, the socio-natural landscapes where emigrants live in 
the United States are also relevant,t hough deemphasized because of the scope of the project. 
16 Katz‘s depiction of topography is not necessarily inconsistent with Bourdieu‘s social 
topography (see Anheier 1995) but it is much more, including physical as well. She does bring in doxa as 
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Describing and connecting the relationships, practices, processes, etc. that shape a 
transnational topography becomes a critical window into more macro contexts, including 
globalized capitalist production. Drawing on the critical description can suggest ―counter 
topographies‖…ways in which people are challenging the hegemonic forces driving the  
transnational labor migration that created the social field and topography in the first 
place. ―Counter topography‖ is a helpful  reminder that any topography (or the social 
fields or socio-natural landscapes of which it is comprised) is a social construct in which 
some players and places are privileged and others marginalized. In the case of my study 
this plays out largely in access to resources around Santa Rosa. I am most interested in 
revealing such dynamics of counter hegemony (Gramsci 1999[1971)  and weapons of the 
week (Scott 1985) (see ―Keeping Land in Play‖ in Chapter 7, for example).  
Katz brings in the political potential, suggesting that generating counter 
topographies based on the thick description of topographies can be a means of imagining 
and developing a translocal politics opposed to globalized capitalism and other forms of 
oppression, especially around issues of social reproduction‖ (Katz 2002: 709). 
―Topography‖ offers a political logic that both recognizes the materiality of cultural and 
social difference and can help mobilize transnational and internationalist solidarities to 
counter the imperatives of globalization‖ (Katz 2002: 709). Katz‘s topographies, then 
topographies as  a  research  strategy  that  might  contribute  to  building  a  political  
response  ―that  works  the  grounds  of and between multiply situated social actors in a 
 
making up the every day practices in a situated historical/political/economic/ etc. reality that shifts across 
time.  In her concern with social reproduction (Katz 2004: 110-11) she also brings in habitus, linking up 
with the discussion of practice and economic habitus above. 
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range of geographical locations  who  are  at  once  bound  and  rent  by  the  diverse  
forces  of globalization‖ (Katz 2001: 1214). 
Contour Lines 
Katz uses contour lines as a way to connect places across space to ―reveal the 
three-dimensional form of the terrain‖ and the connectedness between sites which may 
not at first view appear to be interconnected.  Her intent is more political than mine: she 
evokes contour lines  ―to imagine a politics that simultaneously  retains  the  distinctness  
of  the  characteristics  of  a particular place and builds on its analytic connections to 
other places.‖ Yet the idea of using ―contour lines‖ to describe the features of the 
transnational topography is attractive. To her, contours mark relations to processes. In 
other words, unlike contour mines on a topo map which connect points of the same 
elevation, contour lines in an analysis of a transnational topography mark different points 
where a processes manifests or is shaped. She uses the example of deskilling of worker or 
retreating from social welfare. In this way, she argues, it is possible to theorize ―the 
connectedness of vastly different places made artifactually discrete by virtue of history 
and geography‖ (Katz 2002:721).  My discussion of the political economy and ecology 
underlying migration and land use in Santa Rosa in Chapter 4 is an attempt to draw out 
this connectedness across history and the geography of the world system.  
Contour lines can be helpful as an alternative to chains of explanation (critiqued 
above under ―multi-layered approach.‖ The concept is more amenable to analysis through 
networks: different nodes in the network or different steps in the relevant process of 
production/consumption are then connected across transnational space and multiple 
places through contour lines. Chapter 7 presents contour lines for firewood, fallows, and 
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cattle. I have also summarized the cattle/pasture example below as an illustration of a 
political ecology of migration through the heuristic of topographies and contour lines. 
An Example of Cattle Grazing in the Transnational Topography:  
Applying a Political Ecology of Migration Approach  
This section pulls together the components of the political ecology of migration 
framing explored above through a summary of an example of cattle grazing that is 
developed more thoroughly in the second half of Chapter 7. A political ecology lens can 
be applied to human-nature interactions by examining the social, economic, political, and 
historical contexts of a given practice at the place of direct contact with the physical 
environment and the relationship between those doing a given behavior and those who 
have influenced it through their communications or remittances within the corresponding 
transnational social field, and in the place(s) in which emigrants generated and 
transferred the money or ideas remitted. I use Katz‘s (2001, 2002) formulation of 
―transnational topography‖ as a way to ground discussion of the social-material relations 
at each research site within the social field connecting transnational family members with 
each other and with and the places where they dwell. In this case, a village and its 
surroundings in rural Honduras anchor the transnational topography, which also includes 
the sites inhabited by emigrants from the village. 
 To continue with Katz‘s metaphor, I treat individual issues, such as investment in 
cattle and the subsequent conversion of fields to pasture (Chapter 7), as contour lines 
within the broader topography of the transnational social field within which families 
operate. Not unlike unpacking the nodes of a commodity chain, examining contour lines 
provides insight into how specific practices came to be. This example begins when 
individuals in Honduras purchase cattle or land with remittances that were sent by 
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relatives in the United States. Their practices impact the local socio-natural landscape 
most visibly when they clear forest or a fallow field of woody secondary growth to be 
used for pasture. A series of interpersonal and local socio-economic dynamics come into 
play, including purchases, sales, and collaborations between family members for caring 
for the cattle and using the cleared wood for cooking fuel. Pastures are usually fenced and 
once cleared for pasture farm land usually does not revert to farmland, meaning restricted 
access to arable land and firewood for other users of the socio natural landscape. The 
differences in access and very visible measures of wealth (pasture, cows) potentially 
exacerbate inequalities of economic capital between and within families. All of these 
dynamics occur within an historical and political context of land tenure, land reform, and 
agrarian policy that shaped the corresponding landscape and practices within it. Finally, 
the cattle ranching related practices affect the socio-natural landscapes were they occur: 
changing the agrarian landscape from one of cornfields or scrub brush to fenced pasture 
with less firewood and access to the land.  
Their relatives‘ ability to send remittances for cattle or pasture was affected by, 
among other personal factors, the state of the U.S. economy and immigration policies that 
shape emigrant‘s ability to make and send money. The relationship between the emigrant 
remitter and the person(s) receiving and utilizing the funds or managing the cattle and 
pastures is mediated by the money transfers and by communication (direct or through 
other family members).  
This example of cattle ranching from abroad demonstrates that emigrants‘ actions 
can affect the socio-natural landscape of their community of origin.  The transnational 
social networks formed by emigration from Santa Rosa are characterized by the 
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circulation of monetary and nonmonetary economic practices and the communication of 
concerns and values. These come together to form a transnational topography, a kind of 
transnational social field emphasizing socio-natural  relations that are depicted through a 
series of contour lines, of which cattle ranching is one. In subsequent chapters I apply a 
similar approach of examining how transnational flows impact material practices to 
practices and values related to agrochemicals, firewood, and water. Throughout, I give 
attention to the land and labor relations that shape these dynamics and that have been 
shaped by broader historical, national, and global contexts.  Attending to these multiple 
contexts, while analyzing the connections between transnational flows of people, funds, 
and ideas and landscape impacting practices, is the basis for a political ecology of 
transnational migration.  
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3 CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY: CREATING AN ETHNOGRAPHY  
OF TRANSNATIONAL FAMILIES 
Overview 
Field research for this dissertation was carried out between January 2009 and May 
2010 with residents of and emigrants from a rural Honduran village. This multi-sited 
ethnography focuses on four ―transnational families,‖ selected to represent a range of 
patterns of emigration, remitting, and natural resource use practices revealed by a series 
of focus groups and village-wide survey. The village, ―Santa Rosa,‖ is one of 64 located 
in the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park (PANACAM by its Spanish 
abbreviation). The choice of primary research site, emigration focus, and transnational 
family based approach grew out of research I conducted in PANACAM in 2001 and 2007 
(described below). The United States destinations for emigrants from my four focus 
families (Long Island, New York and south Florida) became my secondary field sites.   
Drawing on the political ecology of migration framework outlined in Chapter 2, I 
envision interactions between and within families to occur within a ―transnational social 
field‖ (Levitt 1998) that is anchored in Santa Rosa by geographic and social space and 
includes emigrants‘ current residences as ―transnational localities‖ with their own historic 
and social contexts that are potentially relevant to the flow and content of remittances 
(Levitt 1998; Smith 2006). Viewing this social field as a ―transnational topography‖ 
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(Katz 2002, 2004) highlights emigrants‘ and residents‘ interactions with socio-natural 
landscapes, particularly those of the shared anchor site, Santa Rosa. 
Locating the study in a national park adds a regulatory and governance context 
discussed more fully in Chapters 4 and 8. It also allows me to contrast different 
stakeholders‘ interpretations of the same bio-physical environment, framed here as 
―agrarian‖ and ―conservation‖ landscapes (Chapters 7 and 8 respectively), and show the 
role emigrants, remittances, and transnational families play in each.  
The four transnational family networks that I traced from Honduras to the United 
States include a) the originating household in Santa Rosa, b) other family members tied 
the ―economic household‖ through sharing of money, goods, and services, c) any 
domestic or international emigrants from that household, and d) any other emigrants 
remitting money to that household.  (Chapter 5 introduces the four families in depth and 
details how the networks and economies work across transnational space.)  
Site Selection and Prior Research 
I chose to conduct dissertation research in the buffer zone of PANACAM because 
of professional ties and knowledge gained through prior research and because of my 
ongoing interest in conservation and development. The study topic grew out of 
observations and conversations during prior visits in 2001 and 2007. As discussed below, 
migration figured prominently in my 2007 visit to PANACAM. I first became aware of 
ties between outmigration and conservation the year before in a valley closer to San 
Pedro Sula.  In other words, although I chose the site first and the specific topic second, 
this is not a retrofit of topic to place: the questions grew out of individuals‘ and park 
managers‘ experiences.  
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The multi-layered contexts discussed in Chapter 4 show why this is a particularly 
rich place to study the effects that emigration has on resource use. Honduras‘s 
complicated agrarian history combined with attempts to regulate forests for conservation 
and production of hydroelectricity leads to paradoxes around ―keeping land in play‖ 
(Chapter 7). The more diffuse, smaller, and newer transnational networks formed by 
Honduran migrants to the United States offer an interesting counterpoint to existing 
studies on the much more established and larger Mexican, Salvadoran, and Dominican 
Diaspora that are often cited for migration and development work (Chapter 8). Along 
these lines, the national governments‘ ready acceptance of migradollars contrasts with 
their ambivalence about helping emigrants‘ invest in their households and communities 
of origin also makes for an interesting policy environment. Of the Honduran parks, 
PANACAM is one of the ones that has been best able to enact comanagement. That the 
park invested a lot of time and money into environmental education and agricultural 
extension in the 1990s (and that that period was well documented by the park and by 
Cornell Professor Max Pfeffer and his students, including me) means that I have a richer 
understanding of the local and national contexts than would have been possible at other 
sites. 
 Prior Research and Topic Development 
 My research in PANACAM began in January 2001 when I spent two weeks with 
the park managing NGO, Aldea Global (discussed below) following up on Pfeffer‘s 
1996-1998 study and interviewing park rangers and managers about environmental 
education and agricultural extension activities in the park for what would become my 
master‘s thesis in Development Sociology at Cornell University (Taylor Bahamondes 
2003b). That short trip sparked a month-long stay in 2007 with Aldea Global‘s park 
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office in Siguatepeque, building a database for their park-wide survey and touring the 
buffer-zone. My time in PANACAM created a solid connection with the park director 
and head park ranger and familiarized me with the NGO‘s style of decentralized 
governance and attempts to foster sustainable agriculture, interests that date back to my 
1997-1998 work with environmental education in Chilean parks, 1995 internship on an 
organic farm, and 1996 research with agricultural extension agents and indigenous 
farmers in Ecuador (Taylor Bahamondes 1997). My interest in migration and 
environment is more recent, begun in 2007 with research in PANACAM and with Central 
American immigrants in Florida (Kusenbach and Taylor 2011), and further developed 
after completing field work with a 2010 summer research internship at the Migration 
Policy Institute in Washington, D.C. (Newland and Taylor 2010).   
My master‘s research focused on environmental education and water conservation 
discourse, including interviewing park rangers during a 2001 visit, transcribing an 
environmental education radio program, and  reviewing documentation on laws, funding, 
and projects (Taylor Bahamondes 2003a, 2003b). Much of the thesis was based on a 
survey of 601 park residents and 54 in-depth interviews on resident conservation values 
and practices collected by Max J. Pfeffer and students from 1996-1998 (Pfeffer et. al 
1998; 2001; 2005; 2006; Schelhas and Pfeffer 2008; Barton 2001). In June 2006, as part 
of a larger University of South Florida study, I conducted focal follows and water quality 
testing, interviewed valley residents, and attended water council meetings in a 500 
household valley near San Pedro Sula (Taylor Bahamondes and Davis-Salazar 2007). 
Prior to field research I also carried out an ethnographic discourse analysis of my 2001 
interviews, ―Park Resident? (Re)defining Identity within the Boundaries of PANACAM‖ 
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(Taylor Bahamondes 2005)and a statistical analysis showing that land tenure and social 
capital underlie relationships of property wealth, agricultural education, agricultural 
market participation, and land use among Honduran hillside farmers (Taylor Bahamondes 
2007c; IFPRI 2006). 
 I returned to PANACAM in July-August 2007 to document community-based 
watershed activities, including hydroelectric projects, multi-community collaborations, 
inter-community water conflicts in the park, and major issues such as aging or inexistent 
water systems, drying springs, inadequate management, and forest fires.  I visited villages 
throughout the park, speaking with park managers and water council members and 
interviewing representatives of each of the park co-managing municipalities and of 
national water and forestry agencies (resulting in 7 taped interviews). In two villages, Los 
Planes and ―Aguas Blancas,‖ I spent several days interviewing residents and water 
council members (10) and conducting focus groups (2) (Taylor Bahamondes 2007b, 
2007a; Taylor 2011). The paradox that remittances cause development and 
underdevelopment captured my interest during the visit and dominated my initial 
attempts to explain the emigration-related dynamics I saw there (Taylor 2011). Deciding 
to focus the dissertation proposal on remittances, can be traced to a brief conversation 
with USF anthropologist Kevin Yelvington days after I returned.  
Aldea Global: Description of the Park Managing NGO   
Formally called Proyecto Aldea Global (PAG) (translated as Project Global 
Village), the non-profit organization is one of the most enduring NGOs in Honduras and 
is well-respected among the park residents and development professionals and 
researchers with whom I have spoken. It is a nondenominational Christian organization 
(and even begins each work week with office prayer meetings), but most of its programs 
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do not have an overt religious component. Founded in 1983, the agency grew to a staff of 
595 in the late 1990s. At the time of writing, 2011 there were 152 employees in 
Tegucigalpa and 7 regional offices, including offices in Siguatepeque and ―Santa Rosa‖ 
(Proyecto Aldea Global 2011). Apart from managing PANACAM, the NGO is actively 
involved in potable water projects, rural roads, HIV-AIDs education, watershed 
conservation, agro-industrial development, micro-credit, and watershed management. 
Aldea Global has received funding from a number of international sources. For 
PANACAM alone this includes World Wildlife Federation, the Inter-American 
Foundation, the U.S. Agency for International Development, and overseas development 
agencies from Canada, Japan, and Europe. Aldea Global‘s stability, success, and 
professionalism has led the Inter-American Foundation to fund multiple projects and 
profile the NGO‘s projects and founder/director, Chet Thomas, in the magazine 
Grassroots Development (Breslin 2010) and to funded several projects over the years 
(informal interview with an IAF country director, Alexandria, VA, August 2010). 
Continuing Loose Ties with Aldea Global 
While grateful for their continued logistical assistance, for the purposes of the 
present study, I reluctantly chose to minimize my relationship with Aldea Global and the 
park. My fear was that residents would not want to talk openly about any farming or 
resource use practices that might be frowned upon by park managers, including cutting 
fallows or harvesting firewood. Ties and past experience with the agency were still 
invaluable in helping me select the new community, find temporary housing and an 
apartment (through a nurse employed by Aldea Global), meet the community president of 
the main study site (through a park ranger residing in the same community), and provide 
Internet access and facilitate the presentation of preliminary results (through the Aldea 
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Global HIV prevention program and youth coordinator). Drawing on the loose ties with 
Aldea Global was also helpful when meeting with conservation and development 
professionals. For example, a former park director who I interviewed in 2001 proved 
invaluable not only in discussing management of the Lake Yojoa watershed (which 
includes PANACAM) but also in obtaining documentation and connecting me up with 
professionals in Tegucigalpa in March-April 2010.   
Selection of the Primary Study Community 
As mentioned above, Aldea Global was instrumental in introducing me to the 
park and many of its communities in 2001 and 2007. Indeed, I spent much of the 2007 
and some of the 2009-2010 visits being driven over the park‘s dirt road by the head park 
ranger, who also resides in Santa Rosa. I initially designed the dissertation research 
around Aguas Blancas which I had visited in 2001 and obtained permission to return 
from the community president and water council president during a 3 day visit in 2007. 
As discussed below under ―Changes to the Study,‖ the arrangement fell through at the 
last minute, apparently due to inter-family feuding and Aldea Global was instrumental in 
helping me to select a new primary field site. During my first two weeks of dissertation 
fieldwork I stayed in Siguatepeque and worked from Aldea Global‘s regional office, 
discussing site options at length with the park director and head park guard, both of 
whom were familiar with my study from 2007 and intervening emails. I tried to guide the 
site selection by communities included in Pfeffer‘s 1996-1998 interviews and survey in 
order to have more site-specific background. Aguas Blancas was in both datasets; Santa 
Rosa is in the surveys only.   
The choice of Santa Rosa was a compromise of what might be most informative 
for the park and best all around for me. My other main criteria were high emigration rates 
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and reliable public transportation to a larger town with supplies, healthcare, and Internet 
access and these were well met in Santa Rosa. Having an office of Aldea Global in the 
village and a health clinic were added bonuses. Over time, I would see that the diversity 
of livelihood strategies was an advantage as was residents‘ relatively high comfort level 
with foreigners, courtesy of two recent Peace Corps Volunteers and a slow parade of 
short term missions and health brigades. At first, I saw a number of drawbacks to Santa 
Rosa that required changes to the study plan (see below). These factors include: larger 
population, larger area spanning multiple microwatersheds, and greater distance from the 
park‘s core. I resolved the issue of distance from the core by choosing a focus family 
with land in ―Pacaya,‖ a small hamlet at the edge of the park‘s special use zone  (see 
Chapter 4 for a map and description of park zoning). In the end Santa Rosa was a much 
more diverse site than the alternatives, including Aguas Blancas. Although Santa Rosa 
faces the same constraints and opportunities as other buffer zone communities (see 
Chapter 7 and 8), it is more representative of the non-park communities I have visited 
elsewhere in rural Honduras than Aguas Blancas would have been.  
Another advantage of Santa Rosa of which I was not fully aware at the time of 
selecting the community was the size of the emigrant population within a one-hour drive 
of each other on Long Island. (Aguas Blancas has a much smaller concentration of 
emigrants in northern New Jersey.)  Indeed, the transnational family based methodology 
was in part a logistical innovation as a way to locate geographically separated emigrants 
from the same place of origin. Having three families in the same geographic area made 
accessing emigrants much easier and made it possible to see not only dynamics within 
transnational families, but also between families in a loose transnational community.   
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Transnational Family Ethnographies: Range of Methods Used 
My multi-sited, mixed-method approach of ethnographic and semi-structured 
interviews, structured surveys, remittance diaries, small group interviews, reviewing 
project and policy documents, and participant observation is consistent with prior 
approaches to working with transnational families and communities.  
Most multi-sited ethnographies of transnational family networks draw on a mix of 
qualitative methods which are hallmarks in more ―traditional‖ ethnographies: semi-
structured open-ended interviews, ethnographic interviews, participant observation, life 
histories, focus groups, time budgets with recall interviews, market studies, focal follows, 
and secondary data such as financial records and news articles (see below). A minority 
employ structured, quantitative methods. In particular, a suite of studies such as Massey‘s 
team-based ethnosurveys of Mexican sending villages (Massey and Zenteno 2000; 
Massey 1987), Cohen and Conway‘s work with households in Oaxaca, Mexico (Cohen 
2005; Cohen 2001; Conway and Cohen 2003), and Levitt‘s (2001) survey on remittances, 
demographics, and network belonging inform my work.  
Often facing limited time at each field site, researchers attempt to supplement 
formal methods by hanging out after structured interviews: Ong (2003), Parreñas (2005), 
and Olwig (2007) mention that they spent time watching television or sitting at kitchen 
tables with interviewees and their families and attending events. Ong (2003) laments the 
absence of the added richness ethnographic interviews or ―deep hanging out‖ (Clifford 
1997) would have provided to her San Francisco-based ―commuter fieldwork.‖  Smith 
(2006: 356) uses ―grounded group interviews,‖ ethnographically informed, often 
spontaneous, interviews of two or more participants who, like in ―grounded ethnographic 
interviews‖ more generally, the ethnographer already knows well or has interviewed at 
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length. As my emigrant interviews in the U.S. were marked by a similar transience, the 
home-stays and ―hanging out‖ time during visits with emigrants was necessary in order to 
approximate ―the intimacy necessary to see social process that would otherwise be 
hidden‖ (Smith 2006: 351). 
Snowball sampling through family networks, individuals, and organizations is 
common, especially when the ethnographer is attempting to locate members of more 
dispersed network members. Chavez (1998) identified Mexican emigrants in the San 
Diego area through recommendations from individuals and voluntary organizations. 
Parreñas (2005) relied on referrals of student interviewees to find additional children of 
Filipino transmigrants. Schmalzbauer (2005), Olwig (2007), and Levitt (2001) followed 
family networks through family member introductions. Purposive methods tend to be 
used to sample family networks. Olwig (2007:31), for instance, selected the families 
highlighted in her Caribbean Journeys: An Ethnography of Migration and Home in Three 
Family Networks to ―exemplify migration trajectories and social fields.‖ While her 
choices are admittedly subjective, a random sample could not have guaranteed the range 
of class and family dynamics she desired. Sample sizes among previously conducted 
transnational ethnographies vary widely from modest (5 women and 12 men (Rodman 
and Conway 2005))  to extensive (142 interviews and a team-based survey of 545 
households (Levitt 2001)).  (The ethnographies reviewed offered little detail on data 
analysis, most mentioning variations of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967).) 
Narrative is frequently used as an object of analysis and mode of presentation in 
order to put the reader in the place of the transnational migrant and capture migrants‘ 
―everyday life‖ (Rodman and Conway: 105). Similarly, Olwig emphasizes the lived 
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experience of families, particularly family relations, as opposed to local sites. Drawing 
inspiration from Glick Schiller and Fouron‘s (2001) study of a Haitian family network 
and in Mary Chamberlain‘s (1999) work with Barbadian family networks, Olwig 
considers her research "multi-sited ethnography" less because it directly involves 
multiple geographic locations than because it compares ―the extended field sites of three 
different family networks‖ (2007:23). 
This research has, in many ways, reversed usual fieldwork 
practices as it has produced limited data on the local sites where 
the research took place but rich data on the family relations that 
were the actual field site (Olwig 2007:23).  
For  Striving and Surviving: A Daily Life Analysis of Honduran Transnational Families, 
Schmalzbauer (2005) employed interviews, time diaries and phone recall interviews,  and 
participant observation through hanging out (home stays, meals, telenovelas). Beginning 
with an NGO in Chelsea, Massachusetts, she worked through family networks to 
interview family members in Honduras.  In addition to providing inspiration for my 
methodology, Schmalzbauer's research yielded great insights into the transfer for social 
remittances within the context of the daily lives of migrants and recipients, some of 
which are reported in Chapters 5 and 6.  
By capturing and characterizing the ―embeddedness‖ of everyday living and 
livelihoods, transnational ethnographies breathe life into accounts of transnational flows, 
landscapes and networks that can easily become divorced from the people and socio-
cultural, economic, historical, and environmental relations that form them. Experiencing 
and sharing the voices and daily lives of transnational families and family members is, 
then, a key way to get at the messiness behind movements of people, funds, and ideas 
glossed as ―migration‖ and ―remittances.‖ In-depth ethnographic experiences situate 
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inter-personal relations, communication, decision making, and unequal distribution of 
resources in conversation with one another. 
Research Design 
Research Questions 
Although the emphasis and language shifted from the ways I originally framed 
my research prior to fieldwork, the research questions and goals remained applicable and 
guided data collection and analysis. Below three foundational questions address the 
broader theoretical goal of empirically showing how particular practices in a specific 
place embody transnational flows of people, funds, and ideas that are too often treated as 
unmoored in an abstract global space.  
1) Economic remittances. How do the funds that domestic and transnational 
emigrants send back to their households and community of origin affect landscape 
impacting practices and what role(s) do emigrants play in the allocation of these funds? 
17
 
2) Social remittances. How do the ideas, perceptions, and values transmitted by 
domestic and transnational emigrants affect landscape impacting practices and 
expenditures in their households and community of origin and by what pathways do these 
social remittances flow among emigrants and natural resource users/managers?  
3) Capital and inequality. How do economic and social remittances affect the 
distribution of economic and/or social capital within the community of origin and the 
ability of individuals and households to take part in community and park agrarian and 
natural resource management decisions?  
 
17 I originally framed the research questions and goals in terms of ―watershed impacting practices‖ 
and the term guided data collection around agricultural and household practices that potentially affect the 
physical environment, conceived of as watershed ecosystems. During analysis the ―watershed‖ framing 
became too confining and the metaphors of socio-natural landscapes and topographies took its place.  
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Specific Research Goals 
To understand the specific, multidirectional impacts of social and economic 
remittances and social and economic capital, transnational flows within family networks 
and how these shape topographies at home, I set out to achieve the following aims: 
1) Document domestic and transnational emigration from the households of a 
village within the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park, Honduras. 
2) Record receipt and expenditure of economic remittances in case study 
households, especially related to landscape impacting practices and projects. 
3) Examine the flow of economic remittances within three transnational families, 
including village residents, domestic emigrants, and transnational emigrants. 
4) Determine if emigrants designate remitted funds to practices that potentially 
impact farming and natural resource use practices, how this takes place, who participates, 
and how these activities may potentially impact the socio-natural landscape. 
 5) Identify emigrants‘ ideas about household, community, and park natural 
resource impacting practices and compare to those expressed in households of origin. 
6) Contextualize emigrants‘ remitting practices and attitudes/ideas in the 
experiences and discourses of their new environment. 
 7) Consider the relationships between the distribution of economic and social 
remittances to the distribution of economic (consumer goods, land, children‘s higher 
education) and social (including access to leadership and training opportunities) capital 
within the village. 
8) Show that, in terms of landscape impacting practices, ―family‖ or ―community‖ 
extends beyond the spatial boundaries of homes, village, watershed, or park. 
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9) Situate the data collected in the broader context of the park through several 
consultations with park co-managers and groups of residents from other villages.   
Data Collection  
Fieldwork proceeded in roughly four phases: I) developing and implanting a 
village-wide survey (Honduras), II) selecting transnational families and initial remittance 
diaries (Honduras), III) interviewing U.S.-based family members (Florida, New York), 
IV) following up with case studies, adding of survey households, and interviewing 
development and conservation professionals. Interviews were conducted, transcribed, and 
analyzed in Spanish.
18
  
The following table summarized how data were collected, transcribed, and 
grouped for analysis. Data collection and analysis are discussed in greater detail below. 
Briefly, text based data (transcripts, fieldnotes, focus group notes) were coded and 
analyzed using grounded theory in Atlas.ti. Quantitative survey data were analyzed for 
basic descriptive statistics and compare variance of means in SPSS (after being imputed 
verbatim into an Access database). Remittance diary and recall data from the four focus 
families was logged by transaction (monetary transfer, expenditure, or phone call) in a 
single Excel database and presented graphically. All interview instruments are included 
in the appendices, along with codes used for text analysis, informed consent documents, 
and kinship charts for the focus families. 
 
18 I became fluent in Spanish through living abroad and formal study, including high school study 
abroad in Chile, an undergraduate minor and one semester of regular coursework with native students at La 
Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City.  I returned to Chile for three years working in environmental 
education with the park service and teaching English. In addition to the Honduran research detailed above, 
I have conducted research in Spanish with extension agents and farmers in Ecuador (6 months) and Puerto 
Rico (2 weeks), and with Central American immigrants in Florida. (Citations marked ―Taylor 
Bahamondes‖ refer to my name when married to a Chilean, Pedro Bahamondes, who has been my primary 
Spanish teacher and proof-reader since 1990.)   
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Table 3.1 Summary of data collection and resulting databases 
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Focus Groups x 10 15 25 x Notes, lists of 
institutions, map, 
recordings
x x x x x x
Household survey x x 13 38 51 x Questionnaires, 
recordings***
x x x x x x x x x
Agricultural follow-up 
to household survey
x x 29 3 32 x Questionnaires, 
recordings 
x x x x x x x x x
Remittance diaries and 
recall interviews
x x 0 4 4 x Recordings of recall 
interviews, written logs of 
calls, remittances, and 
expenditures for 6/2009
x x x x x x x
Emigrant interviews: 
Families A, J, and M
x 13 7 20 x Questionnaires, 
recordings
x (x) x x x x x
Emigrant interviews: 
Family E
x 2 1 3 x Questionnaires, 
recordings
x (x) x x x x x
Participant observation x x x x Field notes, pictures x
Informal interviews x x x x x Field notes x (x)
Practitioner interviews x 21 13 34 x x Notes x x x x x x x x
Documents: projects, 
policies, legislation
x x x Print and electronic files, 
brochures, videos
PARTICIPANTS PLACE RECORDINGDATABASE TRANSCRIPTIONYEAR
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Pre-Survey Focus Groups 
To gather information about my new site quickly and develop a village-wide 
survey, I held four two-hour focus groups shortly after I moved to Santa Rosa in February 
2009 (Krueger and Cassey 2000). I segregated the groups by gender to encourage 
participants who might be more reluctant to participate in mixed company (especially 
older women) and to focus separately on what are typically seen as men‘s and women‘s 
spheres. 
 
Figure 3.1 Community mapping exercise: two high school seniors (including my 
housemate who volunteered to take notes) draw a map of Santa Rosa with input from 
other participants during the 3/2/2009 men‘s focus group. 
Together, the focus groups described in Table 3.2 were designed to a) map the 
community, b) identify household and farming practices that appeared connected to 
emigration, c) get a sense of civil society and social resources by identifying and 
prioritizing organizations active locally, and d) gauge the concepts elicited by the 
survey‘s key terms. The first two were based on a participatory community profile and 
asset mapping exercise from the ―Social Capital Assessment Tool‖ (Grootaert and Van 
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Bastelaer 2002). The second two were semi-structured group interviews that I used to 
create structured questionnaires for the village-wide interviews (a.k.a. ―survey‖) that 
better reflected the local socio-natural landscape (Bernard 2011). 
I advertized for the first meeting of each group by word of mouth and flyers, 
offering a small bag of basic nonperishable supplies purchased locally, worth less than 
US$3, which I later hand-delivered to have a chance to better get to know the 
participants, their living conditions, and the community. I first met many of my ―recruits‖ 
while volunteering for a week at the community health center as a translator for a brigade 
of dentists visiting from Washington State. I kept the second meetings smaller to work 
out language and specific topics for structured oral ―survey‖ interview questions. They 
were limited to those active in the first meeting and by invitation, with a small incentive 
of 2 pounds of rice (U$2). (See below for more on the use of incentives.) 
Table 3.2 Pre-survey Santa Rosa focus groups: participants, goals, and topics 
Date Location Participants Goal Topics 
2/28/2009 Community 
Center 
13 adult women, 
10 children 
Better understand the 
community layout and 
features  
Mapping and institution 
profile exercises 
3/1/2009 Community 
Center 
5 men, including 
the community 
president 
Better understand the 
institutions present in 
the community  
Institutional presence, 
accessibility, and 
connections 
3/8/2009 Community 
Center 
(outside on 
grass) 
5 male farmers, 
including a former 
extension agent 
who manages a 
large orchard/ 
coffee farm.  
Gather information to 
develop standardized 
structured interview 
questionnaire for 
―survey‖ 
Agriculture: crops, area, 
practices, market, labor, 
animals, agrochemicals and 
inputs, land tenure, 
connections with migration 
or remittances, sources of 
agricultural knowledge  
3/10/2009 Health 
Center  
(front porch) 
7 adult women, 
including a woman 
who has farmed 
while her husband 
was in NY  
Gather information to 
develop standardized 
structured interview 
questionnaire for 
―survey.‖ Understand 
local definitions of 
key terms. 
Household: Economic 
capital, remitting process 
and impacts, domestic 
practices related to the 
environment (water, 
firewood, trash, animals), 
sources of environmental 
knowledge 
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Defining ―family‖ and ―household‖ 
The second women‘s focus group was instrumental in allowing me come up with 
these distinctions in closely related terms (ex. family and household) and elicit the 
different configurations of family and household necessary for constructing kinship 
charts and identifying what I am calling ―economic‖ households that often extend beyond 
the house of residence. After some debate, the general consensus was that I should use 
familia for close family, familiares for extended family (as opposed to parientes), and los 
que están todos los días en la casa  (those who are home every day) when I needed to 
specify the members of immediate residence.  
For the sake of this study, ―family‖ is based on the heads‘ of household own 
definition, including extended biological and cultural kin as appropriate. In the case of 
the networks I studied and the kinship charts presented, ―cultural‖ or ―fictive‖ kin include 
in-laws, common-law spouses, and godchildren.
19
 The transnational family network 
includes the originating household of physical residence in Santa Rosa, any emigrants 
from that household, and any other emigrants who are remitting money to the Santa Rosa 
household. (For the instruments used to identify transnational family members and 
households, see Tables 1 and 2 in the household survey (Appendix V) and Tables 3, 4, 
and 5 in the emigrant questionnaire (Appendix IX). 
Village-wide Interviews (a.k.a. ―Survey‖)  
 In order to depict migration patterns, remittance transfer and use, content of 
social remittances, and landscape related practices, between February 2009 and July 
2009, I conducted a series of structured interviews with a written instrument with 51 
 
19 For discussions of non-biological kin in immigration, see Ebaugh (2000) and Li (Li 1977).  
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village households (Bernard 2011). To distinguish between the focus family, emigrant, 
and practitioner interviews I refer to this method and the resulting data set as a survey.  
The instrument was designed in consultation with community members during four focus 
groups (above). Two female heads of household who had participated actively in the 
focus groups and a thirty-year old return migrant male head of household engaged in 
agriculture and trucking volunteered to pilot test survey, after which I adjusted the length, 
phrasing, and question order of the household and agriculture instruments. An 
abbreviated version of the survey was administered between February and May 2010 for 
a total of 51 households (28 with international emigrants). Follow up surveys were 
administered to the 32 families with agricultural or cattle activities (18 with international 
emigrants). When interpreting results, I kept in mind that differences between the 2009 
and 2010 survey interviews may reflect the intervening Honduran political crisis and 
worsening of the U.S. economic crisis (and corresponding drop off in remittances). 
Ongoing remittance diaries (June 2009-May 2010) and follow up interviews with focus 
families (also 2009 survey participants) provided continuity and a better understanding of 
how these dynamics were playing out in their households and the broader community.  
Survey households were selected randomly in proportion to the distribution of 
emigrant/non-emigrant households in each of the six village neighborhoods, using lists of 
potable water customers (which include all village households) and case numbers 
randomly generated through SPSS. Cases added in 2010 oversampled households with 
emigrants and agricultural activities to better explore remittance related practices. I entered 
survey responses into an Access database before transferring them to SPSS to generate 
descriptive statistics and compare data on remittances and landscape impacting practices. 
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Workshop to Present Preliminary Findings 
On May 2, 2010, a week prior to concluding fieldwork in Honduras, I conducted 
an open-invitation two hour workshop in Santa Rosa to present preliminary findings. 
Recruited  through flyers, personal invitations to study participants, and word of mouth,  
7  men, 8 women, and at least as many children came for the video, presentation, and 
snack. I started the meeting by showing parts of two recent videos on emigration and 
remittances by Red de Desarrollo Sostenible – Honduras (with the Ford Foundation): La 
Emigración y Las Familias Pobres and Emigración y Recursos Naturales and led a group 
discussion of each. Afterwards, I presented my project, leaving out identifiable individual 
and family information, and concluded by brainstorming ways in which the video and my 
findings might be applied locally. (Most of the suggestions related to educating the public 
about natural resources and trash management, leadership capacity building, and 
considering a coop for sending and investing remittances.)
20
  
Focus Families & Remittance Diaries 
I chose four survey households receiving economic remittances from abroad to 
reflect varying combinations of economic capital, social capital, and emigration 
experiences. Families‘ interest in the study, ability to dedicate time to the budget diaries 
and recall interviews, willingness to introduce me to U.S.-based family members, and 
rapport were also important considerations. Maintaining positive relationships with 
family members through casual visits and small favors was a central research task. 
 
20 A few days after the workshop, the coordinator of the Aldea Global office in Santa Rosa, who 
had helped me organize the workshop, told me that the participant who had shown the most interest, a 
university student who works in San Pedro Sula during the week and comes home on the weekends, picked 
up the DVDs and document copies that I left for him and said he was intrigued. I will not know if there was 
any outcome until I return to conduct a workshop and share short, accessible reports with Spanish language 
summaries of project results sometime in 2012. 
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Ethnographic interviews, site visits, and participant observation with members of 
the four case study families in Santa Rosa were carried out between April and July 2009 
and continued between February and May 2010. Four female heads of household in 
Honduras were asked to keep ―remittance diaries‖ to record the receipt and expenditure 
of migradollars as well as to track migration and environment related phone 
conversations with emigrant family members (Appendix VIII).  In three families, I 
worked on the diaries and related interviews exclusively with the female head of 
household in Honduras (―Alana,‖ ―Estela,‖ and ―Jimena‖).21 In the fourth, I worked with 
―Magdalena‖ and her nineteen year-old daughter, ―Margarita,‖ who took an interest in the 
 
21 All research participant names are pseudonyms.  
Figure 3.2 Preliminary results workshop (Santa Rosa, 5/2/2010). After winds cut power 
to the Community Center and data projector, dedicated participants gathered around my 
computer to watch and reflect on an emigration video. 
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project. Jimena and I agreed to do her diary pages during the recall interviews. While she 
is illiterate, her business has given her an excellent recall for figures.  
Recall interviews were held with the women every other week during June and 
July 2009 and then continued by phone during U.S. based fieldwork from August to 
November to track financial remittances and landscape impacting practice related phone 
conversations. Each transaction was entered as a line-item in an Excel database of the 
diaries and later used to reconstruct remittance patterns for each family. The diaries were 
rounded out by follow up interviews in February-March 2010.
22
  The transnational four 
focus families are described in detail in Chapter 5. Kinship charts with pseudonyms are 
provided in Chapter 5 and duplicated in Appendix II. 
Honduras: Participant Observation with Non-Emigrant Families 
Apart from time with focus families, I spent time with multiple nonemigrant 
families in Santa Rosa. That time (and survey and focus group interviews with some of 
them) shapes my understanding of what extended families look like locally. Day to day 
experience with them also taught me about the mechanics of daily life in Santa Rosa. 
 
22
 The June 28 coup d‘état caused me to reverse the last two stages of the study, leaving Honduras 
three months early (July instead of October 2009), moving up the U.S. portion of the study to August-
December 2009, and later returning to finish fieldwork in Honduras (February-May 2010). Remittance 
diaries, scheduled to run through October, were continued by telephone from the U.S. The calls served to 
record major economic transfers and decisions but phone calls were inadequate for capturing social 
remittances, undermining my ability to accurately calculate the proportion of conversations in which 
families discussed environment related topics.  
Rearranging the study phases had the advantage of being in New York during good weather with 
more opportunities to visit work sites and take part in family outings, as opposed to winter months when 
most participants would have been out of work and remitting less. It also meant that I was able to carry out 
recall interviews over a longer period, into April. The excuse for more extended transnational case-study 
family involvement also provided an opportunity to observe changes due to the worsening economic crisis 
in the U.S. and Honduras. 
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For my first month in Santa Rosa (February 2009), I lived with nurse Laura, her 
farmer/church pastor husband, and their two teen children for a month. Laura‘s husband 
gave me several tours of their amazing solar that produced small amounts of coffee, 
bananas, tree fruits, ―malanga‖ (a root crop similar to yucca), corn, and beans. He is one 
of a handful of farmers that still practices ―labranza minima‖ – a minimally invasive way 
to farm, conserving soil and using organic inputs as much as possible. During my month 
living with Laura and her family and subsequent visits, I learned a lot about farming, 
running a kitchen, the school system, and the roles of religion and NGOs in the 
community. 
 In March 2009 I moved to El Centro, the neighborhood where the Catholic 
Church, health clinic, basketball courts, and several billiard halls are located. There, I 
rented a one-room cinderblock apartment in Laura‘s sister‘s backyard.  I spent time with 
the thirty-something couple, their three young boys (ages 3-10), and two nieces (18 and 
20) from the province of Santa Barbara who helped care for the household in exchange 
for room and board. I hung out with the family in the kitchen cooking or coloring with 
the boys, watching TV, hand washing laundry, attending a few church services, and 
going with them to visit their parents in the province of Santa Barbara for Easter break. I 
would also get to know two of my landlord‘s brothers and their families, the head of the 
water council and Teodoro, a past community president and migrant who offered a lot of 
agricultural and migration insights in the men‘s focus groups and informal visits to the 
orchard he managers. My friendship with Estela and Efraín (the core of ―Family E‖) 
stems from their friendship with Laura and her family and involvement in the same 
Protestant church. 
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During my time in Santa Rosa, I also toured the farms of multiple survey 
participants, visited two campesino association properties, took multiple trips to the 
hamlet of ―Pacaya‖ for water council projects and to see Alonso‘s farm there (Chapter 7 
and 8), attended two village council meetings, helped out at the health clinic, and spent 
hours at the Aldea Global offices in Santa Rosa, using their wireless Internet and visiting 
with employees and guests. 
U.S. Field Sties: Participant Observation and Interviews 
Following transnational family networks led to secondary sites in the United 
States. I spent August through November 2009 interviewing and observing the four 
transnational families (1 in south Florida and 3 on Long Island, New York) and their 
U.S.-based networks. My approach to these is similar to Olwig (2007): the ―site‖ really is 
the transnational social field occupied by transnational family network members (see 
review of research methods above). The contours and boundaries of the site are defined 
by network members‘ actions and relationships and the places in which they dwell. In 
practice, this meant Fort Lauderdale, Pembroke Pines, and West Palm Beach in South 
Florida, where I stayed a total of 15 days spread over 3 visits with siblings from ―Family 
E‖ between August and November 2009, and multiple towns on Long Island, NY where I 
resided for two weeks with one focus family in Deer Park (Family M) and rented a room 
from a Salvadoran woman for 3 months in Freeport near two other focus families 
(Families A and J). Given the amount of time spent in each place and the density of 
family and community networks, working in Florida with Emanuel and Eliana was 
limited to this ―field as site‖ approach, while Freeport, my home base for working with 
the three emigrant family networks on Long Island, more closely approximated a 
traditional field site.  
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  Indeed, I treated Long Island as a secondary field site, visiting emigrants‘ 
homes, places of work, churches, restaurants, beaches, and a rehab clinic in those and 
several other communities, including Ronkonkoma, Uniondale, Huntington, Queens, and 
the Hamptons. During my time in Freeport I did what I could to emulate emigrants‘ 
lifestyle, living in an 8‘x10‘ rented room, sharing a bathroom and kitchen, frequenting the 
same delis, grocery stores, and laundry mats, minimizing eating out and other luxuries, 
watching the same TV programs, listening to the same music, and just hanging out in 
kitchens, front porches, and living rooms. I stayed multiple nights with four of the eight 
main households (excluding the very busy, arguably workaholic, Family J). I looked into 
local services available to immigrants in Freeport, including a trailer set up by the 
Catholic Church to help day laborers find work (see Bonilla 2006), and the wait-listed 
English as a Second Language classes at the public library. 
 Case study family members in Honduras contacted their U.S. based family 
members on my behalf by phone, gained permission for the initial visit, and shared 
contact information. In two in-depth, recorded, semi-structured interviews, family 
members (8) were asked about remittance transfer and expenditure, involvement in 
community conservation activities, farming and animal husbandry experience, land 
purchases, and plans to invest in or return to Honduras. An abbreviated question set was 
asked of their spouses, siblings, and housemates (6 from Santa Rosa, 6 from elsewhere in 
Honduras, and 1 from the United States.)  (These and other interview questionnaires are 
provided in the appendices.) These formal interviews were supplemented by informal 
interviews in the process of participant observation with them and other members of their 
transnational family networks, visits to emigrants‘ places of works, and participation in 
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routine household and family activities. Upon returning to Honduras in February 2010, 
additional family members were interviewed informally. Serendipitously, several survey 
households were related to case study families. Because of their close ties with Family A, 
three households from Family B were interviewed in depth and included in the household 
survey (B1, B4, B8 in the kinship charts provided in Appendix II). 
Taken together, the village-wide survey, resource-use oriented site visits in 
Honduras, remittance diaries and recall interviews, in-depth interviews in the United 
States, extensive fieldnotes, and participant observation paint a picture of how the flows 
of ideas and funds within transnational families affect families‘ landscape impacting 
practices. It is through these practices and relationships that physically distant emigrants 
shape the landscapes in their community of origin.  
Practitioner Interviews 
Building on prior interviews and data collection with Aldea Global/PANACAM 
employees, I spent two weeks in March-April 2010, staying at a hotel in Tegucigalpa and 
making day trips to San Pedro Sula, Copan, and Santa Cruz de Yojo to further investigate 
the institutional and national context of emigration, farming, and conservation. During 
that period, I visited governmental and nongovernmental agencies, gathering 
documentation and conducting interviews about the role of migration in conservation and 
rural development. I spoke with representatives from the Instituto Nacional de 
Conservación y Desarrollo Forestal (ICF), AMIPROLAGO, Banco Central de Honduras, 
Instituto Nacional Agraria, U.S. Agency for International Development, Food and 
Agriculture Organization, International Organization for Migration, La Tigra National 
Park, Red de Desarrollo-Sostenible, Instituto Nacional de Estadística, and Peace Corps. 
Locally, I spoke briefly about remittance transfer and investment with representatives of 
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the three banks and credit union in Santa Cruz de Yojoa and at length with two women in 
―technical‖ and ―environmental‖ administrative units at the municipality of Santa Cruz de 
Yojoa, employees of Aldea Global and Habitat for Humanity in Santa Rosa, and leaders 
in three communities that neighbor Santa Rosa. In all, the 24 recorded interviews include 
32 individuals and run a total of 19 hours.  
Research Assistance 
Apart from group interviews, I preferred to collect data alone, but I often had help 
getting to it. Working within family networks and from a neighborhood based sample in 
relatively small communities (Santa Rosa, conservation and development professionals, 
Hondurans on Long Island) had the advantage of being able to ask acquaintances or 
research participants to guide me to the next interview or contact and occasionally 
introduce me as well. As mentioned, Aldea Global was instrumental in identifying and 
setting me up in the community. I stayed with a nurse employed by Aldea Global and her 
husband and two teen children for my first month in Santa Rosa, before moving to a one 
room ―apartment‖ in her sister‘s back yard. ―Laura‖ was instrumental in setting up the 
sampling strategy and introducing me around town, including volunteering as a translator 
for health brigades. She and her extended family members were not included in the 
survey or officially interviewed, but they helped me better interpret many actions, 
comments, and interpersonal dynamics over the 15 months I knew them. Many of the 
core members of my ―focus families‖ in Honduras and the U.S. were invaluable cultural 
translators. Important guides during U.S. research, ―Emmanuel‖ in Florida and Alvaro in 
New York, continue to clarify questions and give status reports on their families and the 
broader Santa Rosa transnational community by phone. Whe I first arrived on Long 
Island, I paid Alvaro a total of US$70 to help me find a room to stay that a Santa Rosa 
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immigrant might rent and introduce me to others from Santa Rosa in Freeport. Benito, 
gave me an early morning tour of the places where day laborers wait for work in Freeport 
before returning to Santa Rosa where he lent me his pickup truck to do interviews in 
neighboring communities. As most research participants would not accept direct payment 
for assistance, I tried to pay their help forward by later doing a favor for them or their 
family. (I discuss the role of small gifts and incentives in data collection below.) 
Description of the Sample 
Table 3.3 shows the gender of all participants in the study by type of interview. 
Emigrant interviews were identified through referral from their head of their household of 
origin in Honduras and by working through the residences and immediate family 
members of emigrants in the U.S. I obtained interviews with NGO and government 
personnel by calling agencies or individuals directly and by referral from one practitioner 
to the next. Colleagues at Aldea Global and AMUPROLAGO were very helpful in 
identifying institutions and occasionally in introducing me to the appropriate person.  
Table 3.3 Total number of research participants. 
 Men Women Total 
Focus Groups (Santa Rosa) 10 15 25 
Household Survey (Santa Rosa) 13 38 51 
Agricultural Survey Only (Santa Rosa) 20 0 20 
Family Only (Santa Rosa)23 2 1 3 
Practitioners Interviewed (Honduras) 21 13 34 
Emigrant Interviews – Florida 2 1 3 
Emigrant Interviews – New York 13 7 20 
Total Participants (U.S. & Honduras) 24 81 75 156 
 
23 Focus family members directly receiving remittances, but not interviewed during the survey. 
24 Focus family members are counted only once. There is some overlap between group and 
household/agricultural survey interviews. 
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There are a total of 51 households in the village-wide survey, with 50 completed 
household survey interviews. 30 (61%) surveys were completed in March-July 2009. 
Another 20 (39%) interviews using a shorter version of the survey were completed in 
March-May 2010. The 51st partial survey was started in 2009 and finished in 2010. There 
were no outright refusals to take part in the survey. Two household survey respondents 
cut interviews short and I occasionally chose to skip questions because of time. 
Working from the water council‘s list of all residences, I asked the elected 
representative of each of the village‘s six neighborhoods and/or the town nurse to identify 
whether or not each household had international emigrant members. (Their knowledge of 
turned out to be very accurate, notwithstanding very recent returned migrants.) From their 
accounts, approximately 40% of households have international emigrant members. I 
chose households using random numbers created by SPSS to reflect the proportion of 
emigrant and nonemigrant households in each neighborhood. Santa Rosa‘s 
neighborhoods do have distinct characteristics in terms of quality of housing, access to 
land, and number of migrants. One neighborhood (―2‖) is the town center and has the 
highest number of elaborate two-story houses and new constructions…all owned by or 
subsidized by emigrants. In contrast, another neighborhood (―4‖) has no electricity, 
mostly wood slat shacks, few emigrants, and little access by vehicle. I purposely 
oversampled households with emigrants during the 2010 interviews in order to have a 
larger pool of emigrant households with and without agricultural activities. (While the 
high number of Long Island emigrants is due primarily to the village‘s characteristic 
emigration patterns, it is exaggerated by inclusion of households related to Family A‘s 
(6122‘s) U.S. based network (all but one of which were in the random sample). 
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Table 3.4  Households within Santa Rosa were sampled in proportion to the distribution 
of the population within the community‘s six neighborhoods. 
 Households without 
International Emigrants 
 Households with International 
Emigrants 
 
Santa Rosa 
Neighborhood 
No Ag. 
Interview 
Agriculture 
Interview 
Total No Ag. 
Interview 
Agriculture 
Interview 
Total 
―1‖ 1 3 4 2 2 4 
―2‖ 2 1 3 2 4 6 
―3‖ 0 3 3 1 1 2 
―4‖ 4 0 4 1 0 1 
―5‖ 1 2 3 2 7 9 
―6‖ 1 5 6 2 4 6 
Total 9 14 23 10 18 28 
 
When I returned to Honduras in February-May 2010, I chose to focus survey data 
collection on households with emigrants and farming activities because I learned through 
preliminary analysis of the 2009 interviews that I needed a larger number of emigrant 
household agriculture interviews to compare farming practices with nonemigrant farming 
households which were already well represented in the data set. As with the 2009 sample, 
if I visited a household three times without finding the appropriate respondent, I skipped 
the house and substituted it with another from the initial random sample with the same 
characteristics (emigrant/nonemigrant, agricultural/nonagricultural, neighborhood). In 
such instances, I did choose to privilege houses in the random draw that were more 
closely related to focus families.  
Data Analysis 
Survey 
During survey interviews, I recorded responses on the forms replicated in the 
appendices. I later transferred the information to an Access database with tables 
corresponding to each section. I then exported the data to Excel, creating separate 
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databases for households, residents of the survey household (rows in Table 1 on page 2 of 
the survey), and members of the economic household (Table 3). After cleaning up the 
databases I exported them to SPSS where I used descriptive statistics (minimum, 
maximum, mean), frequencies, one-way ANOVA, and crosstabs to characterize the data 
sets and create the summary data depicted in Chapters 5 and 6. More exploratory data 
analysis could be done using nonparametric statistics, but for the questions addressed 
here, these descriptive measures were sufficient. 
I transcribed and analyzed recorded answers to open-ended agricultural interview 
questions using grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) alongside other recorded 
interview transcripts. I loaded all transcripts into Atlas.ti and did a combination of open 
coding (based on themes appearing in the data) and coding by list (based on the 
conceptual framework of the project) (Muhr 2004). This initially generated a list of over 
500 codes which I have since condensed to 236 grouped into domains, such as attitudes 
(ATT), expenditures (BUY), and land use (LAND). (There are 67 additional codes for 
interview question numbers and family ID numbers). The complete list by domain is 
included in Appendix IV. The open coding process was an important conceptual step in 
bridging the data and theory of the project; I explored many of these insights using 
Atlas.ti‘s memos feature.25 Thus far, the program has been especially useful in 
identifying relevant quotes. As is typical with dissertation data, more extended analyses 
could be done with the transcripts, codes, and codes from the rich data set.   
 
 25 Even with the above caveats about terminology, the research proposal framing remained a 
useful guide to analysis. As discussed in Chapter 6, the term ―social remittances‖ dropped out of the 
grounded theory analysis when I reduced the code list…suggesting it did not fit the data well. Related 
concepts of communication, status, social capital, values, dreams, etc. are still very much evident. 
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Diaries 
The remittance diaries and follow-up interviews with the ―matriarchs‖ of the four 
focus families generated multiple kinds of data. To bring together diary pages for June 
2009 written by the respondents, verbal recall interviews conducted in person (June-July 
2009, February-May 2010) and by transnational phone call (August 2009), I consolidated 
data from the diaries and subsequent recall interviews into an Excel database, giving each 
phone conversation, expenditure, or remittance transfer a separate line.  
As mentioned above, the diaries proved to be challenging in some regards, most 
notably because I had to cut them short when I left Honduras after the June 2009 coup. 
There was sufficient information to profile remittances and calls for all four families and 
give a systematic portrait of two households‘ budgets (see Chapter 5) but not enough of 
the other two after the coup. However, the overall data proved very useful and I used this 
composite dataset to produce the phone conversation topic and budget remittance 
information shown in Chapters 5 and 6.  
Gender Bias 
The remittance diaries, in particular, show a strong bias towards female heads of 
household. These key informants (marked with a square on the kinship charts to represent 
the ―ego‖ of the family network) provided a disproportionate amount of data: four 
women did all of the direct reporting on income, expenditure, and phone calls. This 
means that topics discussed by their husbands, children, or other household members may 
have been excluded from analysis despite their attempts to bring in others‘ experiences. 
The same is true to a lesser degree of household and agriculture survey data. Some 
questions on the agriculture survey should have been asked of the female head of 
household, income from selling eggs or garden produce for example. When women 
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reported on family earnings, they may or may not have accurately captured their spouses 
or parents‘ income.  In the U.S., there was more of a mix of male and female primary 
respondents for interview questions.
26
 While I typically spoke with the primary earner, 
they were not necessarily fully aware of the family budget. I saw this in interviewing 
Julian (J26) and following up with his wife, Diane (J27).  Her interjections from the 
kitchen during my interview with Julian suggested that they did not have equal 
accounting of family expenses much less identical priorities. Dynamics like these may 
have been concealed in other interviews. However, the analysis is valid because the data 
were collected in the same way for all families, making responses similar across cases in 
analysis the in that regard, and because I am less interested in absolute numbers or 
―correctness‖ than I am in comparing general patterns and perceptions.  
Recordings and Transcription 
I recorded in full formal interviews with focus family members in Honduras (22 
recordings), emigrants (32), and practitioners (28). I only recorded portions of the survey 
interviews, including all open-ended questions on agricultural interviews, marked with a 
Ω on the survey form (65 recordings).  The second women‘s group and both men‘s group 
interviews were recorded (3). As detailed in Table 3.1, I or a hired transcriptionist 
transcribed verbatim in Spanish approximately half of the 110 hours of recorded 
interviews. I outlined and transcribed select segments of the others. Preferring not to train 
anyone from Santa Rosa for reasons of confidentiality and unable to find a 
 
26 A few days after the workshop, the coordinator of the Aldea Global office in Santa Rosa, who 
had helped me organize the workshop, told me that the participant who had shown the most interest, a 
university student who works in San Pedro Sula during the week and comes home on the weekends, picked 
up the DVDs and document copies that I left for him and said he was intrigued. I will not know if there was 
any outcome until I return to conduct a workshop and share short, accessible reports with Spanish language 
summaries of project results sometime in 2012. 
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transcriptionist in nearby towns in Honduras, I chose to work with two women in Mexico 
(recommended by a University of South Florida classmate) and one in Chile (an 
executive secretary and personal friend). This presented minor problems in recognizing 
local dialect, which I corrected when reviewing transcripts. The transcriptionists 
downloaded audio files that I had uploaded to an online file share site (4shared.com). 
They sent me the completed transcriptions in Word by email and I wired them 
compensation via Money Gram (US$23/audio hour).   
Kinship Charts as Tool for Analysis 
In order to visualize communication, remittances, and reciprocity among 
individuals in Honduras and the United States, I turned to kinship charts. Use of kinship 
charts in the World Bank‘s Social Capital Assessment Tool (Grootaert and Van Bastelaer 
2002) on which the village household survey is partially based, suggested that this old 
staple of the ethnographers‘ toolbox could be especially helpful in charting out economic 
households and remittance flows. The full set of charts is provided with the family 
descriptions in Chapter 5 and reproduced in Appendix II followed by a description of the 
individual and household identification coding system developed for data collection and 
analysis.   
Each kinship chart strings together multiple households in transnational family 
networks, using color to distinguish between family members‘ locations and their status 
as remitters or remittance recipients.  As shown in Chapters 5 and 6, the charts are helpful 
in comparing family structures and remittance flows across families or over time within 
the same family network. As a tool in the field, reviewing and correcting the charts with 
family members allowed me to clarify and probe relationships and emigration histories.  
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The case numbers were useful in data entry and analysis to capture and 
communiciate the relations between dozens of transnational family and economic 
household members. The case IDs and kinship chart code provided an additional analytic 
tool to convey complex information and some helpful perspective in discovering patterns 
across experiences. As I began to write up my findings it became apparent that the use of 
codes to represent individuals and families while extremely helpful organizationally, can 
appear dehumanizing and mask my more nuanced appreciation for participants‘ 
personalities, daily lives, and relationships. As a result, in later chapters I use an 
individual‘s pseudonym without quotation marks or codes, and rely on readers to connect 
the first letter with the appropriate families and kinship charts.   
Focus Families and the ―Ethnographic Present‖ 
The stories and dynamics depicted in the dissertation are, in large part, written in 
the ―ethnographic present.‖ They, and the kinship charts (see Chapter 5) that help graph 
the transnational family networks, are snapshots of the moment in time during which data 
was collected. Even in the course of data collection, some household compositions 
changed. Keeping in touch with several participants, I have learned of further changes 
after leaving the field. Births (Estefania), deaths (Bartolome, Martin), adoptions (Barty), 
multiple illnesses, un(der)employment (most emigrants), return migration (Benito), 
domestic migration (Bibiana and her son, Adrian), schooling (Alexia, Eva), and 
separations (Alana/Alvaro) are altering dynamics within the transnational focus families 
even as I type. Since it is impossible to keep up with all of these changes and tell a 
compelling story that fits with the dynamics observed, I describe the families as they 
were during the period of emigrant interviews in Fall 2009, a mid-way point in the study 
during U.S. interviews and the period for which I have the richest data.  
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Focus Family Vignette: Family structures as Dynamic 
The way family structures continued to evolve during research is evident in 
comparing August 2009 when I conducted initial interviews in southeastern Florida with 
Eliana and Emanuel to what I had learned about them through phone calls, text messages, 
Facebook, and three brief visits by the time of writing (July 2011). Corresponding 
kinship charts for 2009 and 2011 showing changes in household composition are 
provided in Appendix II and in the transnational focus family descriptions in Chapter 5. 
Since I met them in 2009, Eliana (E16) and Ethan (E17) have had a baby girl, Estefania 
(E26). Underemployed because of the depressed construction market in Florida, Emanuel 
(E18) moved out of his rented home in Fort Lauderdale and in with his sister‘s family in 
West Palm Beach to reduce costs, save up for an anticipated return to Santa Rosa (after 
10 years in the U.S.), and help out with the baby. His cousin and former housemate, 
Eduardo (F19), has found work in Miami and moved in with friends in Little Habana.  
Distances, traffic, and intrapersonal tensions are such that they see each other 
infrequently.  
When I interviewed her in August and October 2011, Eliana was so busy with 
schooling to become a nurse assistant, a real estate job, babysitting, and buying her new 
house that I could only interview her in the car between jobs. In 2010 and 2011, she was 
unemployed and homebound in West Palm Beach, far from family/friends except her 
police officer husband, until her brother moved in. Back in Honduras, Eliana‘s sister, Eva 
(E15), withdrew from the university in Tegucigalpa after finishing her third semester 
living with family friends there. By July 2011 she was back in Santa Rosa, living with her 
parents and studying at the university‘s San Pedro Sula campus, which allows her to 
commute home on the weekends. Their grandmother (F43) had been living with their 
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aunt (F9) – with Eliana sending money a few times to help with her care. Their mother, 
Estela (E5), and aunt (E9) are now splitting care giving responsibilities, with the 
grandmother taking turns living in each home. Their other aunts and uncles (including 
their cousin‘s mother (E7) have all refused to help out, adding strain to the family. Once 
closely tied, the cousin‘s ex-wife (E20) and sons remain on the same property as his 
parents with minimal communication between the two households. As recently as 2008, 
Eduardo (E19) had three brothers living in Florida (not shown); all have returned to 
Honduras and encourage him to make the trip back to Honduras.  There have been, no 
doubt, many more changes to which I‘m not privy. This dynamism is a good reminder 
that people and families evolve after the researcher leaves the field. Ethnographic 
research is a snapshot (or perhaps better put a ―film clip‖) representing as thoroughly and 
accurately as possible the lived realities and broader contexts of dynamic family 
networks. That goal was well served by 15 months of getting to know the transnational 
community and families through a variety of formal and informal means from structured 
formal interviews to just ―hanging out‖ (Clifford 1997). 
Site Change and Departures from Proposed Study Methods 
This project was originally set in ―Aguas Blancas,‖ a PANACAM village which I 
had visited in 2001 and 2007.  Less than a week before I was to begin fieldwork in 
January 2009, I received an email from the son of the water council president who had 
agreed to host me saying that ―the community would regrettably have to cancel my visit.‖ 
I later learned from park administrators and visiting with the son in New Jersey,
27
 that a 
 
27 The conflict appeared to be a product of a long standing family divisions and jealousy of their 
political prestige and emigration buoyed prosperity. No longer able to afford his industrial engineering 
studies at a university in San Pedro Sula, the son migrated to join a brother in New Jersey shortly after the 
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rival family yielding guns and machetes had forced my contacts to leave the community. 
Though physically unharmed, they, and the community, were shaken. Unable to return to 
Aguas Blancas, I spent my first two weeks of fieldwork finding a suitable field site with 
the help of the park director and head guard. In order to better understand and represent 
the much larger community (380 households compared to 90), I spent the first month in 
―Santa Rosa‖ introducing myself to the community, holding focus groups, retooling a 
simple demographic census into a more robust ―survey,‖ and developing a sampling 
strategy.  
The original plan called for only three focus families. In adding the fourth family 
(Family E), I also added a tertiary research site (Florida) and a pattern of gift remitting 
that differed from the investment and subsistence remitting in the other 3 families. 
Scheduling changes resulting from adapting the project to the new site, transportation 
difficulties, and the July 2009 coup, led me to abandon proposed focus groups in 
neighboring communities, intended to compare migration and remittance experiences. 
Instead, I visited 8 local communities and conducted 8 semi-structured and multiple 
informal interviews with individual leaders, farmers, cattle ranchers, and a Peace Corps 
volunteer. Those interviews, paired with conversations with Santa Rosa, park, and 
municipal representatives, allowed me to interpret dynamics I was observing in the 
broader local context. Overall, the core study components remained intact and relocating 
to a larger more diverse community, and subsequent changes, made the project stronger. 
 
January 2009 event to live with cousins and work as a dishwasher. I visited them in Northern New Jersey in 
October 2009 where there are a number of Aguas Blancas migrants in several towns across a relatively 
small geographic area. This would have been my secondary field site in the original project. 
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Maintaining Informed Consent 
With the larger sizes and looser political organization of Santa Rosa, the process 
of ―community informed consent‖ that I had proposed for Aguas Blancas (Taylor 
Bahamondes 2008)  became a more informal process. I obtained formal permission to 
conduct research in Santa Rosa by presenting the project proposal to the community 
council and six neighborhood representatives. From there, maintaining community 
informed consent was an ongoing process of word of mouth, chatting with residents 
while volunteering at community activities (dental and health clinics, potable water 
project work days), posting fliers and extending verbal invitations for participatory group 
interviews, summarizing the project before interviews and group meetings, securing and 
conducting survey interviews, presenting preliminary results from the project upon 
conclusion of fieldwork, entertaining questions about me, the projects, and the United 
States, and just hanging out with a number of families including and in addition to the 
focus families. 
With each new participant, I began the informed consent process through informal 
discussion in which I discussed my background, my connections in Santa Rosa, and the 
structure and goals of the project. In most cases there was time between the initial 
recruitment visit and the interview, giving those participants not already familiar with my 
work through word of mouth or community events a chance to ask around and decide if 
they wanted to do the interview. Photography played an icebreaking role in these initial 
visits as discussed below. 
I took a number of steps to maintain respondents‘ confidentiality, including 
keeping notes with me or in a locked closet in a locked room, using pseudonyms or 
numerical codes to refer to individuals in my notes and presentations, and password 
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protecting electronic files, including the key that links codes to names. I was careful not 
to share information provided in interviews with other community members, even when 
they were related or friends. In survey questions asking for characteristics of household 
members, I requested first names for use during the interview and then replaced them 
with codes or pseudonyms in the databases and presentations. 
During each individual or group interview I went over the respondent‘s rights 
(completely voluntary, no consequences for withdrawing or requesting I not use their 
information, etc.) and use and protection of the data, including extra steps I would take to 
protect their anonymity when presenting results in the community where changing a 
name might not be enough to mask their identities (aggregating data, creating more 
stylized portraits, not telling too-specific stories). At this point I gave them a copy of the 
informed consent interview letter, provided in Appendix X, or just contact information, 
depending on the respondent‘s preference, and requested verbal consent. I had obtained a 
waiver of written consent prior to beginning the project because of lack of widespread 
literacy and respect for privacy, especially around illegal migration or forest use 
practices. In general, while I keep the identities of all emigrant and Santa Rosa 
participants confidential when sharing data (and as much as possible when conducting 
research), I gave representatives of governmental and nongovernmental organizations the 
option of attaching their name to their responses. While I was given permission to use 
most names, in practice the quotes that I have incorporated in the text are a little more 
sensitive and represent personal beliefs more than institutional discourse. Recognizing 
that the anonymity may slightly diminish the force of their statements, I chose to provide 
them the courtesy of not using names. Throughout the project, I periodically reminded 
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those participants I saw in informal situations that I was conducting a research project 
and of their rights, including privacy of off-record remarks.   
Under no circumstances did I pressure individuals to participate or answer any 
given question. I never asked a person about illegal activity (border crossing, cutting 
within the park) unless they broached the subject first. Before asking detailed financial 
questions I reiterated that there was no penalty given (or offense taken) if they preferred 
not to answer. Indeed, at times I may have erred too far on the side of caution, not asking 
personal enough follow-up questions in casual conversations or being a little more 
persistent with vague survey answers.  
Interviews were carried out in private or in the presence of those indicated as 
acceptable by the respondent. Children and other family members were occasionally 
present, but during the majority of interviews the respondent and I were the only people 
in the room. While complete anonymity of having spoken with me was not a realistic 
goal given the size of the community, keeping what was said by who was protected as 
much as possible. At the outset of each interview I also requested permission to record if 
applicable. Many participants were fascinated by the Livescribe Pen I used to take notes 
and audio record and I demonstrated it for them, in some cases recording respondents‘ 
voices or children‘s songs. This served as a nice ice-breaker. After that, respondents were 
surprisingly comfortable with the recording pen or digital recorder. 
While I offered the IRB approved consent letter to each respondent, I found early 
on in the 2009 survey that only more literate community leaders and practitioners were 
able to wade through the letter that had become overly detailed and unwieldy through 
rounds of revision meant to cover all aspects of the consent process. Others found the 
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letter – and my reading it or paraphrasing it too verbatim – to be off-putting and it 
affected their responsiveness in the interviews. I devised a half-page with my and the 
university‘s contact information and a paragraph summary of the project and participants‘ 
rights and left that and my business card for all family members, along with the formal 
letter if they desired it. 
By the end of the project, most had heard of me and at least knew I was a student 
researcher and not a missionary or health volunteer (the usual gringo visitors), but I was 
still often confused with former Peace Corps volunteers. Despite my best intentions there 
remained some misplaced hope for my implementing or funding direct development 
projects. Fortunately, community leaders, the NGO, and the 50+ households with which I 
had direct interaction knew differently.  
Using Gifts and Money in the Research 
I did not give direct financial compensation for interviews. I had ―USF 
Anthropology‖ pens made up prior to fieldwork and shared these with non-survey 
interview participants (professionals, community leaders). Light and easy to carry, they 
were meant to be seen as ―keepsakes‖ (recuerdos), though I did receive a couple requests 
for them as I was leaving the field.  
After the first group interviews I gave participants a gift of nonperishables 
(including rice, beans, lard, toilet paper, soap, and matches) worth about 50 lempira 
(US$2.63).  I gave survey families a choice of photographs or two pounds of rice bought 
at local stores (L$24; US$1.26). In 2010 I turned to calling cards as an incentive for 
survey respondents with cell phones, and especially for those with emigrant family 
members (L$25; US$1.32). The phone cards also made for a light weight, easy, and 
appreciated gift to compensate for meals or research assistance that came up easily in the 
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context of ―here, why don‘t you give your [son/daughter/spouse] a call.‖ I saw U.S. 
participants over several meetings, and gave them pens and a CD or hardcopy 
photographs of their family in Honduras and/or the U.S. Finishing the U.S. research 
December 2, I sent each respondent a Christmas card with a calling card for US$10 as a 
thank you.  
I compensated lodging with cash (a non-focus family in Santa Rosa and Emanuel 
and Marcos). Aldea Global employed Nurse Laura and her pastor husband would not 
accept direct payment for the month I lived with them; instead I brought luxury foods 
(produce, chocolate chips) and materials to make a tablecloth. I gave fourteen year-old 
Ben (B22) a calling card as a thank you for giving up his room to me for a couple nights. 
On shorter, less formal visits, I often took sweets or other contributions to coffee or 
meals. As discussed above under ―Research Assistants,‖ the only person I paid directly 
for research assistance was Alvaro (A20) who helped me find a place to stay in New 
York and connected me with families on Long Island.  
Before deciding to give these small gifts and incentives, I debated if they would 
adversely affect study results and decided that it was better for the ongoing nature of my 
involvement in families and the community that I cultivate relationships through 
reciprocity to acknowledge their gifts of time, knowledge, food, and lodging.  My first 
women‘s focus group in February 2009 and presentation of preliminary results in May 
2010 drew a handful of participants who likely came mostly for the advertized canastas 
básicas and afternoon snack, respectively, and then stayed quietly in the background not 
contributing but hopefully taking something away besides food. I learned that they may 
have been too large an incentive, and scaled back future gifts. Responses in the recorded 
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interviews I have reviewed, suggest that any effects on the validity of the research are 
minimal. Overall, the small gifts and favors were a positive and necessary research 
component that allowed me to move through the family networks in a way a little more 
akin to friends of the family or Aldea Global employees living in Santa Rosa than to the 
Honduran development and conservation professionals and foreign health volunteers who 
I observed interact with the community. 
Discussion 
At the proposal stage, this yearlong individual dissertation project required a 
series of choices: 1) examining practices affecting the socio-natural landscape as opposed 
to changes in the physical environment, 2) emphasizing economic and social remittances, 
and 3) focusing on transnational families instead of communities.  This section looks at 
these and related choices and discusses some of the resulting methodological advantages 
and challenges. 
Directly measuring water quality and flow, land cover change, soil erosion, etc. 
was beyond the scope of the project. Instead, I turned to park documentation, interviews, 
and existing studies of the area for context and likely environmental outcomes (Loker 
2004; Pfeffer et al. 2005; IFPRI 2006; RDS-HN 2008).  Landscape impacting practices 
(along with remitting and migration patterns) were captured through the survey, 
interviews, and site visits. As the study period was relatively short (14 months), getting a 
sense of change over time comes primarily through respondents‘ self-reporting of 
practices now compared to 10 years ago, proving a rough picture of how life has changed 
for the village as a whole and across different family experiences. 
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Capturing Monetary Data 
I emphasized economic remittances because of their importance to household 
production and consumption, the community water project, and maintaining ties within 
families. Remittances are also a useful object of analysis as they are measurable through 
self-reported wire transfers, family budgets, expenditures on agricultural inputs, etc.  My 
worries about the intrusiveness of economics-heavy survey questioning abated as most 
respondents were willing to share the frequency and value of remittances, monthly 
household expenditures, and yearly agricultural spending. Memory was less an issue in 
reconstructing economic patterns than was the fluidity of undocumented expenditures.  
Because of the shorter recall period, the remittance diaries and recall interviews provided 
more accurate results than survey data for the focus families, with monetary data most 
useful for comparing spending proportions across households (see Chapters 5 and 6). 
Within transnational households, emigrant and home perceptions of remittance 
receipt and spending do not align precisely because of varied perceptions, priorities, and 
imperfect information. There are significant differences among Santa Rosa and emigrant 
respondents in terms of how detailed and accurate their recall of income and expenditures 
were. In part, differences within households were a result of gender division of labor 
within a family. Business women such as Estela (E5), Eliana (E16), Jimena (J6), Joana 
(J32), and Magdalena (M5) had a much finer grained sense of the family budget and 
remittances than did other women. Converting consumption or production to lempira 
expenditures and earnings was made more difficult for some households with limited 
cash flow (those relying on their own food or reciprocity). Others had very fluid transfers 
of money between household members and local stores, laborers etc. The later was the 
case for Alana (A19). She told me that the budget portion of the survey interview to be 
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very helpful in evaluating her expenditures in a context of declining remittances from her 
husband, Alvaro (A20). Her interest was a major factor in asking her to be a focus family 
and keep a remittance diary.  
Differences between resident and emigrant accounting were partly due to time 
lags between the interviews and direct experience with vs. perceptions of expenditures. 
To some degree, differences were an artifact of reporting: while most Santa Rosa survey 
interviews were ―cold calls,‖ I had usually seen emigrants several times by the time I did 
the formal interviews, making the level of trust and concern about what I might do with 
the information very different. In this vein, emigrant reporting of believed expenditures 
were used above, because the numbers better aligned with my observations.  
Capturing Social Remittances 
Trying to capture flows of social remittances as only one component of a 
multifaceted project was somewhat frustrating to me. Having conducted an extensive 
analysis of discourse transfer in PANACAM for my master‘s thesis, I wanted to compare 
the discourse of residents, emigrants, and their information sources and try to figure out 
how the messages were altered by transmission through the family networks. Doing so 
fully would require systematically observing or recording phone calls and other 
resident/emigrant interactions and collecting and analyzing information sources such as 
television propaganda. Many questions arose around social remittances and their 
implications that require more detailed study. While I was able to discern and depict the 
dynamics in broader brush strokes, doing the kind of analysis that would answer the more 
nuanced questions about social remittances that arose during the study would merit a 
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separate dissertation. Indeed, revisiting and supplementing my data to answer questions 
like these is one of my recommendations for future study.
28
 
Working within Transnational Families 
The theoretical rationale for the decision to focus on transnational family case 
studies is presented in Chapter 2. Essentially, economic and social remittances flow 
within families and affect the practices of the family of origin, so it makes sense to study 
the families in enough depth to trace and understand the flows. The choice was also 
pragmatic. Using the family as research ―site‖ narrowed the geographical and social 
scope of research with emigrants. One of the selection criteria for case study families was 
willingness to introduce me by phone to their emigrant family members. Instead of 
arbitrarily selecting site(s) where Santa Rosa emigrants and then struggling to connect 
with members of a diffuse community network, I was able to go directly to the homes of 
all emigrated family members and from there interview other emigrants who were an 
important part of their U.S. lives.  
Formal interviews included a series of questions aimed at reconstructing U.S. and 
transnational social networks; these led to the inclusion of Family B, which has very tight 
ties with Family A emigrants. Working within family networks opened doors to 
emigrants‘ homes in the United States that would have otherwise been very difficult to 
access because of mistrust (particularly as over half of emigrants interviewed were 
undocumented) and the difficult logistics of finding emigrants without prior knowledge 
 
28 At a minimum, delving into how social remittances are transformed through transnational 
family networks would require a rigorous discursive analysis comparing socio-natural landscape related 
ideas held by Santa Rosa with those held by emigrant family members and then looking to television, radio, 
Internet, church, work, neighborhood delis, and other sites in the U.S. that shaped emigrant views and then 
trying to determine the degree to which particular idea(s) took root in Santa Rosa. (See Chapter 9.) 
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of names, cities, or phone numbers. Knowing family members ―back home‖ and being 
able to share photographs of the community and, often, of family members was an 
invaluable tool in building rapport and authenticating my connection with Santa Rosa. 
Birthday parties, beach trips, backyard barbeques, Thanksgiving dinner, church services, 
visiting emigrants‘ places of work, shopping, and even watching TV were all valuable 
opportunities for participant observation that would have been much harder to come by 
and more scattered had it not been for the family focus. 
Showing photos of the park and village on my notebook computer was a great 
way to spend time with emigrants without the formality of an interview. Often, pictures 
of the farms or park would spark conversations about past landscape impacting practices 
or how they would do things upon returning ―home,‖ topics that were not typically 
discussed. These were more open, free-ranging conversations with study participants and 
their friends and relatives.
29
 Similarly, when I moved back to Honduras in February 2010, 
dropping off photographs of family and friends in New York and Florida was a good way 
to let participants know I had returned and served to further probe family relationships. 
By sharing photographs I took on a bridging function within the families, that was 
accentuated when transporting homegrown coffee, freshly baked bread, and cash for 
relatives. My role paralleled that of wealthier, more mobile family friends, who serve as 
carriers of money, goods, and news. Like them, I acted as a vehicle for the transfer of 
 
29 Conversations about landscape impacting practices that were sparked through photographs I 
shared, while insightful, cannot be treated the same as discourse that occurred naturally without my 
prompting the topic (Hymes 1972). During the emigrant interviews, recall interviews, and agricultural and 
household surveys I asked how often and with whom emigrants and residents spoke about agriculture, 
cattle, firewood, water, trash, climate and other topics. Their answers are presented in subsequent chapters. 
The short answer is that many do talk about these issues, but infrequently and with a limited number of 
people (often a brother, friend, or parent on either side of the border). Formal interviews served to further 
examine these reflections. 
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financial and social remittances. Taking on a bridging function made my movement 
within the transnational family networks more natural, and likely made the research 
quicker and more effective than it would have been had I worked through a community- 
or place-based strategy for site and participant selection. 
The transnational family focus has proven very successful in addressing one of 
two main hypotheses: that the domestic and transnational emigrants remit to their 
households of origin (economic remittances) are invested in landscape impacting 
practices by households, the corresponding village community, and the park. Even with 
the caveats mentioned above, the family based methodology is far more effective in 
showing the movement and content of social remittances (ideas, perceptions, and values) 
than would have the survey or emigrant interviews alone. The transnational family focus 
was instrumental in achieving many of the project‘s specific research goals, several of 
which would have been difficult to achieve without the focus and rapport provided by 
working within the family networks.
30
  
Challenges and Opportunities 
A number of challenges and opportunities were generated by focusing on 
transnational family networks to understand how emigrants affect the management and 
use of the socio-natural landscape on which their households and community of origin 
 
30 A third research hypotheses and related research goal remains more elusive: considering the 
relationships between the distribution of economic and social remittances to the distribution of economic 
and social capital within the village. Data were gathered through the surveys and emigrant interviews on 
aspects of each (consumer goods, land, formal education, leadership, training opportunities, etc.), but 
strong landscape impacting practice-related connections between the distribution of remittances and capital 
are not readily apparent without finer grained analysis of the survey data. Comparison among the four 
families shows four very different profiles of how emigrant successes and failures play out in each family‘s 
economic and social capital (Chapters 5 and 6). Generalizations about community-wide distribution of 
economic and social capital from just the four families need to be tempered with survey results and village-
wide participant observation. 
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depend. Working within family networks led to more nuanced and better contextualized 
understandings than would have a survey alone.  
Following remittances and nonmonetary ties within families helps string together 
data and observations, and reconstructs the broader community through relationships 
between extended family households. The research process mimics experiences of the 
emigrants and families – experiencing firsthand the difficult logistics of maintaining 
families across time and space.  The community-wide survey was useful in selecting the 
families and putting them in the context of the broader community. Multiple visits with 
each case study household in Honduras, built a level of rapport and trust that extended 
through family networks – allowing for a much quicker entry into the homes of emigrants 
than would have otherwise been possible. The same was true in Honduras when 
following up with additional households tied to the case study family through remittances 
and reciprocity. Indeed, identifying and entering many of the households would not have 
possible without introductions given by family members. These network ties gave me the 
social resources necessary to do the study. 
Kinship charts, an old anthropological standby, were useful tools for visualizing 
(and confirming) relationships, interconnections between households, and even basic 
remittance flows. While unforeseen changes to the research schedule diminished their 
potential, remittance diaries and recall interviews remained useful for tracking the social 
and economic remittances most likely to affect landscape impacting practices.  
Inevitably, focus on household case-studies over community case-studies meant 
that some community-wide dynamics were missed or downplayed. When possible, I 
contextualized and broadened the family-centric research by spending time with other 
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emigrant and nonemigrant households, and participating in community-based activites. 
Accompanying workers during water system repairs, touring the project, and asking 
water-project related questions in formal and informal interviews, allowed for better 
understanding of household and emigrant participation in the community water project. 
Participant observation, the village-wide survey, interviews with practitioners and leaders 
of neighboring villages, and document collection help reconstruct the community 
experience, and contextualize the relationships between remittances and landscape 
impacting practices in light of park, municipal, and national policies and practices. 
Through these I also informally reconstructing the basic commodity chains for some of 
the most important elements impacting the managed mosaic of the agrarian landscape: 
labor, firewood, and cattle (see chapter 7). 
It is worth noting that a tension exists in the migration literature between 
theoretical and empirical approaches to transnationalism. Portes (1997) encourages 
migration researchers to augment empirical fieldwork with greater attention to theory, 
particularly issues of political economy such as those outlined in Chapter 4. Rodman and 
Conway (2005: 105) counter that first-person migrant accounts ―highlight the 
complexities and realities of human agency that are often lost in macro-scale 
conceptualizations and grand theoretical musings of human migration.‖ This tension 
seems more dialectic than contradiction. A grounded multi-sited ethnography of 
transnational migration has the potential to do justice to both and that is what I aim to 
accomplish here. 
In sum, focusing on transnational family networks is effective for moving 
between spatially distant sites in a way that mimics the transnational flows of people, 
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funds, and ideas that shape use and management shared resources and landscapes. The 
deep knowledge gained through a transnational family network focus is strongest when 
complemented by methods that provide a broader, more randomly sampled view of the 
range of experiences. An ideal next step would in depicting this transnational topography 
created by migration and subesquent practices, would be to pair the socio-economic 
understandings gained through the networks with ecological data on emigration-induced 
changes to the biophysical landscape. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
HISTORICAL, NATIONAL, AND LOCAL CONTEXTS OF LAND USE AND 
MIGRATION IN A RURAL HONDURAN FIELDSITE 
Overview 
Understanding the multi-layered contexts within which migration and land-use 
occur is a cornerstone of a political ecology of migration. The millennia-long history of 
land use, five-hundred years of global economic processes that have enveloped Honduras 
into the ―world system,‖ and national political strategies to court foreign capital or 
redistribute land and wealth all play into the dynamics that lead to outmigration and 
shape how migration affects local socio-natural landscapes. I begin this chapter by 
describing aspects of the broader historical and political contexts that are relevant to 
understanding the migration experiences and their significance for agrarian and 
conservation landscapes that are discussed in later chapters. I then describe the study sites 
in greater detail, focusing on the village of ―Santa Rosa‖ in the buffer zone of Cerro Azul 
Meámbar National Park.  
The chapter is broken into three parts. Part I details the national and historical 
context, giving a necessarily brief overview to pre-colonial and colonial land use, meant 
to show that landscapes are constructed by human interaction with the physical world and 
that contemporary migration and land use dynamics are not ―new‖ but, instead, are routed 
in centuries of experience and inequality. I focus on land related policies in the shape of 
agrarian reform and forestry laws as these continue to affect residents of and emigrants 
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from Cerro Azul Meámbar. Part II focuses on the local context of the project, 
overviewing demographics and basic aspects of people‘s daily life and work, but also on 
what it means to reside within a national park. The last part of each section is dedicated to 
migration – giving an overview of Honduran migration to the United States in Part I and 
of emigration from Santa Rosa and Cerro Azul Meámbar in Part II. Part III focuses 
expressly on the contour of labor, particularly on how local labor practices in Santa Rosa, 
and the valuing of labor have changed, through Santa Rosa‘s emersion in transnational 
labor markets. The goal is to give readers a better sense of the basic contours of the 
transnational topography described in this study that has been created by migration, 
livelihood, and land use practices shaped in the multiple contexts described.
31
 
PART I: “The National” and “The Transnational”:  
Historical and Macro Contexts of Land Use and Migration 
Historical and National Context 
Pre-colonial Land Use  
Similar to the present, forests and landscapes in pre-colonial Honduras were 
profoundly modified by human use and complex social relations, such as control of land 
and agricultural production by the Ancient Maya (Fedick 1996). Many practices of 
contemporary small-scale agriculture and artisanal natural resource production have their 
roots in the Pre-Hispanic past, having survived the social, economic, and human 
destruction wrought by Spanish conquest (Stonich 1993: 49).  Lowland Maya agriculture 
was a complex mosaic of farming strategies adapted to different terrains and climates, 
 
31 Balancing the attention given to complex social and ecological processes while doing justice to 
both is a tall order, and even more so in a transnational project requiring multi-sited research. It is work 
ideally undertaken by a team. By necessity, in this chapter (and the dissertation as a whole) I err on the side 
of emphasizing the social. 
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with intensive practices and technologies in use around cities, and more extensive, long-
fallow swidden horticulture farther from major population centers (Fedick 1996; 
Mausolff and Farber 1995).  
While population growth and deforestation, and resulting soil erosion and 
degraded aquatic environments, have been shown to cause the agricultural collapse in the 
Copan Valley at the end of the Classic Period (Wingard 1996), it is important to recall 
that ancient Maya natural resource management practices had been successful enough to 
feed millions over hundreds of years in a region considered marginal by today‘s 
standards (Fedick 1996:10). Taking a political economy approach, Pyburn (1996) argues 
that Maya success and collapse needs to be understood in terms of economic strategies 
associated with social complexity leading to agricultural diversity, not just in terms of the 
environment. Collapse may have resulted from developing a regional political economy 
that forsook agricultural diversity for strategies of uniform agricultural development 
intended to increase production and bureaucratic control:  
this attempt at simplification of political control over 
previously diverse and sustainable local agricultural practice 
would have left the resulting uniform regional system much more 
susceptible to disruption and collapse (Pyburn 1996: 11) 
Seven centuries after the abandonment of Copán, the dangers are echoed as large-scale 
mono-cropping for export take precedence over the agricultural (and ecological) diversity 
of small scale subsistence farms. 
Like their Mayan neighbors to the north, the Lenca in central and southern 
Honduras employed a number of methods that are still in use by Honduran campesinos or 
that are being adapted for soil conservation projects (Mausolff and Farber 1995: 239).  
They used a system of intensive intercropping to grow corn, beans, squash, and a variety 
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of tree and root crops (Chapman 1965; Hirth 1989; Mejia 1993) and adapted the corn-
bean polyculture to a wide variety of climates, soils, and altitudes by careful seed 
selection strategies (Mejia 1993). The Lenca also appear to have developed intensive 
agricultural production practices (ex. terraces) that helped to support the population 
densities of the larger towns (Freidel 1983; Hirth 1989). While many of the more 
intensive agricultural technologies of the Maya and Lenca have been lost, many of their 
land use practices continue (Chapman 1965; Stonich 1993). For example, as today, they 
practiced burning to clear tropical forests and prepare the soil for cultivation (Mejia 
1993). They likely practiced silviculture, altering the forests to favor conditions for 
desirable species, as have indigenous groups throughout the Americas for thousands of 
years (Lentz 2000). The corn-beans polyculture is still the most widespread peasant 
farming practice in Mexico and Central America (Mausolff and Farber 1995). That some 
aspects of contemporary land use practices have survived for hundreds of years, suggests 
that given the right circumstances, hillside agriculture can be sustained for long periods. 
That such livelihoods and practices are less viable today is less an issue of a ―resource 
poor‖ natural environment than of changing socio-natural landscape constructed by the 
subsequent history of colonial land use, export agriculture, population pressure and 
agrarian reform, detailed below. 
Colonial Land Use and Agrarian Relations 
Colonial land and labor practices created profound inequalities extraordinary in 
scope, but not unprecedented.  Stratification existed in pre-Colombian Central America 
for example between city dwelling nobles and poor hillside farming vassals among the 
Ancient Maya, Quiché and similar groups (Brockett 1998). Spanish conquest in 
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Honduras was quick and complete: the deadly combination of foreign diseases and 
slavery subjugated the area by the 1550s and virtually extinguished the remaining Maya 
and Nauhatl of northeast Honduras (Brockett 1988; Chapman 1965). Semi-sedentary 
indigenous groups had lived in small villages on the soil-rich valley floor, but by the 
early 1600s they were being pushed onto the hillsides by colonists, creating the stratified 
land tenure pattern still seen today (Chapman 1985). At the time, population densities 
were low enough and land plentiful enough for subsistence agriculture (Stonich 1993). 
Honduras‘ economy was very regionalized, with the focus of activity and population 
shifting from the coast to the highlands around Tegucigalpa for silver mining, which 
peaked in 1584. The colonies exported a limited number of goods: primarily silver, gold, 
mules, indigo and cochinilla dyes. Cacao was less successful. In the mid 1600s the 
repartimiento style of labor and land management gave way to haciendas, family or 
individually owned tracts of lands dependent on peasant and indigenous labor through 
debt peonage, sharecropping, and tenant farming (Machete 1973 in Stonich 1993). 
Haciendas typically earned income through cattle-raising and suffered from overgrazing 
and soil loss. Another enduring form of land tenure developed: Ejidos, municipal lands 
assigned to groups or, more typically individuals and treated as if they were private 
holdings (Chapman 1985; Stonich 1993; Burns 1993). While over eighty percent of the 
land claims recognized in the 1600s were private land grants, indigenous and mestizo 
groups were allowed to petition for common or municipal land (Stonich 1993).  
These strategies, and the search for mineral wealth (gold and silver), profoundly 
changed national demographics: by the end of the 16
th
 century the lowlands were 
virtually depopulated, most having fled to the highlands and joined the relatively larger 
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surviving groups. Stonich concludes that ―[m]ajor contemporary economic constraints 
and incentives rooted in regional patterns of land distribution and in land allocation 
emerged during this period. The long-time depth involved in patterns of land distribution 
suggests the degree to which these patterns are entrenched‖ (1993:59). The resulting 
inequality in the distribution of access to arable land endures today. So, land and resource 
access problems discussed in Chapter 7 are not new: they are contemporary 
manifestations of a centuries-long political economy of population and land distribution.  
Post-Independence Land Use: Rise of the Banana Republic 
In contemporary Honduras a dichotomy of agricultural production exists between 
basic foodstuffs, produced on thousands of small and medium farms, and a relative 
handful of commercial farms producing for export. It is the latter that receives the most 
public and private support (in the form of credit, agricultural extension services, 
subsidies, etc.) (Ponce 1986: 136). This dichotomy was seeded in the colonial period with 
encomienda, repartimiento, y haciendas 
32
 and grew in the ―Liberal Period‖ – the years 
after independence when national economic priorities shifted to agricultural export, 
culminating in the ―Banana Republic of Honduras‖ and, with it, new class identities 
(Euraque 1996; Soluri 2005). The coffee boom (1870s-1945) had an uneven impact in 
which an agrarian bourgeoisie rose and many peasants (especially indigenous) lost access 
to their land and were coerced (by the market and/or law) to supply their labor to others. 
 
32 The colonial estates drew freely on indigenous labor through the Crown-sanctioned system of 
encomienda, in which indigenous people were ―entrusted‖ to colonial landowner‘s care in exchange for 
payment, protection, and instruction in Christian faith. The encomienda officially ended in 1542 when the 
Spanish Crown outlawed slavery. It was replaced with repartimiento, labor quotas that each village would 
need to fill for church, public, and private land owners (Burns 1993). 
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Some fertile land switched from basic food crops with ―deleterious effects on food 
supplies‖ (Brockett 1988: 26). 
 
Figure 4.1Santa Rosa residents gather sugar cane for seasonal day labor (left) and grow 
coffee for home consumption and sale as unhulled bean (right). 
Land tenure, poverty, and politics have long been intertwined in Honduras: ―The 
character of Honduran poverty and its relationship to land tenure, as well as its social and 
political implications, have always distinguished the country‘s position in Central 
American history‖ (Euraque 1996: xviii). This distinction cannot be understood without 
looking back to the 1870s-1930s, a period of capitalist modernization and integration into 
an industrializing world market through exportation of coffee and bananas (Euraque 
1996: xxi). 
Before 1900 there were hundreds of small banana producers in Honduras, most 
selling to the United States.  Wanting to rapidly expand industry, the Honduran 
government offered generous land grants to three U.S. interests (United Fruit, Cuyamel 
[later bought by United], and Yacarro Brothers [later Standard Fruit]) in return for a 
promise to construct a coast-to-capital railroad that was never built. The government‘s 
attempt to control the companies backfired, and the companies were actually able to 
increase the 400,000 plus acres granted for constructing the railroad by purchasing land 
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from the small farmers who had been given land subsidies along the property line to 
break up the companies‘ holdings. The state was still granting ejido land in the 1880s-
1890s but local government saw a conflict between cattle grazing on communal lands and 
development of the plantain industry (Euraque 1996). 
Such deals were the result of conflicting views of land in which one camp saw it 
as provider and source of security and the other saw commercial possibilities.  The 19
th
 
century bias to commercial usage of agricultural land was justified by the Honduran 
government‘s liberal ideology, dominated by the expansion of the international capitalist 
economic system thought to be guided by the  Adam Smith‘s (1805) ―invisible hand.‖ 
(Over a century later, the same open markets logic now manifests in the shape of 
maquiladoras, large plantations of bananas and African Palm for export, and the 
dominance of large cattle ranches on the fertile valley floors.) The result was that Central 
American countries became tightly bound to foreign interests and allowed much land to 
fall into their hands, reinforcing dominant political profits, and extending the ―ideological 
beliefs rational[izing] privilege and the  pursuit of self-interest as fundamental to the 
achievement of the greater good‖ (Brockett 1988: 37). As a result of the lasting export 
bias, Central American governments tend to favor commercial export agriculture while 
neglecting rural development (Pelupessy and Ruben 2000). In Honduras, the State 
granted concessions to attract foreign capital while local elite invested elsewhere in 
Central America (Rosenberg and Shepherd 1986). The local elite remained tied to foreign 
capital and the export based landed-oligarchy typical to Central America did not form 
(Euraque 1996). By the 1920‘s the Standard Fruit Company and other U.S. fruit 
companies had reduced small farmers to ―little more than contract employees while 
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peasants struggled to adapt to their new status as wageworkers dependent on the banana 
companies‖ (O'Brien 2007: 97). 
Unable to affect fundamental change in the enduring patterns of land use and 
tenure brought about by colonialism, macroeconomic adjustment policies and sectoral 
reforms have not produced agricultural growth. Some blame the continual 
underdevelopment of agriculture on these policies, ―an intentional ‗plundering of 
agriculture‘ meant to generate surplus for industrial development‖ (Pelupessy and Ruben 
2000: 15). 
Post World War II: Nontraditional Exports, Development & Structural Reform 
After World War II Honduras joined the broader hemispheric trend toward 
development and agricultural modernization and diversification. With an increased focus 
on export crops came corresponding shifts in land use, at the expense of subsistence 
crops (Brockett 1988) and greater inequality (Stonich 1993). The ―rape‖ of Central 
America (Galeano 1973: 119-124) began in full force after the middle of the 19
th
 century 
when coffee production brought the region squarely into the world market, leading to the 
creation of landless peasantry, enslavement or removal of Indians, and shift into export 
crops (coffee, bananas, sugar cane, tobacco, cotton, and meat) at the expense of food 
crops (corn, beans, sorghum, and rice) and soil productivity (Brockett 1988; Instituto 
Nacional de Estadística 2005b; Ponce 1986; Stonich 1993). The heavy dependence on 
agriculture based trade with little diversification into other products or markets and 
retaining only minimal profits on domestic products (ex. 11 cents for every $1 of 
bananas) left the country with a chronic balance of payments deficit that would later 
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contribute to structural reform driven rollbacks on agrarian reform (Díaz Arrivillaga 
1985: 261).  
Post World War II policies (especially the Nontraditional Agricultural Exports 
program) further reduced access to land, food, and employment for people living in rural 
Central America while further binding the region to the global capitalist economy 
(Brockett 1988:65). In Honduras, nontraditional crops include fresh or frozen fruits and 
vegetables, flowers, melons, and shrimp (Brockett 1988; Stonich 1993).  Shrimp 
aquaculture has had devastating social and ecological impacts, destroying mangrove 
forests and mudflats and reducing resources available to coastal peoples. The national 
government, aided by foreign interests, continued to stimulate the industry through the 
construction of roads and airports (Stonich 1993).  Meanwhile, melon put producers on a 
―pesticide treadmill‖ of increased pest resistance and increased pesticide and escalated 
the rate of land concentration, eliminating  small and medium producers, despite claims 
that these nontraditionals would ―support small farmers and encourage equitable growth‖ 
(Stonich 1993:84-85).   
Increased reliance on pesticide obligates farmers to secure sufficient funds to 
purchase the agrochemicals, further incentivizing a shift from subsistence crops for home 
consumption to crops which generate income. With government attention focused on 
large producers and nontraditionals, support for small producers lagged. What Stonich 
describes are effects of a ―green revolution,‖ increases in crop yield gained through 
proliferation of inorganic fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides that manifests in 
contemporary farmers‘ search to counteract declining soil fertility, less hearty improved 
seeds, greater resistance of weeds and insects, and labor lost to migration. These 
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dynamics are specific illustrations of an international trend of escalating capitalist 
agriculture after WWII in which land distribution and population growth have led to a 
decrease in the availability of land and reallocation of land from forest, fallow, or 
subsistence crop production to exports and cattle.  This has further dichotomized the 
population and the majority of subsistence crops are coming from increasingly fewer and 
more marginalized farms. Without sufficient resources to grow (or buy) food, the result 
has been food scarcity and malnutrition for a large segment of the population (Stonich 
1993). The nontraditional crops discussed above, exacerbated a situation that was already 
making it difficult for households to engage in their traditional mix of income generating 
activities (such as exploiting coastal resources, petty commodity production, part-time 
wage work, and cyclical migration).   
Contemporary emigration is, in part, an outgrowth of these dynamics which 
undermined rural livelihoods. Ironically, the dynamics of reallocation of land from forest, 
fallows, and subsistence agriculture to cattle and exports (coffee) is replicated at a smaller 
scale by more economically successful emigrants investing in cattle and pasture. Chapter 
7 explores in greater detail how these dynamics have manifested in my field site. 
Through the late 20
th
 Century, peasants continued to face privatization of state 
lands, fewer available resources for community use, high land values, and record high 
unemployment and underemployment (Stonich 1993). While overall food production had 
increased it has not been able to keep up with population growth, leading to a 19% per 
capita decline in production of basic food crops between 1950 and the early 1980s 
(Brockett 1987). The post WWII shift to exportable, nontraditional commodities like 
melon and shrimp, privatization of communal lands, and reliance on agrochemicals 
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exacerbated land tenure relations that drive peasants up steep hillsides where they are 
challenged by land too steep to plow even with oxen, reliance on rain fed irrigation, and 
erosion. Agricultural techniques that evolved over centuries as part of shifting 
horticulture, were made far less sustainable by having insufficient land to rotate crops and 
allow soils to rest, and by laws that discourage allowing land to lay fallow or 
―unproductive‖ (see Chapter 7). These same laws played an important role in the 
proliferation of cattle ranching in the country.  
Responding to declining agricultural commodity prices, high labor costs, 
unreliable rainfall, and international and national support for cattle production, Honduras 
experienced a dramatic 220% increase in cattle production during the second half of the 
20
th
 century compared to 152% in Central America. Lower labor demands led to 
increased unemployment and underemployment in rural areas, increased migration, and 
deforestation for pasture expansion. The spread of cattle ranching was accelerated by 
Honduran land tenure policy: as had their colonial counterparts, landowners used cattle to 
establish their claim to the land, fearing that fallow and forest land would be 
expropriated. Cattle was a way to do this with minimum labor (Stonich 1992, 1993). As 
will be seen in Chapters 5 and 7, possession of cattle and pastures are significant markers 
of economic capital and status with profound implications for the local socio-natural 
landscape. 
Agrarian Reform in Honduras 
History of Land & Agrarian Reform  
The history of government intervention in rights to use, own, and/or occupy land 
in Honduras stretches back through campesino movements and resulting attempts at land 
grants and titling in the 20
th
 century, through massive transfers of land from state to 
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corporation during the trade liberalization and agricultural boom and bust cycles of the 
19
th
 century, and through colonial consolidation of indigenous lands (and labor) under 
latifundios (La Tribuna 2008, June 30). There have been a series of land and agrarian 
reforms during the twentieth century, beginning with the 1930s forestry reform discussed 
above. The next major attempt at reform came in 1963 but the government had 
insufficient power for redistribution. The U.S. government and United Fruit Company 
played roles in attempting to abort the policy. The 1972-74 reforms were backed by a 
stronger, progressive military government. Redistribution was made easier by the 1969 
expulsion of 60,000 El Salvadoran peasants (Robleda 1982). The forced repatriation 
brought about by land pressure on both sides of the border, sparked the day-long ―Soccer 
War‖/El Salvador war but freed up land and land pressure that would allow the 70s 
reforms greater success (Robleda 1982).  Most of the redistributed land was ―idle‖ public 
land and little private property was affected (Volk 1985). Reforms caused a number of 
unintended consequences of reforms because they failed to take into account the degree 
of dependency on foreign capital and the banana companies. These include 
proletarianization of the rural work force, incorporation into markets through petty 
bourgeoisie, growth of the minifundio, a political shift right, and an increase in cattle at 
the expense of basic grains (Brockett 1988; Volk 1985).  
With the return to civilian government, land distribution enjoyed a brief renewal 
but was insufficient to cope with the increasing population. Today there are more landless 
families than when the reform of 1972 was implemented. Agrarian policy in the 1980s 
brought a shift of focus from communal to private property, commercialization and 
private investment, and with it a shift to land titling, which provides little help to landless 
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families (1982). Land grants were made by campesinos‘ request and were provided to 
groups, not individuals. They resulted from active local, campesino initiative to request 
the jointly held lands (Baumeister 2001; Barham and Childress 1992). Use ranged from 
completely collective agricultural production to individual parcels farmed by individual 
families. In all cases the land stays with the group even when original members have left.  
Though recipients are theoretically supposed to pay off the land to get full title only a 
handful do, limiting access to the credit market because they are unable to sell, lease, or 
rent the land. The state development bank is the primary source of credit.  It restricts the 
kinds of cooperative projects that can be carried out, leading to a bias towards agro-
exports and away from staples (Barham and Childress 1992).
33
  
By allowing the privatization of collectively owned lands, the 1993 Agricultural 
Modernization Law essentially closed the book on the agrarian reform begun in 1962 
(Stonich 1993; Barham 2002). This, and much of the neoliberal land reform elsewhere in 
Latin America during the 1990s (Peru, Ecuador, Mexico, Nicaragua, and El Salvador), 
lifted restrictions on land sales, creating a bigger impact on the land market than on land 
titling as poor farmers are now more likely to rent than purchase. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization and World Bank have been major actors in assisting market 
based land reform in Latin America since the early 1990s. Honduras is one of seven 
countries receiving loans from the World Bank for land access projects (a program 
 
33 In 2010, there were still few borrowing options open to subsistence farmers. A small minority of 
study participants (5%) opted into microloans through community based cajas rurales (literally ―rural 
safes‖). Others worked through coffee cooperatives and national institutes for coffee. Those with property 
titles could apply for funds for more market oriented crops such as yucca or pineapple through a credit 
union in the nearby town of Santa Cruz. Those wishing to secure funds to grow corn and beans were 
limited to working off farm, raising cash crops, or leveraging relationships with emigrants or locals willing 
to partner on production. 
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totaling US$463 million in loans) (Baranyi 2004). Some have called this 1990s wave of 
neoliberal reform ―counter-reform‖ (ex. Stonich 1993; Barham 2002), while others 
counter that the reforms have other redistributive aspects, such as post-Mitch multi-
stakeholder coordination (Baranyi 2004). A 2001 ―Poverty Reduction Strategy‖ 
reinforced these commitments and others (enlarging land titling program, completing 
agrarian and forest cadastre, modernizing rural property registry, implementing  access to 
the land  program)  (Honduran Government 2001).   
Potential land reform around the world faces a number of challenges: the 
weakening role of the state inhibits further land reform, land scarcity and ownership 
structures make market based solutions inappropriate, as well as the high cost of land 
titling, gender inequalities, rising poverty, and malnutrition (Ghimire 2001). Other issues 
include insecure and inequitable terms of access to land and resources, small farmers‘ 
inability to produce enough for basic needs, the appropriation of surplus by landlords, 
employers, creditors, intermediaries, and tax collectors, little opportunity for a better 
living elsewhere, and the state‘s lack of capacity to provide basic social services to 
alleviate poverty (Barraclough 2001). From an economist‘s perspective, poor markets 
lead to low land values, thereby decreasing incentives to conserve (Wachter 1997). While 
these factors apply to many contexts around the world, they come together in Honduras 
in a way which decreases the feasibility of subsistence level agriculture and rural 
livelihoods and fosters outmigration to urban areas or other countries. 
Jansen et al (2003a) suggest that agrarian policies have largely failed Honduran 
rural residents as poverty levels continue to be high for the two million people living on 
the hillsides and in some places may be rising. They argue that macroeconomic reform, 
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structural adjustment, and traditional political strategies have been inadequate for 
promoting rural development and reducing poverty among Honduran hillside farmers. 
Agrarian reforms succeeded to some degree in reducing social tension and modernizing 
the agrarian sector, but larger landholders fought the reforms, lacking the foresight to see 
that their interests were being served with minimal redistribution of private land (Barham 
and Childress 1992). Perversely, agrarian reform in Honduras reduced access to food and 
land and only intermittently addressed the needs of a growing landless population; reform 
did achieve the political goal of offering a sufficient degree of rural stability to avoid the 
social upheaval experienced in El Salvador and Nicaragua (Brockett 1987:69). 
Land Tenure, Land Titling, & Development Projects 
Land tenure continues to be an issue in natural resource and infrastructure projects 
in Honduras, especially given the massive inequalities of land ownership and 
landlessness. Development and conservation projects are also ill equipped to support 
landless farmers who farm on rented, lent, or communal land. By ignoring them, soil 
conservation projects aimed at hillside farmers in the El Cajon Dam watershed were 
essentially ―writing off 60-70% of the farming population‖ (Loker 2004:158).  
In their case study of a US$10 million land titling project initiated by the 
Honduran government and U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) 
intended to enhance security in land rights, facilitate credit, improve agricultural 
productivity, and legitimize property rights for 40,000 farmers, Jansen and Roquas (1990) 
found that the project failed because of poor understanding of property rights and what 
was causing farmers‘ sense of insecurity. They argue that implementing the project 
requires a strong state, but it was founded on the logic of a modernized household and 
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free land market in the context of a weak state. The issue of strength of state and resource 
use rights is relevant to the discussion of decentralization of conservation in Chapter 8. 
The titling project overlaid and/or replaced these arrangements with a new 
national land titling and registration system, bringing farmers closer to markets and bank 
extended-credit but not necessarily increasing tenure security (Jansen and Roquas 1998: 
81). Because coffee producers already had access to credit through the state owned coffee 
institute and banks already accepted local ownership documentation or used crops or 
homes to secure loans, 43% of one study sample already had access to credit without INA 
title (Wachter 1997).  The project paired concern for the high rate of incursion into 
national/ejidal land with traditional economic arguments that investments in conservation 
enhance the productivity of land and that privately owned lands receive greater care. ―An 
implicit objective was to expand coffee as a hillside crop, because this perennial crop is 
thought to be beneficial for hillside management‖ (Wachter 1997). 
Land titling and land reform are not inherently contradictory but tend to be 
represented by different political interests. In the end, INA‘s land titling projects only 
formalized use rights on national and ejidal land and did not improve campesinos‘ access 
to land stem minifundización (families breaking land into smaller and smaller pieces of 
inheritance in the face of land scarcity) or stem environmental crisis (Wachter 1997: 
184).  Minifundización plays an important role in how extended transnational family 
networks manage their land, as can be seen in the discussion of Family A and fallows 
management in Chapter 7. 
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Regional Comparison: Land Reform Policy 
Baranyi et. al (2004) pose a number of critical issues for future study of land 
reform and agrarian policy in Central America that are informed by my study: Is there a 
strong trend toward the re-concentration of land ownership?
34
 If so, why? What minimal 
factors need to align nationally and locally, to facilitate land policy reforms that meet key 
objectives such as poverty reduction and environmental sustainability? (See also 
Baumeister 2001; Brockett 1987, 1988; Ghimire 2001b, 2001a). Comparing Honduras to 
other countries in the region shows that many of the issues experienced there, while 
unique in their particular manifestations (such as Agrarian Reform contributing to lower 
political unrest in Honduras than in neighboring countries), are also paralleled elsewhere 
in the region, suggesting study results will be applicable beyond Honduras.     
Honduras was the poorest and most underdeveloped of the Central American 
colonies. The colonial economy was limited to export (mining and indigo) and with little 
internal consumption a domestic market did not develop. Large scale export began with 
the banana companies in the early 1900s.  Relatively under-populated, with no big 
expanses of fertile soil, and no national elite comparable to other Central American 
countries, Honduras benefited from relative social stability and no major class 
antagonisms, until industrialization brought profound changes. Unlike other Central 
American countries the agrarian bourgeoisie which rose in the late 1950s and 1960s grew 
 
34 At my site in central Honduras, I saw evidence of both minifundizacion and concentration of 
property. Owners of larger extensions of land divide properties among their children when they retire or 
pass away; the children sell off pieces to cover illness, a trip to El Norte, or other expenses or simply 
because it was not a large enough parcel to successfully farm. Sometimes these are sold to other family 
members in an attempt to ―keep it in the family,‖ other times it is sold off to the owner of a neighboring lot.  
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not from an internal restructuring of an old oligarchy but from commercial-industrialists 
closely allied with foreign capital (Brockett 1987; Euraque 1996). 
Honduras had a unique labor history beginning with the unusually strong labor 
unions that mobilized against the banana companies during the early 20
th
 century. 
Combined with the relatively late commercialization of agriculture (and accompanying 
late disruption of communal forms of property ownership) this led to the rise of the best 
organized peasant movement in Central America (Katz 2000: 129).  The movement 
picked up momentum after the 1962 Agrarian Reform. In the 1970s, it was the only 
country were the military allowed for substantial agrarian reform (Peckenham and Street 
1985; Merrill 1995). In El Salvador reform came in the midst of war, in Guatemala by 
government to head of true revolution, and in Nicaragua as resettlement onto national 
lands and state farms (Euraque 1996).  Benjamin (1987) argues that Honduras was spared 
the armed revolts that have devastated its neighbors because it was less socially stratified 
and because the poor had a stake in the state-sponsored reform: in Honduras the poor 
were fighting to uphold their own laws.  
As the region has responded to structural reform and a movement to privatization, 
agrarian policy has moved to market-based strategies and titling infrastructure.  Impacts 
across Central America are similar. The region is experiencing many of the same 
environmental impacts of natural resource use. The rate of income and land inequality in 
the region is high. Most people are concentrated in highland areas. Much forest land and 
crop land has been converted to pasture. Deforestation rates are high, as are rates of 
malnutrition and economic inequality. Measures aimed at long term agroforestry 
sustainability and environmental conservation tend to conflict with the interest of more 
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powerful actors (United Nations 2008). These problems will only get worse with export 
promotion strategies and structural adjustment (Baranyi, Deere, and Morales 2004). 
Agriculture in Honduras has also been made less viable by hurricane Mitch in 1998, a 
drought in 1999, falling coffee prices, 2006 free trade agreement with the United States 
that made imported agricultural products less expensive than Honduran products, and 
declining government funding for farming families (falling from 11% of the national 
budget in 1990 to 3.5% in 2005) (RDS-HN 2009: 14-15). 
Small Farms & Subsistence Strategies 
As stated earlier in Chapter 2, a political ecology of migration perspective is 
embedded in contemporary and historic inequalities that drive land distribution and 
environmental degradation. The majority of staple food in Honduras comes from medium 
to small sized farms while large commercial farms tend to be dedicated to export crops. 
About 53% (4 million) of the current population of Honduras lives in rural areas, and 
about half of these live on ―laderas‖ (steep hillsides above 12% slope) which account for  
85% of the country‘s total agriculture area (Jansen, Damon et al. 2003). Since the Late 
Classic and through the colonial period, the fertile valleys are economically controlled by 
a select few (Hawken 2007). In contemporary Honduras, the wealthiest occupy the 
remaining 15% in the fertile valleys. Over 91% of people living on the laderas earn less 
than US$1/day (Pender & Scherr 2002).  They are neglected by policy and have failed to 
benefit from macroeconomic reforms: this while the food and agriculture sector produces 
around 50% of the Gross Domestic Product, 63% total exports, and 50% total 
employment (Jansen et al (2003a) drawing on 1999 International Development Bank 
numbers).  
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There are varying levels of poverty and kinds of production strategies among 
ladera farmers: producers adapt their livelihood strategies to a set of relations and 
production circumstances (biophysical, socioeconomic, structural, etc.) (Jansen 1997; 
Ravnborg 2003). Many forms of cultivation co-exist. Off-farm labor is the primary 
coping mechanism for these households (Jansen, Pender et al. 2003: iv) and may reduce 
risk and stabilize rural purchasing power (Ruben and van den Berg 2000). Different size 
farms have different crop mixes of perennials, annuals, pastures, and agro-fishery. 
Ladera households do not survive solely from agriculture production but instead draw on 
varying mixtures of crops, forest products, and, increasingly, off-farm activities including 
migration to maquilas and to the United States. Of farms growing staple crops, about 
80% of total annual crops are grown by farms with less than 10 hectares
35
 (57% <5 ha 
and 24% 5<10 ha) (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2005a; Jansen, Pender et al. 2003). 
Of lands producing staple crops, 57% is held with clear title and 33% with use 
rights. The Honduran National Institute of Statistics (2005a) estimates that for the 
average size of farms cultivating basic grains is 7.6 hectares and sells for about 
US$4,000. The colonial legacy repeats: ―The smallest farms with their nearly exclusive 
focus on basic food production are located in the poorest endowed areas with adverse 
agroclimatic conditions, poor market access, and high population densities‖ (Jansen, 
Pender et al. 2003: iv). Small farms in Honduras provide the bulk of staple foods on the 
least desirable land and with few economic resources. Because it is difficult to maintain 
rural livelihoods with rising costs, soils prone to erosion on steep hillsides, poor market 
 
35 10 hectares is approximately 24.8 acres or 160 ―tareas,‖ the unit of land measurement used in 
the data presented in Chapter 7. ―Tareas‖ and ―manzanas‖ were the most commonly used measurements at 
my study site. Roughly, 1 manzana = 16 tareas = 2.48 acres = approximately 1 hectare.  
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prospects, emigration to urban areas or abroad becomes an attractive livelihood strategy. 
Ironically, when emigration leads to reduced availability of affordable labor, sustaining 
farms – and rural livelihoods – becomes even more difficult. 
 
Figure 4.2 Farmers plant corn on steep hillsides subject to heavy solid erosion (left), 
leaving a patch of forest to protect a stream (Santa Rosa, 6/2009). 
Political Ecology of Land Distribution & Environmental Degradation  
Rural poverty in Central America is associated with resource degradation, 
especially soil and water. It is the result of the intensification of agriculture and 
expansion of land use resulting from land scarcity. The growing demand for fertile soils 
as the agriculture frontier expands up hillsides and into forests results in erosion and 
combines with increased chemical inputs and cattle to produce unsustainable changes in 
agricultural production (Jansen, Damon et al. 2003; Loker 2004; Ravnborg 2003). 
Understanding how these conditions came about calls for a relational understanding of 
poverty that considers how control over land and labor is negotiated and legitimized 
through institutions. A political ecology perspective shows that ―farmers‘ natural 
resource management is shaped not only by individual resource endowments, but also by 
the societal relationships governing access to and control over resources, and the norms 
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for which type of natural resource management should be stimulated‖ (Ravnborg 
2003:1934). 
The historical processes described above work together to form the socio-cultural 
basis of land tenure: in other words, to define who is allowed access to land, who has the 
power to distribute it, what uses are deemed appropriate, how policies are determined, 
etc. (Pelupessy and Ruben 2000; Jones 1998). The most consistently mentioned result of 
inequitable land distribution in Honduras is the irony that the country‘s basic foods are 
cultivated on the least fertile lands, with the steepest slopes, the highest susceptibility to 
droughts and floods, and with the least amount of development and credit assistance by 
growers operating at subsistence level (Julin Mendez 1986). Unfortunately, Julin 
Mendez‘s (1986) argument that export crops continue to receive higher priority while 
agrarian policy needs to focus on dependence and malnutrition… on food is still true 
today.  
Land use in Honduras follows the three historical stages of dependence outlined 
by dos Santos (1970): 1) colonial dependence with monopoly over land, mine, and 
manpower, 2) financial-industrial dependence with expansion of the production of raw 
materials and agricultural products for export (end 19
th
 century), and 3) postwar 
―technological-industrial‖ dependence based on multinational corporations. Colonization 
and a centuries long process of integration into the global capitalist economy through 
focusing on export agribusiness at the expense of production of staples for domestic 
markets, placed Honduras in a process of underdevelopment and ever greater integration 
into the five hundred year old ―world system.‖ The Latin America-wide process has been 
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analyzed in detail by (Cardoso and Faletto 2008 [1979]; dos Santos 1970; Frank 1969, 
2000; Mintz 1985; Wallerstein 1979, 1987; Wolf 1982).  
Rise of the ―banana class,‖ mobilization of peasants, series of agrarian reforms 
peaking in those of the early 1970s, parallel focus on export agriculture, further 
integration into the world economy, and dependence on foreign finance eventually led to 
the high debt of the 1980s and restructuration of the economy in the 1990s. Prior agro-
forestry reforms were rolled back through ―modernization‖ legislation of 1993 and 
replaced with decentralization and rural development strategies through credit, and land 
titling and markets programs. The agricultural and economic devastation, and subsequent 
influx of development aid and projects, wrought by Hurricane Mitch in 1998 accelerated 
migration to national industrial centers and the United States further transforming peasant 
land use, natural resource practices and class relations. Detailed surveys and 
ethnographies in the early 2000s that touch on the social and/or environmental impact of 
migration, development projects and large scale infrastructure projects suggest that 
remittance and migration finances economic, physical, and social capital that may be 
creating a new class of rural ―nonpoor‖ whose resource use and agricultural practices sets 
them apart from their neighbors and creates new issues for sustainable agriculture, for 
example nonpoor tend to use more pesticides but burn less (Loker 2003; Jansen, Pender 
et al. 2003; Ravnborg 2003). These relationships are furthered explored later in the 
dissertation. 
Migration Patterns and History: Honduras 
Migration & Urbanization 
Migration, landlessness, and urbanization are perhaps the most direct results of 
the land use history described above. Growing rural poverty stimulates out-migration 
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from the more densely packed south into other parts of the country, thereby decreasing 
population pressure in the region while simultaneously augmenting urban populations 
and escalating pressure on tropical forest areas in the remainder of the country (Stonich 
1989:290). Commercial farms and industry are insufficient to absorb surplus rural labor 
and workers are forced to look elsewhere  (Chapman 1965). 
Rural to urban migration has operated as an alternative livelihood strategy and 
escape valve for rural population pressure and un(der)employment, changing the face of 
Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula and expanding the marginal urban population which is 
the poorest in the country. Between 1960 and 1982 when modernization-related 
migration was first booming, the annual rate of rural to urban migration was 9.3%  
(Vinelii 1986: 108). Between 1988 and 2007 an estimated 22.5% of the Honduran 
population migrated internally, most for the maquiladoras around Tegucigalpa and San 
Pedro Sula (Amaya 2007).  The government has been unable to keep up with basic 
infrastructure and the living standards of recent immigrants to the cities is not 
significantly improved (Vinelii 1986: 108). Those who remain in the rural areas find 
themselves unable to raise sufficient income through agricultural or artisanal products 
(Chapman 1965).  
As with rural inequities and general land use patterns, urbanization is not a new 
phenomenon. Davis-Salazar and Wells (2006: 4) suggest that the Naco Valley is 
experiencing environmental déjà vu, where the growing metropolis of San Pedro Sula is 
forcing communities of hillside farming households to intensify agriculture in ways 
similar to the urbanization of the Lenca city of La Sierra had done over eleven centuries 
ago.  In both cases the results were unsustainable agricultural practices (increasing labor 
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and chemical inputs, farming steeper slopes, and shortening fallows) with high rates of 
erosion. Modern farmers of the nearby Palmarejo Valley confront the similar problems as 
the Lenca on the outskirts of La Sierra did: increasingly limited range of crops and 
resulting declines in diet combined with food shortages caused by erosion and decreased 
soil productivity. 
Implications of Land Tenure for Migration 
As described earlier, inequitable land use and growing rural poverty have resulted 
in migration, landlessness, urbanization, and escalating pressure on tropical forest areas 
in the remainder of the country (Stonich 1989; Chapman 1965).   Researchers elsewhere 
in Honduras (RDS-HN 2008) have shown that land tenure arrangements affect the ability 
of farmers to feed themselves and, in turn, can make employment in urban areas and 
abroad more attractive. Restricted access to farmland and trees in the park buffer zone 
aggravates already limited access to resources. As discussed subsequently in Chapter 7, 
in the case of Santa Rosa and other PANACAM buffer zone communities, the issue of 
land tenure is most clearly seen in farmers‘ ability to cut trees on their own property. 
Emigrants‘ ability to successfully ―farm from abroad‖ they and, subsequently, their 
families‘ access to food, quality soil or pasture, and firewood are at stake. Chapter 8 
looks at the implications of these and other issues for community development and 
community. 
Migration within Honduras has long had a transnational component – historically 
to foreign owned banana plantations and now to maquiladoras within Honduras and to 
the United States (Amaya 2007; Loker 2004; Puerta 2003).  After the devastating 
Hurricane Mitch hit Honduras in October 1998, both rural to urban and transnational 
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emigration rates increased significantly (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2006; Puerta 
2003).  Domestic migration may be temporary, cyclical, or permanent and involves both 
men and women, though patterns and rates vary (Amaya 2007). Out-migration from rural 
communities is augmented by increasing numbers of teens and young adults going to live 
with relatives in nearby and major cities for secondary and postsecondary education, 
often made possible by money sent by parents or siblings who have emigrated to urban 
areas or abroad, especially to the United States. Recognizing the ties between viable 
agriculture and out-migration, the Secretaría de Agricultora y Gandería (2011) put out a 
piece arguing that ―alarm over crop loss will only benefit the coyotes,‖ implying that 
farmers will try their luck in El Norte (the North or U.S.) if the perceive an agriculture-
based livelihood as untenable in Honduras. 
Transnational migration and rural-urban domestic migration are deeply 
interwoven (Sider 1992: 233) in their practice and in their history. The process of land 
reform described above is also relevant here as it contributed toward the destabilization 
of agrarian social relations and the semi-proletarianization of farmers necessary for the 
maquilas, foreign owned assembly plants located in free trade zones of San Pedro Sula, 
and the exportation of labor to the United States. As the value of other products declined 
(bananas, sugar, coffee, etc.), people became the ―one exportable product of significant, 
realizable value‖ (Sider 1992:234). The extraction of labor value is an ―appropriation 
above and beyond the surplus value appropriated directly from the workers in their work- 
it is appropriation from the migrants‘ kin-groups, communities, regions, countries‖ (Sider 
1992:233). As an Honduran economist told me angrily during a March 2010 phone 
interview, ―labor is our primary export.‖  
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 Inequities reproduced today through uneven remittance flows build on classes 
born of social formations rooted in the particular histories and modes of farm production. 
The product of the resulting migration, remittances, is not close to the actual cost of 
producing workers for a country or region (Sider (1992), drawing on Berger and Muhr 
(1975)). It is useful to remember the idea of ―surplus‖ labor value and labor exploitation 
in understanding the shape of migration and remittance flows within transnational 
networks and the shape of the networks themselves. The dependency school lesson that 
―peripheral‖ countries such as Honduras have been (and are being) underdeveloped 
through their relationship with the core is also relevant (Cardoso and Faletto 2008 [1979]; 
Frank 1969, 2000).  These insights balance the tendency to over-emphasize the potential 
for resistance from below with greater recognition of structural inequalities embedded in 
transnational social fields. 
Transformation of the already precarious agrarian based economies of Central 
America in the 1950s and 60s led to the rise of landlessness, off-farm labor, and rural to 
urban migration that sparked anthropological interest in migration and peasant studies 
(Brettell 2003).  Using a political economic lens facilitates understanding how historical 
processes have shaped land use and access, created inequalities in the distribution of land, 
fostered reform and revolt, and driven the processes of migration. The historical and 
political contexts described in this chapter—agrarian production and reform, control over 
resources, profound social inequalities, the rise and suppression of peasant mobilizations, 
incorporation into a 500 year world system, underdevelopment and the critique of 
modernization—are all traditional themes of political economy (Cardoso and Faletto 
2008 [1979]; Frank 1969, 2000; Marx 1986; Wallerstein 1979, 1987; Wolf 1966, 1982). 
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Taken together they give historical depth to the exercise and production of power 
(Yelvington 1995).  A political ecology lens highlights how land related practices and 
policies have created or fomented such fissures, led to a series of agrarian reforms and 
titling projects, generated tensions in conservation and forestry, and fueled massive rural-
urban and international migration. (For more on Honduras, see Loker (2004), Ravnborg 
(2002), Stonich (1993, 1995), and Tucker (1999, 2008).) 
Transnational Emigration 
While there are small but important flows of Honduran migrants to Belize, 
Mexico, Canada, and Spain, the majority of transnational labor migrants from Honduras 
go to the United States.
36
 Migration from Central America and Mexico to the United 
States has increased dramatically since the 1970s, fueled by economic opportunities in 
the U.S., civil unrest and extensive damage from major hurricanes, and made easier by 
family members and friends already established in the country. Compared to other 
Central American countries, the Honduran population in the U.S. is relatively small,
37
 but 
the pace of increase is significant, rising 17 fold from 1960 (6,503) to 1990 (108,923) and 
more than quadrupling from 1990 to 2009 (467,943).
 38
  The top five states of residency 
for Honduran migrants are: Texas (19% of all Honduran immigrants), Florida (18%), 
 
36 Many of those living in Mexico chose to stay after finding work to finance their intended trip to 
the United States. Emigrants to Canada and Spain tend to be women performing domestic labor. 
37 According to the American Community Survey, there were 11.5 million Mexicans, 1.2 million 
Salvadorans, and 800 thousand Guatemalans in the U.S. in 2009 (cited in Rosenblum and Brick 2011: 16).  
38 As noted above, the Honduran Central Bank (2007) estimates are significantly higher. U.S. 
Census figures do not distinguish between legal and illegal immigrants but likely under-represent 
undocumented immigrants hesitant to draw attention to themselves and those not living in regular domicile. 
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California  (13%), New York (9%), and North Carolina (6%) (2009 American 
Community Survey cited in Rosenblum and Brick 2011: 16).
39
  
After Hurricane Mitch devastated Honduras in 1998 the U.S. granted a kind of 
amnesty to those migrants already residing in the country as of December 30, 1998 so 
that they would continue to send remittances and help support their families and, 
indirectly, rebuilding efforts. This ―temporary protection status‖ (TPS) is the same relief 
granted to El Salvadorans during the civil war and to Haitians following the 2010 
earthquake. Honduras‘s TPS was slated to expire in 2000 but has been extended 8 times, 
through January 5, 2012 (US Citizenship and Immigration Services (DHS) 2010). 
Immigrants must reapply after each extension. The TPS benefits some 78,000 Hondurans, 
including several of my research participants who credit the stability offered by the visa 
status with their ability to purchase homes and remit for investment in Honduras. 
Remittances 
Nearly one million Honduran emigrants reside in the United States, sending home 
approximately US$935 million each year (Banco Central de Honduras 2007).  These 
remittances are equivalent to 21% of the nation‘s GDP and equal two times the sum of 
official development assistance and foreign direct investment (Inter-American 
Development Bank & Multilateral Investment Fund 2006; Solimano 2004). Economic 
remittances to Honduras are among the fastest growing in Latin America and subsidize 
the basic necessities and livelihoods of those remaining in this second poorest nation of 
 
39 A significant and longstanding Honduran population also exists in New Orleans (11,237 as of 
2000) dating back to turn of the 19th Century connections with the United Fruit Company and continuing 
through rebuilding post Hurricane Katrina (Fussell 2009; Neu 2009). 
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the Americas (Sladkova 2007; 2008). Domestic emigrants benefit from and add to 
transnational income streams (Amaya 2007).   
As of 2006, 10% of Hondurans resided in the United States (approximately 
750,000 out of 7.5 million) (Banco Central de Honduras 2007). These emigrants 
(predominately men under 36 years of age) sent US$200-300/month back to the 11% of 
Honduran households with family members in the States. The rate of remittance varies by 
family and by season for those in construction or agriculture. Remittances are the third 
largest source of income for Honduran families (after salaries and self employment). 
Remittances make up a larger portion of rural household income than urban. The 
following chart illustrates the urban/rural difference and the decline in the proportion of 
household income from remittances from a peak of 12.7% in 2006 (before the U.S. 
recession and accelerated deportation of the late 2000s) and 6.7% in 2010, suggesting 
that families are having to find other income sources to make ends meet. 
 
Figure 4.3 Remittance income as percent of household earnings for rural and urban 
households in Honduras (national study, sample size not given) (Instituto Nacional de 
Estadística 2011) 
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The lingering recession in the United States decreased the flow of remittances as 
migrants worked fewer hours, lost jobs entirely, or even had to have savings in Honduras 
re-remitted to them to pay for rent and food.  It is difficult to measure the rate of illegal 
migration (estimated at 500,000 overall per year to the U.S.), illegal migration is tied to 
business cycles, suggesting rates of illegal immigration have slowed; the roughly one 
million immigrants that enter the U.S. legally each year from around the world did drop 
off slightly (Papadrmrytiou and Terrazas 2009). The contrast from the beginning to the 
middle of the recession is obvious when comparing trimester remittance growth rates 
(Table 4.1). From a peak of 42.7% growth rate in the second trimester of 2006 remitting 
growth dropped off to 4.3% by the end of 2008.  While remittances from Honduras were 
still increasing at the time, on average for 9 Latin American countries not only did the 
rate of remittance slow, it contracted (particularly in Mexico with -6.5% and Ecuador 
with -13%). Remitting rates parallel Hispanic unemployment rates for the same period. 
Table 4.1 Trimester remittance growth rates (%) for Honduras compared to 9 Latin 
American countries and Hispanic unemployment in the United States  
 2006    2007    2008   
 T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 T2 T3 
Honduras remittance 
growth rate 
39.4 42.7 27.6 21.6 11.7 8.7 12.1 7.3 9.9 12 4.3 
Remittance growth rate 
for 9 Latin American 
countries 
23 21 15 11 6 3 7 6 4 3 -2 
Hispanic unemployment 
in the U.S. 
5.6 5.2 5.3 4.9 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.7 6.5 7.2 8.2 
Source: Gallardo (2009) 
 At the national level, US$2.3 billion in remittances (up from $US50 million in 
1990) surpassed the combined income from foreign direct investment, exports, and 
maquiladoras (Banco Central de Honduras 2007).  In its quest to make the most of 
remittances, Honduras has the help of international agencies such as the Inter-American 
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Development Bank (IDB) and the Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF), which are 
actively looking at remittances as a form of, and possibly a replacement for, foreign aid 
(Chimhowu, Piesse, and Pinder 2003; Inter-American Development Bank and 
Multilateral Investment Fund 2006; Terry and Wilson 2005). As United States aid to 
Honduras rapidly declined (even prior to the June 2009 coup, in part because of the 
country‘s diminished importance as a staging zone for operations in Central America (see 
Ruhl 2007), remittances from the U.S. came to account for twice the country‘s combined 
overseas direct assistance and foreign direct investment of approximately US$935 million 
in 2004 (Inter-American Development Bank and Multilateral Investment Fund 2006).   
Short-term increases in consumption and longer-term increases in savings and investment 
resulting from remittances are largely seen by development agencies as having a positive 
impact on local development (Solimano 2004). 
There are many factors that influence migration other than the state of the U.S. 
economy, though it is a major consideration. In addition to individual and family reasons 
to migrate and availability of opportunities in Honduras strength of ties with individuals 
in the U.S. are important for arriving, integrating, and surviving in the U.S. The broader 
―climate‖ in the country towards immigrants in general, and illegal immigrants in 
particular, greatly affects immigrants ability to move and work within the country. While 
I was conducting research (2009-2010), a number of states
40
 had enacted restrictive 
immigration and credentialing legislation that restrict movement and access to work 
within (and travel through) those states (Papadrmrytiou and Terrazas 2009). The degree 
 
40 Arizona, Colorado, Mississippi, Oklahoma and South Carolina had enacted legislation by 2009 
when I began research. Legislation was under consideration in 22 more states (including Florida) by the 
time I left the field in May 2010 (Lucas 2010). 
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to which such policies discourage illegal immigration is yet to be shown, though 
anecdotal evidence from my research suggests that immigrants are less likely to move 
within the U.S. in search of work or return to Honduras and risk not being able to reenter 
the country, legally or illegally. Increasing deportation rates in the 2000s deter but do not 
stop migration and repeat migration. Deportation of migrants with criminal records has 
had the unfortunate side effect of exporting American gangs to Honduras (Meyer 2009).  
The U.S. government also takes another tack to discourage illegal migration: 
development projects designed to make life in Honduras more economically viable, such 
as the U.S. Agency for International Development‘s Rural Economic Diversification 
Project (RED) (Basley and Croasdaile 2009).  
Countries with high emigration and remittance rates such as Honduras, count on 
migration and remittances as a source of national income. It is a de facto part of their 
domestic economic and development policy. Mexico and El Salvador have gone a major 
step further to introduce matching grants programs to encourage emigrants to invest in 
household production and community oriented development projects (Gallardo 2009). 
Mexico has a government agency dedicated specifically to reaching out to migrants, 
especially those planning return visits, and takes measures to make remitting easier, such 
as promoting a ―one-stop‖  informational brochure (Guía Paisano) and website (―Paisano 
Bienvenido a Casa‖) about policies, programs, rights, consular resources, and remittances 
(Instituto Nacional de Migración 2011b, 2011a). In Chapters 8 and 9, I point out 
implications of the study for migration and development, including initiatives like RED. 
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PART II: “The Local"  
Political Ecology of Land Use and Migration in Honduran Fieldsite(s) 
Forestry & Conservation: Laws, Use, Conflicts 
A brief history of Honduran forestry is useful for interpreting conservation, 
farming, and livelihood practices in the park buffer zone. Schelhas and Pfeffer (2008) and 
Barton (2001) offer more thorough discussions, upon which I draw here.While forests 
cover 57% of Honduran territory (US Embassy Tegucigalpa Honduras 2008), the 
agrarian sector has dominated the national economy of Honduras and agroforestry has 
arguably been under-utilized (Afe Cohdefor 2008; Arriaga 1986). Few forest laws existed 
in the 1800s and early 1900s. For example, peasants were encouraged to clear and occupy 
land and the national government unsuccessfully attempted to maintain control over 
forests adjacent to foreign owned banana plantations. A progressive forest law passed in 
1939, emphasizing watershed conservation, reforestation, and a permitting process to 
regulate cutting and burning. The first forestry service was not established until 1950. 
The State did not have enough capacity to implement its laws until the Honduran Forestry 
Development Corporation (COHDEFOR, established in 1975) built power and wealth by 
selling cutting permits. COHDEFOR was also tasked with managing the nation‘s 
protected areas, many of which were lands set aside decades earlier for land reform. Prior 
to the 1993 Agricultural Modernization and Development Law (discussed in the Agrarian 
Reform section above), the State owned all trees in the country and required a permit for 
felling trees on private land. The law lifted this restriction, though permits are still 
required on public lands, including park buffer zones.  
The 2008 Forestry, Protected Areas, and Wildlife Law drastically altered the 
country‘s resource management infrastructure (Afe Cohdefor 2008). The law eliminated 
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COHDEFOR and shifted control of the nation‘s forests from the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Livestock to the newly created National Institute for Conservation, Forestry 
Development, Protected Areas, and Wildlife (INC). This move comes on the heels of a 
reduction in COHDEFOR forces from 800 in 2006 to 350 in 2008, only partially offset 
by the use of the military for patrolling and firefighting (U.S. Embassy 2008).  The 
current and former PANACAM managers with whom I spoke in August 2007 were 
optimistic about the INC‘s direct line of reporting to the president, but concerned about 
socio-environmental impacts that may arise from divorcing management of the 
intertwined forestry, conservation, and agrarian sectors. One fear is that bundles of access 
rights become fractured, misunderstood, and regulated in conflicting ways, leading to 
more degradation than might have happened in a more synthetic regulatory and education 
policies.  As shown in Chapters 7 and 8, this appears to be the case with access to fallow 
land in the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park.  
Creating and maintaining dams for hydroelectric production is a significant 
contemporary use of Honduras‘s national land and forestry resources with immediate and 
lasting impacts on the people displaced for dam construction and for those remaining 
who now become responsible for the stewardship of the surrounding forests and slopes in 
the eyes of government and non-government conservation projects (Afe Cohdefor 1998; 
Taylor Bahamondes 2007; Loker, Donahue, and Johnston 1998; Proyecto Aldea Global 
2007; Ravnborg 2002). Loker (2004: 155) found in the reforestation projects around El 
Cajón Dam (which is supplied by streams originating in PANACAM‘s cloud forest) that 
ownership of trees became a major issue, linked to questions such as ―who will reap the 
benefits of mature trees?‖ or ―on whose property will they be planted?‖ Similarly, within 
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the buffer zone of PANACAM, residents continually question their rights to the resources 
that they are asked to conserve (various interviews August 2007; Taylor Bahamondes 
2003, Pfeffer 2001). This issue access and use rights is important to studying how buffer 
zone residents and emigrants make decisions about resource use. 
Protected Area Management Styles & Study Site  
The World Conservation Union places protected areas into two broad categories: 
people excluded and people included (IUCN 1994).  Strict nature reserves, wilderness 
areas, natural monuments, and traditional national parks exclude people from residing 
within or extracting resources from the protected area. National parks are intended to 
preserve the ecological integrity of unique ecosystems for present and future generations 
and limit use to scientific investigation and tourism. Other protected areas are geared 
more to conservation than preservation and allow varying degrees of active management 
and resource use. These include habitat/species management areas, protected landscapes 
and seascapes, and managed resource protected areas, which integrate resource use and 
conservation (Silvius, Bodmer, and Fragoso 2004; IUCN 1994). Zoned parks mix 
management approaches, including specially designated UNESCO ―biosphere reserves‖ 
with their focus on innovating approaches to conservation and sustainable development.  
My study site follows such a mixed-zone, co-management, people-included 
model.  Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park (PANACAM by its Spanish acronym) is 
comprised of an untouchable ―core‖ of cloud forest, ringed by a ―special use zone‖ for 
tourism, education, and investigation, which is, in turn, surrounded by a ―buffer zone‖ in 
which reside some 20,000 hillside farmers dispersed in 64 hamlets and villages. The 
Honduran government contracts a national NGO, Proyecto Aldea Global (Project Global 
Village), to administer daily operations of the park. The national forestry service 
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(COHDEFOR, folded into the new the Instituto de Conservación Forestal in 2009) and 
the four municipalities with territory in the 20,000 hectare park, are legal co-managers of 
PANACAM and participate to varying degrees, including creation and approval of 
management plans.  Ideally, management success in buffer zones is weighed by 
ecological and social sustainability, including livelihood security (Dodds 1994).  As is 
consistent with the biosphere model, sustainable development, conservation, and 
education programs have operated in the buffer zone to foster sustainable resource use 
and insulate the park from outside forces such as the expanding agricultural frontier, 
logging, or agrochemicals (Taylor Bahamondes 2007; Afe Cohdefor 1994, 1998; 
Proyecto Aldea Global 2007; UNESCO 2008; Pfeffer, Schelhas, and Meola 2006).  
Relations of production continue to evolve in buffer zone communities. The past 
decades have already seen a shift from subsistence agriculture to a mix of subsistence 
agriculture and coffee growing. Integration into the capitalist market economy began with 
sale of basic produce and coffee and has recently accelerated through such purchases as 
materials to fabricate homes (tin and concrete as opposed to adobe and straw) and basic 
grains such as corn. Be it due to coffee production or emigration, households no longer 
produce sufficient staples for household consumption. As evidenced by the co-existence 
of market production (coffee), subsistence farming (corn, beans), reciprocity, and a 
nascent service economy (eco-tourism), multiple modes of production and exchange 
overlap in PANACAM. Remittances, domestic and transnational, are an additional mode 
which further incorporates residents into the market and is creating dependency on 
emigration (Taylor 2011). 
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Santa Rosa: A Farming Village in the Buffer of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park 
The 380 household village of Santa Rosa is located within the buffer zone 
surrounding Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park. Established in 1987 to protect the cloud 
forests of central Honduras, the park is the source of the water for 20,000 buffer zone 
residents, four municipalities, and two hydroelectric projects.  Buffer zone residents 
primarily feel the presence of the park through regulations restricting tree cutting and 
occasional environmental education or agricultural extension projects. While the park has 
a more tangible presence in some transnational family networks than others, to greater or 
lesser degree, the four families on which this study focuses all affect the watersheds of 
Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park within which Santa Rosa is located. The struggles of 
one extended family from Santa Rosa (Family A)  to maintain access and use rights of 
their lands along the park‘s border near Santa Rosa‘s water source in the tiny hamlet of 
―Pacaya‖ figures prominently in the discussion of farming from abroad in Chapter 7.  
The park managing NGO, Aldea Global, had just finished a participatory process to 
rewrite the park management plan, when I began fieldwork in 2009, reorienting 
conservation efforts along its three watersheds, which feed two major hydroelectric projects 
in central Honduras (El Cajón Dam and Lake Yojoa). The refocusing brings an even 
greater ascribed role for watershed conservation communities in the buffer zone 
surrounding the nationally vital, water-generating cloud forest at the park‘s core, including 
Santa Rosa (Aldea Global 2007).  Santa Rosa‘s role in park governance and 
decentralization of conservation through community natural resource management are 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.  
A sketch of PANACAM‘s management zone shows the location of the case-study 
village, Santa Rosa.. The stream from which Santa Rosa pipes its water (and the upper 
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reaches of the corresponding microwatershed) are in the special use zone near Pacaya. 
Overlying the zoning sketch on a satellite picture of the area gives a sense of the dense 
vegetation and steep terrain in the park‘s core (black line) and special use zones (green 
line), the slightly flatter more agricultural land in the buffer zone (dotted white line), and 
how the park bridges the watersheds of two major bodies of water. The park spans two 
states (fine white dotted line) and four municipalities, including Santa Cruz where ―Santa 
Rosa‖ is located. (The original project site, ―Aguas Blancas,‖ is included on the map 
because I draw on predissertation research I conducted there in 2007 at several points in 
the dissertation.)
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Figure 4.4 Satellite image of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park, Lake Yojoa (left), and El Cajon Dam (top right) (from 
Google Maps) roughly overlaid with park zoning (modified from Pfeffer et. Al (2001)). Zoning is described above.  
“Santa Rosa” 
Lake Yojoa 
“Aguas 
Blancas” 
“Pacaya” 
Santa Cruz 
El Cajon Dam  
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Agricultural options in the buffer zone are limited as the terrain is too steep to 
plow and as it is over fifty percent forest and protected by park regulations. (Pfeffer 
2005). Households‘ livelihood strategies in the park are a ―productive bricolage‖ 
(Batterbury 2001) of growing staples (corn, beans) and cash crops (coffee, yucca), 
gathering forest products (honey, resin, wood), operating home-based general stores, 
carpentry, truck-driving, off-farm wag-labor, and emigration (Pfeffer et al 2005; Proyecto 
Aldea Global 2007). Local farmers impact their microwatersheds directly through the 
application of chemical fertilizers, burning  or incorporating crop stubble and weeds, use 
of green/organic manure (ex. velvet beans), and erosion control measures which affect 
soil structure. Ravnborg (2005) found that while poor farmers in the region are 
constrained by lack of capital, labor, and land, there is no evidence that they are more 
likely to burn or fail to incorporate soil management strategies than non-poor families, 
although lack of capital significantly constrained their use of chemical fertilizers. 
Migration, however, affects all of these dynamics. 
Aldea Global works with institutions involved in the management of the park 
(municipalities, national agriculture service, national agricultural institute, coffee 
promoters, ministries of education and health, national electric and water organizations) 
to promote ―conservation‖ activities in buffer zone communities and alternative, socially 
and environmentally sustainable economic opportunities such as ecotourism and organic 
shade grown coffee production (Proyecto Aldea Global 2007). These activities have 
included: training programs for sustainable resource management (ex. sound burning, and 
sufficient fallows), technical assistance in soil conservation (ex. terracing), agroforestry, 
organic agriculture, crop diversification, agrochemical use and management, family and 
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school gardens, fish farms, and small community run hydroelectric projects. PAG and the 
other co-managers also aim (though fall short in practice) to support communities in 
improving their infrastructure (roads, schools, basic services) and in obtaining titles for 
buffer zone residents‘ land. Environmental education programs targeting school children, 
community members, and park visitors talk about the roles and resources of the park 
(protection of cloud forests and biodiversity) and emphasize the role of managing the 
watersheds and forests of the buffer zone to protect community water supply. PAG, and 
the affiliated Proyecto Yure, were more active in the Santa Rosa area in the 1990s. 
Interviews with park employees and Santa Rosa residents revealed that most of those 
who attended talks and took up labor intensive soil conservation practices have since 
reverted to a ‗traditional‘ system of fire, chemical fertilizers, and monoculture.  
The role of migration community involvement in park co-management will be 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8 which focuses on emigrant involvement in 
community conservation initiatives. Chapters 7 and 8 discuss challenges that residents 
and emigrants face as the struggle to farm and hold onto along the highly-regulated 
agricultural frontier that is the border of the special use and buffer zones. 
Emigration from Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park  
The dissertation research project was born in 2007 while I was conducting 
research on water management throughout PANACAM‘s buffer zone. An exasperated 
Peace Corps Volunteer, partnering with the park managing NGO, told me that when he 
asked farmers in the small buffer zone village, ―Aguas Blancas,‖ why they attended 
conservation talks but chose not to implement of the sustainable agricultural techniques 
taught, they responded simply ―there is not enough labor‖ (Taylor 2011). Emigrants from 
Aguas Blancas who I visited in New Jersey in 2009 estimate that most of the 90-
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households in the village have at least one family member working in the United States, 
with over a hundred individuals living in northern New Jersey alone.
41
  
Emigration from PANACAM has been higher among communities on the west 
(including Aguas Blancas and Santa Rosa further to the north), because of easier access 
to the Pan-American highway and to domestic migration destinations, including local 
towns, San Pedro Sula, and Tegucigalpa, which often serve as jumping off points for 
international migration. The east side of the park is more mountainous and remote with 
more difficult to travel roads. It tends to be poorer and have fewer emigrants. The park 
director suggested that emigration has reduced pressure on resources as families depend 
less directly on resources and on agriculture, reducing the area cultivated in some cases 
(interview, 3/5/2010). Many have invested in electricity and gas or electric stoves that 
end up reducing firewood usage.  Parks elsewhere in Honduras such as Copan, La Tigra, 
and Pico Bonito report varying impacts of emigration, some seeing increasing pressure 
on resource through investment of remittances  in land and others seeing decreasing 
pressures as emigrants leave the area, farming declines, and/or gas and electric stoves and 
lighting replace firewood. Proximity to urban centers and regional land markets are only 
two of the confounding factors, but an extended discussion of those other factors is 
beyond the scope of this dissertation.   
A specific example of the ―on the ground‖ impacts of emigration involves 
increased coffee production. Using satellite imagery, Pfeffer et al (2005) have shown that 
in the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park lower population density from 
 
41 Many of the examples in this section come from the village of ―Aguas Blancas‖ which I visited 
in 2001 and 2007 and where I originally planned to focus dissertation fieldwork before inter-familial 
feuding pushed me to look for a new site, ultimately ―Santa Rosa.‖ 
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substantial out-migration corresponds to an increase in coffee production with less land 
farmed and more food purchased. The amount of fallow land decreases as lands once 
used for staple crops are used for shade coffee or revert to protected, untouchable forest.  
As will be touched upon in Chapters 7 and 8, in the park, implementation of policies and 
reforestation programs also play a part in this conversion.   
Coffee cultivation has several environmental advantages over corn or beans: 
existing trees are conserved and new planted for shade-grown coffee, soil erosion is 
lesser, fallen leaves are left as mulch, and fewer agrochemicals are used. Increased coffee 
production also brings environmental impacts. In some areas, the increased availability of 
cash income from remittances or increased sales increases the application of pesticides, 
potentially impacting the water supply. In some park communities, such as ―Aguas 
Blancas‖ which I visited in 2001 and 2007, the pulp left over from stripping the flesh of 
the coffee berry from the bean washes into the village stream, depriving the water of 
oxygen needed to sustain aquatic life. In Santa Rosa, coffee is sold as berries, displacing 
this kind of pollution from the village‘s microwatersheds. Similar tales of cattle, pasture, 
and fallows management are told in Chapter 7, which also provides greater depth on how 
emigration and remittances have affected resource use in PANACAM‘s buffer zone.  
Description of Santa Rosa and Surroundings 
Getting a population count in ―Santa Rosa‖ was easier said than done. The most 
recent census shows 2706 (1332 female, 1374 male; 1231 (0-14 years old), 1198 (15-49), 
170 (50-64), 107 (65+)) (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2001: 1). Local leaders report 
that deaths, emigration, some immigration, and birth rates have kept the population fairly 
stable over the past decade. (The entire municipality of Santa Cruz de Yojoa, within 
which the village of Santa Rosa falls, is 61,461.) The village president cited 450 
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households, but the village water rolls on which the survey is based include only 380.
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At approximately 7 people per household, the water rolls are a closer fit to census data 
and my personal observations.  Regardless, Santa Rosa is the second largest community 
in PANACAM‘s buffer zone (after the municipal town of Meámbar to the east).   
It is a quiet but busy village with dirt roads often populated by pedestrians of all 
ages, bikes, motorcycles, vans and occasionally a U.S. origin school bus used for public 
transportation, pick-up trucks carrying passengers, cows, fertilizer, or produce, and 
logging trucks passing through en route to the Pan-American Highway. A technical high 
school that specializes in commerce and business and an elementary school sit along the 
main road into town. Roads south and east lead to other park buffer-zone communities 
and Pacaya, the hamlet on the park border where Santa Rosa gets its water and several 
residents have coffee and corn farms. Individual and collective farms surround the town 
with some large gardens (solares) still in town. Beyond them lie the chicken and cattle 
farms where some residents commute for work. Pasture is interspersed among the corn, 
bean, and yucca fields. Most cattle owners bring all or some of the herd to pens near the 
house at night. Coffee is grown in home gardens or dedicated fincas near town or up the 
mountain in Pacaya. 
Brand new cement homes built with remittances are coming to dominate the road 
in from Santa Cruz and the town center. Some neighborhoods are still largely wood slate 
homes with dirt floors. Some of these have been replaced by a Habitat for Humanity 
subsidy or donations through a local NGO. Residents recognize six distinct 
neighborhoods, most notable in the types of housing and the size and productivity of their 
 
42 Some of the discrepancy is due to different accounting of rented, lent, or unoccupied homes. 
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solares. (The term solar refers to a family‘s yard, usually with vegetation and home 
gardens, or to small multi-cropped land holdings off-site.) All residents have access to the 
village potable water system, though a few of the poorer residents and renters have not 
been able to buy the pipes to hook up their taps with the village pipes. While one 
neighborhood still lacks electricity, the village is only one of 25 of the 63 park 
communities that has electricity (PANACAM park director, 3/5/2010). 
 At the center of Santa Rosa lies a basketball court used more frequently for pick-
up soccer games and religious festivals. Scattered among the houses on the neighboring 
blocks are a small police outpost, several churches, three billiard halls, a health clinic, 
and a large one-room building used for community meetings and dances. Several homes 
sport businesses: mini-groceries (4 ―down town,‖ 9+ in the broader community), 3 
restaurants, a cheese factory, a smoothie shop, and a hardware and plumbing store that 
takes up half a family‘s living room. Other ―microenterprises‖ and entreprenuers are less 
visible from the street and include seamstresses, brick makers, coffee roasters, firewood 
harvesters, butchers, handymen, nannies, laundresses, and women selling plastic 
containers, flip-flops, popsicles, tortillas, tamales, cheese curds, bread, and donuts. 
Farmers, carpenters, truck drivers, and day laborers for local farming and construction, 
sugarcane harvesting, or larger farms and ranches make up the rest. A minority of 
residents have regular salaried work as teachers, nurses, NGO employees, or security 
guards. Small businesses have been hit hard by the downturn in the U.S. and Honduran 
economies as customers purchase less or fail to pay off credit.  
Agriculture is still the main employment sector but its prominence has declined in 
recent years with emigration, the growing (until 2009) construction sector, young adults 
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spending more time in school, and rising costs of inputs. When they can find it, local 
farmers work off-farm to get cash to pay for agrochemicals and labor. Prices for 
agrochemicals have gone up at the same time (a sack of urea went from 100 to 1200 
lempira between 2007 and 2009), as has the minimum wage. Neighbors and family 
members from other residences help each other, but their reciprocity is usually mediated 
by money as opposed to produce paired with an understanding that they will help the 
other out in the future.  
An Overview of the Agrarian Landscape in Santa Rosa and PANACAM 
The agrarian landscape of Santa Rosa (and other buffer zone communities) begins 
in the village, where individual households or multiple related households occupy parcels 
ranging from only the house(s) to extensive ―solares‖ or haphazard gardens which can 
include an array of items for household use and a few for occasional sale, including 
herbs, flowers, coffee, fruit trees, bananas, hot peppers, chayote squash, chickens, 
turkeys, ducks, pigs, and cows. Some families have their agricultural land contiguous to 
the house and have corn, beans, and/or yucca growing nearby. Most own or rent land in a 
ring around Santa Rosa that consists of land held by agricultural associations, individual 
families, emigrants, and absentee landowners with residences elsewhere in Honduras.  
Residents also rent land from neighboring villages that are also within the buffer zone.   
The extended Family A and a handful of others from Santa Rosa own milpa, guamil,
43
 or 
coffee in Pacaya, a tiny hamlet adjacent to the community water source, a two hour hike 
 
43 ―Milpa‖ refers to small plots of corn, or corn and bean polyculture, usually primarily for 
subsistence use. ―Guamil‖ has many definitions depending on the viewer (Pfeffer, Schelhas, and Day 
2001), but it can loosely be considered as woody secondary growth on fallow land that cannot yet be 
considered forest. 
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up the mountain into the park from Santa Rosa. While half of Santa Rosa and its 
surroundings are part of the park, only those with land in Pacaya feel the pressure of 
abutting the core zone, and are most directly affected by cutting restrictions and efforts to 
conserve the microwatershed (see Chapter 8). 
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 Even those closest to the buffer 
zone/park border, however, see it as ―near‖ their land… the ―park‖ for them is just the 
core and special use zone. Few realized that Santa Rosa was inside the park buffer zone 
and fewer still thought of buffer zone as part of ―Cerro Azul Meámbar,‖ where the 
animals and some now-rare plants reside. For many the parks‘ forests and animals are 
considered nuisances or even threats to their land and cattle.
45
 This frontier, where 
agriculture abuts protection, is the most contested part of the agrarian landscape. 
Cornfields intercropped with beans, yucca, pastures, fallow scrub brush, woodier 
areas of shade grown coffee, the occasional pineapple farm, and patches of forest along 
streams characterize the land. The fallows are an important source of firewood when the 
scrub brush is cleared for planting. Because it is difficult to clear, fallow land is often 
rented out so that someone else will do the brunt of the work (and in turn have the benefit 
of more rested soil). Land owners have to balance letting the land rest with letting the 
growth mature beyond their legal or physical ability to clear it. As discussed in Chapter 7, 
this likely gives emigrants and other absentee land owners an incentive to keep the land 
cleared.  Most of the land is too hilly to plow with a tractor or even oxen. (Some of it is 
 
44 Informal arrangements with park managers allow some malleability of the park boundary: they 
sometimes look the other way for cultivation that crosses into the special use zone in exchange for 
informing park or community authorities of more egregious transgressions (fieldnotes from multiple visits 
to ―Pacaya‖ with farmers and rangers.  
45 Interviews I conducted in another community in 2007 showed a similar distancing of the park as 
―over there‖ despite their location within the buffer zone (Taylor Bahamondes 2007) 
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steep enough to make me wonder how farmers stay in place while working it and make 
me fear the soil does not stay in place when the hard rains hit.) Agriculture is rain-fed, 
supplemented by irrigation ditches meant to slow the water so it will soak in more and 
carry off less soil. Living fences, leaving rocks in the soil, and not cutting trees around 
water are other easily visible conservation measures. Agricultural extension agents used 
to be more prevalent in the region, now the coffee associations are the only organizations 
with a mandate to provide training to local farmers.  Beyond the ring of farms are large 
cattle ranches, chicken farms, coffee plots, and sugarcane fields that serve as a source of 
temporary or permanent work for Santa Rosa residents (from day labor for coffee harvest 
to the coveted long term, full time security positions). The chicken ranches are also a 
source of inexpensive organic fertilizer (manure) and some environmental unpleasantness 
(flies, foul odor). 
Like the surface of the land, tenure of it is a shifting patchwork. The southern half 
of the ring around Santa Rosa (and of the village itself) falls within the buffer zone of 
Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park. Buffer zone lands carry clear titles granted as part of 
the establishment of the park if not before. Emigrants even physically carry their titles to 
the United States and sell them among themselves there. The official property 
designation of the other half of the ring is less clear, with much of the northern part of the 
village is titled to a man long dead.  
Whether a plot of land carries title or not may be the focus of privatization 
projects, but is only a very partial glimpse of how resources are accessed in practice. 
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Tenure is best seen as a bundle of access rights (Ribot and Peluso 2003).
 46
 Renting and 
lending are important components of tenure and use relations in Santa Rosa and 
elsewhere in Honduras (Jansen, Pender et al. 2003).  Arrangements are typically by 
growing season for crops or by head of cattle. Even those without their own or rented 
land may have been granted partial use rights to access firewood, bananas, oranges, or 
other resources by virtue of their relationship with a landowner. Such friendships bring 
absentee landowners the benefit of maintaining a physical presence in the land and 
having sympathetic eyes keep a look out for trouble. The strength of weak ties 
(Granovetter 1973), including transnational ties, and social capital become very relevant 
as good relations with landowners can determine access.  Emigrant landowners often rely 
on proxy manager in Honduras, be it a relative (often the mother), a hired local 
neighbor/friend, or someone further off and less accessible. Informal arrangements 
include extracting firewood from a coffee farm in exchange for vigilance and harvesting 
or oranges before they are left to fall for a third person‘s cattle. Transnational formal 
arrangements managed via cell phone include buying or renting land on behalf of an 
emigrant, being paid to manage cattle or land and being given access to some for personal 
use, and working in conjunction with an emigrant contributing money and lent land and a 
resident farmer supplying labor and then reinvesting the emigrant‘s portion of the 
proceeds. Legislation and policies little mention migration and appear to gloss a series of 
sometimes false dichotomies: titled/untitled, common/private, individual/collective 
 
46 Ribot and Peluso (2003) offer a heuristic for understanding such conflicts. They treat ―access‖ 
to natural resources as a ―bundle of powers‖ in contrast to ownership, which is considered a bundle of 
formal rights.  Mechanisms of access can be legal or illegal, structural or relational. The bundle of powers 
is affected by access to capital, markets, labor, labor opportunities, knowledge, social identity, and 
negotiations of social relations.  
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forest/field, legal/illegal, tree/scrub brush, and unproductive/unproductive. The last 
dichotomy places emigrants‘ fallow land at risk for being legally taken over by squatters. 
Collective Land Ownership and Invasions in Santa Rosa 
The remnants of the agrarian reform, discussed above, are lived out on a daily 
basis in Santa Rosa. For some, this means a chance to gain access to scarce arable land. 
For others, many emigrants, it means struggling to maintain land that they are unable 
actively cultivate.  
Most land in the town is private, but there are three active collective holdings. 
Two of these are groupings of individually farmed parcels on commonly held land. The 
third ―asentimiento campesino‖ was established during my 2009 fieldwork. It began as a 
mix of individually and collectively farmed plots, with make-shift residences to help 
stake claim. Santa Rosa community members took over underused land owned by a 
wealthy resident of San Pedro Sula. During my fieldwork, they were in the process of 
having the claim approved by the Agrarian Institute (INA). Apart from harvesting the 
remaining sugarcane and sending some muscle to lean on the farmers, the landowner did 
little to protect the property, failing repeatedly to appear in the requisite hearings that 
might have allowed him to prove his productive investment on the land. INA later 
granted their claim. There is much controversy among Santa Rosa residents (richer and 
poorer) about the morality of these ―invasions.‖ The relevance to emigrant family 
landscape impacting practices, is that current agrarian laws give squatters (a.k.a. 
―invaders‖) the right to take over land that has not been productive for 5 years (Republic 
of Honduras 1985). As will be shown in Chapter 7, fear of such takeovers affects the 
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actions of land-owning emigrants and land-owning emigrant families with insufficient 
labor to maintain the land productive.  
Institutions & Services 
Prior to conducting the survey, in order to get a better sense of Santa Rosa, I 
worked with men and women in a series of four group interviews (two with men, two 
with women) and asked them to describe the institutions and services available in their 
community. Men and women came up with similar lists of civic institutions, but ranked 
their importance differently. Men provided greater detail on financial and governmental 
organizations while women differentiated more between the churches and schools. 
Women ranked the following institutions as ―most accessible‖: churches, the public 
elementary and high schools, the patronato and the junta de agua. They considered the 
private school, Bible Institute, and police to be next most accessible. The NGOs were 
seen as the least accessible of the institutions they listed, with Aldea Global considered 
somewhat more approachable than Corazón para Honduras. 
In a similar exercise, a group of men placed most of the organizations close to the 
center, as very accessible. The patronato (community council) was placed at the very 
center together with the water council. The municipality was then added because ―it is 
involved in everything.
47
 The groupings in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 also reflect 
organizations that work together. The Santa Cruz municipal government is very tied to 
the police and patronato in Santa Rosa; the patronato works closely with the water 
 
47 The self-selected participants in the men‘s group interview weighted heavily towards people 
currently or recently involved with local governance. There may have been some confusion here about 
importance and accessibility, although I did keep checking with them to ensure that positions on the chart 
reflected accessibility. 
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council and the municipality and has some domain over the police. Both police and 
patronato work closely with the mesas de seguridad. The schools and parents 
associations work closely together, and FHIS is involved directly in the schools. The 
soccer associations are organized around the schools as well. The men said that Aldea 
Global and Corazón para Honduras do not work together much, but saw them as equally 
accessible. Over the following months after this interview was completed it became 
obvious that both NGOs and Habitat for Humanity play a large role in the community, 
especially in housing and health. Each incited strong opinions, for and against, with most 
differences based in religion, politics, and approaches to development. The local farmers‘ 
organizations work closely with the national farmers‘ organization, INA, and 
BANDESA. Governmental and financial organizations were seen as least accessible and 
tied to the political organizations.   
 
Figure 4.5 Rating the ―accessibility‖ of institutions present in Santa Rosa was part of a 
community mapping exercise with a February 28, 2009 focus group of 13 women. 
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Organizations closest to the rectangle were perceived as the most accessible. The size and 
color reflect the women‘s view of the relative importance of the organizations (the larger 
yellow circles being higher). 
 
Figure 4.6 During a March 1, 2009 focus group, 6 men evaluated organizations active in 
Santa Rosa in terms of accessibility (distance from blue line), importance (size of circle) 
and collaboration (clustering). (The heart represents the NGO Corazon para Honduras.) 
Compiling lists generated by the two group interviews yields the following list of 
institutions active in Santa Rosa (Table 4.2). To give a sense of the relative importance of 
each to the broader community, I have bolded those organizations that interviewees said 
had more active participants or that were more frequently named ―the most important 
organization‖ for the household in the social capital section of my fifty-one household 
survey. Based on this listing, I asked survey participants about their involvement in local 
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organizations. Household members were most active in churches and parent-teacher 
associations of local schools. Apart from a handful in leadership positions, individuals 
spent far more time at church than with any other organization. Of 51 households, 40 (or 
78%) were active in the Catholic Church (29%) or one of the 2100 person town‘s 7 
Evangelical Protestant churches (49%).
48
 Church was a source of unity and social 
resources for parishioners and occasionally of division between congregations.  
 
Figure 4.7 Participation in community institutions: number of households with at least 
one active member (from 2009 household survey, N=51) 
Participation in community activities and social capital will be discussed further in 
Chapter 8. With the exception of church goers in Family J, B, and M, including Marcos‘s 
active role as music director, and playing soccer (Family J, some Family A), the 
emigrants interviewed participated little in community activities in Long Island and 
Florida. Some aspects of community involvement and social resources for Santa Rosa 
and the four focus families are summarized in the tables in Chapter 5. 
 
48  Of Santa Rosa‘s 8 churches, The ―Centroamericano‖ (16%), ―Hermandad Crsitiana‖ (12%) and 
―Filadelfia‖ (8%) were the most common among the 51 survey households.  
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Table 4.2 Organizations active in Santa Rosa. Bold indicates that focus group and survey 
participants assigned greater importance to the organization.  
 Churches and church groups (ex. women’s, men’s, youth groups)                  
 Alfa y Omega Church 
 Bethesda Evangelical Church                                                                        
 Catholic Church      
 Central American Gethsemane Evangelical Church  
 Church of Christian Brotherhood                                                                                                                             
 Lord of Covenants Pentecostal Church                                           
  New Testament Church 
 Philadelphia Church                                                                                  
 
 Schools and Parent/Teacher Associations                                           
 Public kindergarten 
 Public grade school 
 Private Christian grade school and kindergarten 
 Public high school / technical institute  
 Bilingual grade schools and technical institutes in Santa Cruz 
 Adult literacy program  
 
 Village leadership 
 Community council (patronato)                                                               
 Neighborhood representatives 
 Water council (junta de agua) 
 Community watch organization (mesa de seguridad ciudadana) 
 Soccer association  
 
 Agriculture related 
 Local and national farmer‘s associations 
 National Agrarian Institute (INA) 
 Agricultural credit bank (caja rural) 
 Financial institutions for coffee production (FINCA, IHNCAFE, Preface) 
 
 Non-governmental organizations  
 Brazos Aborts 
 Corazón para Honduras (CPH) 
 Habitat for Humanity 
 Manos para Honduras 
 Proyecto Aldea Global  (PAG)  
 PAG-HIV youth group 
 
 Health center (run by Aldea Global and Ministry of Health) 
 Health committee and Infant health program 
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 Additional national and regional government organizations  
 Municipalita of Santa Cruz 
 Police outpost 
 BANDESA, MARENA, FHIS 
 
 Liberal and National political parties 
 
 Businesses: Larger coffee farms, chicken farms, and cattle ranches  
Source: Focus groups with women and men, Santa Rosa, February 28 and March 1, 2009 
PART III: Emigrants and the Trip North 
Emigrating from Santa Rosa: Transnational Field Sites 
Study participants and Santa Rosa leaders estimate that well over 10% of the 
village currently resides in the United States. About 33% of the inhabited households 
currently have a family member living abroad. (Those figures do not account for workers 
and students living in Honduran cities, or the handful of emigrants in Spain, Italy, 
Canada, Mexico, and Belize.) Santa Rosa‘s U.S. emigration rate echoes national trends.  
The Honduran National Institute of Statistics (INE) estimates that there are 750,000 
Hondurans in the United States (2006: 705-6).49 With a national population of 7,500,000 
this equates to 10% of the national population and 25% of the working age population. 
Also reflecting national trends, the majority of emigrants in my study households are 
male (7 of 9 immediate family; 12 of 19 total interviewed) and in their 20s and 30s.  
Migrants from Santa Rosa travelling by land typically go northeast through San 
Pedro Sula, Guatemala, Chiapas, Veracruz, Matamoros, and enter near Houston where 
they catch a bus to their final destination. Some take public transportation and walk the 
entire way to the U.S.-Mexico border. Others meet up with coyotes in San Pedro Sula. 
 
49 Figures on the number of Hondurans residing in the United States vary widely. The 2000 U.S. 
Census gives a comparatively low estimate of 217,569. Articles reporting on the 2009 elections suggest 
closer to 1,000,000 (ex. http://www.porlademocracia.org/not_25nov09_002.html). 
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The International Organization for Migration shows the primary migration routes through 
Central America.  
 
Figure 4.8 Research sites: Santa Rosa, Honduras, south Florida, and Long Island, NY 
(from Google Maps). 
The major migration streams from Santa Rosa to the U.S. include Texas, Florida, 
North Carolina, New York, and New Jersey. I chose to focus on Long Island and Florida 
because that is where emigrants from my focus families lived. The concentration of 
emigrants on Long Island is the closest thing to an emigrant enclave from Santa Rosa. 
Southern Florida is an interesting contrast because the emigrant families are more 
isolated from one another. In the Freeport/Huntingdon/Uniondale area of Long Island 
alone there are 300-400 emigrants from Santa Rosa, some planning to stay only a couple 
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of years to make enough money to build a house or business and others rooted in the 
United States through spouses, children, and the American dream who plan to voluntarily 
return only if visiting or retiring. No formal associations bind them, but Santa Rosa 
emigrants meet up through family occasions (holidays, birthdays, wakes), in Honduran 
delis and around town, and churches catering to Spanish-speaking immigrants. Ties are 
strongest among family members (siblings in the case of all four of my study families) 
and looser among emigrants from Santa Rosa and Honduras more generally. Connections 
are maintained through telephone conversations, visits, and, to a lesser degree, through 
posting photos and messages on the social networking websites, Facebook and Hi5. Santa 
Rosa emigrants at both sites did not live in enclaves of Hondurans, but instead in 
suburban neighborhoods with U.S.-born and immigrant neighbors from the Dominican 
Republic, El Salvador, and Haiti.  
Most emigrants from Santa Rosa to Long Island, New York work in construction 
or restaurants. ―Construction‖ encompasses everything from prospering general 
contractors with a dozen employees to low-paid low-skilled construction assistants hired 
day-by-day at local ―esquinas.‖ (The ―esquina,‖ literally ―the corner,‖ refers to the point 
where job foremen stop and pick up workers out of a crowd of aspirants, largely on a 
first-come-first-serve basis.50) In my sample, restaurant jobs ranged from assistant branch 
manager of a high-end pizza restaurant to head chef at a resort town seafood restaurant to 
 
50 In Freeport, Hempstead, and Huntingdon NY the esquina signifies the parking lot by the Home 
Depot or the Dunkin‘ Donuts. Study participants‘ use of the esquinas varied widely. One Santa Rosa-born 
contractor has six regular employees and goes to the esquina when he has bigger jobs, paying US$90/day 
with lunch, U$100 without.  The contractor takes home about $1000/week. Another Santa Rosa born study 
participant, said that in the current economy, he might spend six days waiting from 7-11am and feel 
fortunate to secure 2 or 3 days of work. The contractor is debating buying a home here, while the day-
laborer returned to Honduras in late November, calculating that he would be better off taking care of his 
cows, coffee fields, and house in Santa Rosa. 
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dishwasher. Other jobs included house cleaner, coat check attendant, and real estate 
agent. Most Honduran emigrants with whom I have spoken have been underemployed for 
at least part of the past year. Two participants are formally laid off and collecting 
unemployment, working occasionally under the table. Though many talked about it, one 
participant voluntarily returned to Honduras at the end of November believing he would 
do better for himself harvesting his own coffee and taking care of his own cows than he 
would working two days a week through the esquina and sending money to a friend to 
manage his cattle and crops on his behalf.  
A number of Santa Rosa emigrants are in Florida, but they are spread out and 
relatively integrated into Anglo American networks and culture. Compared to Long 
Island, any village-based network is much looser and made up of far fewer members. 
There would be little chance for a hometown association or other formal emigrant 
organization.  As will be discussed in Chapter 8, there may be enough Santa Rosa 
emigrants in close physical proximity on Long Island to merit attempting a formal 
community-based organization. For now, transnational family networks dominate.  The 
Florida site is described in greater detail under ―Family E‖ below. 
Working within transnational family networks, I chose specific field sites based 
on the place of residence of emigrant members of the four focus families. I visited the 
Florida siblings for a few days in August and November 2009 and two weeks in October 
2009, staying in Emanuel‘s rented duplex in Ft. Lauderdale and Eliana‘s spacious home 
in a new development in a still rural area, a 70 minute drive north on I-95. On Long 
Island I first spent two weeks with a couple and toddler in their basement apartment in a 
largely Anglo suburban neighborhood (Family C), and then three months living in 
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Freeport in a room rented from a Salvadoran housecleaner, four doors down from 
Benedicto and Bella‘s home (with emigrants from Families A and B) which I visited 
often and within a few blocks of Andres‘s and Javier‘s homes (Families A and J). The 
Long Island Railroad and downtown Freeport with its many Latin delis, two Honduran 
restaurants, five or six remitting companies, and storefront churches were an easy walk 
from the neighborhood. 
PART V: Local Labor in a Context of Transnational Migration  
and Social Remittances  
El Viaje al Norte: A Measure of Risk and Desire 
The local context in which Santa Rosa residents labor and decide to emigrate is 
shaped by the ideas and values of those who have gone before them. Indeed, the very 
allure of the North derives its power, in part, from the ultimate social remittance: the 
American Dream. It pulls Hondurans to the United States despite knowing the significant 
risk to life and limb suffered in transit by undocumented migrants. I heard many versions 
of the following from nonemigrants and return emigrants:  
Let me tell you, I could try going now, but it‘s tortuous… so 
long. It‘s better to stay and work in agriculture. The roads are 
extremely dangerous roads. (―Alberto,‖51farmer in ―Pacaya,‖ 
2/18/2010) 
For Alberto, the risks were too daunting. But for many, desire to a better life for 
themselves and their families trumps the risk. 
In May 2009 the village reverberated with news from the North. Two men from 
Santa Rosa (one 17, the other 28) had just crossed the border clandestinely into Arizona 
 
51 Alberto came close to migrating when he was younger and has nephews in Family A on Long 
Island who would help him but has chosen not  to try the trip north because of the risks involved. 
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when their vehicle overturned. Not seriously injured, the older man was deported. The 
younger was hospitalized in a coma. Unable to freely travel from New York because 
lacked ―papers,‖ he sent his girlfriend to supervise his son‘s care. The teen died within 
the week, without reuniting with his father who had sent for him. The village waited 
anxiously for the body.  When it finally arrived, an umbrella clad procession led by a 
priest escorted the body over a mile from the Catholic Church near the town center to the 
cemetery.  The accident and funeral were the stuff of local and transnational 
conversations alike.  Alana and Margarita spoke to me on different occasions of talking 
about the teen, their mutual cousin, with family members in New York. 
The sad tale is part of a growing corpus of precautionary tales warning of the 
dangers of the viaje al Norte (trip North). Only a month earlier, a Santa Rosa resident was 
kidnapped in Mexico and held for a ransom far beyond the family‘s means. His sister had 
to borrow money from her bosses at a gas-station to pay it. The man and his fellow 
travelers escaped in the jungles of Chiapas, eventually making it home. Those who don‘t 
escape are forced to stay on, stopping buses, robbing passengers, and kidnapping other 
victims.  (When I passed a tissue to a sobbing stranger sitting next to me on a bus 
between San Pedro and Tegucigalpa, she told me that had happened to her husband. She 
could not come up with the money and has not heard from him since.) A taxi-driver told 
me about a man who lost his legs hoping a train in Mexico, shaking his head in disbelief 
that it would not be better to stay in Honduras and make a modest but safe living. ―Maya‖ 
said that she and her sister were verbally abused and almost raped en route in Mexico. 
She went on to say that many women went on birth control pills or got IUDs so that they 
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would not get pregnant – knowing they might be raped, or at a minimum, knowing they 
would be safer if they strategically hooked up along the way.  
In addition to dangerous, the trip is expensive. Paying a trafficker (coyote) from 
San Pedro Sula to the United States is believed to be the safest, but can run up to $6000 
($2000-3000 was more typical among study participants).  It is less to pay simply to cross 
the U.S./Mexico border and be taken to catch a bus in, for example, Houston. Sometimes 
family already living in the States make the arrangements and/or advance the money. 
Other times the family in Honduras saves up. The increasing cost of travel and difficulty 
of crossing may tip the scales for some in favor of not migrating, but anecdotal accounts 
in Santa Rosa suggest that ―for every one that is deported another makes the trip.‖ The 
trip north, and to a lesser degree deportation are bonding experiences and badges of 
courage. I thought that immigrant status and crossing stories that would be so private and 
dared not ask about them, yet they were readily volunteered.  Even while weighing ever 
more heavily into the decision to stay or go, to return to Honduras or try for another year 
in the U.S., labor migrants continue to take the risk.  
What is most relevant to this study of emigration and natural resource 
management is that 1) perception of risk, opportunities, and (im)permanence affect 
relevant spending, 2) there is a constant circulation of people from Santa Rosa to the U.S. 
and back again – some staying along the way to work in Guatemala, Belize, or Mexico, 
others turning themselves in to authorities in the U.S. to get the ―free flight‖ back to 
Honduras, 3) the remittances discussed in Chapter 6 are tempered by the costs of 
emigrating and repayment of those debts, and 4) money flow is not just north to south. 
Money flow is also south to north through emigration costs and, increasingly, when 
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emigrants ask that family members wire their savings to them in the United States to 
weather a spell of unemployment. (In the case of one family I interviewed during the 
village-wide household surveys, the ransom for a kidnapping in Chiapas was US$3700.) 
Like many of those deported in recent years, the 28 year old, mentioned above, 
who was deported when the truck he and his friend were travelling in overturned in 
Arizona, re-emigrated a few months after his young companion‘s funeral.  His church, 
the Centro Americana, chose not to pray for his safe travels as crossing the border 
illegally goes against a nation‘s law and, according to the church‘s interpretation of the 
Bible, therefore God‘s law. Overall, the illegalities are secondary to church members‘ 
concerns about the dissolution of family as couples separate or leave their children to be 
raised by grandparents, aunts, and uncles. The toll that migration has on transnational 
families is apparent in the dissolution of the marriage of two individuals in one focal 
family and the difficulty that another man has in choosing between his U.S. based sister 
and niece in Florida and parents and sibling in Honduras. There is a divide among 
community members (largely along religious beliefs and church lines) about the morality 
and desirability of migration. In terms of community development, the divide is relevant 
because the perception of migration as harming families dominated local NGO and 
church discourse, potentially at the expense of discussions about more productive or 
community-oriented investment of remittances. Other religious groups were more 
supportive, helping emigrants to prepare, holding vigils to pray for their safe travels, 
giving them food or shelter en route, or providing food, clothing, and job placement 
services in the U.S. In Freeport, NY the Catholic Church was the most active civic 
organization in immigrant affairs. 
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For many the risks do not outweigh the benefit and they choose to stay. One 
emigrant to Long Island chose to return to Honduras after six migrations to make a living 
from his cattle. He had found his last trip to the U.S. particularly difficult. At 45 he was 
considered old by those hiring day laborers and he was lucky to get work two days a 
week. He says he is too old to make the trip again. Others have expressed similar views 
about needing to be in the late teens to early thirties to really make a go of it. There is an 
often-repeated refrain about how it is impossible to live in the U.S. without work, but that 
in Honduras ―at least you can pull up a malanga.‖ In addition to that starchy root crop, 
they feel there is always some food to be found. One might not have all the amenities but 
with family and hard work, there will always be something to eat. ―If we work, we can 
feed ourselves‖ (farmer, men‘s group interview, 2/28/2009). 
Emigrants‘ weighing of the emotional, physical, and monetary costs and benefits 
of making the trip to El Norte or, once there, making the return trip to Honduras was a 
constant though not –always-articulated backdrop to the research. Questions of return 
will come up in greater depth in discussing the four focus families.  One emigrant‘s 
choice and its impact on his and his brother‘s cattle are discussed at length in Chapter 7. 
Allure of El Norte 
The most influential social remittance of all is the allure of ―El Norte‖, the belief 
that going will bring more money and improve the daily life of the migrant and his/her 
family. Paired with heightened desire for consumer goods, more expensive houses, better 
educations born of phone calls, videos, return migrants, and TV programs, ―El Norte‖ as 
social remittances has the impact of draining Santa Rosa of its workers and inciting a  
kind of anxiety and pervasive sense that life would be better with more money and a 
piece of the so-called American pie. 
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The more they see people go, the more they hear of people 
prospering there, the more they say to themselves ―I‘m going, I‘m 
going.‖ (Estela, 4/21/09) 
The perverse side of it is that many of those living in Santa Rosa no longer believe that it 
is possible to make it in Santa Rosa. So much so that they attribute Estela and Efraín‘s 
house to their children in Florida. Estela says ―I can‘t just tell people ‗no, my kids don‘t 
send me a dime.‘ They help in other ways.‖ She told me a story of a young man who 
works in the chicken farm and told her that he wanted to go because he couldn‘t make 
ends meet and save to build his own house at the same time. She told him that it is 
possible because she and her husband, Efraín, never went to work in El Norte and did 
their house on their own. She seemed genuinely saddened and frustrated by the 
conversation. Expressing a sentiment I heard from only a handful of residents, Alana was 
adamant that her husband, Alvaro, could make a solid living for himself in Honduras if 
he just came home and applied himself. She became even more ademant as as the 
economic crisis in the U.S. kept him underemployed for longer stretches.
52
  
Magdalena‘s tone is more of anger at how her neighbors over-focus on monies 
remitted instead of on the hard work her sons are doing in the States. Her assertion that if 
you try you‘ll do it fits with her pride in her own sewing, the metal corn silos that her 
husband Martin makes, and in how he taught himself to read after only a third grade 
education. In other words, there are voices that counter the El Norte refrain with an ―it‘s 
possible if you really try‖ discourse reminiscent of the Protestant Ethic. In the case of all 
three women, pain at the loss of loved ones to El Norte no doubt fuels the desire to 
 
52 Sadly, many of those who return do not find work and drug addiction, alcoholism, and gang 
violence reported as I wrote this in August 2011 are no doubt related to this disillusion upon return. (See, 
for example, ERIC 2005).   
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believe that it‘s possible to make it in Santa Rosa. Estela and Alana also have a more 
realistic view of life and trials in the U.S. than was common among other survey 
participants, including Magdalena who had been sheltered by her emigrant sons. 
In their wake, male emigrants tend to leave their families ―understaffed‖ when it 
comes to agriculture. Increasing investment in high school and higher education due in 
part to economic and social remittances has a similar effect. Some, like Efraín, see 
children‘s and teen‘s job as education. So labor is also lost to education which is, in part, 
financed by remittances and afforded higher status by, among other things, social 
remittances. Renato reports that farming changed dramatically since brothers left 14 years 
ago, leaving him and his ailing father with 232 tareas (36 acres) of land. He had 
previously done more ‗labranza minima‘ but had to drop it because of labor constraints.  
The money his brothers sent home went primarily to parent‘s health so did not affect 
farming much. His ability to occasionally hire oxen is partly because of having health 
costs offset. Renato complains that his brothers‘ sons (raised by his mother/their 
grandmother) only want to work short days and watch TV. His work day has changed 
dramatically since they used to divide up tasks and now he has to do everything. 
Emigrants and residents frequently commented that family and hired labor were not the 
same. Javier summed it up well: ―When I was there, we took care of the animals. Now I 
hired a mozo [worker]. It‘s not the same. Un hijo cuida mejor. [A son takes better care.]‖ 
(10/8/2009). 
Gender and Labor 
There is a unique gender division of labor in farming from abroad: in several 
families (including Families J and B) the go-to person with remittances is the mother. 
Wives, then fathers, then brothers follow as proxy managers. Joel explained the division 
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of labor between his parents: ―My father is more in charge of things. My mother [Jimena] 
is the one who takes care of the business…. my mother is the one who does the thinking‖ 
(11/10/2009). Difficulty getting men to work is one of reasons many women who try to 
farm the land when their husbands migrate (or die) give up after a couple seasons.  A 44-
year old widow is a rare exception. After her husband passed away, ―Roberta‖ continued 
to work sporadically as a cook for a local NGO and run a sizable (36 tarea) coffee farm 
with the help of a long-term, loyal worker. She is a local leader of the coffee cooperative.   
Santa Rosa‘s Integration into Labor Markets & Valuing Labor 
The Santa Rosa emigrants and residents I interviewed considered labor to be an 
imperfect substitute for lost family labor:  
In agriculture, there‘s nothing like doing it yourself. Others 
are never going to put in the same kind of work. Here, they‘re 
never going to work like you do, since you have a vested interest. 
That‘s the difference. (―Dwayne,‖ 35 year-old returned migrant, 
4/6/2009) 
Many complained that workers today want to quit earlier and work fewer hours than they 
had in the past. The perceived poor work ethic of hired labor today bubbles up in 
interviews with Javier and Julian, even without direct questioning. Perhaps their parents 
complain by phone about hired labor making them feel guilty about their lost labor: they 
realize that their remittances go to hire workers to do jobs they would have been doing 
had they been there. Benito expressed this sentiment directly in his decision to return and 
take over from the cattle caretaker he and his brother had hired. I initially attributed this 
protestant ethic to more to church discourse (also heavily influenced by the U.S.) but non 
church goers Joana and Julian express a similar sentiment in different terms. Joana and 
Eliana, like their mothers, have a drive that comes from valuing work for work‘s sake (as 
opposed to just earning money). 
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While valuing work may be as much home grown as imported through religious 
groups or emigrants, what Santa Rosa residents consider dignified, challenging, 
interesting, prestigious labor is clearly affected by emigration. Eustacio, who earns his 
living hauling sugarcane, noted that returning migrants see driving a truck as more 
dignified than manual labor (7/1/2009). Ironically, after earning U.S. salaries in more 
varied and challenging work (the perception of most of those I interviewed), emigrants 
who once dreamed of owning and working their plot of land come to reconsider it. The 
prevailing perception is that ―agriculture isn‘t any good. People aren‘t farming much 
because it doesn‘t do any good‖ (Andres, 11/11/2009).  Returning to their or their father‘s 
manual labor seems a letdown, a drop in prestige or undervaluing of their abilities, 
possibly even too hard of manual labor, at least for the pay. What is considered an 
appropriate work day, level of manual labor, or work conditions would be similarly 
influenced. The kind of workday (or livelihood) they would like to have upon return is 
different. Angelo, employed full time in maintenance at a NY factory, says he would like 
to establish a more modern business upon return: 
I want to work differently! Not like our fathers. We have 
other resources after coming to this country – if we work in 
agriculture it will be at a whole other level. I almost would prefer 
not to get into planting crops.  I would apply myself to something 
more modern. Maybe a store. Because in agriculture you have to 
worry about so many things – animals, rain, theft. It takes a lot out 
of you. So, something more mobile, a business, a store… if it 
doesn‘t go well I can figure out what other businesses to try. 
(Angelo, 11/11/2009) 
Like others, he pegs his eventual return to Honduras to having enough money to be able 
to ―build a house, establish a business, and work without hassles there.‖  ―Enough‖ 
money for return is a shifting target, one that seems perennially two years in the future 
for the migrants with whom I spoke. For Angelo: ―when I came I said 2 or 3 years. But 
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now the goal is to be here at least 2 more years.‖ During the course of the study, only one 
of my respondents voluntarily returned to live in Honduras (Benito). I watched Emanuel 
plan, reconsider, and postpone his return several times after meeting him in August 2009, 
going so far as to move to his sister‘s house to save money, sell all of his belongings, and 
buy a return ticket for July 2011 which he forfeited after his boss offered to try to get him 
working papers only two weeks before the scheduled departure.  
There is a scale of prestige associated with work in the U.S. and in Honduras. 
Emigration – and particularly return migration – marks a sharp juxtaposition in the two 
scales. Social remittances are in play to the extent that how emigrants value work in the 
U.S. and Honduras has affected how residents of Santa Rosa value work in the U.S. and 
Honduras – and how they go about doing and searching for such work. the kind of work 
that‘s done, the frequency of pay, the level of pay, how routine the work is, and the level 
of risk or difficulty of manual labor involved,  that has likely been altered by migration. 
Immigration status may not preclude someone from a more prestigious position (Joel 
owns his own business despite not having a visa), but visas are coveted and respected. In 
addition to the rough scale below there are overarching sources of prestige or value, such 
as stability, hours, number of contracts, schedule, level of dirtiness, self employment, and 
relationship with employer. Social networks are important in getting jobs and in getting 
to jobs (through carpooling).  
Having a strong relationship with an employer in the States can mean a vital 
source of work stability, social capital, and in rare cases more ‗regularized‘ visa status. 
Valuing his construction skill, independence, and bilingualism, in July 2011 Emanuel‘s 
boss offered to undergo a lengthy process on his own dime to try to get a workers permit 
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so that he would not have to return to Honduras when his TPS visa expired. As I 
discovered through an ongoing phone/text conversation with Emanuel debating the use of 
―jefe‖ vs. ―patron,‖ too close of a relationship can be a bad thing. Marcos has a tight 
ongoing relationship with his boss that has provided steady labor so long as the company 
had work. But without legal status, Marcos is bound to his patron through the purchase of 
a new truck for work and his personal use. The payments are his, but the truck is in the 
boss‘s name. His wife, Maya, quipped that it was a kind of indentured servitude, but 
Marcos would only remark that the hours were long and he was glad for the stability. 
Interestingly, the two men use different terms to refer to their employers: jefe and patron. 
While ―jefe‖ carries a similar connotation to ―boss,‖ ―patron‖ dredges up a long history 
of haciendas and unofficial enslavement for the right to use land.  
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Table 4.3 Prestige scales for work: a summary interpretation from interviews and 
observation of how emigrants and residents value jobs at home and abroad, from highest 
to lowest within fields. (Fields are ranked loosely by the most prestigious job– a high job 
in one field may be more prestigous than the lower jobs in the field above it.) 
Work in the U.S. Work in Honduras 
 White collar 
 Profession 
 Management 
 University student 
 Construction 
 Own business (Number of employees, 
vehicles; size/scale of jobs and 
network.) 
  Own or shared permit 
 Can read blueprints or not Supervise 
others  
 Relationship with employer 
 Pick up day laborers 
 Translation 
 Direct contact with business 
owner/foreman 
 Type of construction? 
 General over very specialized crew 
 Carpentry 
 Roofing 
 Siding 
 Flooring 
 Sheet rock 
 Landscaping less prestigious than 
construction? (Own/hired; equipment; 
number of contacts) 
 
 White collar 
 Owner CPH 
 Workers PAG, CPH, nurses 
 Teachers 
 Pastors 
 Regional commerce 
 University students 
 Anything involving a vehicle. 
 Cattle  
 Microenterprise 
 Milk/cheese 
 Slaughter cattle/butcher (ranked high 
because services in demand) 
 Home stores (size, diversity, size 
clientele, location) 
 Restaurants 
 Billiard halls 
 Door to door / word of mouth sales of 
plastics, perfumes etc. 
 Door to door of food (tamales, cuajada, 
donuts) 
 Local ranches, chicken farms  
 (full time over temporary) 
 Security over shoveling manure (i.e. 
Do they stay clean and get to drive a 
car? If so, higher status than the one 
doing dirtier labor) 
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Work in the U.S., Continued Work in Honduras, Continued 
 Brick and mortar businesses (restaurant, 
bakery) 
 Full-time/permanent over 
temporary/seasonal 
 Manager 
 Chef 
 Baker 
 Prep cook 
 Hostess / waitress 
 Register / coat check 
 Bus boy 
 Disability insurance 
 Social security 
 Esquina day labor 
 Transportation to work  
 Drive company paid vehicle 
 Drive own vehicle 
 Carpool 
 Public transportation 
 Walk 
 Other large animals (alone or in addition to 
crops) 
 Ability to employ oxen to plow 
 Horses 
 Pigs 
 Number of horses  
 Crops 
 Coffee 
 Orchards 
 Yucca 
 Milpa 
 General agriculture 
 Own, borrowed, rented 
 Individual over collective? (opinions 
vary) 
 Own over day-labor  
 Organic over agrochemical? (If 
intentional and well-done) 
 Sugar cane harvesting (Recognized as hard 
work and important income, but associated 
with poorer farmers.) 
Source: Informal interviews and asides during structured interviews with Santa Rosa 
residents and emigrants. 
As there are few returning migrants in the study, I can only report informal 
conversations that, despite their more diverse dreams while in the U.S., most emigrants 
upon return end up working as laborers, investing in cattle, or doing the same as everyone 
else with a bit more cash and a truck.  In part this could be because migrants are out of 
touch with the local environment. For example, Hector says that he would like to work in 
a more ―modern‖ way upon return. 
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I would work the land in a more modern way… in the sense 
that there they often burn before planting, but the thing is they do 
that because they don‘t have an adequate machine [ex. tractor] to 
do everything. So, maybe one important thing would be to use 
specialized machinery. Since someone [who‘s been in the U.S.] 
might have money for that. (Andres, 11/11/2009) 
It would seem he is disconnected from farming conditions in Santa Rosa, unaware that 
more than money impedes using tractors on steep land or in the conditions for growing 
sugarcane and African Palm. 
The monetization of labor – or development and entrenchment of a labor market – 
affect families differently depending, in part, on the availability of family labor. The 
economic calculus farmers perform when deciding to employ workers also depends on 
the opportunity cost of using family labor over hired labor as well as on the amount of 
remittances received and the ability to redirect remittances to farming instead of health, 
housing, education, or food expenses.  Some farmers even resort to looking for paid wage 
labor in order to have sufficient cash to purchase inputs, pay rent, and hire workers. With 
migrants and even kids in school, family labor is scarcer. 
Valuing education over farming feeds into assigning prestige to nonagricultural 
work. Unfortunately, education in commerce, the sciences, and humanities may give 
knowledge and academic credentials but it ill prepares those who stay to work in the 
agrarian landscape even while diminishing children‘s desire to work the land. Investing 
in schooling may mean less investment in farming and likely less transfer of parental 
knowledge of agriculture as children spend much less time helping out on the farm and 
around the house.  High school graduates may know about agriculture and environment, 
but they have little of the first hand knowledge that their parents would have gained by 
their age. How well such knowledge can be transferred after formal schooling is a moot 
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point when children turn to El Norte in search of better, more suitable work. A quieter, 
long term impact is that not only is there too little labor too implement sustainable 
agriculture, investing money and energy in the long-term health of the land is less 
attractive when parents stop believing their children will take it over and begin believing 
that the eventual fate of family land lies in sale for pasture or coffee. 
Farmers Tulio and Tanya do not have any migrant family members and reported 
zero sources of cash flow. They are both healthy, in their early forties. They have a 
brother who lives with them and brings some cash, and a teen son whose job is ‗school.‘  
For them, hiring labor is out of the question and agrochemicals are difficult to get. 
Tulio‘s choice to practice more organic agriculture is driven as much by cash flow as by 
valuing the technique for food quality or soil conservation. He has to leverage social 
capital to get chicken manure and then have a friend bring it in his car. In other words, 
Angelo‘s logic that hoeing is more costly than chemicals (11/11/2009) is a very relative 
statement made more accurate for families with little labor but modest cash flow. Put 
differently, integration into the market economy is uneven when it comes to labor.  
Transnational labor migrants are, by definition, part of transnational capitalist 
labor markets pulling workers from peripheral countries like Honduras to the core of the 
world system. (At the end of Chapter 5, I look at this from the angle of unemployment in 
the U.S. and how it reverberates through transnational family households and Santa 
Rosa.) Emigrants‘ labors are unequally integrated into the formal market, instead 
working in informal markets for under the table work or reciprocal relations of, for 
example, painting for care giving (as Marcos did for his sister-in-law, Marisol).  
Transnational labor migration is a livelihood strategy. Migrants unable to meet that 
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livelihood or sustain sufficient labor in the U.S. during difficult times have turned 
themselves in to migration authorities in the U.S. in hope of getting a free ticket to return 
(even if that means a time of detention and precludes them from returning to the U.S. 
Their return drives up the local labor supply and drives down pay in Santa Rosa (men‘s 
group 1). Undocumented transnational labor migration could also be considered a counter 
topography to global capitalism (Katz 2002), a weapon of the weak (Scott 1985) with a 
huge cumulative impact.  
Revaluing of Work as Social Remittance 
The kind of ―revaluing‖ of work described here is tied to social remittances on a 
number of work/migration points. My observations in Santa Rosa, New York, and 
Florida and many informal conversations with people at each site (many shared above) 
left me with an impression that migrating to the U.S. and returning should mean 
improving social as well as economic status. Part of this status shift appears to be a 
revaluing of work. Santa Rosa residents see vehicles as an easy way to mark status and, 
as noted above, return migrants deem truck driving an appropriate kind of work for 
someone who has been abroad.  Hard labor, those trying to hire returning migrants 
complain, is less appealing to them. Repetitive tasks seem boring and somehow ‗beneath‘ 
them. Getting very dirty can be a sign of a job well done, but done too often it‘s a sign of 
being too low in the job chain. If agriculture is not being valued highly, then folks are 
going to avoid it as much as they can (even if in some cases this means slacking off on a 
day labor job). Pair that with decreased skill because of inexperience or lack of training 
and return migrants are less likely want to do agriculture (Angelo and Andres expressed 
these sentiments in 11/11/2009 interviews). Unfortunately, in parallel, remittances or 
otherwise putting students through a technical high school creating a bunch of perritos 
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mercantiles
53
 that expect a higher level of employment and are too undertrained in 
agriculture to really make a go of it. When asked if their teen children helped on the farm 
several parents, including Efraín, Tulio, and Eustacio, told me that ―school is their 
children‘s job,‖ suggesting they look to children less for labor than for raising in status. 
Older residents viewed children‘s roles differently because fewer opportunities for off-
farm labor, migration, or high school education.  
The lower availability of labor for agricultural work is an unintentional 
consequence of migration and development, aggravated by a mismatch of skills, 
availability, and valuation of work. There may be an opportunity here for an 
emigrant/resident development initiative or a project to raise appreciation for local 
agriculture and reevaluate the range of possibilities. Chapters 8 and 9 look more 
explicitly at emigrant participation in community development.  
Conclusion 
Contemporary land use, conservation, livelihood strategies, and migration all 
occur within a complex, multi-layered web of social, political, and economic relations. 
Having an understanding of the historical backdrop of current dynamics and keeping in 
mind a broader national, regional, or global picture, makes it easier to gain perspective on 
the grit of daily life that makes up the bulk of data in a project like this. Just as 
individuals are not operating in isolation of others in their transnational family and 
village networks, they are also not operating in isolation of Honduran or United States 
laws or of complex or unequal land tenure relations (and attempts to reform them) that 
 
53 The technical high school in Santa Rosa grants a specialized degrees in commerce. When used 
like I have here, the title carries a slightly derogatory tone, referencing the saturation of the scant local job 
market with students trained in commerce. 
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continue to affect how they interact with each other and the land. As transnational labor 
migrants and their families, they are enveloped in global economic processes that have 
made labor Honduras‘s primary export and remittances the country‘s primary source of 
foreign investment. 
The primary arenas of emigrant/landscape interactions examined in this study are 
small scale agriculture, cattle ranching, firewood extraction, and water conservation and 
provision in the socio-natural landscape anchoring the transnational topography shaped 
by emigrants from and residents of Santa Rosa. Tracing the commodity chains, or what I 
am terming ―contour lines‖ (borrowing loosely from Katz (2002)), of each of these sheds 
light on how labor and land tenure/access relations are shaped in the transnational 
topography and how they have been shaped through a long history of marginalization 
through colonization and agrarian policies privileging export agriculture.   
In sum, a multi-level analysis of linkages across time and space (whether framed 
as a ―linkages approach‖ (Kottak 1999) or commodity chains (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz 
1994)), shows that the labor migration and the impact that it has on rural livelihoods and 
landscapes, on development or underdevelopment of rural economies, is not a new or 
localized phenomenon but part of broader global and historical dynamics. While not 
always explicitly mentioned, this understanding of Santa Rosa‘s and Santa Rosa 
emigrants‘ embeddedness in larger systems that can aid or impede movement (Tsing‘s 
flows and frictions) underlies the study and analysis. Cultural values and practices 
analyzed (such as beliefs about what is considered valuable work (chapter 5) or a good 
investment of remittances in community development (chapter 8)) are shaped by broader 
processes at all three sites.  
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5 CHAPTER 5 
EXPANDEDED ECONOMIC HOUSHOLDS AND 
TRANSNATIONAL FAMILY NETWORKS 
 
Overview 
The goal of this chapter is to provide readers with a sense of the four transnational 
family networks that are the focal point of this dissertation. This chapter builds on the 
description of their village of origin, Santa Rosa, in Chapter 4. This chapter begins with 
composite summaries of each transnational family, built through interviews and 
participant observation. These portraits are meant to humanize the kinship charts, tables, 
and graphs given here and in future chapters.  The chapter depicts their transnational 
household economies by showing the monetary and non-monetary economic relations 
that bind families and estimating the emigrant and resident budgets for the four families. 
 Taken together, these brush strokes paint a picture of the ―economics of 
transnational living‖ (Guarnizo 2003). By highlighting here and in subsequent chapters 
nonmonetary economic relations such as reciprocity among emigrants or Santa Rosa 
residents, leveraging of social capital within networks to access resources, and 
transnational lending of land, I build a case that a monetary remittance approach to 
transnational living is too limited. Understanding the characteristics of the  four 
transnational focus families and their strategies for household maintenance (Landolt 
2001) embedded in the transnational topographies formed by the networks and physical 
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places they dwell, lays the groundwork for understanding the dynamics related to their  
natural resource use. It also opens up the limited vista of economic and social remittances 
which originally framed this project for a more holistic view of families and networks 
that includes various forms of communication, nonmonetary economic relations, as well 
as financial and social remittances.  The broad themes of the circulation of people, funds, 
and ideas introduced here are more thoroughly and systematically addressed in Chapter 6. 
Portraits of Four Transnational Families 
Brief Summaries of Four Families 
I drew the following detailed portraits based on formal interviews and frequent 
visits with each family (at least once a week in the case of Santa Rosa households), and 
site visits in the U.S. and Honduras over the year that I worked with them (March 2009-
May 2010).  I call them ―composite portraits‖ because, while the people and events 
depicted are real, they may not have occurred at the same time (for ex. depicting a 
‗typical day‘ comprised of separate visits). As discussed in the methodology chapter, I 
chose focus families from households visited in the first wave of village-wide surveys 
(March-April 2009) based on their interest in the project, distinct migration patterns 
(children/spouses, short/long term), different levels of economic and social capital, and 
willingness to keep a remittance diary and introduce me to their emigrant children. In 
each case, my primary informant and anchor to the family network in Honduras was the 
female head of the household of origin. To summarize, the families are: 
 Family A consists of a woman in her mid-thirties, two school-aged daughters who 
depend heavily on remittances from her construction-worker husband on Long Island 
and reciprocity with her parents on the same property. The husband lives in close 
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proximity to three of his brothers and rents a room in the 3 story Victorian of Family 
B, a moderately well-off couple from Santa Rosa and their U.S. born son.   
 Family E is headed by a couple in their mid-fifties who run a popular grocery store in 
their home, work in independent trucking, and grow basic grains. They have two boys 
in school, a daughter in college, and a son and daughter who have lived in Florida for 
ten years and remit primarily for gifts.  
 Family J is the wealthiest of the families I studied, and arguably of the village.  The 
thirteen member Santa Rosa household is headed by a couple in their late fifties who 
run a cheese factory and care for some 90 cows. They have 4 adult children living 
with their own nuclear families on Long Island. The siblings remit individually and 
collectively for health, raising cattle, building houses, and buying land. 
 Family M is headed by a seamstress and the community president, a farmer who 
employs conservation practices learned through the park managing NGO. They share 
a house with a son in high school, a recently graduated unemployed daughter, and an 
adult son who cares for eleven cows owned by his brothers in Long Island who remit 
money a small salary for him and for the mortgage on the parents‘ home and land.   
Table 5.1 summarizes emigration and remitting experiences for the four families. These 
will be covered in greater depth with kinship charts and descriptive vignettes meant to 
give readers a better sense for the families and how they operate transnationally.  The 
vignettes that follow are a result of interviews and participant observation over the course 
of fourteen months in Santa Rosa, New York, and Florida. I interviewed all individuals 
marked with an asterisk (*) on the kinship charts. 
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Table 5.1 Emigration and remitting summaries for four focus family households of origin 
 Family A  Family E  Family J Family M  
Emigration 
experience 
Spouse and uncle in NY. 
Spouse lives with another 
family from Santa Rosa and 
has strong U.S. based network 
with them and his three 
brothers. He works in 
construction with long periods 
of un(der)employment.  
Discusses return, but stays on 
Long Island.  He and siblings 
are undocumented.  He resides 
in a house owned by a more 
successful Santa Rosa 
emigrant with TPS visa.  
2 children and husband's 
nephews in FL for 10 years. 
Daughter married to American 
with infant has worked as 
nanny and realtor. Son is in 
construction, returning to 
Honduras in 7/2011. Mother 
emigrated from Mexico in 
1970s; still talks with and 
visits her family there.  Both 
have TPS visas; she has 
applied for residency. 
4 children in NY for 10+ years. 
5 young grandchildren in NY. 
Siblings and nieces/nephews in 
NY and NC. Children have 
been regularly employed in 
construction and restaurants. 
Husband lived in NY during 
early 1990s. 3 have TPS visas. 
The fourth is undocumented. 
2 sons in NY. 1 is married to a 
Honduran with a U.S. born 
child and is very active in 
church. The other is more 
withdrawn, in part because of 
alcohol. Legal problems 
prohibit him from returning to 
Honduras. Both are 
undocumented and work in 
construction, with sporadic 
periods of un(der)employment. 
Wife has brothers in NY but 
their sons do not socialize with 
them due to longstanding 
family tensions. 
Remitting 
pattern 
Remits 1 to 2 times per month, 
usually US$150-200 each. 
Pays for all household and 
personal expenses of wife and 
daughters. 
Monetary remittances ($50-
200) primarily for Christmas, 
Mothers' Day, and rare 
emergencies. Packages at 
holidays and some birthdays, 
ex. party supplies for youngest 
brother's 10th birthday. 
US$1000 sent in 2/2010 
towards land purchase. 
Weekly to 2-3/year depending 
on child. Oldest son 
coordinates large transfers 
among four siblings.  Health, 
cattle, daughter's house. 
Remit $100-250 biweekly. 
Most goes to brother to 
maintain cattle and to bank to 
pay off parents' home and 
property. Remittances lapsed 
several months when both out 
of work and one son unable to 
work because of a back injury.  
Remitted goods 
received by 
household 
Stereo, camera, clothes, 
jewelry, pictures, books. 
Promised a notebook computer 
in 2009, had not come by 
6/13/11. Most items were sent 
in 2007, nothing in 2008, small 
gifts in 2009-2010.                                                                                                                                                                        
Seeds, fishing supplies, school 
supplies, party supplies. 
Notebook computer for 
daughter in college in 2/2010. 
Christmas, Mother's Day, some 
birthdays.  By daughter in U.S. 
or by daughter and son
together. 
Underclothes, socks, body 
lotions, jewelry, perfume, toys. 
A water pump for cattle in late 
2009. Notebook computer 
delivered during visit in 
8/2009. Goods are sent by 
individual children or as group.
Stereo with 5 speakers, 
camera, video camera, DVDs, 
clothes. Siblings send together, 
usually with a friend or in-law 
who is travelling.                                                                                                                                                                      
Source: 2009-2010 survey and recall interviews
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Visualizing Transnational Families: Kinship Charts 
Depicting transnational families becomes unwieldy, quickly. I have used kinship 
charts to help visualize the structure of transnational families and the flow of funds within 
them. I created the charts through family and network information provided in survey and 
emigrant interviews and then fact-checked them with family members in Honduras. By 
necessity they, like the portraits below, are a snapshot of every-changing residences and 
relationships, accurate as of March-April 2010. The coloring on each chart reflects 
residence and remitting practices. All names are pseudonyms, with the first letter 
corresponding to the family identification letter. The codes help locate individuals on the 
corresponding kinship charts, provided here with each portrait and in Appendix II. 
Each kinship chart strings together multiple residences (solid and dotted lines 
drawn around co-resident individuals) for an economic household located in Santa Rosa 
(shades of red), other parts of Honduras (green), and the U.S. (blue). Dark blue or dark 
green signifies international or domestic emigrants remitting money or goods. Dark red 
indicates direct recipients of remittances.
54
  After characterizing each family in depth, I 
turn to survey data from the survey in order to compare the four families to other 
emigrant and nonemigrant households from Santa Rosa.  
  
 
54 Remitting profiles for each family are quite distinct. For example, Alvaro (A20) remits cash 
twice per month for his wife‘s and daughter‘s subsistence. The brother and sister in Florida remit only for 
emergencies (medical exams, major truck repair) and gifts (computer, water filter, mechanics tools, a small 
machine to take corn off the cob, and a few packets of seeds). Table 5.1 gives a summary of emigration and 
remitting patterns for each family and emigrant households as a whole.  
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.  
Figure 5.1 Key to kinship charts 
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Figure 5.2 Kinship chart for Family A 
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Figure 5.3 Kinship chart for Families A and B. The families are tied through social relations in the U.S., particularly Alvaro 
and Antonio's renting rooms from Benito and Bella in Long Island, New York. Their half-brother, Andres, owns a house in the 
same neighborhood.  
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Figure 5.4 Kinship chart for Family B 
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Transnational Family ―A‖ and the Closely Tied Family ―B‖  
Lace curtains blow through the front door of a cinderblock house with aluminum 
roof. The dirt yard is dotted by flowers. Some chicks peck the ground in front of a similar 
house in the backyard. A short stone‘s throw away a foal nurses outside an older more 
rambling home with a large wood-burning oven. A petite sixty something woman (Ana, 
A3) emerges from the wood slat kitchen carrying a bucket of tamales that two elementary 
school aged granddaughters (A33, A35) sell door to door. Her husband (Alonso, A4) 
walks up the road with a shoulder-load of firewood, machete swinging from the belt of 
white pants stuffed into rubber boots. I wave, saying I‘ll visit after my interview with 
their daughter.   
―Alo‖ I yell. ―Pasa Carolina‖ replies the fifteen year old in her school uniform of 
pressed white shirt of pleated navy skirt. Headphones dangle around her neck, connected 
to a cherry red cell phone/MP3. Alexia (A34) excuses herself and ducks through a curtain 
into one of the two bedrooms to get changed to go to church. A neighbor and the girl‘s 
twenty-something uncle, hands tarred from the sugarcane fields, watch CNN en Español. 
In the kitchen, Alana (A19) pats out tortillas on plastic circles cut from bags of milk. Her 
sister (Azalea) adds firewood from their father to the stove. A four-burner gas stove with 
long-empty tank sits idle (Figure 7.5). Just outside the back door, their brother‘s 
girlfriend washes clothes in a cement basin nestled between a pit latrine and shower. She 
pauses long enough to duck into her tiny dirt floor house to check on their dinner.  
The extended family described here is comprised of four nuclear families living in 
separate houses on the same property: 1) Alana and her 15 year old and 7 year old 
daughters, 2) her parents and a female classmate of Alexia‘s that they‘ve taken in through 
the church, 3) Alana‘s sister, her 9 year old daughter and toddler son, and infrequently 
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their father who works on the coast, and 4) their younger brother (Angel, A18) and his 
girlfriend. (The brother and girlfriend later moved to the nearby town of Santa Cruz to 
stay with her parents and her infant daughter. An older brother and his wife and child had 
recently occupied the little house for a few months before moving back to the coast to 
work.) They form one extended family economic household in which food, supplies, 
occasional meals, cash, laundry, and childcare are exchanged fluidly, helping fill gaps fill 
gaps in any one nuclear household. Remittances from Alana‘s husband in New York 
(Alavaro, A20) and brother-in-law (A14) in Cortez, Honduras flow into this mix as do 
earnings from sugarcane, firewood, tamales and bread, and sporadic day labor in local 
farming (Alonso) and coffee harvesting (Alana, Azalea). Responsibilities are shared 
among the households so the burden does not fall too fully on any one household. For 
example, when Alana and her mother took in a teen orphan through their church, the girl 
first stayed with Alana and then moved to her mother‘s house when the burden grew too 
great and the living space grew too small for Alana and her daughters. 
 Before her seven-year old, Angélica, was born, Alana took a bus each day to sew 
clothes in a factory near San Pedro Sula. Working as a night watchman at a nearby ranch, 
Alvaro disliked her working and leaving their daughter with her grandparents. Alvaro and 
Alana built their house in the early 2000s with her salary and a loan from Habitat for 
Humanity, adding on and improving the roof in 2009 with a government housing subsidy 
administered by Habitat for Humanity and paid through Alvaro‘s remittances to Alana.  
Assisted by two brothers (A21, A22) in Freeport, New York, Alvaro left for the 
States suddenly in 2006, telling his wife and daughters the same day he left. After 
crossing in Texas and catching a bus in Houston, he settled into a rented room next to his 
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older brother in a house owned by a couple from Santa Rosa (Bella and Benedicto) who 
had come in the mid 1990s. The bustling three-story Victorian is a short walk from 
downtown in a neighborhood of tree-lined streets now dominated by Salvadorans, 
Dominicans, Hondurans, Haitians, and African Americans. Alvaro and the other renters 
eat all of their meals out, including a Honduran deli that serves traditional foods and 
plays Honduran soccer games and Latin programming.  In the front porch, living room or 
kitchen table usually sit an array of housemates or family members living in nearby 
towns. When I first met them, living in the house were: owners Benedicto and Bella who 
work in restaurants and housecleaning, respectively, their then-14 year old son (B22) who 
raved about spending the past two summers in Santa Rosa, Bella‘s sister‘s husband (B9), 
her brother Bartolome and his 6 year old son (B21), Benedicto‘s brother (Benito), Alvaro, 
his brother Antonio, and occasionally Antonio‘s Brooklyn-based girlfriend from another 
town in Honduras. During my last month in Freeport, Bartolome and Benedicto‘s brother 
returned to Santa Rosa. Bartolome died soon after from liver failure, leaving his orphaned 
son to Bella and Benedicto. Benito and Benedicto‘s experience with pasture and cattle is 
a central part of the farming abroad discussion in Chapter 7. 
The most financially successful of Alvaro‘s four brothers (Andres, A22) lives a 
few blocks away with his girlfriend, her two children, and his youngest brother. Born in 
the Dominican Republic, the girlfriend came to the U.S. at age 18 and is now a citizen. 
Shortly before I met her she was laid off from Verizon and was collecting 
unemployment. Their house is in her name because Andres‘s papers are not in order, 
though he is the one who pays the bills. On days when he is more wistful about returning 
to Honduras, he says he wouldn‘t care if he were deported and lost the equity in the house 
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(along with the burden of the mortgage). Owning two houses outright in Santa Cruz (one 
rented, one occupied by his divorced sister) and thinking about creating a 
microenterprise, Andres sees deportation almost as a weight being lifted. For now, he 
continues to work in construction, with better job security than most because he can read 
blueprints and has a longstanding relationship with his boss. Alvaro carpooled to work 
with him in the upscale Hamptons in 2009 but has since moved to a closer  job. He has 
not had held any job in the U.S. for long, though has rarely had to go to the esquina to 
wait for work with other day laborers. During long stretches of unemployment – or when 
his bosses fall weeks late in paying – he has had to rely on Benedicto and Bella‘s 
accepting late rent payments or, infrequently, babysitting instead of paying. 
In many ways, this case is representative of one of the most common transnational 
family networks: a male head of household remitting regularly to support a wife and 
children in the household of origin. Theirs is a story of depending on remittances earned 
through uneven employment in construction and of leaning heavily on two networks - the 
wife‘s extended family in Santa Rosa and the husband‘s brothers and friends in New 
York.  With land holdings near PANACAM, the family‘s experiences are central to the 
discussions about farming from abroad and watershed conservation in Chapters 7 and 8. 
This is the most difficult summary to write because of complicated nuclear family 
dynamics, most of which I learned during phone calls and a casual visit after my 
fieldwork was completed, so I have no way of estimating their full impact on the family. 
These changes speak to a side of migration which was not the focus of my study, but 
which does indirectly affect remitting and natural resource related behaviors.  The role of 
emotion in remitting and the impact of migration on individual and family wellbeing is 
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better dealt with by Aranda (2007) and Schmalzbauer (2005). Since returning from my 
first leg of fieldwork in July 2009, I have been in loose phone communication with 
Alvaro but have rarely spoke with his wife or daughters since returning to the U.S. In 
September 2010 I received a call in Virginia from the eldest daughter asking if I had 
spoken with their mother. I had not. She had disappeared. Ostensibly, she had gone to 
look for work in the maquiladoras but did not return or communicate. Alvaro called a few 
days later and told me that she had been found, having run off with another man. He said 
that she wasn‘t picking up his calls and asked that I call her and tell her that he still loved 
her and ask her to go home to the girls who were being cared for next door by Alana‘s 
mother, Ana. I did call Alana, but got an ―inbox is full‖ message. By December she had 
gone returned home.  
According to Alana, for three or four years prior, when asked about returning to 
Honduras Alvaro would say ―at the end of the year,‖ ―next year,‖ or ―as soon as I have 
enough to pay for Alexia‘s high school.‖ As have others in the village, Alana had taken a 
lover while continuing to receive remittances and, I believed during our 2009-2010 visits, 
sincerely wishing her husband would come home. When I saw him at Bella and 
Benedicto‘s wedding in New York in May 2011, Alvaro mused (as he had on the phone) 
that maybe he should go home for his girls.  Warning he might be ―putting his spoon 
where it didn‘t belong,‖ Antonio (A21), told me that Alvaro had gone through more than 
half of the $20,000 from workers comp for an accident that caused him to get foot 
surgery and miss work through Fall 2010.  As my visit was a social call for his 
housemates‘ wedding, I didn‘t follow up with Alvaro. He volunteered that he worried 
about the girls but had no place to go home to in Santa Rosa. He mused about selling 
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Alana‘s house and lamented that he had almost bought a house in Santa Cruz from his 
brother, Andrés, but his half-brother, Angelo (A24), bought it first.  
Alvaro continued to talk with Alana and his daughters regularly but had lost his 
sense of home. Ostensibly, the insurance settlement should have eliminated worries about 
paying for the girls‘ schooling or having some seed money to farm or buy a truck to start 
a business. Instead, he seemed to his brother (and to me) more lost and less inclined to 
return. What appeared to be a tight nuclear family when I first met Alana in February 
2009 seemed to have unraveled within the transnational family network that continued to 
support them emotionally and with food, firewood, relaxed rent, shared rides, and 
childcare. 
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Figure 5.5 Kinship charts for Family E for 2009 and 2011 show changes in household 
composition within a transnational family network, described as part of the methodology 
discussion Chapter 3.
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Transnational Family ―E‖ 
On the  main road into Santa Rosa, shaded by pines and fruit trees sits a house of 
brightly painted polished concrete topped by a distinctive flat roof and cement water tank 
where a fifty-something man and a hired neighbor are laying out corn to dry. Geared for 
hauling chickens, a red truck with a 7‖ high slat walls framing the bed sits behind a 
sporty but aging yellow pickup. ―Mami le buscan‖ yells 10 year-old Elias (E12) after  
ditching his bike on the ceramic patio. Shots and explosions spill through the open door. I 
glimpse her 17 year-old son (Ernesto, E13) working the X-Box controller. As Estela (E5) 
works her way down the hall and past the overstuffed sofa to great me, a woman with a 
little girl in tow steps up to the counter on the half door of their mini-store. ―Ernesto, 
atiendale por favor‖ she says laying a hand on his shoulder and motioning for me to 
come in. The teen pauses the game his sister and brother sent from Florida the prior 
Christmas and goes into the attached store to sell the woman rice, eggs, and a 2 liter of 
Coke.  ―And this‖ she points to a pink Barbie backpack hanging from the ceiling.   
Estela and I head back to the tiled kitchen, passing three bedrooms and a bath 
with shower. She pushes the coffee pot back into the center of the wood-burning stove, 
vented cleanly out the room, I flip the switch on a filter and pour myself a glass of water 
from the tap. Back from Tegucigalpa on spring break their 19 year-old daughter sits at a 
Beautiful wood table big enough to seat 8. She shows me a couple pictures of her sister‘s 
new house near Ft. Lauderdale on a $500 Dell notebook her siblings had sent so she 
could take technical drawing classes. Her parents had gone the month before to pick it up 
from a viajera‘s home near San Pedro Sula. Estela places a tray of bread in the shiny new 
gas stove and puts a few things back in the fridge. ―People think that our kids built this 
house‖ she told me in one of our first interviews when I commented on how lovely it was 
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– especially the kitchen – ―but really, we built it and the store-addition ourselves with 
loans from Aldea Global.‖ At the time she was working for them, putting in use the high 
school accounting training received in her native Mexico. 
 Estela and Efrain met while he was pursuing a technical degree in construction 
and she was finishing a degree in accounting. (During a survey interview, Efrain‘s 
younger brother (E11) voiced his regret at not having taken the same opportunity when it 
was offered.) When she followed him to Santa Rosa in the early 1970s, her surroundings 
were much humbler, a single room wood slat house. She looked for ways to make ends 
meet, taking in wash, even making bricks, while he got into trucking and farmed enough 
for the family and occasionally a little extra for sale.  This, along with their father‘s 
volatility, is more the environment that their eldest children remember. At 30 and 28 their 
experience of ―home‖ is much different from their younger siblings, especially from their 
10 year old brother whom they‘ve never met. After graduating from local technical high 
schools, Eliana followed a boyfriend to North Carolina, staying with a friend from Santa 
Rosa (Joana, J32). Emanuel left to start an engineering degree. After breaking up with her 
Santa Rosa boyfriend, Eliana moved with another female friend to south Florida.  
Gushing of lots of work opportunities from the then-strong economy, Eliana 
convinced Emanuel through phone calls to follow her to the States. Both crossed the 
border illegally; both have since received ―TPS‖ visas – temporary protection status visas 
initially granted in 2001 to help in the aftermath Hurricane Mitch. Eliana married a U.S. 
born cop (Ethan, E16) in 2008 and is in the process of obtaining a permanent residency 
visa. As of June 2011, Eliana was at home taking care of their infant and a new house and 
recovering from complications with the delivery. When I first met her in August 2009, 
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Eliana was a whirlwind of energy: taking care of the children of and running errands for 
two American psychiatrists, driving GPS and cell phone at hand on I-95 in her black 
Bronco, selling her first house as a real estate agent, and getting a degree as a nurse‘s 
assistant. Despite the hectic life, she kept in continual touch with her brother, Emanuel, 
through daily calls and texts and weekly visits.  Eliana and her husband started out living 
with his mother while saving to buy a three bedroom home over an hour to the north, a 
move which would allow them to get a far better home for their budget and move them 
closer to his family, but would isolate her from her social, school, and work networks.  
Except a month long stint at a car wash after being laid off in 2010, Emanuel has 
worked as a carpenter, using his own tools and pick-up truck, working for subcontractors 
for months to years at a time. Earnings that topped $50,000 during the housing boom, fell 
to under $20,000 during the bust. As his income fell and his sister moved farther away, 
(―she‘s got a family now‖) thoughts of returning home became more serious. In order to 
pay the bills he eliminated extras on his cell phone, drove less, stopped buying bottled 
water, went out less, used his credit card more, and had a former coworker of Eliana‘s 
from Columbia sublet the spare room of the basic but comfortable duplex he was renting. 
Emanuel‘s level of remitting did not change much with the worsening economy, 
because he was already sending money or packages only at Christmas, Mother‘s Day and 
the occasional birthday. These gifts were usually coordinated by Eliana, who also sent 
$50-200 a few times a year for her sister‘s schooling and her grandmother‘s healthcare. 
Their parents (Estela and Efrain) have given them parcels in the solar next to their home. 
Eliana has also considered buying another parcel and putting up a duplex for rent, going 
as far as sending $1000 with me in February 2010. The money still sits in her mother‘s 
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bank account as the price of land was deemed exorbitant. Unlike others in the study, 
Estela (E5) tucks aside the cash that they send ―in case she needs it when she returns,‖ 
adding money earned from selling any ill-fitting clothes that Eliana sends. Neighbors 
know that she has a ―dollar bank account‖ and will ask her to change their cash 
remittances from time to time. This – and purchases from her pulperia in general – have 
dropped off since the U.S. economic crisis set in 2009. Indeed, even as Eliana sends Eva 
a computer, Estela is hurting because customers to whom she has extended credit based 
on their regular receipt of remittances are not paying off their store credit. One woman  
skipped town, leaving a tab of US$421, the equivalent of a month‘s profits. 
As of June 2011 Emanuel was living at his sisters to save money as he prepared to 
move back to Santa Rosa where he planned to start out at his parents and soon either 
construct his own house or look for work in neighboring towns and cities. Emanuel had 
also told me he returning in November 2009 before his parents‘ friend visiting Florida 
from Tegucigalpa convinced him that the economy was too poor. He had planned to 
return in May 2010 until he found out Eliana was pregnant and he wanted to stay for a 
while to support her and meet his niece. This time seemed for real. Emanuel sent me a 
text (6/9/2011) that he was ―so happy‖ to have ―finally‖ bought tickets for July 27. His 
voice was excited on the follow-up phone call. He had sent his tools to Honduras, sold his 
truck, and purchased a computer to have there. Given the impossibility of forecasting the 
economic conditions of the U.S. or Honduras, the decision to return to the home he left 
over eleven years ago was difficult. It was made more difficult by love of his sister and 
newborn niece, the libertades he has in the U.S. (These ―freedoms‖ include being able to 
choose without judgment whether (and how) to drink, smoke, date, attend church, and 
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listen to heavy metal.) Choosing to return is made even more difficult by knowing that he 
has already lost his TPS visa and will likely have difficulty getting a work permit should 
he ever want to return to the U.S. As discussed in Chapter 4 in the section on emigrant 
worker/employer relations, Emanuel forfeited his end of July flight tickets when his boss 
offered to help him try to get a workers‘ permit from within the U.S. 
 I approached Estela and Efraín to see if they would participate as a focus family 
because the remitting and communication are different than other households surveyed. 
(Their only request was that I ―check in‖ on their kids in Florida and offer ―guidance‖ if 
they didn‘t seem to be portándose bien (behaving).) This case of emigrated children is 
included because it differs from other households surveyed. The family stays in close 
touch through phone and some Internet. They have done relatively well economically in 
both countries, but have not sustained a regular monetary remittance flow. Instead, 
remittances come in the form of smaller gift transfers, packages of clothes, books, DVDs, 
and computer games, and larger ticket items such as a computer and 6 burner gas stove. 
The connection between their remittances and natural resource management practices is 
mostly indirect around water, firewood, and other household practices. A strong 
friendship with the very insightful Estela and her Florida-based children has provided me 
deeper understanding of the daily struggles of emigration and living through tough 
economic and political moments.  
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Figure 5.6 Kinship chart for Family J
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Transnational Family ―J‖  
Shaded by large flowering trees, Santa Rosa‘s basketball court doubles as the 
town square. During the day, older men talk on benches and boys play pickup games of 
soccer. At night, marijuaneros smoke and couples sit on the wall at the edge of the court. 
It is surrounded by two pool halls, three pulperias, and several of the village‘s nicest 
homes. The largest of these is a two story white polished concrete structure with ornate 
wrought iron work on the balconies. Notably, it sits empty, three-quarters finished. The 
owners have since bought a house in New York and have no intentions of returning to 
Santa Rosa before their American born children graduate from high school. They fear 
that renters would destroy the slowly deteriorating interior, so they leave it for their 
mother to watch over from her equally elaborate one story home next door. The vacant is 
is the house that appeared in my random sample, included in the list of residents used to 
assess water fees on which the sampling was based because the emigrants remained 
responsible for their share of the water project costs, including hiring surrogate 
―volunteer‖ laborers. I would come to know the owners in New York, but it is the mother 
who became the survey respondent and, eventually, my primary informant for this focus 
family. 
Protected by a wrought iron fence in the front and an eight foot high cement wall 
and gate along the side street, the coral ranch home is notable for its broken satellite dish 
and a large pulperia (mini-grocery) that mainly sells individual soft drinks and cheese 
products from the family‘s factory in the back patio. Responsible for the store, Jimena‘s 
youngest daughter, Jasmín (J18), can be found each morning picking up discarded 
bottles, chip bags, and candy wrappers, much of which is purchased with funds remitted 
to their neighbors. In the back, Jimena (J6) holds court over a household of 13 plus two 
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workers in the cheese factory. Slowed by a June 2009 heart surgery (funded by her four 
children in New York), she sits in a blue plastic chair directing her daughter-in-law and 
hired workers in boiling milk in a huge cauldron on a wood fueled stove or separating the 
cheese curds from the whey (suero) which runs into the street, much to her neighbors 
dismay. Her youngest sons bring in large barrels of milk by truck, some from their own 
90+ cows, most purchased from farmers in neighboring towns. Most days she takes off in 
a near-new pickup truck with one of them to sell cuajada and cheese to stores in 
neighboring villages, Santa Cruz, Siguatepeque and even San Pedro Sula. A seemingly 
endless stream of visitors stop in to buy suero, look for work, offer homemade donuts at 
an inflated price, ask for favors (such as buying fireworks for the village‘s anniversary 
celebration), or simply to visit. More welcome visitors are given a soda, piece of fruit, or 
a meal prepared by an elderly woman who has lived with the family for over twenty 
years. All the while, Jimena takes calls on her cell phone, shoos away flies, and peels 
oranges for her adoring preschool grandchildren. Often present with her two boys, 
Jimena‘s sister will step in to keep the show running when Jimena is ill or travelling. 
Jimena is intimidating in her reputation for being a demanding boss and in being 
the wealthiest women in town. She is the mastermind of the family business, having 
brought the family up from humble origins by selling plastic wares bought in San Pedro 
Sula door to door, buying refrigeration for a pulperia, and eventually investing in cattle 
and the cheese factory. Much of this was done before her four eldest children migrated to 
the states. Her husband is less frequently glimpsed, spending most of his time in the 
pastures. One of the first migrants from the village in the 1990s, he ―pulled‖ the eldest 
son to the States, soon returning with disability check in hand to build up the home and 
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business. Now the couple‘s efforts are supplemented by the frequent and generous 
remittances for healthcare and cattle discussed in Chapter 6.  
One of the very first international emigrants from Santa Rosa, Jimena‘s husband, 
Jacinto (J7) worked in construction on Long Island in the late 80s and early 90s. Before 
he returned to Honduras to take up cattle ranching, he sent for his eldest son (Javier, J23) 
in 1992. Javier was soon followed by the next eldest son (Julian, J26) in 1993, and eldest 
daughter (Joana, J28) in 1995. In 2000 the three siblings paid a coyote to bring their 
younger brother, Joel (J28).  The three older siblings have obtained legal status in the 
form of Temporary Protection Status (TPS) visas, because they were already living in the 
U.S. prior to the devastating Hurricane Mitch in 1998. Joel remains without papers, 
affecting his investment choices and dreams of return, but not preventing him from 
running a modest construction company. As of May 2011 Joel was the only one still 
renting; his siblings had all purchased comfortable homes within an hour‘s drive of each 
other in Nassau County on Long Island, New York. Despite town housing ordinances 
attempting to curb the practice, each lets space to renters to help make mortgage 
payments. The renters are a mix of cousins from their parents‘ home towns and 
immigrants from elsewhere in Honduras, El Salvador, and Peru. 
In daily contact through texts and phone calls, the siblings and/or their spouses get 
together several times a month for intramural soccer, cookouts, or to just hang out 
playing pool or video games. The get-togethers soon segregate, with the women 
gravitating to the kitchen, much to Joana‘s and, especially, Diane‘s (J27) dismay.  
Married to Julian, the art teacher is the only Anglo-American in the all Honduran, mostly 
Spanish family environment.  (The three eldest siblings have very strong English and use 
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it with Diane and her daughter but tend to speak Spanish with just a smattering of English 
among themselves. Typical of second generation immigrants, when Joana tries to speak 
Spanish with her elementary school aged children they respond in English.) 
Their contact and intersections extend to work. Javier and Joel run separate 
contractor businesses. Lacking immigration papers, Joel operates under his older 
brother‘s contractor license. They keep their books, tools, and trucks separate but share 
laborers, particularly their brother, Julian, who was laid off from an American-owned 
roofing company in late 2010, and brother-in-law, David (J33), who has had more 
difficulty maintaining a regular job, in part because of legal troubles. Having worked her 
way up to manager at an upscale chain restaurant, Joana works 50+ hour weeks, often 
relying on her husband, David, or live-in cousins (J30, J33). Maya (M18) reported that 
Joana is something of a benefactor among immigrant women, encouraging them to find 
work. Even without routine contact between the families, Joana helped Maya find a job in 
making pizzas (which she soon had to leave because of pregnancy). Joana got her 
brother‘s wife, Dania (J29), a hostess job in the same chain. 
The siblings‘ close contact gives their mother peace of mind: they are en familia. 
(Perversely, the strong family network in Long Island keeps her children in the U.S.) In 
the early 2000s, prior to the births of most of their children, the four siblings were 
scattered across several states in their search of work, often receiving support from more 
distant relatives. Each summer they still visit an uncle in North Carolina, the third most 
popular destination for Santa Rosa emigrants, after New York and Florida.  
Two of my focus family networks intersected in North Carolina: Joana (J32) took 
in Eliana (E15) when she first came to the U.S. in 1998. The childhood friends maintain 
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irregular contact, particularly through phone, Facebook, and others‘ gossip. Members of 
other family networks may live within a stone‘s throw of each other, but connect only 
rarely and briefly on the street or in a Honduran deli. For example, Javier‘s three story 
Victorian is in the same Freeport neighborhood as Alvaro (A20), Andres (A22), and 
Benedicto (B12). As in Santa Rosa, the extended families are aware of each other but 
rarely interact. For example, when I visited in May 2011 for Bella and Benedicto‘s 
wedding, members of Family J could place the couple but had not heard about the 
wedding announced several months prior. Jimena was visiting at the time and had to 
orient her children, referencing Santa Rosa families: ―Bella‘s the daughter of Bernardo 
and Blanca, they live across from doña Belén.‖ ―Ah, okay.‖ They were more familiar 
with Benedicto who they knew had visited Santa Rosa the previous summer and attended 
the water project inauguration ceremony. A handful of Santa Rosa immigrants float more 
between networks, often because of church or extended family connections or, in the case 
of Ricardo, because of taking initiative to solicit donations for the water project (Chapter 8).  
Of the four Family J siblings, only Joel has strong intentions of returning to 
Honduras. Joana and David‘s large two story house sits empty in Santa Rosa; they have 
no intentions of occupying it before deportation or their children‘s high school 
graduation.  Surveying his home, American wife, and two daughters, Julian says ―my life 
is here.‖ In August 2009 the three eldest took their older children to Honduras, visiting 
their hometown for the first time since emigrating in the 1990s. Their reports mixed 
nostalgia with disdain for the noise, trash, and roosters.  As will be discussed in Chapter 
6, the orientation towards ―home‖ in the U.S. paired with loyalty to their mother, affects 
the money and goods they send individually and collectively. 
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5.7 Kinship chart for Family M 
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Transnational Family ―M‖ 
Magdalena (M1) and her family live close to the town center, with easy access to 
a large patio and several fields. Buildings ringing a large open area, the property includes 
their house of over sixteen years where Magdalena, Martin, Margarita, Mateo, and 
Manuel lived while raising the roof and expanding a newer home less than 100 meters 
away. Construction stalled on the home in 2009 as remittances from their two sons in 
New York fell and money from a government subsidy was frozen. Two covered corrals 
for Magdalena‘s 15 plus pigs, a corral for Manuel‘s (M9) and his emigrant brothers‘ 
eleven cows, chickens, turkeys, a couple fruit trees, some flowers, two wash basins, and 
an area where Martin (M2) builds silos round out the property. Daughter, Marina (M10), 
lives with her teacher-husband and three young children in a house on the same property. 
All are well used, but relatively well maintained, though the older house will be rendered 
unusable by a May 2009 earthquake, forcing the family to move back into the partially 
renovated larger home. 
Inside, eighteen year old, Margarita (M8), sits cross-legged on a bed, picking at 
guitar and practicing a hymn while her mom rethreads the sewing machine she is using 
for dresses commissioned for the high school dance-troupe. Magdalena speaks of the 
nostalgia de madre, of the heart-wrenching pain of having two of her children so far 
away in the U.S. In the dirt-floor kitchen, water boils on a two burner electric stove next 
to a cold wood stove and a barrel of water. Chicks scatter across the floor as a five year 
old with masses of black curls runs in yelling ―abuelita, abuelita.‖  She twirls around 
showing off a dress that her uncle and aunt had sent her from the States. ―Muy liiinnnda, 
mi‘ja.‖ Mateo (M7) comes in, still clad in the blue pants and white shirt of his school 
uniform, plops on the aging red floral couch, and picks up the remote to an aging 
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television with fading screen turning on music videos. It sits on an entertainment center 
along with a DVD player, stereo and large tower speakers, and a video camera sent from 
the U.S. The brothers (M12,13) send films a couple times a year for the past 2-3 years 
and they also occasionally send them with people travelling in boxes with clothes and the 
electronics. 
Dressed in a button down shirt and dress slacks, Martin comes in from a meeting 
in San Pedro Sula. As head of the community council, he had to testify in a case against 
Jimena (J6) who was accused of polluting the town center with suero (whey from the 
milk).  He sits across from me on a board balanced on a beer crate, taking the remote and 
turning on the PG-13 romantic game show ―Doce Corazones.‖ After asking U.S. if we 
want coffee, Magdalena runs boiling water through a cheesecloth ―sock‖ with two 
spoonfuls of ground coffee grown by Martin on a nearby farm the season prior. She 
roasts more on a large open fire before I make a trip to Tampa and asks me to send a 
couple pounds to her children in Long Island. The dark roast laced with allspice vies for 
the title of best coffee in Santa Rosa.  
Very involved in the church and in Aldea Global‘s HIV-SIDA prevention youth 
group, Margarita helps her mom some in the kitchen but soon returns to practice. Since 
graduating the year before, she has looked for work in nearby Santa Cruz (almost getting 
a job through her father‘s contacts in the municipality) and in San Pedro Sula but had not 
yet found work when the June 2009 coup forced her to return to Santa Rosa. She is 
considering going to the U.S. but would like to go with a student visa. She went as far as 
asking me for help with the paperwork, but had not applied as of May 2010. From phone 
conversations with the American embassy and others in Santa Rosa and New York, it 
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became apparent that without bank accounts in Honduras or family legally in the U.S., 
she is unlikely to get a visa. Her brothers have shown less interest. Mateo is finishing up 
school and Manuel is busy caring for his and his brothers‘ (M16, M17) cows, which he 
sees as a more certain future. Their sister, Marina (M14), worked in the factories near San 
Pedro prior to her children. She now primarily stays home caring for them and her 
husband who is a teacher at the local technical high school. 
 
Figure 5.8 Marcos dreams of a better future for his American-born son while investing in 
cattle so that he will have something to fall back on if returning to Honduras and to 
provide a current income for his brother Manuel who cares for them with only one 
instruction: ―never sell the cows; they‘re our future.‖ (Freeport 10/2009, Santa Rosa 
3/2010) 
Remittances to the family have been irregular. The brothers send money to 
Manuel to care for the cattle and to their parents to pay off their home and property. They 
try to speak every week or two. But, Miguel (M12) and Marcos (M13) have been 
frequently out of work because of the U.S. economy or back injuries. In part, their 
relative lack of success has been because they are more recent immigrants, arriving as the 
construction boom bust. Marcos has been able to get in with a steady boss, but Miguel 
has largely resorted to going to the ―corner‖ looking for day labor. Marcos‘s relationship 
with his patron resembles indentured servitude. The boss purchased a new truck for him 
so he could get to work and pick up other workers at the corner, but he also has him pay 
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the monthly quota. As Marcos is illegally in the country, the vehicle remains in the boss‘s 
name, making his ownership questionable. Similarly, the patron advances pay but then 
Marcos is obligated to work off the debt. His wife, Maya (M14), seems more disturbed 
by this than he does. Having fallen in love with her when she was a school girl in 
Honduras, Marcos paid a coyote to bring Maya to the U.S. She worked for a while, they 
got married, and she soon had a son who she cares for in their basement apartment.  
Maya‘s sister (M14) lives a half an hour away in a large home with her husband, 
four children, and renters from El Salvador. Marcos intentionally moved to Deer Park, a 
largely White sprawling middle-class neighborhood, to get away from the scrutiny of the 
larger immigrant community in Huntingdon where his brother still lives alone in a rented 
room. Marcos‘s and Maya‘s life is built largely around her sister‘s family and a 
Protestant evangelical church where they are very active. The church is a mix of people 
from Columbia to Venezuela to the Dominican Republic. The pastors are a couple and 
play a large role in their parishioners‘ life, visiting them and even taking Maya to 
doctors‘ visits.  A few others from Santa Rosa attend or have attended the church, 
including Alvaro for a time, Marcos‘s cousin, and their son‘s godparents who are also 
cousins of Benedicto or Bella. (Maya and Marcos‘s son‘s godparents are also an 
important part of Benedicto and Bella‘s social network, one of only a few instances of 
overlap between the four transnational families.)  
Miguel is unable to return to Honduras for legal reasons. Far more socially 
isolated than his brother, Miguel only visits Marcos very occasionally and does not attend 
their church or Maya‘s sister‘s social functions. (According to his wife, Marcos works 
hard to hide his brother‘s drinking from his parents and seemed to actively (and 
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successfully) try to prevent me from meeting him.) Marcos‘s thoughts on return appeared 
to change even in the four months that I knew him. In early 2009 his mother said ―next 
year, but they want to come back together.‖ In August 2009 Marcos talked about wanting 
to return and raise his son in Honduras and gave a soliloquy on how one can make it in 
Honduras if he or she is dedicated. By November 2009, he said that his son would have 
such a better education in the States that he would like to stay if at all possible. The 
change of heart coincides with cancelled mortgage subsidies and little work in the U.S. 
that have made things very tight for his parents who get by tailoring clothes and selling 
corn, beans, pigs, and metal silos. 
Focus Family Households of Origin Compared to the Broader Community 
When asked about the differences between families with and without migrants, 
residents invariably point to housing, education, and conspicuous consumption. Cattle 
and land are mentioned occasionally. When asked for three differences, an older farmer 
who had never emigrated responded: ―They go to the bank every fifteen days, buy food 
and shoes for the family, and have a bigger solar‖ (Men‘s group interview, 2/28/2009). 
The tables in this chapter draw on the 2009-2010 survey and participant 
observation completed over a period from February 2009 to May 2010 to compare the 
four focus families to other Santa Rosa households, with and without family members 
abroad. The village-wide survey was developed after conducting four group interviews, 
two with women, two with men. The sample was drawn from lists of households 
receiving potable water, in proportion to the number of emigrant/nonemigrant households 
in each neighborhood (see Chapter 3). The survey consisted of two hours of structured 
and semi-structured questions about household demographics, migration experiences, 
economic and social capital, and environment related practices. I returned to do a 1-2 
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hour agriculture interview when appropriate. (See the Appendices for copies of the 
survey questionnaires.) I completed 31 surveys before the June 2009 coup and completed 
another 20 when I returned in February-May 2010. The 2010 surveys are shorter and 
oversample households with emigrants and agricultural activities.  
To produce many of the data tables in this and subsequent chapters, I ran 
descriptive statistics and One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) in SPSS to compare 
the means of emigrant and nonemigrant households on a variety of characteristics.  As I 
am not performing more elaborate statistical procedures at this time, the measure of 
variance and significance levels are only meant to help signal variables that show greater 
difference between emigrant and nonemigrant households. I provide the F and p values 
only on those variables that are statistically significant at the p<.01 level. 
The survey shows surprisingly few differences between households in terms of 
number of children, dependents, or adults of working age. The statistics hide 
transformations within individual families. Differences are more apparent in levels of 
schooling, overall monthly income (including remittances), and land, coffee, and cattle 
holdings. The tables also summarize migration, remitting, communication, economic and 
social capital, and some agricultural and landscape impacting practices for the families 
vis-à-vis the rest of the community. Different aspects will be dealt with in greater detail 
in future chapters. See   
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Table 5.2  for an overview of basic demographic data forthe four focus families. It 
is clear that Family J is an outlier in size (13 residents of the household of origin, 4 
migrant children compared to 3-5 residents and 1-2 migrants for the other families). 
Family J is also an outlier in terms of income, cattle, land holdings, and remittances. 
Indeed, I approached the family because they were one of the wealthiest in Santa Rosa. A 
typical household in the village has 1 adult male, 1-2 adult females (one likely over 65), 
and 0-2 emigrants (some of whom would have formed their own households if they had 
stayed in Santa Rosa).  
Among the 51 survey households, there were no statistically significant 
differences in household composition between emigrant and nonemigrant households. 
Most surprising is that the average of adult men in emigrant and nonemigrant households 
is the same (0.9), though slightly more likely to be older (0.3 vs. 0.2 males over 65). 
Emigrant households also have slightly more dependents (calculated from non-cash 
producing adults, children in school, and adults over 65). Households with emigrants do 
tend to be older (0.6 adults over 65 compared to 0.3)  
On the surface at least, the emigrant and nonemigrant household demographics 
are more alike than might be expected in an area with heavy outmigration. In parts of 
Honduras, a Sustainable Development Network (RDS) researcher told me in April 2010, 
there are virtually no working age men. Even ―Aguas Blancas,‖ a PANACAM buffer 
zone community which I visited in 2007 had households much more ―skewed‖ to women, 
elderly men, and children. Closer proximity to wage labor opportunities in surrounding 
ranches and Santa Cruz, relatively low domestic migration, and having the technical high 
school in the village may be partially responsible for the more balanced demographics. 
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The household demographics may also be a result of unintentionally sampling a 
disproportionate number of households with emigrant children (as opposed to spouses). 
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Table 5.2 Basic demographic data for Santa Rosa households of origin (starred items 
showed statistically significant differences between emigrant and nonemigrant 
households using One-way ANVOA.) 
 
Focus Family  
Households of Origin All Santa Rosa Households Surveyed  
 
Family 
A  
Family 
E  
Family 
J  
Family 
M  
Non-Emigrant  
(n=23, mean) 
Emigrant 
(n=28, mean) 
All 
(n=51, 
mean) 
Household 
size (N) 3 5 13 5 4.7 4.8 4.7 
Adult women 
(N) 1 2 5 2 1.3 1.6 1.5 
Adult men (N) 0 1 3 2 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Adults 18 to 
64 (N) 1 3 6 3 2.3 2.4 2.3 
Under 5 (N) 0 0 4 0 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Women 65+ 
(N) 0 0 1 0 0.1 0.3 0.2 
Men 65+ (N) 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.3 0.3 
Adults 65+ (N) 0 0 1 0 0.3 0.6 0.5 
Dependents 
(Avg. N) 55 2 3.5 5 2 2.4 2.6 2.5 
Immigrant 
head of 
household (N) 0 1 2 0 0.48 0.46 0.47 
Years family 
has been in 
Santa Rosa (N 
years)*56 
32 
(since 
birth) 30 32 
53 
(since 
birth) 34.8 43.08 39.4 
International 
emigrant 
member (N)*57 1 2 4 2 0 2 1.1 
Emigrant 
member on 
Long Island 
(N)*58 1 0 4 2 0 0.71 0.39 
Domestic 
emigrant 
member (N) 0 1 0 0 0.35 0.29 0.31 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
 
55Calculated from number in school, non-cash producing adults, and over 65. 
56 F=2.933, p=.0094 
57 F=37.500, p=0.000 
58 F=17.589, p=0.000 
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Economic Households 
For the purposes of this study, ―households of origin‖ are the original households 
surveyed and include those physically residing in the same home. In addition to the 
residents of the household of origin, ―economic households‖ include all of those 
individuals who contribute or receive significant monetary or nonmonetary benefits, such 
as food, money, or childcare. Economic households may include extended families 
occupying multiple homes on the same property (such as Alana and her parents and sister 
in Family A), other family members and friends in Santa Rosa or in neighboring villages. 
These are labeled ―local‖ in the tables below. Economic households also include 
emigrants to or family members and friends in other parts of Honduras (labeled 
―domestic‖). Finally, about 40% of Santa Rosa households have someone living abroad 
who contributes to the household of origin or receives significant benefits from it (labeled 
―international‖).  
I use the concept of ―economic household‖ to discuss relationships of reciprocity 
and redistribution. Many households, particularly Families E and J  among my case-study 
families, hire domestic or agricultural labor. These relationships mediated by cash are not 
included here unless there are other goods and services being exchanged. (This is not to 
diminish the importance of having a strong network of potential reliable workers. Indeed, 
my observations would suggest that maintaining access to reliable help is a key type of 
social capital in Santa Rosa, one that may affect farmers‘ success almost as much as 
having enough cash flow to hire workers at all.) 
 Of the 121 economic household members in the combined 51 survey households, 
35% have a local residence, 18% are domestic, and 47% are international (Table 3.5). 
Note that ―domestic economic household members‖ are not necessarily the same as 
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―domestic migrants‖… not all domestic emigrants contribute; not all of those who 
contribute or benefit once resided in the household of origin. The same holds true for 
international emigrants and internationally based economic household members. Parents, 
siblings, extended family members, and friends can all fill in these domestic and 
international economic household member categories.  An emigrant who does not 
contribute to the household of origin or receive funds, goods, or services from it, would 
not be included in the count of international economic household members.  
The number of domestic household members and domestic emigrants is smaller 
than corresponding international numbers. This reflects a tendency to migrate 
internationally not domestically and the relative insularity of Santa Rosa. While it is a 
village of immigrants, most have been there for two or three generations, having arrived 
in the 1950s or earlier. On average, the economic households of nonemigrant households 
have more local and domestic members than do those of households with international 
emigrants Table 5.4.  Put differently, households with international emigrants have 
relatively smaller domestic and local economic households. Households with 
international emigrants are less likely to have domestic emigrants and domestic economic 
household members. This may be related to the role of domestic emigration as a jumping 
off point for international migration. At one point, many of the international emigrants 
were domestic emigrants. 
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Table 5.3 Residence of survey participants' economic household members ("Economic 
Household" members are those individuals identified by survey respondent as giving or 
receiving significant funds, goods, or services to the household of origin.) 
  
Total number for 51 
survey households 
Average across 
51 households 
Residents of Household of Origin 242 4.7 
Total Non-resident  Economic Household Members 121 2.4 
Local Non-resident Economic Household Members 42 0.8 
"Santa Rosa" 41 0.8 
"Pacaya" 1 0.0 
Domestic Non-resident Household Members 22 0.4 
Other Honduran City 14 0.3 
Santa Cruz 2 0.0 
San Pedro Sula 4 0.1 
Tegucigalpa 2 0.0 
International Non-resident Household Members
59
 57 1.1 
DC 2 0.0 
FL 3 0.1 
IL, Chicago 1 0.0 
LA, New Orleans 2 0.0 
NJ 2 0.0 
NY (Long Island) 41 0.8 
NY (town unspecified) 3 0.1 
PA 2 0.0 
TX, Houston 1 0.0 
Total Economic Household Members 363 7.1 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
Table 5.4 Average number of economic household members (in addition to household of 
origin residents) by current residence for emigrant and nonemigrant survey households 
(N=121 individuals in N=51 households) 
 
Average number of economic household members  
per survey household by residence 
  Local Domestic International 
All Nonemigrant Households (N=23) 0.96 0.61 0.04 
All Emigrant Households (N=28) 0.75 0.29 2.00 
All Survey  Households (N=51) 0.84 0.43 1.12 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
 
59 While all current international household members identified during survey interviews were 
residing in the United States, I also learned of Santa Rosa emigrants to Belize, Mexico, Canada, and Spain. 
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Across all survey households, international economic household members were 
more likely to contribute money (86%) than those living locally or elsewhere in 
Honduras and least likely to contribute services (0%) or food (9%) (Table 5.5). Survey 
respondents reported that international members of extended economic households were 
least likely to receive any of the benefits (money 2%, goods 5%, services 21%, and food 
0%). While these results are logical because of the great distances involved, they may 
underestimate the northward flow of money. As discussed in Chapter 4, a large amount of 
cash goes into the expense of migrating (routinely for coyotes and transportation, 
occasionally for ransoms). Also, when emigrants run into extended periods without work, 
they may request that portions of their savings in Honduras be wired to them in the U.S. 
Similarly, family members in Santa Rosa send small food gifts of coffee, bread, and 
cheese that were not reported in these survey questions. 
Table 5.5 Contributions and benefits of economic household members by place of 
residence (N=121 individuals from 51 households) 
  Contributions Benefits 
  Money Goods Services Food Money Goods Services Food 
All (N=121) 50% 38% 12% 17% 11% 23% 29% 11% 
Local (N=42) 12% 55% 31% 43% 10% 40% 31% 26% 
Domestic (N=22) 27% 27% 5% 9% 36% 36% 45% 9% 
International (N=57) 86% 30% 0% 2% 2% 5% 21% 0% 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
Households are most likely to obtain goods (55%), services (31%), and food 
(43%) from their local networks of friends and neighbors. This usually takes the form of 
generalized reciprocity in which exchanges take place without an expectation of 
immediate return, but with a sense of ―taking care of each other.‖ Typical items gifted or 
shared include portions of harvests (corn, beans, coffee, fruit), regular household supplies 
(coffee, sugar, rice, cooking oil, toilet paper), firewood, electronics in situ (TV, cable, 
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radio), clothing, and school supplies. Larger items such as oxen, horses, or vehicles are 
also shared, though less frequently and often with the participation of the owner, blurring 
the line with ―services.‖ Common services include cooking, childcare, elder care, 
harvesting firewood, and processing harvests (ex. separating corn from the cob or 
roasting coffee). It is worth noting that these exchanges are such a routine part of daily 
life that those interviewed often did not equate having, for example, a sister‘s child 
around all day while she worked as ―child care services‖ or see giving a friend coffee and 
bread as ―sharing food.‖ While each act may be small, cumulatively the effect is 
substantial as discussed in the extended household of Family A below. 
 On-the-farm labor (planting, weeding, applying agrochemicals, harvesting) is 
exchanged among friends and non-resident family members, but is much more likely to 
be mediated by cash.  Participants in the second men‘s group interview (3/8/2009) said 
they paid each other for help on the farms at a reduced rate (80 or 100 lempiras per days 
instead of the L$150 minimum wage) because they ―understood each other.‖  Although 
this money-mediated exchange of labor is not included here under services, it is an 
important function of a household‘s local network as family members and close friends 
are more likely to work at a reduced rate, accept delayed pay, or work with the dedication 
and timeliness that a farmer desires (see Chapter 7). 
Those living in other parts of Honduras who contribute to Santa Rosa households 
occupy something of an intermediary cluster of contributions and benefits. In addition to 
―domestic emigrants‖ (individuals originally from the survey household who have 
permanently or semi-permanently moved to other parts of Honduras), domestic economic 
household members include friends and family members with their own households (ex. 
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siblings or parents). Domestic economic household members are most likely to receive 
money (36%) and services (45%) from the Santa Rosa household. Money is commonly 
sent for children‘s education in universities or technical high schools. Caring for children 
or land are common services that Santa Rosa households perform for domestic economic 
household members. In turn, domestic economic household members contribute money 
(27%) and goods (27%) though at a lesser rate than international or local members, 
respectively. 
Four Transnational Household Economies 
The four transnational families on which this study focuses differ in the shape of 
their economic household networks. Each has international members, but only Family E 
has a domestic member (a daughter studying in Tegucigalpa).  Perhaps what is most 
interesting is that observations of the four families show that informants underestimate 
the degree to which their household is interlinked with others. Family J, for example, did 
not report that any individuals locally or nationally benefited from or contributed to the 
household of origin in Santa Rosa. In practice, their household is intimately intertwined 
with Jimena‘s (J6) parents and in-laws. Jimena made substantial improvements to 
her ―El Rancho‖ home that her in-laws inhabit.60 She brings them groceries which 
 
60  While the head of Family J did not name them as such in the survey interview, it became clear 
from participant observation and conversations with her and her emigrant children that Jimena‘s parents‘ 
and in-laws‘ houses in the nearby villages of ―El Rancho‖ and ―Potrelillos‖ were part of her economic 
household. Similarly, her emigrant son-in-law‘s (David, J33) parents in ―Nuevo Edan‖ (Dolores, J14 and 
Diogenes, J15) could be included here. I have added all of these to the Family‘s kinship chart but left this 
table as reported during the survey.   
I‘m not sure if her failure to mention them is significant or simply an artifact of the interview 
itself. She is very much a part of both houses, especially her husband‘s father and her sister in law who 
watch over the cattle and live in her second home there. Most of this came out in the visit to ―El Rancho‖ 
not in the interviews. 
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her sister-in-law prepares. They watch over her cattle and property. Her own sister 
steps in to manage the cheese factory when she is away and her sister‘s children 
spend a significant amount of time playing around Jimena‘s house and running 
errands. If there is an illness, Jimena, her husband, or one of their sons drives the 
person to the doctor or picks up medicine. Theirs is a very robust and integrated 
economic household, but the discourse is of self-sufficiency.
61
  
Table 5.6 Composition of transnational family networks and the composite economic 
households by place of current residence at time of interview 
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Residents of Household of Origin 3 5 13 5 4.7 4.8 
Local Economic Household Members 3 1 0 2 0.96 0.75 
Domestic Economic Household Members 0 1 0 0 0.61 0.29 
International Economic Household Members 1 2 4 2 0.04 2.00 
Residents of Emigrant Household(s) in U.S. 8 4 17  3 0 Unknown 
Emigrant(s)’ Economic Household Members in 
U.S. (excludes residents of the same household 
counted above) 6  1  5  4 0 Unknown 
Total Size of Transnational Family Network 15 13 34 16 6.3 
7.8 +  
Unknown 
 
This mismatch raises some questions for future research: How many others did survey respondents 
exclude? What can such exclusions say about their view of contributions and benefits in their economic 
households? Their definitions of ―contribution‖ and ―benefit‖ may vary from mine, as may the importance 
placed on magnitude or frequency of exchange, or the interactions may be so natural that they do not come 
to mind during questioning. As a result, my sense is that most figures for size of economic household likely 
underestimate the extent of family‘s economic household. 
61 This phenomenon is echoed in emigrants‘ reluctance to say that their Honduran based family 
members request remittances or that emigrants‘ give them instructions on how to spend money.  In Chapter 
6, I explore the common refrain of ―They know best.‖) 
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Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households; 2009 emigrant interviews 
The numbers in Table 5.6 are meant to give an idea of the relative size of the 
households/networks between the four families and in the context of all 51 survey 
households. Numbers given for transnational families are the sum of all emigrant 
households from the household of origin. For example, Family M combines Marcos‘s 
household (3) with his brother Miguel‘s separate household (1) for a total of 4 residents 
of emigrant household in Family M.  Similarly, the entry for transnational Family E 
combines Emanuel‘s and Eliana‘s U.S. based economic household members. Where 
multiple emigrants claim the same economic household member, ex. Emanuel and 
Eliana‘s cousin (Eduardo, E19) that individual is only counted once. Theoretically, there 
could be overlap between these numbers and the household of origin‘s ―international 
economic household members.‖ In practice, for these four focus families, there is not.  
Examples of a Transnational Family Economy: Family A 
 Using Family A as an example, this section suggests ways in which international 
and local households are joined. (See the tied kinship charts for Families A + B above 
Figure 5.2.) An in depth, composite view of each of the four families is given at the 
beginning of the chapter. Transnational connections are made through 1) direct 
remittances to family for food and housing (ex. Alvaro‘s remittances are the sole 
monetary income for his wife and children; ex. Alvaro‘s half brother (Angelo) purchased 
his mother‘s house), 2) lending of land (ex. Andrés  loans his uncle (Alonso)) land for 
corn, who gives his sister, Antonela, a share of the harvest in return), and 3) caretaking 
(ex. Anastacio cares for his wife‘s nephew‘s (Antonio‘s) land as if it were his own in 
exchange for proceeds from harvesting coffee and bananas). 
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Sharing residences, food, rides, and jobs in New York ties two unrelated families 
(A & B) from Santa Rosa and binds brothers (Alvaro, Antonio, Andrés, and Angelo) who 
had little contact in Honduras. These ties affect each emigrant‘s income, expenses, and 
ability to remit. Renters (including Alvaro and Antonio) pay the mortgage on Benedicto 
and Bella‘s $350,000 home, freeing funds to remit for their parents‘ and daughter‘s care 
and to care for cattle. Suspending Alvaro‘s rent during months without work tightens 
their budget but, paired with eating at his brothers‘ house, allows Alvaro to send a few 
dollars to his wife. She lives adjacent to her parents and siblings in households 
interconnected through shared food, money, goods, childcare, labor, and land.
62
  
Exploring the relationships within Alvaro and Alana‘s transnational economic 
household, here and in the vignette above, shows how dense and extensive reciprocity is 
in transnational family networks. Migration literature (and especially migration and 
development literature) tends to focus on remittances with little attention paid to all these 
relationships of gifting and informal exchange. Parallel to the monetary remittances 
relatively easily measured through transfer agencies (such as Western Union) and 
surveys, there is a constellation of relationships that affect the way money and ideas flow 
and the way families maintain their transnational livelihoods. 
Household and Agriculture Budgets: Income, Expenditures, & Remitting 
Overview of Transnational Family Economies 
This section pulls together data collected during the 2009-2010 Santa Rosa 
household surveys and 2009 interviews with focus family emigrants in the U.S. to 
 
62 For example, Alana spends remittance from Alvaro on groceries, medicines for her mother, and 
herbicides for her father. Her mother and sister sell and share tamales made with corn her father grew on an 
emigrant newphew‘s land and with lard bought through domestic remittances from her brother-in-law. 
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provide an overview of transnational family economies. The detailed income and 
expenditure data provided in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 give a sense of how cash flows 
within the household economy and of the different priorities of the four transnational 
focus families. Table 5.7 draws on the more detailed data to provide a rough estimate of 
the size of the transnational family economy for the four focus families. Put differently, 
this estimates the income and expenditures for the transnational economic households, or 
primary family networks, upon which four transnational economic households of origin 
can draw (i.e. those centered on Alana, Estela, Jimena, and Magdalena). While the 
absolute budget data has some flaws, discussed in Chapter 3, the relative estimates of 
―net income‖ for the four transnational families correspond with observations of the 
relative wealth of each network. 
Table 5.7 Net income and expenditure data, collected here from Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 
to estimate the relative sizes of the four transnational family economies 
  Family A  Family E  Family J  Family M  
Household of origin total monthly expenditures  -277 -583 -963 -1105 
Household of origin total monthly income 
(excluding remittances) 
35 790 769 1066 
Remittances to household of origin (monetary) 350 37 1246 0 
Remittances to household of origin (goods) 67 29 42 0 
Household income minus household and 
agriculture expenditures  
175 273 1094 -39 
U.S. Expenditures   -1467 -3462 -23,091 -1655 
U.S. Income  1400 8197 27,117 2000 
U.S. income minus U.S. expenditures  -67 4735 4026 345 
NET INCOME: TRANSNATIONAL FAMILY  108 5008 5120 306 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households; 2009 emigrant interviews 
Table 5.8 compiles household and farming expenditures and income for 31 Santa 
Rosa households, including the four transnational focus family households of origin. 
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Figures are based on 18 nonemigrant and 13 emigrant household surveys in 2009. (I 
omitted the time-intensive budget section in the abbreviated survey of 20 households 
conducted in 2010.) I converted all data into monthly equivalents for ease of comparison, 
but actual expenditures are much more ―lumpy,‖ tending to accumulate at specific points 
in the crop cycle (ex. applying herbicide, paying labor to harvest) or the school year 
(tuition, uniforms, and school supplies all must be paid at the start of the school year in 
March). Household expenses and general income questions were asked during the initial 
survey, typically with the female head of household. The agricultural expenditure and 
income data come from follow up interviews with the primary farmer, typically the male 
head of household. This division of data collection creates some inconsistencies in 
reporting as there is a sometimes sharp divide between male and female domains. Many 
respondents found it difficult to put their purchases and income in terms of regular 
expenditures. Indeed, working with women to map out their monthly income and 
expenditures and then returning with the completed ―budget‖ became an applied aspect of 
the 2009 interviews. For example, it led Alana to rethink some of her spending in order to 
better adjust to dwindling remittances from Alvaro. 
A few trends in the tables
63
 are worth noting. The relative income of emigrants in 
the U.S. corresponds to the relative size of Santa Rosa household expenditures. There are 
significant differences in how monies are spent, including Family J‘s investments in 
 
63 In Table 5.8, green shading indicates that over half of the households surveyed reported 
spending remittances on the item. Gray indicates that emigrants and/or Santa Rosa residents reported that 
the family spent remittances on that category of spending.  As part of the discussion on remitting practices 
in Chapter 6, I reproduce this table substituting the gray shading with coloring to distinguish between Santa 
Rosa resident reporting of remittance expenditures and emigrants‘ beliefs about their family member‘s 
remittance spending patterns and explore why they might differ. For now, I am more interested in over-
viewing patterns in transnational household budgets. (Shading in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 is simply to 
make it easier to group individual emigrants into the four transnational families.) 
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cattle and cheese-making (and by extension expenditure on labor, electricity, and 
vehicles) and Family M‘s hefty mortgage discussed below. Other differences derive from 
a number of factors, including a) number of children in elementary, secondary and/or 
postsecondary education, b) illnesses, c) diversity and amount of purchased meat and 
produce in the diet, d) number of taps, which are used to assess contributions to the 
village water project,  e) transnational calling habits, f) owning a vehicle, g) procurement 
of clothing and shoes (purchase new or used, donation, gift, package from U.S., h) 
farming practices and access to land, i) hiring farm or domestic labor, j) type of stove and 
access to firewood, and k) reciprocal relations for firewood, food, or services.  
I found surprising that the average monthly expenditures for the 18 nonemigrant 
and 13 emigrant households which completed budget data are nearly identical:  US$278 
for nonemigrants and US$277 for emigrants. Food expenditures and education are the 
only areas that are noticeably higher for nonemigrant households, both likely reflect a 
difference in household demographics.
64
  Emigrant families spent more on investments 
(US$44 compared to $0) and transportation, reflecting higher rates of purchasing 
property and vehicles. Emigrant households spent more on most agricultural costs 
(particularly chicken manure, inorganic fertilizer, urea, labor, and animal feed). Income 
derived from work is equivalent for nonemigrant (US$252) and emigrant (US$265) 
households, the overall difference in income is substantial (US$260 compared to 
US$515), due primarily to the US$225 in remittances that emigrant households receive.   
 
64 While I had anticipated that difference in expenditures reflect demographic differences in 
households, with nonemigrant households tending to be younger and have more children in elementary and 
secondary school, Table 5.1 shows little difference in these numbers. I would need to review the data 
further to see if there is a demographic explanation. 
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Table 5.8 Household and farming expenditures and income for Santa Rosa households. 
  
Nonemigrant 
households 
Emigrant 
households  
Family A 
 
Family E 
 
Family J  Family M  
HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES (converted to monthly averages; changed to US$; values over $1 rounded to nearest dollar.) 
(N is 18 nonemigrant households and 13 emigrant households on most items; 1 or 2 missing values on some items.) 
US$ Water 2 2 1 13 1 2 
US$ Tap Water 0.74 0.74 1.05 0.84 0.53 0.53 
US$ Bottled Water 2 1 0 12 0 1 
Water Project (^1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Electricity (^7) 14 13 0 24 132 0 
US$ Gas 2 1 3 10 0 0 
US$ Firewood 3 5 5 0 42 0 
US$ Food 140 73 116 158 105 58 
US$ Education (^2) 32 12 12 0 1 27 
US$ Health 13 30 9 127 32 22 
US$ Clothes Shoes 11 11 22 2 2 22 
US$ Transportation 28 45 3 53 421 30 
US$ Phone (not including minute transfers from U.S.) 9 9 0 29 21 0 
US$ Cable 3 5 8 8 13 8 
US$ Internet 0 0.42 0 1 0 4 
US$ Home Improvements 6 5 32 0 0 105 
US$ New Home Construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Rent Home 2 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Help Family Friends 7 4 0 5 0 0 
US$ Church 6 7 37 26 13 0 
US$ Other Donations 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Savings 0 4 0 53 0 0 
US$ Other Investment (^3) 0 44 0 0 0 526 
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Nonemigrant 
households 
Emigrant 
households  
Family A  Family E 
 
Family J Family M  
US$ Other Expenses (^4) 0.37 5 0 58 0 0 
US$ Total Monthly Expenditures 278 277 248 566 783 805 
AGRICULTURAL EXPENDITURES (converted to monthly averages) (^8) 
Herbicides US$  2 2 0 5 0 2 
Pesticides US$  0.16 0 0 0.21 0 0 
Insecticide US$  0.32 0.16 0 0.37 0 0 
Inorganic Fertilizer US$  1 6 0 0 0 28 
Chicken Manure 0.89 9 0 4 105 3 
Urea US$  0.74 5 0 0 0 24 
Rent Land US$  0.32 2 0 0 22 0.00 
Payment for Own Land US$  0.11 0 0 0 0 0 
Agricultural Labor US$ 4 15 29 7 53 79 
Animal Feed US$  5 19 0 0 [?] 160 
Veterinary Animal Meds US$  1 1 0 0 [?] 4 
Purchase Animals US$  1 0 0 0 0 0 
Other Agricultural Expenditure US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Ag Expenditures (US$ /month) 16 58 29 17 180 300 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (converted to monthly averages) 
(nonemigrant households, n~16; emigrant households, n~13) 
US$ Work Income 252 265 35 789 763 947 
US$ Income Remittances Monetary 0 225 350 37 1246 0 
US$ Income Remittances Goods 0 15 67 29 42 0 
US$ Help From Village Family Friends 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Income Land Rental 0 0 0 0 6 0 
US$ Income House Rental 4 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Subsidies 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Other Income A 4 9 0 0 0 118 
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Nonemigrant 
households 
Emigrant 
households  
Family J  
 
Family E 
 
Family A  Family M  
US$ Other Income B 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Total Monthly Income (^5) 260 515 452 856 2057 1066 
US$ Income Minus Expenditures (^6) -19 238 204 290 1274 261 
AGRICULTURAL INCOME 
(converted to monthly averages; 2009 only, because no budget data for 2010 households (only ag)) 
Sale Animals US$  1 5 0 0 0 70 
Sale Animal Products US$  (includes milk, cheese) 0 164 0 0 2105 26 
Sale Beef US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sale Pork US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sale Eggs US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sale Crops US$  9 3 0 16 0 5 
Sale Garden Production US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sale Land US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rental Income Land US$ 0 2 0 0 6 0 
Other Agricultural Income US$  4 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Agricultural Income (US$ /month) 13 174 0 16 2112 102 
Ag Income Minus Ag Expenditures (US$ /month) -13 -58 -29 -17 -180 -300 
OVERALL HOUSEHOLD BUDGET 
Total Household and Ag Expenditures 295 334 277 583 963 1105 
US$ Total Monthly Income + Ag Income(^5)  273 689 452 873 4169 1168 
US$  Total Monthly Household + Ag Income Minus HH 
+Ag Expenditures (^5)  -22 355 175 289 3206 63 
Household Income Minus HH + Ag Expenditures (^6) -35 181 175 273 1094 -39 
Source: 2009 survey of 31 Santa Rosa households. (Budget data was excluded from the 2010 survey interviews.) 
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Notes for Table 5.8 
(1) The water project was not part of households‘ monthly costs at time of 
budget interviews. 
(2) Other than interview timing (a month after the start of the school year), it 
is unclear why Family E said "0" on education when money was spent on sending 203 to 
school in Tegucigalpa and on sons' uniforms. 
(3) Family M - property and house payment to a financial Co Op. 
(4) Double-counting is likely. Overlap between income for household as 
reported by female head of household and income from agriculture as reported by male 
head of household. 
(5) Family E hired domestic help, 5-6 days/week. 
(6) Of the net budget estimates (all rough), this probably best reflects reality. 
(7) Electricity: subsidies meant most people paid 0. Family J had substantial 
electricity costs because of cheese factory. 
(8) Average expenditures on farming include all households, not just those 
that actively farm. 
A Closer Look at Focus Family Spending 
Based on estimates from diaries, observation, and survey responses, the charts in 
Figure 5.9 represent spending for each of the four transnational family households of 
origin. Figure 5.9 gives more detailed budgets. Chapter 6 gives more detailed information 
on remittances.  
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Figure 5.9. Remittance receiving households vary greatly in the way they allocate funds. 
Figure 5.10 gives a graphic representation of the month of June 2009 for two 
focus families with very different economic and remitting profiles. Unfortunately, the 
coup cut short the remittance diaries and I was unable to obtain more detailed spending 
and income data across time for the other families.
65
 Transnational families A and M 
have similar standards of living in Honduras, but emigrants play a very different role in 
the households of origin. The household of origin of Families A and M are within a 
stone‘s throw of each other. Both live on properties with extended family members. The 
families are also related (Abrán and Martin‘s father (M4) are brothers and Martin is his 
cousin Alana‘s, godfather.)  The composition is quite different, but representative of the 
broader community. The migrating spouse (Family A) vs. migrating children (Family M) 
household profiles are the dominant sources of remittances in Santa Rosa. At the core of 
Family A is a wife and two school aged daughters with a husband living in a rented room 
in New York. Alvaro is the primary source of income for his household of origin and the 
remittances he sends are directly spent on all households expenditures, routine or 
unexpected, including food, electricity, schooling, health, and modest mortgage. The 
 
65 It was possible to continue basic recall interviews about phone call topics and major 
expenditures and remittances from July to September by phone and in person in April 2010, but it was 
impossible to track the level of detail that I had been doing while in the field initially. The upside of this 
modification is that I have data over almost an entire year, capturing more variation than would have been 
possible in the three months originally planned. 
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expenditures that Alana reported for June 2009 are about 2/3 of the $248 she calculated 
as typical monthly expenditure during the March 2009 survey interview. The difference 
reflects Alvaro‘s underemployment and diminished remittances in June. Family M 
centers on a couple and their children and grand children in Honduras and two sons in 
New York (Miguel and Marcos). The sons‘ remittances go to raising cattle and paying off 
the hefty mortgage on their parents‘ home and land. After the June 2009 coup, the 
subsidy that had funded improvements to Magdalena and Martin‘s property was 
suspended significantly increasing the family‘s housing costs. Paired with 
underemployment in the U.S., the family suffered. As seen in Table 5.8, a major 
difference between the two households is that Magdalena and Martin pull in salaries 
while Alana depends fully on her husband in the U.S. with some supplementing of food 
from her parents next door. Much of the family‘s food comes from Martin‘s corn, bean, 
and coffee farming, Magdalena‘s pigs and poultry, and Manuel‘s cattle.  
Emigrants‘ attitudes toward return are quite different for the two families, 
affecting their earning and remitting. Marcos‘s U.S. born toddler anchors him to NY for 
his son‘s future, while Alana‘s daughters pull him closer to Santa Rosa even as the desire 
to provide a better standard of living and education for them keeps him in the U.S. 
Chapter 6 goes into these dynamics in greater depth. 
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Figure 5.10 June 2009 expenditures for Families A and M (from remittance diaries) show 
radically different expenditures for two Santa Rosa households with similar standards of 
living. 
From the detailed data presented for the four focus families in the tables and 
figures in this chapter, it is apparent that while the differences might be relatively small 
when compared with the richest and poorest families in the U.S. or Honduras, there is a 
good deal of variation in income and expenditures between the families. The overall 
―wealth‖ of the family network affects its ability to respond to crisis (ex. Jimena‘s 2009 
heart surgery and 2010 law suit), educate its children (ex. sending Eva a notebook 
computer for her university class work), travel to Honduras (Javier, Julian, Joana) or 
bring a family member to visit the U.S. (Jimena and Estela, twice each in 2010-2011), 
plan carefully for returning to Honduras (Emanuel) instead of considering seeking out 
deportation (Alvaro),  investing in houses in the U.S. (Eliana, Javier, Julian, and Joana in 
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2010) or Honduras (Joana), and purchasing land (Joana, Javier, Joel) or cattle (Javier, 
Joel, Marcos). At a minimum, delving into the household economies of these four 
families shows that more is going on than is suggested by aggregate remittance data 
(Chapter 4) or by stereotypes of households with emigrants simply living off remittances 
and ―only‖ investing them in food, education, and building houses (Chapter 6). 
Emigrant Income and Expenditures 
Expenses and income vary greatly for Hondurans living in the U.S., as can be 
seen in Table 5.9 which provides budget data for 8 of the 9 nuclear family members of 
the four focus families. The wide range in housing costs (US$250/month for Alvaro to 
US$3400/month for Javier and his family) corresponds to an array of living situations, 
from renting a single room with little kitchen access in an acquaintance‘s house (Alvaro), 
to renting a dark musty basement (Marcos), half a duplex (Emanuel), or an entire floor of 
a house (Joana, Joel), to paying the mortgage on a large home by renting multiple rooms 
to acquaintances from Honduras (Javier) or strangers (Julian). These numbers, like all of 
the data, capture a moment in time. The numbers for Eliana may look dubious (US$400 
on phone, $250 on education, $600 on food, but US$0 on housing), but they reflect a 
transition from saving every penny to buy a new house while still living rent free with her 
mother-in-law to purchasing and moving into a $206,000 home in November 2009. 
Repeating the October interview a month later would have yielded very different results!  
Emigrants without kitchen access ate all of their meals out in delis and at the 7-
Eleven (ex. Alvaro). Construction workers often ate lunches and breakfasts out because 
of long hours on working and commuting (ex. Marcos and Joana‘s husband). Tastes, 
trying to economize by buying bulk or simple ingredients (ex. Marcos‘s wife), and size of 
the household (4 for Joana and Julian, 1 for Alvaro and Emanuel) also affect the range in 
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food expenditures from US$1200 (Javier) and US$360 (Emanuel).
66
 Operating vehicles 
is a major expense (and risk for those without proper papers). Those with their own 
construction companies (Javier, Joel) or multiple vehicles (Joana, Julian) pay the most in 
insurance, gas, and maintenance. It was common for all eight emigrants to commute more 
than an hour each way for work in heavy traffic, move around a lot during the day 
(especially Javier and Eliana), and travel 30-60 minutes to go to church or visit relatives 
(ex. Joel, Marcos). At the time of interviewing, Joana had the highest and most stable 
income, earning more than US$50,000/year after a promotion to manager at high end 
chain restaurant. The men, all in construction, were suffering from the recession. They 
reported past annual salaries of US$35,000-70,000, reflecting working as a day labor 
(Alvaro), a full-time skilled carpenter (Emanuel, Julian), and owning the business (Javier, 
Joel).  Eliana‘s household income is the most stable (especially if factoring in health 
insurance), given her husband‘s job as a police officer, but she had to give up her long-
term nanny job when she chose to buy a house 75 minutes to the north and had yet to 
start up as a real estate agent or nurse assistant, professions for which she trained after 
moving to Florida (hence her US$250/month in education costs). 
 
 
66 As a point of comparison to the broader community, the median rent for 2006-2008 in Freeport 
was US$1,172 (U.S. Census Bureau 2008). 
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Table 5.9 Expenditures for 8 U.S. based households of 4 transnational families in US$. Comments on many individual 
expenditures are given in Table 5.9 at the end of the chapter. 21 members of 4 transnational families, distributed among 8 U.S. 
households. 
  Family A Family E Family J Family M 
  Alvaro Emanuel Eliana Javier Julian Joana Joel Marcos 
EXPENDITURES (US$/Month)                 
Water  40 77 0 55 10 50 20 10 
Electricity 0 360 0 120 200 205 0 0 
Gas 0 0 0 90 167 90 300 0 
Food 0 360 600 1000 500 220 300 300 
Restaurants 560 (food) ? 200 150 400 200 220 
Education   0 250 150 4 17 0 0 
Health 20 0 ? 170 120 200 0 50 
Health Insurance 0 0 0 0 0 600 0 0 
Clothes Shoes 15 minimal spouse 125 133 1 58 33 
Transportation carpool 200 ? 1300 1314 1100 620 157 
Phone 102 65 400 100 125 200 120 85 
Cable n/a 0 0 130 185 170 100 in rent 
Internet n/a n/a 0 bundled bundled bundled bundled in rent 
Home Improvements 0 0 0 200 8 0 0 0 
Home Mortgage 0 0 ? 3400 2700 0 0 0 
Home Rental 250 900 0 0 0 2000 1000 800 
Remittances to Help Family 400 [0] ? 167 800 479 250 [0] 
Remittances to Invest 0 167 83 0 0 0 167 ? 
Church 0 0 0 0 -- 0 600 ?? 
Other Donations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Savings 0 ? ? 0 0 0 0 0 
Retirement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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  Alvaro Emanuel Eliana Javier Julian Joana Joel Marcos 
Other Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other Expenses 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL MONTHLY 
EXPENDITURES 1467 2129 1333 7207 6417 5732 3735 1655 
Source: 2009 emigrant interviews 
 
Table 5.10  Income for 8 U.S. based households of 4 transnational families 
  Family A Family E Family J Family M 
  Alvaro Emanuel Eliana Javier Julian Joana Joel Marcos 
INCOME (US$/Month)                 
Work Income (a) 1400 1080 2500 3600 5200 4167 6000 2000 
Work Income (b) 0 0 4167 0 1400 4000 0 0 
Income Agriculture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Income Land Rentals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Income Property Rentals 0 450 0 1800 950 0 0 0 
Subsidies (Government Assistance) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [0] 
Other Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME 1400 1530 6667 5400 7550 8167 6000 2000 
                  
INCOME MINUES 
EXPENDITURES -67 -559 5333 -1807 1134 2435 2265 345 
Source: 2009 emigrant interviews
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Tied Economies: (Un)employment in Freeport with Ramifications in Santa Rosa  
To give a sense of how Santa Rosa emigrants‘ experience compares to the broader 
community, I turn to data on Freeport from the 2006-2008 American Community Survey 
(ACS)
67
 (U.S. Census Bureau 2008). While there are differences among towns on Long 
Island and between New York and Florida, Freeport is a good point of comparison as it 
was my secondary field site and the place where the majority of the emigrants I 
interviewed reside.  
As ―Hispanics‖ or ―Latinos,‖ Honduran immigrants are part of a very visible 
minority in Freeport: in 2006-2008, 39% of the 41,000 residents identified as ―Hispanic 
any race.‖68 34% of Freeport residents were foreign born, 79% of which entered before 
2000 (as was the case with 5 of my 8 key informants). 19% of Freeport residents spoke 
Spanish at home and English less than ―very well.‖ The Latino population is diverse:  less 
than 7% are from the three places of origin with large enough populations in Freeport to 
name in the census (Puerto Rico, Mexico and Cuba). Anecdotally, most of the other 
Latinos are large Salvadoran, Dominican, Guatemalan, and Honduran.
69
 (In the 
neighborhood where I lived there were also a number of Haitians.) In sum, my research 
participants are reflected in the town statistics.  
 
67 American Community Survey and Census data collection does not technically exclude ―illegal 
aliens‖ and does not require immigrants to provide documentation of residency status. However, in 
practice, undocumented workers are underrepresented, primarily an artifact of housing arrangements. 
68 The major Census ―race‖ classifications for one or more races were white (51%), African 
American (35%), Alaska Native (2.4%), Asian (2.5%), and other (14%). Anecdotally, most Hondurans self 
identify as white Hispanic. 
69 The number of Hondurans living in Freeport and Nassau County (as well as the other towns 
where my study participants live) was not available in the ACS, as there were too few to include at the 
town level without sacrificing respondents‘ anonymity. 
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During that period, median salaries for all residents were $72,348 and mean 
household income was $89,041. A quarter (25.1%) of the population of Freeport earns 
between $35,000 and $74,999: the income bracket within which most of my emigrant 
households fell in 2008. Only 8% of the town‘s population worked in construction, 
compared to 5 of the 8 (63%) emigrants whose budgets are detailed here. According to 
the New York State Department of Labor (2011), the unemployment rate in Freeport 
leading up the Dec 2007-June 2009 recession hovered around 4 to 6% for 2007-2008, and 
then more than doubled from October 2008 to October 2009 (from 4.2% to 8.6%)  when I 
conducted the emigrant interviews. During this time, emigrants in my study, especially 
those in construction of new homes, sales of which dropped precariously during the 
recession throughout much of the country, were largely underemployed. Even in 
normally busy months, they worked bursts of 3-4 busy weeks on a new job followed by 
weeks with only a couple days of work, if any.  This change is reflected in a drop off in 
remitting from February 2009 when I began collecting survey data and June 2009 when I 
began the remittance diaries. During my final leg of data collection in Honduras, when I 
gathered 20 additional interviews, most with emigrant households engaged in agriculture, 
the unemployment rate in Freeport went from 10.10% in the harsh winter of January-
February 2010 to 8.2% in May 2010. While I did not collect detailed budget data in those 
abbreviated ―survey‖ interviews, Santa Rosa residents‘ attitudes were colored by their 
family members‘ difficulties in finding work and sending remittances.  
It is worth noting that when Javier, Julian, Juana, Emanuel, and Eliana came to 
the United States, the unemployment rate in Freeport was much lower, ranging from 2.8 
to 4% in 1998 and 1999. As mentioned elsewhere, those who arrived earlier, particularly 
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those obtaining and retaining the coveted Temporary Protection Status granted to those 
residing in the U.S. prior to Hurricane Mitch, tended to be more economically successful, 
remitting more and investing more in the U.S. and Honduras.  
The drop in remittances sent a shockwave through the local economy in Santa 
Rosa, adversely affecting construction and purchases at local stores, two of the main 
sources of non-farm employment. (According to Efrain and Eustacio, trucking was also 
hit hard during this time, but more by declines in agricultural exports than remittances.) 
The U.S. economy clearly affects household income in rural Honduras, reinforcing the 
assertion in Chapter 5 that transnational households and the broader village are more 
deeply embedded in (and dependent on) markets and the capitalist world system because 
of emigration and remittances. The dynamics presented in Chapter 6, 7 and 8 suggest that 
agricultural and natural resource use practices resulting from this dependency are a 
source of development and underdevelopment.    
Summary and Implications 
The goal of this chapter has been two-fold. First, it introduces the transnational 
families, giving readers a better sense of the people behind the numbers and arguments 
that are presented in coming chapters. The second is to show that individual households 
in Santa Rosa exist within extended economic households made up of local, domestic, 
and, in some cases, international members. Some of these are emigrants from the 
household, others are family members or friends who contribute or receive some money, 
goods, and/or services from the household of origin. This chapter has provided budget 
data and observations to show that the four transnational families are also transnational 
household economies.  
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Income generated locally, elsewhere in Honduras, and in the U.S. or another 
foreign country may channel through family networks and affect how the household of 
origin manages its budgets and its resources. Strength of ties between family members – 
and their relationships with support networks locally and in the place of destination – 
affect the ability of family members to share or leverage resources and money on a 
routine or emergency basis. As the ties between Families A and B show, relationships in 
the destination (Long Island, NY in this case) can determine the ability of an emigrant to 
live and make a living. In effect, the support that a migrant receives his/her network in 
the United States can determine whether or not he/she is able to remit money to family in 
Honduras. The support the household receives and gives in Honduras will determine, in 
part, how far that money will go.  
Each of the family networks functions a little differently and with different 
amounts of material and social resources, yet the transnational family members are all 
embedded, to varying degrees, in transnational family economies.  The scale and fluidity 
of these economies shapes the family‘s ability to invest in housing, education, and other 
long term investments (or ―savings‖ as Joana called them) in agricultural land, pastures, 
and cattle.  Amount of income and remittances may be the most important factor in 
whether an individual or family makes investment oriented purchases, but it is not the 
only one. Values around work and saving, dreams of retirement or children‘s future, and 
knowing people who can effectively manage land or cattle in one‘s absence are all 
important factors. Access to cash and ties of reciprocity (ex. for food and firewood) are 
major factors in day to day household and farming expenditures, in maintaining a rural 
livelihood. A family can do well while a migrant is abroad with a meager salary and 
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regular remittances, but to capitalize on migration and build lasting economic capital, 
they need to invest. At the time of research, that was a major difference between one of 
the wealthiest families in Santa Rosa (Family J)  and one that is still-living hand to 
mouth, although with a little better than average basic amenities like cable, a refrigerator, 
concrete walls, and a gas stove (Family A). 
The next chapter builds on this description of monetary and nonmonetary 
economic relations to depict remittances and communication flows within the four 
transnational family networks. 
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6 CHAPTER 6  
CIRCULATION OF LANDSCAPE IMPACTING  
FUNDS AND IDEAS WITHIN TRANSNATIONAL FAMILIES 
Overview 
This chapter describes the circulation of funds, goods, and ideas within the 
transnational families introduced in the previous chapter. Divided roughly into thirds, the 
chapter begins by describing the transfer and expenditure of financial remittances. By 
showing differences in remitting patterns among the focus families and discussing the 
transnational decision making that goes along with remitting, the chapter shows that 
financial remittances are far more than a simple one-way transfer of funds. Monetary 
remitting occurs in a context of ongoing communication, through which values and 
priorities are shared. The second third of the chapter depicts communication patterns 
within transnational families, focusing on topics discussed during phone calls, what are 
framed as social remittances. The data provided highlight the place that expenditures and 
conversation topics related to farming and other landscape impacting practices have in 
the context of the transnational family‘s overall budgets and communication. The final 
third of the chapter discusses overarching themes: nostalgia, concern for their children‘s 
future, plans for return, social remittances, social and economic capital, and implications 
for conservation. This chapter draws heavily on the remittance diaries and recall 
interviews, survey of 51 households in Santa Rosa (28 with emigrants), and structured 
interviews with emigrants in New York and Florida. 
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The two major findings of the chapter are: 1) Natural resource related topics and 
expenditures are a routine part of remitting and communication within transnational 
families and 2) the movement of funds and ideas within transnational families is better 
described as circulations within a network marked by flows and frictions than as north to 
south transfers. Emigrants‘ priorities for remittance sending, for example, are mediated 
by requests for money and more ambiguous communication of concerns raised by family 
members in Honduras. 
Taken alone, this chapter could give the impression that monetary remittances are 
the most important economic practice within transnational families.  However, as shown 
in Chapter 5 local and transnational nonmonetary economic relations, such as lending 
land, sharing food, childcare, even carpooling in the U.S., all play a role in the 
transnational family economy that is not always tied to remittances.  The following 
chapter (7) will go deeper into monetary and nonmonetary relationships around land use 
and how they intertwine in landscape impacting practices. For now, it is important only 
as a cautionary reminder that remittances, while the most visible to villagers (and to 
others interested in studying or channeling their impact in rural economies and 
landscapes), are not the only economic practice that spans borders. As will also be shown 
in the second half of this chapter on transnational communication and social remittances, 
money is far from the only thing circulating within transnational families. Before taking 
on these additional flows, it is important to first depict remittance related practices 
captured in the survey of 51 village households, fleshing out this vital and most visible 
contour of the transnational topography rooted in Santa Rosa.  
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PART I: Economic Remittance Transfer and Expenditure 
For the approximately 40% of Santa Rosa households with emigrants abroad, 
remittances are a major component of the household economy and livelihood strategy. As 
one farmer who does not receive remittances put it: migration to the U.S. ―is the best 
thing we have going right now. It helps a lot! Having someone there means having a hope 
of making it here.‖ (6/22/2009).  He is speaking primarily of the money family members 
send home and make it possible to make a living in Santa Rosa. The following section 
describes remitting and spending practices and related inter-family dynamics. The first 
half of the section draws on data from the village-wide structured interviews (―survey‖) 
of 51 households (28 of which had nuclear family members emigrate from the 
household). Information from emigrant interviews and remittance diaries is incorporated 
into the second half. 
Among study participants, remitting patterns included yearly Christmas packages 
sent with friends or paid curriers, biweekly transfers of $150-200 for routine expenses, 
and multiple large transfers to pay for surgeries, home construction, agricultural 
machinery, and farmland totaling several thousand dollars annually. Twenty-eight of the 
51 households interviewed in Santa Rosa had emigrant nuclear family members, for a 
total of 121 emigrants. Most families with emigrants had 1 or 2 remitters; a minority had 
3-5. Of these,38 remitted at least once month on a regular basis, 11 remitted once to 
several times per year, 72 had remitted once or not at all (Figure 6.1).  Average 
remittances in Santa Rosa are US$222/month, vary by family and individual remitter, 
ranging from US$37 to US$1417 for the four transitional focus families. Individual 
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transfers ranged from a one-time Mother‘s Day gift of US$50 to US$6000 pooled by four 
Long Island based siblings for their mother‘s cardiac surgery. 
The amount and frequency of remittance can vary greatly between individuals and 
households and over time for the same individual. Typical transfers range between 
US$50 and $250 per transfer. Successful emigrants in a family tend to pull relatives to 
the same destination, drawing on their own material resources (for example an extra 
room) and U.S. based networks (such as their own business, a long-term boss, or church 
contacts) to help them get on their feet much more quickly (and remitting more and more 
immediately) than emigrants without successful U.S.-based friends or family members. 
Economic disparities between households of origin and transnational family networks can 
then be compounded over time. Individual remitting habits can also vary greatly. In some 
cases family or personal circumstances and challenges are to blame (adultery, alcoholism, 
time weakening ties), but in most cases during my study period it was because of lack of 
work and high costs of living in the U.S. The ―Great Recession‖ crippled the housing 
sector where most emigrants from Santa Rosa work, leading to high unemployment and 
underemployment. Emigrants reported working 2-3 days a week, going a month or more 
without getting paid for work completed, and going months at a time with minimal or no 
employment. Back injuries laid up two informants during the study period and they were 
unable to send any money. 
70
 
 
70 The large influxes of cash from workers compensation claims were in one case enough to 
finance a return trip and investment in home or business (Jacinto, J10) and in another sufficient to put a 
down payment on a house in Long Island but insufficient to compensate for continuing pain that left the 
emigrant unable to work fully and pay for the house (Andres, A22). In a third case, plans to return to 
Honduras were somehow waylaid as the money gave the emigrant more hope of staying (Alvaro, A20). 
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After the accident I haven‘t sent as frequently. Because I‘m 
still not quite right and because there is little work. One has a lot 
of commitments here. One always has to send a little for them, 
because, let‘s say, we‘re the livelihood of the ones that are there. 
(Andrés, 11/11/2009) 
 
Figure 6.1 Frequency of monetary remitting to 51 households of origin by 121 economic 
household members. (2009-2010 village-wide survey)  
Emigrants wire funds through Money Gram, Western Union, and RIA Envíos. In 
turn, their family members (usually mothers or wives) pick up the funds at a bank branch 
in the municipality of Santa Cruz, a forty minute, US$1, bus-ride from Santa Rosa. Large 
amounts for investing are often delivered in person by the emigrant or sent with a 
travelling friend or paid agent.  As will be discussed below, in large part, emigrants tend 
to leave more routine spending to the receiver‘s discretion.   
Nonmonetary economic relationships on both sides of the border shape how funds 
are earned, transferred, and spent (see Chapter 5), as do conversations between emigrants 
and residents. The effect of communication on remitting can be a subtle one of shaping 
sender and recipient perception of the socio-natural landscape in Santa Rosa or as direct 
as granting a family member the right to harvest firewood or plant corn on a fallow plot. 
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This example of use rights as social remittances, and the ties between remitting and 
communication more generally, are discussed in greater depth below. 
 
Figure 6.2 Most recent mechanism of remittance transfer used by 121 economic 
household members of 51 households (2009-2010 survey) 
Routine Remittance Expenditures 
After collecting their money in Santa Cruz, recipients pay utility bills and 
mortgages and buy food, medicine, school supplies, and agricultural supplies. Multiple 
families reported buying herbicides for application in farming right after collecting 
remittances, suggesting that remittances are tied to landscape impacting practices. Back 
in Santa Rosa they may distribute funds among other relatives, pay workers, pay-down 
accounts with local general stores, or set aside money for general household expenses. 
In the 2009-2010 survey, 28 Santa Rosa households with emigrants abroad 
reported that remittances were most commonly sent and spent for health (89%), general 
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expenses (―gastos‖) (79%), food (75%), farm maintenance (46%), and the community 
water project (43%)
71
, finished in 2009  (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.4).   
The Honduran National Statistics Institute (2006) found that, nationally, 
households spent remittances on food (72%), health (12%), education (9%), housing 
(5%), and savings (4%) (Figure 6.3). Of the categories for which they collected data, only 
two are directly landscape impacting: agricultural inputs (i.e. agrochemicals) (2%) and 
purchasing land or houses (1%).  Households in my study were also more likely to have 
spent remittances on agrochemicals (36% compared to only 2% for the national study). 
Note that while the top four national spending categories are the same as in Santa 
Rosa, the national survey found far less spending on health and slightly more on food. 
The difference in magnitude can be attributed to their remittance expenditure data 
including all households while mine is only those with individuals who have emigrated 
from the household of origin. The difference in relative spending by category is likely 
attributable to the volume of remittances received: households without emigrants may 
receive occasional remittances but not enough to be directed to longer term items like 
buying land or savings. Food would be the most immediate and universal expenditure 
across households.  
 
71 Individual and collective remitting for the potable water project will be discussed more in depth 
in Chapter 8. For now, it is important to note that the Santa Rosa village council and water council put in a 
new potable water system and emigrants contributed through donations and required tap fees and hired 
labor to replace their required labor contribution. 
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Figure 6.3 Remittance expenditure in Honduras by category (percent of 1200 Honduran 
households) (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2006: 36). 
Working from the lists of households they use to assess water fees and their own 
knowledge, neighborhood leaders estimated that 40% of households have at least one 
family member abroad. A similar but unspecified proportion have family members 
residing elsewhere in Honduras Male children and husbands are the most typical 
migrants, with males outnumbering females about 4 to 1.  40% of the households receive 
economic remittances from abroad, usually from a child or husband but occasionally 
from siblings, nephews, grandchildren, etc. When women or couples emigrate they often 
leave children with parents or siblings and remit for their routine care (education, 
medicine, sometimes food). Domestic emigrants also support their households of origin, 
but the amounts were smaller and typically given in person or in kind, making the 
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magnitude more difficult to measure.
72
 The following figures and tables show how 
families in Santa Rosa spend remittances received from international emigrants.  
Health figures prominently in remitting practices. Across the board, emigrants 
most commonly remitted for health (doctors, medication, hospital visits) (100% of 21 
emigrant respondents). Santa Rosa residents were also more likely to request assistance 
for health than other expenses. Even those who remit very infrequently report having 
contributed to a family member or neighbor‘s surgery or other medical treatment. Table 
6.1 lists other routine spending areas, the most common of which are water (76%), 
general expenses (76%), food (71%), transportation (62%), farm and cattle maintenance 
(62%), labor (57%), and telephone (57%). 
Recipients report spending remittances on a variety of items that potentially 
impact the bio-physical environment (and agrarian landscape) including firewood (43%), 
herbicides (36%), chicken manure (32%), and inorganic fertilizers (32%) (Figure 6.4). 
Similarly, in Fall 2009 interviews emigrants report that they believe that the money they 
send is used for day laborers, agrochemicals, cattle, and plowing, even if that was not 
necessarily the expressed purpose of the transfer.
 
72 See Chapter 5 for more on the role of domestic emigrants in the transnational household.  
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Figure 6.4 Percent of households with emigrants that report having spent at least some remittances on a particular item (n=28, 
2009-2010 village survey, green=natural resource related). 
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Disconnect in Reporting 
The previous section discusses remitting from the perspective of recipients. From 
this point forward, data gathered from emigrants will also be included. There is a degree 
of disconnect between emigrant and resident reporting, visible in the transnational family 
expenditures section of Table 6.1. Shading indicates that remittances were spent (or 
believed to be spent) on a given area. Items in purple were named by both emigrants and 
residents, the areas of agreement between remittance recipients and senders. I can be 
more confident in asserting that remittances were spent in these instances than in those 
instances where only emigrants (blue) or Santa Rosa residents (pink) said remittances 
were spent.
73
 Discrepancies suggest areas that may be less commonly discussed in 
transnational phone calls, such as firewood. 
While common sense would suggest that those doing the spending are best able to 
report remittance expenditure, emigrants‘ responses to my formal interview questions 
probing their beliefs about remitting aligned better with my observations and informal 
discussions than did Santa Rosa residents‘ reporting during the budget portion of the 
household and agriculture interviews.
74
 Those living in Honduras are best able to 
accurately quantify Santa Rosa household outlay of money for education, food, 
agrochemical, labor, etc. However, the question of whether remittances were dedicated to 
 
73Green indicates that more than half of survey households spent remittances on that item. One 
household without emigrants received occasional remittances from a brother in the U.S. 
74 Discrepancies are in part a methodological artifact, reflecting the level of trust families had in 
me and the project at the time of reporting – the household surveys were done on the 2nd or 3rd visit with 
families in March-April 2009 while the emigrant interviews were carried out in September-November 2009 
after being involved with the transnational families for over six months. Even if it was only my 2nd or 3rd 
encounter with an individual, my intentions were more of a known quantity. 
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a particular expenditure is less cut and dry and the reason why I call attention to both 
reported expenditures (residents) and perceived expenditures (emigrants). Emigrants 
appeared more cognizant of money flows within their immediate and transnational 
households, largely because of increased financial literacy from increased integration into 
the market economy in the U.S.  
Remitter and recipient responses reflect differing value placed on direct and 
indirect expenditures on remittances.  When I asked emigrants if they believed any of the 
money they sent to Honduras was being spent on an item, I received a response consistent 
with their discourse that recipients ―know best‖ how to spend their money. Emigrants 
appeared to appreciate and accept redistribution of funds within households, 
understanding that money sent for one thing could be spent partly on a more immediate 
need with future remittances or local earnings being used later to make the original 
purchase.
75
  
Residents‘ responses tended to reflect more closely the intended purchase, 
perhaps out of a desire to be accountable and show reliable use of remitted funds. 
Whether or not  remittances were ever spent on an item is best answered by combining 
both sets of reporting (i.e. any shaded area in Table 6.1). Recipient reporting would be 
more accurate for gauging recent expenditures.  
 
75 Phrased like this, the question of who spends remittances is potentially broader for emigrants 
thinking about the entire family network than Santa Rosa residents thinking about their own household 
budget. In practice, there were few differences of this kind in the emigrant interviews as most only remit to 
the household of origin and when constructing the table I tried to eliminate non household of origin 
spending. The exception is Family A, where I am treating Alana‘s father‘s farming as part of her household 
budget and strategy to procure food.  
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Table 6.1 Household and farming expenditures (reproduced from the expenditures and income table in Chapter 5 
  
Nonemigrant 
households 
Emigrant 
households  
Family A Family E  Family J  Family M  
HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES (converted to monthly averages; changed to US$; values over $1 rounded to nearest dollar.) 
(N is 18 nonemigrant households and 13 emigrant households on most items; 1 or 2 missing values on some items.) 
US$ Water 2 2 1 13 1 2 
US$ Tap Water 0.74 0.74 1.05 0.84 0.53 0.53 
US$ Bottled Water 2 1 0 12 0 1 
Water Project (no fees month budget data collected)   0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Electricity  14 13 0 24 132 0 
US$ Gas 2 1 3 10 0 0 
US$ Firewood 3 5 5 0 42 0 
US$ Food 140 73 116 158 105 58 
US$ Education  32 12 12 0 1 27 
US$ Health 13 30 9 127 32 22 
US$ Clothes Shoes 11 11 22 2 2 22 
US$ Transportation 28 45 3 53 421 30 
US$ Phone (not including minute transfers from U.S.) 9 9 0 29 21 0 
US$ Cable 3 5 8 8 13 8 
US$ Internet 0 0.42 0 1 0 4 
US$ Home Improvements 6 5 32 0 0 105 
US$ New Home Construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Rent Home 2 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Help Family Friends 7 4 0 5 0 0 
US$ Church 6 7 37 26 13 0 
US$ Other Donations 0 0 0 0 0 0 
US$ Savings 0 4 0 53 0 0 
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Nonemigrant 
households 
Emigrant 
households  
Family A  Family E  Family J  Family M  
US$ Other Investment  0 44 0 0 0 526 
US$ Other Expenses 0.37 5 0 58 0 0 
US$ Total Monthly Expenditures 278 277 248 566 783 805 
AGRICULTURAL EXPENDITURES (converted to monthly averages) 
Herbicides US$  2 2 0 5 0 2 
Pesticides US$  0.16 0 0 0.21 0 0 
Insecticide US$  0.32 0.16 0 0.37 0 0 
Inorganic Fertilizer US$  (F=3.177, p=.089) 1 6 0 0 0 28 
Chicken Manure 0.89 9 0 4 105 3 
Urea US$  0.74 5 0 0 0 24 
Rent Land US$  0.32 2 0 0 22 0.00 
Pay Own Land US$  0.11 0 0 0 0 0 
Ag Labor US$/month 4 15 29 7 53 79 
Animal Feed US$  5 19 0 0 [?] 160 
Veterinary Animal Meds US$  1 1 0 0 [?] 4 
Purchase Animals US$  1 0 0 0 0 0 
Other Ag US$  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Ag Expenditures(US$ /month) 16 58 29 17 180 300 
Source: 2009 survey of 31 Santa Rosa households
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Family Level Variation among Remitters (and the Pendiente Dance) 
As discussed elsewhere, the differences among remittance receipt are even larger 
for other non focus families, including individuals who never received any money or gifts 
and others whose children fell out of contact and stopped remitting. Variation in remitting 
patterns show that the ways families interact across borders varies with their network-
wide relative wealth and the level of engagement with each other. 
Differences in scale of family economies are an important factor of difference. 
There is a very large difference in magnitude of transfers between Family J and other 
transnational families. Their remittances and income are outliers that bring up averages 
for survey households with emigrants. The discrepancy is even more marked since the 
crisis in the U.S. Success and status in the U.S. play a major role in the family‘s ability to 
mitigate risk and adapt to crisis: a pump for water for cows in dry conditions, money  for 
property when land squeeze is driving per/cattle grazing rights too high, heart surgery, 
diabetes treatments, lawyers to fight community complaints about whey from the factory 
polluting downtown, a new septic tank to hold the whey, obtaining a visitor‘s visa, and 
getting papers in order (ex. Edwin‘s birth certificate so he could travel in July 2009). The 
families have also been more materially successful in the U.S. than other families I knew. 
As of May 2011, three of four siblings owned their own houses. Javier and Joel were 
operating successful contractor businesses and employing their brother and brother-in-
law, Joana was earning US$50,000/year as a restaurant manager, and Jimena visited NY 
twice in 2011. The family‘s success and scale of operation is striking when compared, for 
example, to someone like Miguel who lives alone in a rented room. 
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Remitting Patterns and Variations 
Just as Chapter 5 showed that each family spent their income and remittances 
differently, the tables and graphs that follow show that each family has a unique remitting 
profile. The following pie charts are reproduced from Figure 5.9 as a reminder of the 
general patterns. Health is the only remittance expenditure common to all four families.  
 
Figure 6.5 Remittance expenditure patterns simplified from Santa Rosa resident reporting 
and participant observation. 
As expected, differences in household spending are reflected in emigrants‘ remitting 
patterns. For example, a single man in New York remits once or twice per month 
providing most of the cash income and sustenance for his wife and daughters in Honduras 
(Family A). Two siblings in Florida have sustained infrequent remitting of cash and 
packages for gifts over long periods (Family E). Four siblings in New York have sent for 
major health and cattle-related expenses for their parents and for investments in land and 
houses for themselves (Family J). Two brothers in Family M send primarily for 
maintenance of their 11 cows and to pay the mortgage on their parents‘ home and 
property.  
The following pie charts show how remitters think that remittances are spent 
based on conversations with the recipients and other Santa Rosa residents‘ reports. The 
first set shows only remitting of emigrants from the household of origin to the household 
of origin (Figure 6.5). These are the core 8 emigrants who anchor the transnational 
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networks in Florida or New York.
76
 The second set show remitting to anywhere in 
Honduras from all emigrant members of the transnational family network who I 
interviewed (Figure 6.7). Throughout the following tables and graphs I use the same 
distinction, labeled as ―household of origin‖ (HH) and ―transnational family network‖ (or 
TNF).  The two sets of pie charts make it clear that even within families there is variation 
among who remits for what. Some reasons for this variation are discussed below.  
All eight emigrants report that money they have sent has, at some point, been 
spent by their household of origin on health, farming/cattle ranching, and the water 
project. As shown in the budget data presented in Chapter 5, expenditures within 
categories vary widely. For health, expenditures range from a one-time US$6000 transfer 
by four family J emigrants for their mother‘s heart surgery to more money taken out of 
routine monthly remitting for general expenses for clinic visits and medicines to treat 
colds and flu (Family A). ―Farm/cattle maintenance‖ incorporates everything from 
Emanuel believing that his father may have directed some gift money to labor or seeds 
(Family E) to actively remitting to help maintain a family dairy business (Family J).  
I use the term ―believe‖ intentionally to reflect that emigrants are surer that their 
monies have been spent on some things than other. For the purposes of this study, 
perceptions are just as valid as memories of expenditures as the goals are to a) depict the 
contours of transnational family economies and b) show that remitting practices are 
linked to farming and resource use practices.  
 
76 These are all of the emigrants from the nuclear families residing in the four households of origin 
headed by Aliana, Estela, Jimena, and Magdelena. I was unable to interview a second N.Y. based son from 
Family M.    
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Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the more detailed data behind the aggregate 
categories in the pie charts. Noteworthy for future discussions are reporting on 
expenditures for agriculture and cattle (Chapter 7) and donations and water (Chapter 8). 
Almost half of all emigrants interviewed stated that their remittances were spent on 
agriculture (48%), more than education (43%) or housing (43%). The national remittance 
expenditure pattern is reversed: 1.7% for agriculture, 9.3% for education, and 4.8% for 
housing (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2006). (The national data is for of all emigrant 
and nonemigrant households, but the pattern is the relevant piece.)  The number of 
remitters contributing to the water project (57%) appears lower than expected because the 
total number of remitters includes 4 Hondurans from other villages. 76% of Santa Rosa 
emigrants contributed to the water project. It is not 100% because only males over 17 and 
those with houses in Santa Rosa were required to send money for the yearly quota, one-
time fee, or to hire replacement labor. Other variation between remitters is discussed 
below. 
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Figure 6.6 Number of emigrants who report their remittances to the household of origin 
contribute to each category. (2009 interviews with 8 emigrants to the United States from 
four Santa Rosa households.) 
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Figure 6.7 Number of remitters who report that someone in Honduras (within or beyond 
the household of origin) is spending their remittances in each category. (2009 interviews 
with 17 transnational family network members in the United States.) 
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Table 6.2 Number of emigrants who report that their remittances were spent on a given household item. (Shading is solely to 
improve legibility.) 
 
Source: 2009 interviews with 21 emigrants in New York and Florida 
 
  
Expenditure
N=2
1
% N=1 % N=5 % N=2 % N=3 % N=4 % N=6 % N=1 % N=3 %
food 15 71% 1 100% 5 100% 0 0% 1 33% 1 25% 5 83% 1 100% 3 100%
transportation 13 62% 1 100% 4 80% 1 50% 2 67% 2 50% 6 100% 1 100% 1 33%
clothes/shoes 2 10% 1 100% 1 20% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 1 17% 0 0% 0 0%
telephone 12 57% 1 100% 4 80% 2 100% 3 100% 1 25% 4 67% 1 100% 1 33%
firewood 4 19% 0 0% 1 20% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 3 50% 0 0% 0 0%
health 21 100% 1 100% 5 100% 2 100% 3 100% 4 100% 6 100% 1 100% 3 100%
education 9 43% 1 100% 4 80% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 4 67% 1 100% 1 33%
general expenses 16 76% 1 100% 5 100% 0 0% 1 33% 2 50% 6 100% 1 100% 3 100%
HOUSING 9 43% 1 100% 3 60% 0 0% 0 0% 3 75% 5 83% 1 100% 1 33%
-home construction/purchase 6 29% 1 100% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 3 75% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
-home improvements 7 33% 1 100% 3 60% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
-home rental 1 5% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 1 17% 0 0% 0 0%
DONATIONS 9 43% 1 100% 4 80% 0 0% 1 33% 3 75% 4 67% 0 0% 0 0%
-donations: church 5 24% 1 100% 3 60% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 2 33% 0 0% 0 0%
-donations: other 5 24% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 1 33% 2 50% 2 33% 0 0% 0 0%
WATER 16 76% 1 100% 5 100% 2 100% 3 100% 2 50% 6 100% 1 100% 2 67%
-water project 12 57% 1 100% 5 100% 1 50% 2 67% 2 50% 4 67% 1 100% 1 33%
-water: labor 9 43% 1 100% 5 100% 0 0% 1 33% 1 25% 2 33% 1 100% 1 33%
-water: annual 12 57% 1 100% 5 100% 1 50% 2 67% 0 0% 4 67% 1 100% 1 33%
-water: donation 4 19% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 1 33% 0 0% 0 0% 1 100% 1 33%
-water: purified 8 38% 0 0% 0 0% 2 100% 3 100% 1 25% 4 67% 0 0% 1 33%
All Remitters Family A Family E Family J Family M
Transnational 
Network
Household of 
Origin Emigrants 
Only
Transnational 
Network
(Includes 
Family B)
Household of 
Origin Emigrants 
Only
Transnational 
Network
Household of 
Origin Emigrants 
Only
Transnational 
Network
Household of Origin 
Emigrants Only
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Table 6.3 Number of emigrants who report that their remittances were spent on a given agricultural item. 
 
Source: 2009 interviews with 21 emigrants in New York and Florida 
Expenditure
N=2 % N=1 % N=5 % N=2 % N=3 % N=4 % N=6 % N=1 % N=3 %
FARM  MAINTENANCE 13 62% 1 100% 5 100% 1 50% 2 67% 4 100% 5 83% 1 100% 1 33%
Cattle 6 29% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 3 75% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
cattle: purchase 4 19% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 2 33% 0 0% 0 0%
cattle: rent pasture 4 19% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 3 75% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
cattle: buy pasture 3 14% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 2 33% 1 100% 1 33%
cattle: food 4 19% 0 0% 1 20% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 2 33% 1 100% 1 33%
cattle: labor 5 24% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 2 33% 1 100% 1 33%
cattle: process products 2 10% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 2 33% 0 0% 0 0%
cattle: vet/med 5 24% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 2 33% 1 100% 1 33%
OTHER ANIMALS 10 48% 1 100% 5 100% 0 0% 2 67% 2 50% 3 50% 0 0% 0 0%
pigs 4 19% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 1 33% 1 25% 1 17% 0 0% 0 0%
chicken 3 14% 1 100% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 17% 0 0% 0 0%
other animals 3 14% 0 0% 1 20% 0 0% 1 33% 1 25% 1 17% 0 0% 0 0%
ANY AGRICULTURE 12 57% 1 100% 5 100% 1 50% 2 67% 3 75% 4 67% 1 100% 1 33%
crops/milpa 11 52% 1 100% 4 80% 1 50% 2 67% 3 75% 3 50% 1 100% 2 67%
coffee 5 24% 0 0% 3 60% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 2 33% 0 0% 0 0%
seed 4 19% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 1 25% 1 17% 1 100% 1 33%
labor 12 57% 1 100% 5 100% 1 50% 2 67% 3 75% 4 67% 1 100% 1 33%
plowing 3 14% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 3 75% 3 50% 0 0% 0 0%
machinery 4 19% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 4 100% 4 67% 0 0% 0 0%
AGROCHEMICALS 10 48% 1 100% 4 80% 1 50% 2 67% 2 50% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
herbicide 10 48% 1 100% 4 80% 1 50% 2 67% 2 50% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
fertilizer (inorganic) 8 38% 1 100% 4 80% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 3 50% 1 100% 1 33%
pesticide 7 33% 0 0% 2 40% 1 50% 2 67% 1 25% 2 33% 1 100% 1 33%
savings 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
investments 5 24% 0 0% 2 40% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 3 50% 0 0% 0 0%
ANY REMITTANCE 21 100% 1 100% 5 100% 2 100% 3 100% 4 100% 6 100% 1 100% 3 100%
Household of 
Origin Emigrants 
Only
Transnational 
Network
All Remitters Family MFamily JFamily A Family E
(Includes 
Family B 
remitters not 
Household of 
Origin Emigrants 
Only
Transnational 
Network
Household of 
Origin Emigrants 
Only
Transnational 
Network
Household of Origin 
Emigrants Only
Transnational 
Network
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Variation among Sibling Remitters 
Even within a tight knit and fairly homogenous family like Family J, the siblings 
privileged different items in their remitting. Joana sent large amounts of money to build a 
large two-story home that sits empty in downtown Santa Rosa. When work was better, 
she and her husband sent large sums on multiple occasions for her parents to purchase 
land on their behalf. Her siblings (Javier and Joel) have also purchased land in this 
manner, but fewer and less extensive parcels. Julian sent boxes of used toys and clothes 
his daughter had outgrown. Joel sends most frequently for cattle related activities, and 
Javier sends for a bit of everything and tries to coordinate his siblings at times of larger 
transfers.  While all four U.S. based children are on good terms with their parents, the 
intensity of their ties varies greatly. Julian is firmly rooted in the U.S. with an American 
wife, stepdaughter, and daughter and a mortgage. Joana flirts with return but stays in the 
U.S. because of her children. Her remitting concerns are mostly with her house and her 
mother‘s health and less with the family business. By comparison Joel is very involved in 
the cattle/cheese business, regularly asking about their needs and gathering money for a 
grass shredder, for example. ―There‘s always one child who calls more and who‘s more 
pendiente (concerned and on top of things), that‘s Joel.‖ (Jimena, 3/10/2010).  
Family E also shows variation, augmented by Eliana‘s more frequent remitting. 
As the more pendiente, she listens to her parents and siblings in Honduras, sending 
money or goods without them having to ask. (This is an example of the ―recipient knows 
best‖ discourse around remittance spending discussed below.) Generally, Emanuel 
provided a little cash and deferred to his sister‘s taste and timing in sending packages, but 
sent tools in preparation for his return to Honduras. Their younger sister, college student 
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Eva, quipped in a March 2010 interview that Emanuel and Eliana had forgotten about 
them and then started sending money and packages out of guilt. ―It‘s about time!‖ This 
pattern of increased remitting over time is less common than the reverse: large 
proportions of income being remitted when an emigrant first travels to the U.S. and ties 
are strongest and then diminishes over time and as social ties wane. (With the exception 
of Alexia‘s increased schooling costs, this is the case of Family A.) One major difference 
between family remitting patterns is the time of life of migration – Eliana and Emanuel 
were single and in their very early 20s, fresh out of school, and migrating for ―adventure‖ 
and to improve their own lots in life while Alvaro, in his early 30s, left a nuclear family 
fully dependent on his care. 
El Baile de los Pendientes (The Dance of the “Attentive” Emigrant) 
Not all emigrants remit the same and there is a certain dance around who sends 
for what and who is credited for what. The dance involves projecting an image of 
emigrant solidarity, wellness, and prosperity. The solidarity portion of the dance involves 
making family members and outsiders believe that emigrants are attentive to their 
families‘ needs. The dance is performed by emigrant to their families and by the families 
to others in the community. One transnational family emigrant was excluded entirely 
from analysis. Marcos covered up his brother‘s unemployment and depression from his 
parents by attributing his remittances to pay for the property and cattle upkeep to both.
77
 
 
77 The brothers differ greatly in social engagement. Marcos is very active in his wife‘s extended 
family and their church. He has been somewhat more successful at keeping a steady job with one employer, 
giving him greater stability. Miguel lives alone in a neighboring town, socializing primarily through the 
delis and bars frequented by Hondurans. He rarely allows his brother to come pick him up to visit with his 
toddler nephew. Miguel sometimes adds to his brother's remittances, but the amount is unclear. According 
to the brothers‘ mother (Magdaelna, M5), both sons pool their money and remit for the same items. 
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Within Family E it is understood that Emanuel might send money, but Eliana does all the 
gift buying and is more pendiente (attentive) to her household of origin‘s needs. As 
quoted elsewhere, their mother, Estela, allows her Santa Rosa neighbors to think that 
Emanuel and Eliana built her lovely, modern home even though it is a product of her own 
sweat and ingenuity, because she cannot make it appear that they‘re not pendiente. 
I have focused in this section on the social meanings of variation in emigrants 
attentativeness to the needs of their family of origin. Migrants‘ attentativeness in these 
examples is tied to gender, sense of responsibility for emigrant siblings (tied to birth 
order for Javier and Marcos), how recently they left Santa Rosa, monetary and social 
success in the United States, investments in Honduras, and the demands of their family 
and lifestyle in the U.S.  Which factor takes precedence is a result of a mixture of these 
factors. For example, females tend to be more on top of day to day household needs than 
males, but both female household of origin emigrants (Joana and Eliana) are among the 
most financially successful of the sample. Recent emigration and intentions to return 
make one male (Joel) the most actively attentive of the emigrant sample.  A larger sample 
would be needed to be able to draw conclusions about broader trends.  
A Note on the Political Economy Behind Remittances 
More macro factors such as emigrants positioning in the U.S. economy, the health 
of the economy in the sectors which they work, their emigration status, and U.S. and 
Honduran immigration and remittance policies also affect how attentive emigrants are 
 
Observation of Marcos and his family suggest that he pulls most of weight, often covering for his brother‘s 
unemployment, depression, and/or alcholism 
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able  to be. These economic and legal status factors affecting remitting habits are related 
to macro and historical factors that drive small-scale producers to risk the trecherous 
viaje al Norte and day-to-day insecurity of trying to earn enough money to in a country 
that is increasingly hostile to undocumented immigrants to allow for remitting and 
investing in Honduras. As discussed at greater length in Chapters 4 and 5, the factors 
shaping the political economy of migration include access to land, feasability of making a 
living in Honduras, integration into a world system that extracts labor from lesser 
developed countries like Honduras to subsidize production in more developed countries 
in the United States.  
Comparing remittance and earning data for emigrant and nonemigrant households 
reveals that nonemigrant households earn more locally. While this makes intuitive sense, 
the difference between average emigrant (US$358) and nonemigrant (US$471) 
households‘ total monthly income is less than might be expected. Informal conversations 
and observations suggest that the more important difference between homes with and 
without remittances is one of cash flow. Remittances allow farmers and residents to live 
less hand-to-mouth, helping to smooth out fluxes in seasons, crop production, and 
availability of wage labor. Having a regular supply of even relatively small amounts of 
cash allows families to buy agrochemicals or hire workers at the times they are most 
needed.  
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Table 6.4 Remittances compared to domestic income 
  Focus Family Households of Origin All Households Surveyed 
  
Family 
J 
Family 
E 
Family 
A 
Family 
M 
Non-
emigrant  
(n=23, 
mean) 
Emigrant 
(n=28, 
mean) 
Total 
(n=51, 
mean) 
Monthly 
earnings 
(US$) 635 1005 35 794 355 249 297 
Monetary 
remittances 
as monthly 
average 
(US$)* 1417 37 318 1000 3 222 123 
Monthly 
earnings + 
monetary 
Remittances 
(US$) 2052 1042 353 1794 358 471 420 
Remittances 
as percent of 
Earnings + 
Monetary 
remittances* 69.05% 3.55% 90.08% 55.74% 0.84% 47.13% 29.29% 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households  
It is striking that throughout Honduras, rural homes received more of their income 
from remittances than did urban homes (6.7% vs. 5.3% in 2010) and that the proportion 
of income derived from remittances has fallen off since 2006 (9.4% urban and 12.7% 
rural) (INE 2011). U.S. employment and remittances have declined over the same period 
(Banco Central de Honduras 2007). While a full comparison would require recalculating 
income and remittances from Santa Rosa using the same criteria as the Instituto Nacional 
de Estadística, it is notable that these portions are so much lower than my estimates for 
Santa Rosa (30% of income for the entire survey sample, which includes 23 households 
without emigrants and 28 with emigrants). 
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Talking about Remittances among Emigrants 
Whether emigrants choose to remit individually or collectively with relatives or 
friends is relevant to including emigrants in Santa Rosa community projects. Chapter 8 
explores the role of emigrants and remittances in community based development and 
conservation in Santa Rosa, PANACAM, and the broader literature. For now, I want to 
lay out individual and collective remitting practices, collaboration, and related 
communication among my New York and Florida study participants. The majority of 
monetary remittances were sent by individuals. Even when family members do talk about 
their remitting intentions, it is often quicker and more convenient to go to the closest 
money transfer agency than to try to coordinate with a sibling with a busy work schedule 
who is an hour drive away.
78
  The convenience and saved gas outweigh money that might 
have been saved by sending one large instead of multiple small transfers. For example, 
family J coordinated to send US$6000 for Jimena‘s heart surgery in June 2009, with 
Javier (J23) acting as point person.  (―I‘m the oldest. It‘s my role.‖) Reporting that she 
had sent US$1500 for the surgery and for her grandfather to go to the doctor, Joana (J2) 
lamented that sending money when people get sick is ―all I can do.‖  
 
78 There is a certain amount of brand loyalty that colors the choice of remittent company, tempered 
by concern for the most part distance, convenience for them and recipients, speed of transfer, security, and 
cost. These choices become more relevant when considering larger sums of money or attempting to 
coordinate group remittances for family or community expenses.  On May 2, 2010, a week prior to 
concluding fieldwork in Honduras, I conducted a two hour workshop in Santa Rosa to present preliminary 
findings and brainstorm ways in which they might be applied locally. I found that Santa Rosa residents 
were unaware of the diverse options for remitting. More education and attempts to establish remitting 
cooperatives are one way that projects are trying to help channel remittances for investment and 
development  interviews with the Red de Desarollo Sostenible personnel in Copan (4/21/2010) and 
Tegucigalpa (4/8/2010) . 
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The emigrant brothers of Family A tend to do what they can when they can, 
usually one their own. (As Alvaro says: ―cada quien por su parte‖ [―each of us does his 
own thing.‖]) They talk about other things, usually finding out after the fact if their 
siblings have sent funds, if at all.  
We just talk. How the country is doing. In what conditions 
it‘s in. In whether it‘s good timing or not to come back… But in 
terms of sending money, each of us knows what he can give, and 
we‘re not going to pressure. […] Those that want to help their 
families do so out of the goodness of their heart. (Angelo, talking 
with me and his older brother Andrés, 11/11/2009) 
In other big families (ex. Joana, Javier, Julian, and Joel remitting to their mother), 
emigrant family members do coordinate and try not to duplicate efforts. When Bartolome 
died in November 2009, days after returning to Honduras, his family on Long Island 
pooled resources and wired over US$700 to his parents for funeral expenses.  Siblings in 
Families M and E combine forces to send money or packages at Mother‘s Day and 
Christmas, with Marcos and Eliana acting as point person and Miguel and Emanuel 
handing over money.  
There was a certain reticence among respondents to admit to discussions about 
remittances and budgets with co-resident spouses. The conversations took both extremes 
of ―we always discuss everything‖ to ―of course I don‘t have to ask for permission to 
send money home!‖ In families with two Honduran spouses, the budgets and interviews 
suggest that there is an imbalance in which spouse remits more. As a stay at home mom, 
Dania (J26), has no income of her own so relies completely on her husband, Javier, for 
money to remit to her family, therefore sending very little.  Her sister, Dania (J35), works 
and sends more frequently to their father and siblings in Honduras. Each time he 
proposes a new remittance, Julian‘s Anglo-American wife reminds him of their mortgage 
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and car payments and suggests that maybe the current request is not their top budget 
priority: ―Of course we‘ll send for health, but maybe the truck repair can wait‖ (Diane, 
11/9/2009).  
This kind of family based collective remitting is different from community 
oriented remittances through hometown associations or even Long Island residents‘ 
pooling of donations for the Santa Rosa water project. As discussed in Chapter 8, the 
water council worked through a long time Freeport resident to gather money for a potable 
water project, which he later hand delivered to Honduras. Family based remittances are 
more organic and according to the emigrants with whom I spoke feel more secure. 
Formal ―Hometown Associations‖ (Caglar 2006; Somerville, Durana, and Terrazas 2008) 
have been popular in Mexico, El Salvador, and the Dominican Republic and successfully 
used for managing transnational projects and sending money as a group (Smith 2006). 
For reasons more fully explored in Chapter 8, the looser emigrant ―community‖ from 
Santa Rosa requires a model of family-based collective remitting for community projects. 
Reporting of Direct and Indirect Remittances Expenditures 
While the dollar figures reported are recipients‘ estimates of family expenditures, 
emigrants report believing that their families make similar expenditures. The difference 
between emigrant and resident reporting can be seen in Table 6.1.  Emigrants report that 
they believe their families spend remittances on landscape impacting activities, including 
hiring day laborers for farming and cattle ranching, contributing to the potable water 
project, purchasing agricultural inputs and services (herbicides, fertilizers, pesticides, 
seeds, plowing), and raising cattle (herding, renting or buying pasture, machinery, 
veterinary assistance, etc.). (See Figure 6.8 for remittance spending related to landscape 
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impacting practices.) According to both remitters and recipients, Santa Rosa residents 
spend remittances on agriculture, and cattle, whether or not that was the expressed 
purpose of the transfer. Indirectly, remittances also free up funds that recipients would 
have otherwise had to spend on basic necessities. A portion of these freed-up funds are 
spent on purchases or services that affect the microwatershed, including agrochemicals, 
labor, land rental, and firewood.  
Fully incorporating indirect expenditures into the analysis would add to the 
impact of remittances on landscape impacting practices. Examples of indirect spending in 
agriculture are further discussed in Chapter 7 and include being able to buy 
agrochemicals because remittances have been used to offset other costs; or buying 
firewood from someone who then uses the money to hire help for clearing land. While 
indirect expenditures on agriculture are more pervasive, direct remittance transfers for 
care of cattle are larger and more common.   
The remittance data reported here reflects direct expenditures from the recipient‘s 
standpoint (Figure 6.7, Table 6.1) or perception of remittance expenditures from the 
remitter‘s standpoint (Figure 6.6, Table 6.3). Reports of remittance spending between 
emigrants and Santa Rosa residents of the same family differ somewhat, as seen in Table 
6.2. In part, the discrepancy is a result of recipients having more direct knowledge of how 
funds are spent. However, I believe that the discrepancy also lies in how remitters and 
recipients perceive cash flow within the household economy, locally and transnationally. 
This could be as simple as emigrants lumping together direct and indirect expenditures of 
the monies they send, recognizing that, unless very specific directions are given, the  
money is going to be channeled into the household budget however the recipients feel is 
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appropriate or necessary at that moment. Meanwhile, those reporting expenditures in 
Honduras, are saying that remittances were spent only on those items that were explicitly 
discussed during phone calls as part of remittance spending. (Based on the focus groups 
and remittance diaries, the catchall category ―gastos‖ or ―expenses‖ includes household 
expenses such as food, electricity, propane, cable, firewood, and small, routine school 
related expenditures but does not include big ticket or agricultural items.) . 
 So, residents talk about direct spending – the expenses informally sanctioned 
through conversations with the remitters or items explicitly purchased after withdrawing 
funds at the bank in Santa Cruz. The remitter‘s reports reflect beliefs about spending that 
are more holistic, based on accumulated perceptions from conversations, pictures, 
friend‘s reports etc. These would include direct and indirect spending. I think both kinds 
of data are valid and relevant. The data are complementary, but not equal: one is more 
about beliefs and best-guesses about how remittances filter through the household 
economy and the other is about actual direct expenditures. 
Earmarking/Requesting 
By earmarking remittances for raising cattle, purchasing and maintaining land, 
and (prior to the economic slowdown) building homes, emigrants channel their earnings 
into investments that are useful to their households of origin and/or provide a place to 
stay and source of livelihood in the event of voluntary or mandatory return. This is 
particularly true for those emigrants who prefer not to maintain cash savings because they 
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do not trust the stability of Honduran banks or because their legal status dissuades 
investing in the U.S.
79
  
Emigrants were very reluctant to say that they ―earmarked‖ remittances for a 
given expenditure. Yes, large amounts sent for construction, purchasing land, savings, or 
other big ticket items are presumed to be spent only or primarily on those items. And, 
emigrants were reluctant to say their family members asked for anything in particular or 
that they redirected parts of more routine remittances. When I probed along these lines I 
received answers like ―they‘re for ‗general use‘‖ or the recipient ―knows what‘s best.‖ 
Ticking through a list of agricultural and landscape practice impacting related spending 
(see Appendix VI) was often met with a shoulder shrug and response such as ―herbicide? 
I imagine so.‖  Such responses suggest that emigrants are generally accepting of their 
family members use and redirection of funds. 
Joel: With my mother, it‘s not that she doesn‘t have money 
since  she has the business. [The money I send] is so she can take 
the family out to dinner, or because she‘s a little tight because 
business hasn‘t been going well, just until things even out. Because 
sales aren‘t always the same. Sometimes they‘re up, sometimes 
they‘re down. So, when they‘re down, she gets behind in her 
payments to people who sell her milk, because she‘s not been able 
to sell the finished product. So she says that more than anything we 
help her out. <<speeds up, gets quiet towards end>> 
C: How do those conversations go? Does she call? Or…?  
Joel: No, I call her and ask ―how are you, mom? How‘s the 
business?‖ And she answers ―sales are good, thank God 
everything‘s okay.‖ But sometimes she says ―Son, sales are bad, 
 
79 One participant who has no intentions to return beyond brief visits, Juana, has purchased 
numerous parcels of land in Honduras and built a spacious two story home as a way to channel funds and 
have a place to stay if her temporary workers permit is not renewed. She would prefer to have spent the 
money on the down payment for a house in New York.  Similarly, her brother, Joel, has saved enough for 
the down payment for a home in the U.S., but is leery of investing in the U.S. because of fear of deportation. 
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we haven‘t sold anything, there‘s a lot of milk…‖ When that 
happens, she doesn‘t need to say anything to me! She doesn‘t say 
―son, send money‖ or ―help me.‖ I know when she needs help and 
when she doesn‘t. (Joel, 11/10/2009) 
It is no surprise that Jimena considers Joel to be the most concerned with and 
intuitive about her well being, the most ―pendiente.‖ Interestingly, her children‘s 
hesitance to earmark funds for specific purposes (apart from health, construction, or 
buying land) likely springs from their having sent money to Honduras in 2008 so she 
obtain a tourist visa to visit them in Long Island. This action was significant enough that 
Joel‘s wife and Julian told me about it. Jimena‘s failure to invest in the visa discredits (in 
their minds) their mother's interest in coming to the U.S. and also the fruitfulness of 
earmarking funds. 
Similarly, Angelo is the most pendiente of his mother‘s sons and stepsons. He 
balked at the idea of her asking for help: ―only if it‘s time for me to pay for things for the 
house‖ (11/11/2009). From more phone frequent contact because of the house that he 
owns and she lives in, Angelo is a little more aware than his brothers of their mother‘s 
needs. ―There was a break in and her stuff was stolen. Sometimes it‘s for things like that 
that one calls.  She never calls me for anything. I have to be conscientious (pendiente) 
because of that. She does, however, sometimes ask his older brother directly for things, 
which points to dynamics between different individuals within families. 
Socially Remitting Land and Food 
Speaking of earmarking and requesting among transnational families is analogous 
to speaking of reciprocity within economic households. Both may be done all the time, 
subtly and pervasively, but exchange relationships and assigning specific uses to money 
have become so routinized that probing for these connections during interviews seems a 
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little impolite, as if I were questioning the remitter‘s generosity or the recipient‘s 
reliability.  The best example of this comes from Alvaro who farms a plot of his emigrant 
nephew‘s (Andres‘s) land in the nearby hamlet of Pacaya without monetary payment of 
rent. I know from Alvaro‘s daughter (Alana) that part of the corn crop will go to Alvaro‘s 
sister (the nephew‘s mother). Alana describes it as a thank you to Andres that is just 
expected. Neither Alvaro nor Andres calls it a quid pro quo exchange or informal rental 
―price.‖ In the next chapter I discuss a political ecology driven rationale as to why it 
might behoove Andres for Alvaro to work his land, but there is also the added benefit of 
―remitting‖ locally grown food to his mother without having to pay for it. This dynamic 
may be related to the fluidity of household economies – and household boundaries - that I 
discussed in the previous chapter: flows of food and funds within family may be second 
nature and not part of a rational accounting. Really exploring that would require closer 
analysis of interview discourse and somehow tracking the course of what might be 
construed as reciprocal exchanges.  
There are at least two kinds of nonmonetary remittances in this transaction: 
material, landscape-impacting results of transnational communication. When emigrants 
grant access to their land they, in effect, remit ―use rights.‖ When food grown on that 
land (or through direct or indirect expenditure of money they have remitted) is shared 
with others in their transnational network, the emigrant has effectively ―remitted food‖ 
without ever lifting a hoe or sending a package.  
This is a good example of the intermingling of nonmonetary economic 
relationships and monetary and social remittances. The lending of land and the resulting 
sharing of food, while not a direct monetary transfer, is a kind of remittance. Granting of 
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land use rights is a very direct transfer of a social remittance – a transnational North to 
South transfer of permission to use an emigrant‘s resources through an informal verbal 
contract.  The speech act of extending permission is embodied in Santa Rosa‘s socio-
natural landscape when the uncle begins cultivation.  When he shares the harvest with his 
sister (the emigrant‘s mother), he is again manifesting the social relationship with his 
emigrant nephew, embodying reciprocal relations and phone conversations in the act of 
sharing food. The emigrant could be said to be socially remitting food to his mother. 
(Direct or indirect remittances spending on agrochemicals or labor could also mingle with 
the social remittances in this example.) 
Remitting and Landscape Impacting Practices  
Many of the line items in the transnational family budgets and remitting patterns 
described in this chapter directly affect landscape impacting practices. Firewood, the 
community potable water project, agrochemicals, cattle, and land are the most obvious of 
these (Figure 6.8). Indirectly, expenditures on labor, transportation, and housing also 
affect the natural environment. Sources of income that are directly tied to landscape 
impacting include farming of coffee, corn, beans, yucca, pineapple, sugarcane, and fruit 
trees, cattle ranching, and chicken farms.   
The following graph condenses information presented above in Figure 6.4 to 
emphasize landscape related remittances on water, agriculture, firewood, agrochemicals, 
labor, cattle, and land. These were selected through focus groups and participant 
observation as the areas were remittances were most likely to affect practices that impact 
the bio-physical environment and form the basis of analysis in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6.8. Percent of 28 households with emigrants that report having spent at least 
some remittances on a particular item (2009-2010 village survey, green=natural resource 
related). 
80
  
 
 
80The monthly expenditure and remittance data presented in Table 4 gives rough dollar estimates 
to these items or individual items comprising a category. Monthly dollar estimates of expenditures on 
herbicides, inorganic fertilizer, and chicken manure (gallinaza) underestimate the potential impact of 
expenditures on agrochemicals. Dollar amounts provided here as monthly averages have been recalculated 
from one or two applications per growing season. In other words, the amount of chemicals or organic 
manure applied at any one time is much higher than the monthly equivalents might suggest. Moreover, 
while microclimates, crops, soil quality, and availability of labor provide some variations, farmers in Santa 
Rosa apply chemicals at roughly the same time (for example using herbicides to clear a field for planting or 
adding fertilizer to the corn crop after it reaches a certain height to encourage growth of larger ears of 
corn). 
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Table 6.5 Emigration, remitting, communication, and economic patterns for Santa Rosa households of origin 
 Santa Rosa (all 
emigrant households) Family A Family E Family J Family M 
E
m
ig
r
a
ti
o
n
 e
x
p
e
ri
e
n
c
e 
Working from water rolls 
and their knowledge, 
neighborhood leaders 
estimate that 40% of 
households have at least 
one family member 
abroad. About 31%  have 
family members residing 
elsewhere in Honduras. 
Male children and 
husbands are the most 
typical migrants.  
When women or couples 
emigrate they often leave 
children with parents or 
siblings. (There has been 
significant immigration 
into the village, mostly 
from farmers unable to 
make a living elsewhere 
in Honduras.) 
Spouse and uncle in NY. 
Spouse lives with another 
family from Santa Rosa 
and has strong U.S. based 
network with them and 
his three brothers. He 
works in construction 
with long periods of 
un(der)employment.  
Discusses return, but 
stays on Long Island. 
 
2 children and husband's 
nephews in FL for 10 
years. Daughter married 
to American with infant 
has worked as nanny and 
realtor. Son is in 
construction, returning to 
Honduras in 7/2011. 
Mother immigrated from 
Mexico in 1970s; still 
talks with and visits her 
family there.  
4 children in NY for 10+ 
years. 5 young 
grandchildren in NY. 
Siblings and 
nieces/nephews in NY 
and NC. Children have 
been regularly employed 
in construction and 
restaurants. Husband 
lived in NY during early 
1990s. 
2 sons in NY. 1 is 
married to a Honduran 
with a U.S. born child 
and is very active in 
church. The other is more 
withdrawn, in part 
because of alcohol. Legal 
problems prohibit him 
from returning to 
Honduras. Both work in 
construction, with 
sporadic periods of 
un(der)employment. 
Wife has brothers in NY 
but their sons do not 
socialize with them. 
R
e
m
it
ti
n
g
 p
a
tt
er
n
 
40% of the households 
receive economic 
remittances from abroad, 
usually from a child or 
husband but occasionally 
from siblings, nephews, 
grandchildren, etc. 
Domestic remittances 
would increase this 
percentage.  
Remits 1 to 2 times per 
month, usually  US$150-
200 each. Pays for all 
household and personal 
expenses of wife and 
daughters. 
Monetary remittances 
($50-200) primarily for 
Christmas, Mothers' Day, 
and rare emergencies. 
Packages at holidays and 
some birthdays, ex. party 
supplies for youngest 
brother's 10th. US$1000 
sent in 2/2010 towards 
land purchase. 
Weekly to 2-3/year 
depending on child. 
Oldest son coordinates 
large transfers among 
four siblings.  Health, 
cattle, daughter's house. 
Remit $100-250 
biweekly. Most goes to 
brother to maintain cattle 
and to bank to pay off 
parents' home and 
property. Remittances 
lapsed several months 
when both out of work 
and one son unable to 
work because of a back 
injury.  
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Santa Rosa (all 
emigrant households) Family A Family E Family J Family M 
R
e
m
it
te
d
 g
o
o
d
s 
r
ec
e
iv
e
d
  
Clothes/shoes, electronics 
(stereo, camera), jewelry, 
perfume, toys, video 
games, media (Books, 
CD, DVD), food, photos 
& home videos, school 
supplies, seeds, toiletries 
Stereo, camera, clothes, 
jewelry, pictures, books. 
Promised a notebook 
computer in 2009, had 
not come by 6/13/11. 
Most items were sent in 
2007, nothing in 2008, 
small gifts in 2009-2010.                                                                                                                                                                        
Seeds, fishing supplies, 
school supplies, party 
supplies. Notebook 
computer for daughter in 
college in 2/2010. 
Christmas, Mother's Day, 
some birthdays.  By 
daughter in U.S. or by
daughter and son 
together. 
Underclothes, socks, 
body lotions, jewelry, 
perfume, toys. A water 
pump for cattle in late 
2009. Notebook 
computer delivered 
during visit in 8/2009. 
Goods are sent by 
individual children or as 
group. 
Stereo with 5 speakers, 
camera, video camera, 
DVDs, clothes. Siblings 
send together, usually 
with a friend or in-law 
who is travelling.                                                                                                                                                                      
C
o
m
m
u
n
ic
a
ti
o
n
 p
a
tt
er
n
 
Calls, packages, and 
videos are the most 
frequent form of 
communication with 
emigrants. Calling cards 
are purchased locally or 
emigrants ―transfer‖ 
minutes by phone. The 
topics most frequently 
discussed are health, 
education, remittances, 
agriculture, and water or 
the water project. 
Calls every-other-day; 
weekly when money is 
short. Youngest daughter 
calls her father in secret. 
Infrequent photos. 
Calls multiple times per 
week. Texts a couple 
times a week. 
Communication via 
Facebook and Hi5 with 
daughter in college. Wife 
visited U.S. for first time 
in Spring 2011 on 
visitor‘s visa. Yearly 
pictures and less frequent 
video; requested I 
take/deliver video of little 
brother's party. 
Calls multiple times per 
week to multiple times 
per month. More during 
periods of crisis with 
health or business.  
Youngest is in closest 
contact. 3 eldest children 
visited in 8/2009 for first 
time on TPS visas. 
Mother went to NY twice 
in Winter/Spring 2011 on 
visitor‘s visa. 
Weekly phone calls, 
especially to parents; 
fewer when money is 
short.  Deposit "minutes" 
from the U.S. Infrequent 
sharing of video and 
photos. 
A
g
r
ic
u
lt
u
r
a
l 
a
c
ti
v
it
ie
s 
Corn, beans, coffee, 
yucca, cattle, fruit trees 
None (father shares part 
of his harvest) 
Corn and beans for home 
consumption, sale of 
extra through pulperia 
Pasture, dairy cows Corn, beans, coffee, 
cows, sometimes pigs or 
poultry 
In
c
o
m
e 
so
u
r
ce
s Sale of excess harvest 
(corn, beans), cash crops 
(coffee, yucca, grass for 
cattle), local commerce, 
microenterprises, 
trucking, large farms, 
sugarcane 
Wife works seasonally, 
ex. in coffee harvest. Had 
worked in factory and 
would like to return but 
husband asks her not to. 
Remittances pay all. 
Wife runs a successful 
home grocery store. 
Husband sells excess 
harvest and owns truck 
for hauling chickens, 
sand, and produce. 
Cheese factory: sell 
cheese made from own 
and purchased milk 
locally and regionally; 
small home grocery store. 
Wife sews from home; 
Husband builds and sells 
metal silos. They 
sometimes sell his extra 
produce or her pigs and 
poultry. 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households, remittance diaries, and participant observation 
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PART II: Communication and Social Remittances 
While transnationalism is not a phenomena unique to the end of the Twentieth 
and beginning of the Twenty-First Centuries, the quality of transnationalism has been 
profoundly changed by the greater ease and reduced expense of communication. Denser 
communication has increased the importance of social remittances vis-á-vis past 
migrations and sets apart today‘s transnational migration (Schmalzbauer 2005). 
Communication is at the center of kin networks – and of the transmission of social 
remittances.  Telephones, cell-phones, videos, camcorders, and email have become 
essential to the formation of transnational community (Anderson 1991; Levitt 2001; 
Schmalzbauer 2004, 2005; Smith 1998) and the ―production of simultaneity‖ which 
allows migrants and those at home to experience parallel lives. These information and 
communication technologies (ICTs) allow many families to connect through telephone 
conversations over shared experiences, namely birthdays or baptisms filmed on video 
cameras or favorite soap operas, ―telenovelas.‖ For some sending-community family 
members telephones and cables are now considered basic households expenses 
(Schmalzbauer 2004) and in other cases sharing television sets or telephones between 
households in order to maintain communication with emigrated family members has 
become routine. These ICTs are, however, dependent on availability and they are more 
available to some than others (Wilding 2006). 
Types and Frequency of Communication 
Ideas flow within transnational families through phone calls and, less frequently, 
videos, pictures, letters, texts, Internet, and visits. While phone calls are by far the most 
frequent, they are increasingly supplemented with texts, emails, instant messaging and 
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social media, especially Facebook. Though less frequent, physical communication in the 
form of packages containing videos, photos, greeting cards, and, more rarely, letters has a 
lasting impact and reaches a broader audience than a single phone call or text ( 
Figure 6.9).  
 
Figure 6.9 Frequency of communication with emigrants by type (n=28 households with 
emigrants, 2009-2010 survey)
 81
  
 
81 When a household of origin had multiple emigrant members, the most frequent communication 
was used. These frequency categories condense the survey responses as follows: ―rarely‖ =once or twice 
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Visits, though rare among transnational families, provide a powerful form of 
communication, marked by story-telling, reconnecting with friends and family, visiting 
new sites, and experiencing moments of ―culture shock‖ which can lead to reflection and 
sharing about how host and sending countries differ in their values or practices. (Litter is 
prime example of culture shock for visiting emigrants and will be discussed below.) 
While some more successful emigrants have been able to make periodic trips ―home,‖ 
only a handful of Santa Rosa residents have been able to make a short visit to the U.S. 
due to visa and/or economic reasons. South to north visits appear to be becoming more 
frequent. For example, after the communication frequency data was collected, Jimena and 
Estela obtained temporary visas. Both visited their children in the U.S. twice in 2011.  
Packages 
Twenty-one survey households reported having received a package and 19 
reported having sent a transnational package at some point. Packages usually contain an 
assortment of smaller gifts for members of the household of origin and others. They 
include a mix of clothes, electronics, toys, books, school materials, kitchen goods, food, 
music, movies, and even seeds. Typically packages were not done ―on demand‖ but were 
at the sender‘s discretion, usually at Christmas, birthdays, or, most commonly, Mother‘s 
Day. Occasionally expensive packages are sent to an individual to fill a specific need 
voiced by the recipient. Elwin sent his mother a pump to get water to his mother‘s cows. 
Eliana sent her sister Eva a notebook computer so she could take technical drawing at her 
 
total + several times total; ―Yearly‖=once or twice per year + several times per year; ―and Monthly‖ = once 
or twice per month + several times per month. 
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university. A friend in Canada sends one middle-aged widow adult diapers for her son 
with Down‘s Syndrome. Infrequently, the recipient bears all or part of the cost by 
redistributing funds in Honduras (ex. paying into Javier‘s savings account at a local bank) 
or paying the ―traveler‖ who brought the package. 
Emigrant interviews and household surveys showed that packages were more 
common before the U.S. recession. A number of families reported not having received 
anything since 2007 or 2008. Packages continue to be an important vehicle to 
communicate continued concern and to share pictures and videos of emigrants‘ lives 
abroad.    
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Table 6.6 Items received in packages from emigrants 
Remitted Goods Received Within Past Year Emigrant 
(N=28) 
Non-
Emigrant 
(N=23) 
Clothes, shoes 14 0 
Electronics 4 0 
Jewelry, perfume 4 0 
Toys, video Games 3 0 
Media (books, CD, DVD) 3 0 
Food 2 1 
Photos, home videos 2 0 
School supplies 2 0 
Seeds 2 0 
Toiletries 2 0 
Dishes 1 0 
Fishing supplies 1 0 
Party supplies 1 0 
Phone82  1 0 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
Packages are most commonly sent north or south with a travelling friend or 
relative. Four Family J siblings on Long Island even shipped presents from New York to 
North Carolina so an uncle could carry them to Santa Rosa. On the return trip, the uncle 
brought cheese from their mothers‘ cows and shipped them to Long Island. Taking on a 
role common to more mobile (and affluent) family members and friends, I carried 
homegrown coffee for Magdalena and fresh baked bread for Estela to U.S. based family 
members. Raising baggage costs are curbing this practice – Marcos‘s father-in-law had to 
leave a suitcase of presents in JFK when he returned to Honduras after a three month 
sojourn as a visiting pastor in his daughters‘ church. Though intentions were to ship the 
items in time for Christmas 2009, they had not yet arrived when I left Honduras in May 
2010. Shipping costs and disease with ―travelers‖ are discouraging packages. Large sums 
 
82 Does not include phone to phone or Internet to phone transfer of  ―minutes‖ from the U.S.. 
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of money are also sent with travelling friends or family in order to avoid the hefty fees at 
Western Union and the other money transfer agencies.   
When returning to the field in February 2010, I carried US$1000 for Eliana and 
deposited it in her mother‘s dollar based savings account in Santa Cruz. In fact, the 
money reflects the local land market and the senders‘ feelings towards Santa Rosa.  
Eliana sent the money as a down payment for a 1 tarea lot on which she planned to build 
a duplex to rent for a bit of income and to pay off the initial investment. At US$4211 to 
US$5263 she deemed it too expensive to be worthwhile, especially when other parcels 
are available for half the price (US$2105).
83
 As Joana and her siblings have done, she 
trusted her mother and father to choose property wisely on her behalf. 
Another form of envio is through paid middlemen – individuals or agencies that 
transport money, goods, or papers for a fee. It cost me $50 to send myself a replacement 
notebook computer, for example. When my screen failed, I purchased a computer 
through Best Buy online and had it delivered directly to the Miami home of the Honduran 
woman who had brought Eva‘s computer the month before. She brought the computer to 
her sister‘s home in El Progreso for US$50. Several others were waiting when I went to 
pick it up, including one man who counted out a large roll of bills to make sure it had all 
been sent.  Using public transportation, the trip was long enough that I had to spend the 
night, typical of the hidden costs of remitting. Estela and Efraín had made the same trip 
only weeks earlier for Eva‘s computer, sent by Eliana and Emanuel for Eva‘s computer 
drafting classes as a ―Christmas, birthday, everything gift‖ (Eliana). Timeliness and theft 
 
83 That the plot was being sold at all was the result of the difficulties of proxy management of a 
diverse orchard and coffee farm.   
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(particularly of jewelry and money) can be issues with middlemen – paid or otherwise. 
Senders take care to investigate travelers through word of mouth (Argunias 2010). 
The value that Santa Rosa residents attach to packages varies greatly. ―Roberta‖ is 
grateful for the adult diapers that she can only get at great expense in San Pedro – and not 
so long ago would have had difficulty finding at all. For Estela and her family, 
exchanging gifts is far more satisfying than sending money.  Movies, videogames, books, 
and small luxury items are appreciated and circulate within Santa Rosa. Larger items 
such as stereos are displayed predominately and used often by the owners and visitors. 
Residents without TV, cable, and/or electricity (including me) frequently visited friends 
to watch news coverage, game shows, and sports. This was an especially notable service 
within local networks during the 2009 earthquake and coup and 2010 World Cup.  For 
others, gifts pale in importance to cash transfers of the same value.  When I asked an 
elderly woman if her grandson sent packages she responded: 
Like sending me a little package with clothes? Nothing. A 
little cash, yes. But never any boxes of clothes. Never. Me and 
clothes? Uph! I‘ve got a box of clothes over there [motions to her 
room]. What good does it do me? As often as I leave the house? I 
can use the money from Western Union to buy food. (Doña Rita, 
5/15/2009) 
Her attitude is understandable: while she lived in her emigrant grandson‘s lavish new 
home, her only sources of cash income were gifts and a tiny home store offering chips 
and cooking oil. 
Still, packages and especially the photos and videos in them carry meaning 
beyond the price of the object. Photos and videos express the emigrant‘s concern for 
family ―back home‖: the sense of the being pendiente of their family‘s needs and 
existence. They are a type of social remittance, transmitting messages about the quality of 
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life and value of living in the United States. In such they are a primary porter of the allure 
of the North discussed in Chapter 4. They have a corollary in north-south flows with 
Santa Rosa residents sending pictures and videos north, often on cameras sent by 
emigrants to Santa Rosa. Video recording the party shown in Figure  6.10 at the request 
of Eliana (by way of Estela) and later mailing her the DVD cemented my working 
friendship with Family E and is a good example of south to north communication. 
 
Figure  6.10. Eliana sent soccer-themed supplies and funds for her brother's 8th birthday. 
Her sister takes a picture with a digital camera sent earlier while their father (back right, 
Efraín) sets up the piñata. Back at the university in Tegucigalpa, Eva will email or post to 
Facebook the pictures for her siblings in Florida who have never met the birthday boy. 
(Santa Rosa, 3/2009) 
―He hasn‘t sent me so much as a picture!‖ was a common irate response during 
the survey interviews. The messages and images contained in the videos and photos sent 
are a kind of social remittance, transmitting a piece of the emigrant‘s life to Honduras and 
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potentially shaping their views. Social remittances carried through photos, videos, emails, 
and phone calls (and transnational communication more generally) affect Santa Rosa 
residents‘ views in a number of areas including how they value work (Chapter 4) and 
how they value attributes of their socio-natural landscape and prioritize potential projects 
(Chapter 8). 
Transnational Conversations 
Phone calls are by far the most ubiquitous and accessible form of communication. 
All but a handful of households I visited (and no households with emigrants) did not have 
cell phones. Calling cards are either purchased locally by the U.S. or Honduran caller. In 
Honduras, generally only the person who initiates the call pays. As calling from 
Honduras is cheaper, U.S. residents often purchase minutes and transfer to the Honduran 
resident‘s cell phone.  Alvaro‘s seven-year-old daughter would frequently call her dad 
clandestinely, indicative of the ease of making transnational calls. Interestingly, I found 
that the economic downturn did take a toll on the number and length of calls; as a result 
less pressing topics (particularly the landscape impacting practices) were often dropped. 
According to emigrants, most of their calls were about health, education, 
economic wellbeing, and remittances (Figure 6.11). Yet, families talk about farming, 
cattle, and the community potable water project. I was surprised by the amount of 
transnational discussion on these topics initially. Transnational conversations about 
availability of water and firewood, deforestation, air pollution, or climate change are not 
uncommon. However, when money for calling cards is short, such topics are the first to 
go. Calls, videos, visits, etc. shape emigrants‘ perceptions of their home community—and 
of their role in it.  In turn, emigrants‘ remitting actions are shaped by such perceptions 
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and by a mix of nostalgia and American Dream molded hopes for their own and their 
children‘s futures. 
Figure 6.11 Topics of communication between emigrants and their family members in 
Honduras (N=28 households with emigrants, 2009-2010 survey). 
The following tables and figures draw on remittance diaries kept by the females 
heading four transnational family households of origin.
84
 Comparing the three time 
periods shows shifts in conversation around politics and migration and continued 
conversations about health, remitting, and education.  During the week leading up to the 
coup and for more than a month after, making cellular phone calls in and from Honduras 
 
84 As discussed in the methodology chapter, data collection with the diaries was interrupted by the 
coup. Calling logs and recall interviews 2009 represents a fairly typical month during the economic 
downturn (data self-reported on calendars used for recall interviews).  Calls logged between July and 
September reflect the fallout of the June 28, 2009 coup and the increased difficulty in getting international 
calls to go through (data collected by phone from the U.S.). May 2010 marks a similar moment to June 
2009 paired with heightened concern about immigration because of state legislation in Arizona (data 
collected through recall interviews). Data presented below combines all three periods.   
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was difficult. Some cell towers had not yet been restored after the earthquake and the 
volume of calls tied up the lines. As when funds are low, the conversations were shorter, 
less frequent, and more focused, in this case on topic related to politics, residents‘ safety, 
and the U.S. immigration climate which appeared to be becoming more hostile given 
immigration reform legislation passed in Arizona and on the docket in other states 
(chapter 4). There was variation among family members in how deeply or frequently they 
discussed the topics. Politics and migration quickly fell off the communication agenda, 
evidenced in Table 6.7 which shows that of all calls logged, only Family A talked about 
migration in more than 1/5 of calls. Core topics stayed a routine part of conversation 
throughout: health, remitting, and education. 
Overall percentages are skewed against Family J which logged fewer calls. A 
sample call log is provided in the appendices. Women were asked to mark if they – or to 
their knowledge anyone in the household – had spoken with an emigrant about fifteen 
topics. Topics included the most common ones from the survey (health, education, 
construction, finances, remitting), topics related to farming and the environment, and 
broader context topics about Santa Rosa, migration, or the political situation. Health of 
those living in Honduras, remitting logistics, and agriculture were the most commonly 
discussed topics overall, but the frequency with which a topic was discussed varied by 
family (Table 6.7, Figure 6.11). ―Finances‖ refers to the household‘s economic life, 
particularly cash flow. ―Remitting logistics‖ is about the sending and receiving of 
remittances while ―remittance use‖ covers conversations about how remittances are to be 
used (includes requests and earmarking). ―Community‖ refers to people and happenings 
in the village of Santa Rosa and nearby communities. Under ―Environment (Honduras)‖ I 
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probed for any conversations related to water, forests, or firewood. Health, education, 
cattle, and agriculture are self explanatory. 
The categories ―agriculture‖ and ―cattle‖ include emigrants‘ contribution to their 
own or family members farming and ranching activities.  I overheard a conversation in 
which an emigrant in Freeport, NY discussed pasture management with a man he had 
hired in Santa Rosa to care for his cattle. In another, a farmer in Honduras called his 
nephew to request permission to farm his fallow land. Remittance diary (and call log) 
recall interviews and informal interviews provide data to support the claims about 
―keeping the land in play‖ and ―farming from abroad‖ that are discussed in Chapter 7.  
Similar in results to the graph in Figure 6.11,  
Figure 6.9 shows variation in the frequency of topics discussed by family, from the 
perspective of Hondurans via call logs and recall interviews. As expected given Jimena‘s 
heart operation and their large dairy business, Family J speaks the most about health and 
cattle. With two sons in school and two daughters pursing post-secondary degrees, 
education topped the list for Family E. 
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Table 6.7 Topics discussed by transnational focus families in 1/5 or more of calls, in 
descending order of frequency. Topics discussed in more than half of calls are in bold. 
Family A  Family E  Family J  Family M  
N=17 calls N=12 calls N=6 calls N=13 calls 
Migration Education Health Health (Honduras) 
Agriculture Remitting logistics Cattle Health (USA) 
Remittance Use Health (Honduras) Environment Remitting Logistics 
Remitting logistics Health (USA) Migration Cattle 
Health (Honduras) Agriculture  Agriculture 
Education Environment (Honduras)  Community 
   Remittance Use 
Source: Remittance diaries and recall interviews with four female heads of household 
 
Figure 6.12 Conversation topics as a percent of all topics discussed during 48 calls 
logged by 4 families 2009-2010 remittance diaries. Note that agriculture is the third most 
common topic. ―Environment‖ includes probes for water, air, and forest. 
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The above pie chart presents a more global view of all the calls logged for the 
four families. In it, it is clear that health and remitting dominate discussions. This 
corresponds to how many phone calls being tied to remittance transfers (i.e. needing to 
call each time they sent money to give a spouse or parent the amount sent, arrival date, 
and transaction code). ―Health‖ spans routine inquiries and transnational problem solving 
around medical procedures or traditional cures.  Discussion of agriculture and cattle span 
asking how the crops are coming or whether a pregnant cow has given birth to 
discussions about buying pasture, giving permission to use fallow land, or lost animals. 
Less frequently, families talk about deforestation, streams drying up, climate change, 
availability of firewood, and water quality.  Taken together, these conversations about 
farming, cattle, and environment mean that the memory of Santa Rosa‘s socio-natural 
landscape that emigrants brought to the United States is refreshed through 
communication with family members. Comparisons to the U.S. come up, making ―how 
things are done here‖ part of Santa Rosa residents‘ view of the socio-natural landscape 
their relatives inhabit. To the extent that these conversations shape their views, they are 
social remittances. This circulation of ideas, though subtle and incremental, modifies 
emigrants‘ view of the topography of home that is in the back of their mind wheen they 
choose to remit for landscape related practices at a family or community level.  
Conversations include a back and forth about remitting, expenditures, and the 
transnational family economy.  Conversations are more likely to touch on the Honduran 
household economy than that of emigrants as recipients were reluctant to ask about 
emigrants‘ personal finances beyond asking how work was going.  Though reluctant to 
say they outright request money, recipients do mention major expenditures (health, 
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education, mortgage payments), events (birthdays, funerals), and how well or poorly 
sales are going. Similarly, emigrants are reluctant to say they outright request remittances 
be spent on a specific item (short of a major investment) but there is a loose expectation 
that the money sent is spent on the expenditures discussed. In sum, calls shape how much 
money is sent, when it is sent, and how it is spent, but calls do not determine any of these 
practices.  Remitting and spending occurs in a transnational topography; knowledge of 
the socio-economic-biophysical contours of the topography circulates within 
transnational family networks and shapes, but does not define their remitting and 
landscape impacting practices 
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Figure 6.13 Conversation topics for four transnational families. Percentage of calls recorded in remittance diaries for each 
family is stacked by topic. The four family average for each topic is at the top of each bar. (2009-2010 remittance diaries) 
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Figure 6.14 Transnational families: percentage of recorded calls that touch on a given 
topic. Agriculture, environment, and cattle are highlighted. (2009-2010 Remittance 
diaries) 
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Table 6.8 Transnational families: percentage of recorded calls that touch on a given topic. Most often discussed topics are in 
bold. (n=number of recorded calls) 
  
Family J 
Conversation 
Topics 
(Diaries) 
(n=6) 
Family J 
Conversation 
Topics % of 
Recorded 
Calls (n=6) 
Family E 
Conversation 
Topics 
(Diaries) 
(n=12) 
Family E 
Conversation 
Topics % of 
Recorded 
Calls (n=12) 
Family A 
Conversation 
Topics 
(Diaries) 
(n=17) 
Family A 
Conversation 
Topics % of 
Recorded 
Calls (n=17) 
Family M 
Conversation 
Topics 
(Diaries) 
(n=13) 
Family M 
Conversation 
Topics % of 
Recorded 
Calls (n=13) 
Education 0 0% 7 58% 4 24% 0 0% 
Construction 0 0% 1 8% 2 12% 1 8% 
Health (Honduras) 6 100% 3 25% 5 29% 5 38% 
Health (USA) 1 17% 3 25% 2 12% 5 38% 
Finances 
(Honduras) 
1 17% 1 8% 0 0% 2 15% 
Finances (USA) 1 17% 1 8% 3 18% 1 8% 
Remitting 
logistics 
1 17% 6 50% 5 29% 5 38% 
Remittance use 1 17% 2 17% 6 35% 3 23% 
Agriculture 0 0% 2 17% 8 47% 4 31% 
Cattle 4 67% 0 0% 0 0% 4 31% 
Environment 
(Honduras) 
2 33% 2 17% 2 12% 0 0% 
Environment 
(USA) 
0 0% 1 8% 1 6% 0 0% 
Community 0 0% 0 0% 1 6% 4 31% 
Migration 2 33% 2 17% 8 47% 0 0% 
Political situation 1 17% 1 8% 0 0% 2 15% 
Source: 2009-2010 remittance diaries with four transnational family households of origin 
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PART III: Interpretation/Discussion of Data 
Remitting for Nostalgia, Return, or a Better Future? 
I miss my family most [of everything in Santa Rosa]…even 
though time goes by, I always miss them. (Angelo, 11/11/2009) 
Emigrants‘ nostalgia for the Santa Rosa of their childhood – imagined with more 
streams, closer forests, and greater safety – and their dreams and fears of returning to 
Honduras underlay many of the transnational conversations. Santa Rosa residents longing 
for their spouses and children color communication. During our household survey 
interview, for example, Magdalena lamented that the nostalgia de madre is never-ending 
and difficult to endure. Emigrants‘ recognition of their mothers‘ pain no doubt 
contributes to making Mother‘s Day the biggest remitting day of the year to Honduras. 
Magdalena‘s eldest son struggles with dreams of returning home to her, his family, and 
the fields and pastures of Santa Rosa, but he is rooted in the States by his desire to 
educate his American born son. 
Following on Aranda (2007), the emotions stirred by remembering and thinking 
about returning to Santa Rosa affect emigrants‘ involvement in sending funds and 
packages and in frequency of communication.  Schmalzbauer (2005:67) suggests that 
reuniting with children, regardless of place is foremost on Honduran migrants‘ minds. 
Educating children to a higher level than their parents were able to attain, is the most 
visible outcome of emotional ties. She also notes the transmission through remittances of 
―the American Dream‖ and the impact it has had on Honduran culture.  Chavez notes that 
age also impacts the spread of remittances (social and monetary), at a minimum in terms 
of concern for the second generation at the expense of the current (1998:129-131). Who 
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makes decisions and how they are made – both at a household and community level – 
will be shaped by these changes. 
Conservation for future generations is a familiar trope in environmental 
education. In my proposal I asked if wanting a better future for their children translate 
into valuing an environmentally better future for migrants? The simple answer is yes, and 
will be disused in Chapter 8. I also asked if migrant‘s values lead to decisions about 
allocation of financial remittances in a way that affects natural resource management. 
The answer to that is much less straight forward and will be discussed in Chapter 7.   
What happens when nostalgia, identity, national pride, dreams of return, and 
concern for a child‘s future collide? Joana‘s deference to her children's wishes is the 
extreme of what others have expressed in terms of staying in the states on behalf of the 
children, for their education. 
Yes, I would like to return. Because it‘s my land, where I 
grew up. I have good memories. But I had two children and it 
looks unlikely. If they come to me and say ―Mama, I want to live in 
Honduras‖ then I‘ll go there. But for now, my answer would be 
―yes, but practically depending on their answer.‖ Maybe when 
they‘re adults I‘ll go back, because I grew up there. (Joana, 
10/4/2009) 
Remitting Status? 
An initial question of the study was whether economic and social remittances 
affect status and social capital. Levitt even considers status as a social remittance. The 
answer to whether remitting increases status is not cut and dry. Remittances usually mean 
nicer housing and clothing, better quality furniture, more varied food, electronics, 
perhaps a vehicle which is an even larger status symbol than housing. The differences can 
be striking. Yet, Estela and Jimena are quick to point out that their homes were purchased 
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through working very hard to build on humble origins. Fitting with the Protestant work 
ethic common in the village, obtaining goods through remittances is not looked at as well 
as obtaining them through hard work. There is also a strong discourse of vice and 
abandonment of family around migration. These able to ―make it‖ in Honduras are 
celebrated but rare.  Families with emigrants abroad are not necessarily able to participate 
more in community organizations due to lost labor.  Some women have found their 
husband‘s migration resulted in more freedom and free time to participate in community 
leadership, with the school, clinic, and churches the most typical outlets. One resident 
observed that some women leaders are simply acting as proxy for their emigrant spouse, 
reporting to him by phone.  
Cattle and pasture ownership are important status markers. The tangible 
investment elicits respect that the emigrant was able to ―make something‖ of his/her time 
in the U.S. and give an ongoing gift of milk to family members caring for the cattle. 
Vehicle ownership brings a large measure of status. Retuning emigrants seem to place the 
most value on them, seeing a vehicle as a potential tool for work. There is higher status to 
being a truck driver than to farming (see Table 4.3). Efraín, a truck driver and farmer, 
said that returning emigrants don‘t want to get their hands dirty and balk at the idea of 
hard work. Jobs requiring less manual labor are attributed higher status. Part of this ‗car 
culture‘ originated in emigrants‘ time in the U.S. were vehicles were ubiquitous, an 
everyday necessity. Despite warnings of experienced truckers who are already suffering 
from increased competition, emigrants retain a sense that with a vehicle one can do 
anything.  
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―Omar‖ is one returned emigrant who seems to have made the most of owning a 
vehicle. When he chose to make his life in Honduras after being deported, Omar built a 
house, got married, had a child, bought a pickup truck he uses to transport paying 
passengers and sell food and soda to workers during the sugarcane harvest, and set up an 
informal barbershop with scissors purchased before he left New Orleans. Unlike most, he 
has managed to leverage the money that he brought back into a better life for himself in 
Santa Rosa and chose to stay even when he could have migrated again with a visa. Paired 
with the earlier discussion above about the risks of migration and how many people fall 
by the way side, Omar‘s story is a powerful commentary on ambition and ingenuity. His 
tone is not overtly religious, but it fits with the Protestant Ethic strain of discourse among 
many in Santa Rosa.  
Education is one of the biggest investments that emigrants make: not so much 
their own as of their children. For those who have their children in the U.S. with them, it 
means parents stay longer than they might otherwise have preferred in order to give their 
kids the U.S. education ―they deserve.‖ Getting Ben through high school, even into 
university is a perquisite for Benedicto to retire to Santa Rosa and embrace the cattle 
ranching he so misses. For some, like Alvaro, this means working in the U.S. to earn 
enough money to send his daughter to teacher‘s college in Honduras. Schmalzbauer 
(2008) argues that this kind of investment does not result in families permanently moving 
to a higher class. In Santa Rosa it was clear that there were few opportunities for white 
collar work that higher education was creating a generation with skills not appropriate to 
farms or local markets. Emigration to Honduran cities and abroad will necessarily be a 
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primary livelihood strategy for these youth. The economic and social status gained 
through their parents‘ migration and remittances may not pass on to the next generation. 
PART IV: Summary and Implications 
Reflection on Social Remittances: a Case for Reformulating the Concept 
The most commonly cited definition of ―social remittances‖ is ―the ideas, 
behaviors, identities, and social capital that flow from host to sending country 
communities‖ (Levitt: 1998:927). They move within ―complex web[s] of social relations‖ 
that constitutes the transnational social field (or topography) linking migrants and home 
communities (Chavez 1998: 11-12). In the case of Santa Rosa, that ―complex web‖ 
includes migration policy, conservation laws, and land tenure (Chapter 4). They are 
considered the north to south equivalent of ―the social and cultural resources that 
migrants bring with them‖ to the countries that receive them (Levitt: 1998:927). While 
their power to shape receiving countries through entrepreneurship, community 
development, and political integration is widely acknowledged, how ideas, values, capital 
and practices are modified in the host country, communicated to the country of origin, 
and received, reshaped, and retransmitted is much less understood (Levitt 2001:55).  
Having previously looked at mechanisms of water conservation discourse among 
managers and residents of PANACAM (Taylor Bahamondes 2003),  I was intrigued. As 
shown in this chapter, I attempted to capture this process for values related to natural 
resource management. Fully documenting the movement and modification of social 
remittances merits  a separate study closely examining one or two streams of discourse 
from multiple sources (calls and information sources such as TV, radio, Internet and 
educational materials) among U.S. and Honduran based members of the transnational 
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family network(s) over time).   In the data collected through interviews and remittance 
diaries, I saw the transformation of social remittances most clearly in emigrants‘ opinions 
on potential community projects, particularly trash management (Chapter 8). Transfer of 
land use rights was another clear case of remitting a cultural product (access rights) from 
north to south, but the U.S/migration component of the process had more to do with 
emigrants‘ inability to own previous land or having purchased new land with U.S. earned 
remittances (Chapter 7). The social capital of the person receiving the use right in 
Honduras (i.e. his or her ability to turn a connection with a transnational network  contact 
plays a major role but the relationship was typically formed prior to emigration and 
maintained through subsequent communication.  
While there were clear cases of social remitting among my study participants such 
as these, I found overall that the term had less explanatory power for my data than 
originally hoped. The reason lies primarily in the characterization of remittances 
(economic or social) as one-way flows framed in the country and travelling without 
friction to the country of origin). Several aspects of my study showed that communication 
with ramifications for landscape impacting practices occurred in multiple directions and 
that relevant ideas affecting remittance practices were learned in the country of origin, 
often reflecting age and education as opposed to emigration.   
Survey interviews showed that emigrants do not rank among the most important 
sources of learning for farmers in Santa Rosa. Agricultural extension agents, farming 
cooperatives, farm stores, workshops, and neighbors are all more frequent and important 
information sources. Most of these (attempt to) diffuse knowledge and values, much of it 
from international sources modified for the local context. Teasing out which source is 
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responsible for which attitude would require a more detailed discourse analysis 
examining multiple sources for one or two key themes, such as water, soil conservation, 
or trash management. Only through a much more systematic analysis than what was 
possible for the dissertation would it be possible to determine if a Santa Rosa resident‘s 
decision to turn off the tap instead of letting water flow constantly in the pila resulted 
from local peer pressure, the local water council‘s or Aldea Global‘s education efforts, a 
child pressuring a parent after environmental education in local schools, national TV 
programs or billboards along the Pan-American Highway shouting ―Agua es Vida‖ 
(―Water is Life‖) or admonishments from an emigrant child subjected to water 
conservation campaigns to save Long Island aquifers, high monthly water bills, or being 
struck by the contrast of U.S. and Honduran taps during a visit to Santa Rosa.  
My point is that many of the topics discussed within the broad categories I laid 
out in this chapter may well take the form of social remittances in the sense of being 
ideas that are developed in the U.S. and then transferred and reshaped in Honduras. Some 
of these ideas potentially contribute to changes in Santa Rosa landscape impacting 
practices. Unfortunately, it is difficult, if not impossible, to pull out a North to South 
emigrant driven flow from the jumble of local, national, and global information pouring 
through Santa Rosa.  Of the discourse gathered in my study, the area that most closely 
matches Levitt‘s depiction of social remittances is trash and litter management. In that 
case, visiting and returning emigrants are struck by local litter (ironically, largely caused 
by remittance expenditures on junk food) and correct neighbors and family members 
when they toss trash in the street. It is unclear how long the effect lasts (good habits wear 
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off for many) or how much interest in yard cleanup, trash collection, and recycling come 
from local sources such as churches, schools, local NGOs, and the health clinic.  
Similarly, concern for future generations and their education is a strong trope (and 
powerful motivator) but I would be hard pressed to call it a ―social remittance‖ in that it 
is not a north to south flow. Instead, it is a motivating theme that circulates throughout 
the family network and shapes decisions around remitting and return. As with identifying 
the source of learning about water conservation or litter, it would be difficult to identify 
any one source of the ―conserve for future generations‖ or ―privilege future generations‘ 
success‖ discourses.  At a minimum, environmental education and Santa Rosa churches 
contribute to both concepts. 
In sum, the term ―social remittances‖ is a necessary counterpart to ―economic 
remittances,‖ highlighting that emigrants send home ideas and values as well as goods 
and money. Like economic remittances, the term captures only part of the circulation 
within transnational families and neglects south to north flows vital to sustaining 
transnational families and their livelihoods. In the discussion at the end of Chapter 3, I 
discuss the methodological issues with collecting social remittances in this project and 
how a project might be designed to show the connections between disparate influences on 
residents, emigrants, their interactions, and their practices. While imperfect, ―social 
remittances‖ is the best term available. I continue to use it when describing idea, values, 
and permissions to access resources that originate in or have been significantly shaped by 
emigrants‘ time in the North and come to affect practices or ideas in the country of 
origin. The term ―social remittances‖ should be limited to describing cultural products 
(ideas, values, practices, status, etc.) that result from the emigrants‘ tenure in the host 
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community and are transmitted to the community of origin, affecting ideas, practices, 
and/or social relations there. My concern is not about limiting the interpretation of which  
cultural products are flowing within networks. (I have used ―access‖ and ―use rights‖ in 
addition to knowledge and values, for example.)  Instead, the caveat I am placing on 
social remittances is about movement: not all ideas circulating within transnational 
networks were generated in the host country and not all are incorporated into community 
of origin discourse and practices. Care needs to be taken with the term, as the nuanced 
origin and communication of ideas, values, practices, status, etc. that within family 
networks is obscured when they are glossed as north to south flows. 
As seen in Chapter 5, migration stretches families across borders.  Money and 
goods are only one component of how families stretch: communication, social 
remittances, and nonmonetary economic relations also extend transnationally with 
migrants and remittances. The next chapter, Chapter 7, goes deeper into the role of 
remittances, communication, and nonmonetary relations in dynamics and practices 
related to the agrarian landscape in Santa Rosa. Chapter 8 extends the discussion of 
circulation from this chapter to issues of conservation and rural development, including a 
comparison of individual and collective remittances and the need to work within family 
networks to encourage collaboration of emigrants in conservation and development 
projects ―back home.‖ 
Circulation vs. Flow 
The theoretical implications of this chapter are two-fold. The first point is 
deceptively simple: place-based, physical households in a rural village stretch across 
transnational space through migration, remittances, and communication. As the 
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production of income and related decision making about consumption and investment 
become transnational, households are ever more embedded in the political economy of 
sending and receiving communities/countries. Monetary and nonmonetary relations in the 
household of origin are influenced by transnational interactions, affecting local markets 
for things such as labor and land. The second point is that remittances are commonly 
viewed as north-south flows, with the logical extension being that economic relations are 
driven from the north. To some degree, this is true. Yet, emigrant and migrant reluctance 
to characterize spending as ―earmarked‖ or suggest that migrants in determine spending 
in Honduras suggest that decision making is a two-way process. Nonmonetary economic 
relations of reciprocity, lending, and sharing are very much negotiated across borders. 
Two-way communication is facilitated by the frequency and relative inexpensive of 
phone call, coupled with the pervasiveness of cell phones within Santa Rosa (only 1 of 
the 50 survey households did not have a cell phone).  
With this research I originally set out to capture ―social and economic 
remittances.‖  Economic remittances, though mediated by two-way interaction - have 
been relatively easy to capture and the term still holds as money does flow largely north 
to south. (This excludes the significant amount of funds required to pay coyotes to make 
the trip north in the first place.)  No less important, social remittances are much more 
elusive, as transfers of ideas are mediated by the emigrants‘ preconceptions and 
memories of home and by the voiced views of those back home. In sum, economic and 
social remittances occur in dialogue. The idea of north-south remittances also downplays 
the circulation of funds within networks at the emigrants‘ place of residence in the U.S. 
and networks of family members and neighbors back in the community of origin.  The 
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conclusion of this chapter is that while the terms may be a useful reminder that money 
does not flow void of ideas, status, etc., the term ―economic remittance‖ minimizes 
nonfinancial economic relations and the term ―social remittances‖ over-simplifies the 
way in which the transfer of ideas and other cultural products is embedded in 
transnational family networks.  
Implications for Local Landscapes, Conservation and Development 
Recent literature on migration looks to remittances as a potential source of 
funding for community development (ex. de Haas 2007; de Sherbinin et al. 2008). As 
will be discussed in Chapter 8, Mexican Hometown Associations serve as a model of 
group remitting that does not quite fit with the loose U.S. based community and family 
oriented remittance flows found in Honduras. Strategies compelling individuals in the 
household of origin to present ideas in their extended economic household may be more 
successful. Based on interviews conducted with development agency professionals in 
Tegucigalpa in April 2010, agencies such as Organization for International Migration and 
Food and Agriculture Organization are looking to help recipients and youth channel 
funds into agriculture and other production-oriented investments. This chapter suggests 
that their efforts might find purchase since transnational conversations already touch on 
agriculture, cattle, microenterprise, and environmental issues around trash, deforestation, 
and water.   
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7 CHAPTER 7 
FARMING IN A GLOBALIZED AGRARIAN LANDSCAPE: “KEEPING THE 
LAND IN PLAY AND FARMING FROM ABROAD”  
 
Introduction: Emigrants in the Agrarian Landscape 
Chapters 5 and  6 show that when migrants leave their households and 
communities of origin in search of better livelihoods for themselves and their families, 
they remain enmeshed to greater or lesser degrees in the socio-economic relations of their 
family members who stayed behind. Migrants are also tied to the material practices in 
their household and community origin through ongoing transnational communication, 
remittances, and nonmonetary economic relations. Here I explore how this plays out in 
the ways in which emigrants and their family members in Honduras work together to 
maintain agriculture-based livelihoods. Using case illustrations and data on land, 
agricultural practices, and firewood use (all areas that physically impact local soils, 
forests, or water), I show ways in which migrants‘ remittances and transnational family 
network ties directly and indirectly affect the socio-natural landscape of ―home.‖ Despite 
appearances that emigrants play little direct role in the agrarian landscape, their actions 
shape that very landscape through directly and indirectly facilitating agriculture and cattle 
ranching, what I call ―farming from abroad‖ in general. (When emigrants directly engage 
in agricultural practices through a representative in Santa Rosa I also refer to it as 
―farming by proxy.‖) Santa Rosa‘s position in a regulated landscape that prohibits cutting 
and allows for ―invasion‖ of unused lands, adds a layer of incentives for migrants to keep 
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their land in use to keep land from loosing access to it. I call producing on land that might 
have otherwise been left fallow, ―keeping the land in play.‖  
Chapter 7 and chapter 8 are interrelated, referring to emigrants‘ roles in two 
sometimes conflicting cultural constructions of the same socio-natural environment: 
Santa Rosa and its surroundings in the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National 
Park. The agrarian and conservation landscapes, respectively, reflect the views of 
different stakeholders in the environment: farmers, cattle ranchers, women using 
firewood to cook, migrants, and park managers. I think of the landscapes in terms of   a 
―managed mosaic‖ (Zarger 2009) or ―managed matrix‖ (Hecht and Saatchi 2005), in this 
case a patchwork of farms, pastures, residences, schools, roads, public spaces, shade 
grown coffee, fallows, streams, and forests. Whether that physical environment should be 
considered part of a ―conservation‖ or ―agrarian‖ landscape depends on the perspective of 
the resource user/manager and on whether the matrix is being optimized for production, 
preservation, or something in between.  
I choose the word ―agrarian‖ over ―rural‖ to emphasize the role that agriculture 
plays in sustaining livelihoods in Santa Rosa and that farming and cattle ranching are the 
primary interface of people and nature in the area. Following Scott (1985), I also use 
―agrarian‖ because the term evokes the political and historical struggle to gain and secure 
access to land, a major theme underlying this study as outlined in Chapter 4. Power in the 
sense of ―weapons of the weak‖ (Scott 1985), comes in here in the way families work 
across great distances to maintain livelihoods, finding ways to get around agrarian and 
conservation laws and ―keep their land in play.‖ Taken transnationally and cumulatively, 
nonmonetary economic practices of exchange and production paired with law-defying 
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undocumented migration form a ―countertopography‖ (Katz 2002, 2004) to the dominant 
global topography of capital-based forces shaping transnational labor migration, 
remittances, agricultural and migration policies, and Santa Rosa‘s peripheral position in 
the market economy (see Chapter 4). In this sense, my study is about how families piece 
together livelihoods at multiple places, spanning widely disparate local and national 
economic spaces, and how the resulting livelihood practices intersect with the managed 
matrix that is their agrarian landscape. 
Intersections: Political Ecology of a Contested Landscape 
The Managed Mosaic of PANACAM‘s Buffer Zone 
The patchwork of land use strategies used by rural farmers in Honduras is 
captured well by the concept of a ―mosaic‖ of livelihood strategies that includes farming, 
off-farm labor, and domestic and international migration. Drawing on archaeological 
scholarship and her research in Belize, Zarger (2009: 132) shows that households interact 
with human-modified environments (cultural landscapes) to create ―dynamic, continually 
changing, livelihood ‗mosaics.‘‖   The concept of ―managed mosaics‖ – of dynamic 
socio-cultural landscapes managed for livelihood production contrasts with a parallel, 
more ecology oriented term, ―managed matrix.‖ Based on her work with forest 
resurgence in El Salvador and scholarship in ―fragment ecology‖ (Schelhas and 
Greenberg 1996; Laurance and Bierregaard 1997), Geographer Susanna Hecht (2005) 
uses the concept of ―managed matrix‖ as a counterpoint to metaphors of conservation 
sites as ―islands.‖  
The ideas of managed matrix and managed mosaic suggest that agricultural lands 
are not barren wastelands, but part of a managed ecosystem around a conservation site 
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(ex. PANACAM‘s core and special use zones established to conserve cloud forests), that 
provides population support for species and support for human livelihoods. Whether to 
use ―matrix‖ or ―mosaic‖ depends on who is ―managing‖ the socio-natural landscape.  I 
tend to use ―mosaic‖ because it better aligns with the livelihood concerns of the Santa 
Rosa residents and emigrants and with a practice-based approach to capturing landscape 
impacting livelihood practices. From Aldea Global‘s (2007), perspective, the buffer zone 
is a conservation matrix: PANACAM conceives of the agrarian landscape circling the 
protected forests as an organic patchwork of farms, pastures, forests, and residences to be 
managed in such a way as to ―buffer‖ the effects of unregulated forest and land use 
practices on the forests and to foster spaces outside of the park core that further support 
populations. Sustainable development for human populations is largely a means to the 
ends of forest conservation.  
This managed matrix of PANACAM‘s buffer zone is the ―conservation 
landscape‖ in which the practices described in Chapter 8 are based. It is also how I 
conceive of the ecology behind the ―political ecology of migration‖ in Santa Rosa and 
PANACAM. For more on the logic of incorporating managed agrarian landscapes into 
the strategy to protect forests, see the park‘s strategy for protecting species (Proyecto 
Aldea Global 2007) and the PANACAM-based Saving Forests, Protecting People? 
(Schelhas and Pfeffer 2008). 
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Agrarian and Conservation Landscapes  
within a Topography of Transnational Migration 
By influencing agricultural and natural resource management practices in the 
households of origin, the funds and ideas that circulate within transnational families 
shape the cultural-economic-biophysical landscapes of the home community and 
watershed.  Shifting land use—such as the conversion to pasture depicted below—is a 
key mechanism by which emigration changes the agrarian landscape. The transnational 
topography within which these circulations occur, is shaped by the flows and frictions of 
everyday encounters and by contemporary manifestations of historical inequities of 
wealth, social capital, and access to arable land (see Chapter 3). Many individual, family, 
and more macro factors influence the circulation of cattle-related funds and ideas within 
Santa Rosa transnational families.  While more financially secure emigrants are more 
likely to have the spare income to invest in cattle and pastures (Families B and J), even 
less prosperous emigrants may see a small investment in cattle as a long-term insurance 
for eventual return or a child‘s future (Family M). Emigrants‘ legal status (and the current 
climate and legislation around employing undocumented workers) affects their ability to 
secure and retain jobs as does the health of the broader economy and the construction, 
service, or other sector in which they are employed. Debts to relatives for paying their 
passage to the U.S. or to employers for advanced wages or vehicles and being able to 
access food, childcare, or ride-sharing through emigrant networks in the U.S. all affect 
the emigrants‘ cash flow and ability to remit. Emigrants‘ choice to invest in cattle over 
other possible investments is colored by their ability /desire to invest in a home in the 
U.S., lack of access to banks on either side of the border and mistrust of the entire 
banking system in Honduras due to past defaults, access to land in Honduras, and 
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knowing someone skilled and trustworthy enough to manage the animals and pastures. 
The point of sharing some of the factors contributing to emigrants‘ investment in cattle is 
simply to show that it is not a spontaneous decision, but instead that the practice is 
embedded in multiple aspects of, and multiple places, in the transnational topography. 
As part of the buffer zone of a national park, Santa Rosa is located in a physical 
geography shaped by overlapping socio-natural landscapes made up of a mosaic of 
farming and resource-use and conservation practices. The concrete material practices 
through which people shape it can be interpreted through multiple lenses. In the case of 
the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park, this means the interpretation of 
the same place and space constructs practices and conflicting sets of views about the 
same physical world and the place that people should have in it. The ―buffer zone‖ 
landscape is socially constructed, and contested, by the different stakeholders who use 
who use and manage it (Bender 2001; Strang 1997).
85
  This chapter is written from the 
point of view of those who look at the buffer zone and see primarily farms, pastures, and 
homesteads, an ―agrarian landscape.‖ The next chapter looks at Santa Rosa and Pacaya 
through the eyes of those who see the same farms and pastures as an agricultural frontier 
that brushes dangerously against a legally enforceable border. Through a conservation 
lens, these farms are part a protective ring of regulated farming and cutting meant to 
buffer threatened biodiversity from greater human incursion. In essence, the 
―conservation landscape‖ was overlaid upon the agrarian landscape when the buffer zone 
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 I use landscape and topography to refer simultaneously to the physical place and social space 
and are used to evoke a sense of humans living in, working in, shaping, and being shaped by a dynamic 
bio-physical environment.  See Chapter 2 for more on ―landscapes‖ and their place in a political ecology of 
migration. (Strang (1997: 5) describes the socially constructed nature of landscapes: ―By providing a 
common idiom, the concept of landscape shows how different values are located in the land according to 
social, cultural, historical and ecological factors.‖) 
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was established in 1987, demarcated in 1992, and built up through years of enforcement 
and environmental education.  
Each landscape is defined by the interests, needs, and values of the person or 
institution viewing it. Whether the buffer zone is seen as 1) a conservation landscape 
characterized by park managers‘ concerted efforts to protect forest and water resources or 
2) an agrarian landscape defined by residents‘ efforts to produce food and livelihoods 
more generally is in the eye of the stakeholder. Both landscapes are ―managed matrices,‖ 
anthropogenic environments made up of a patchwork of publicly and privately managed 
lands characterized by complex ecosystems and spatial relations (Hecht 2005). As a 
compromise of regulated activities on private land towards the goal of conserving 
protected resources, buffer zones are people inclusive management efforts reflective of a 
shift in conservation to a landscape approach.
86
  
How do Migrants Fit into the Landscapes? 
Migrants, like residents, have a role to play in each version of their environment–
the conservation landscape and the agrarian landscape. Although the term ―landscape‖ is 
a contested one among scholars of different disciplinary approaches, I situate my analysis 
in relation to that proposed by Bender (1993:1), who argues that  
landscapes are created by people – through their 
experience and engagement with the world around them. They may 
be close-grained, worked-upon, lived in places, or they may be 
distant and half fantasized. […] The landscape is never inert; 
people engage with it, rework it, appropriate it and contest it. It is 
part of the way in which identities are created and disputed. 
 
86 Hecht predicts that ―large scale parks and preserves are becoming much less an option, and 
future efforts will require a landscape approach‖ (2005: 320). PANACAM and other biosphere reserves 
attempt such an approach. 
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When viewed in this way, it is possible to see that migrants‘ memories, perceptions, 
dreams, and plans rework their memories of place (Bender 2001) and shape the way they 
view and interact with the landscape by way of their social ties in Honduras.
87
  (When 
those views and practices have been modified by their distance from Santa Rosa and time 
in the United States, then they can be considered a form of social remittance (see Levitt 
2001 and discussion in previous chapters).)  
 Together, this chapter and Chapter 8 are about the actual and potential roles of 
migrants in two parallel socio-natural landscapes, two sometimes complimentary, often 
conflicting views of how to use the same physical place. Transnational relations between 
emigrants and residents of Santa Rosa link this place (these landscapes) to a transnational 
social field. Emigrants operate within that field, affecting rural livelihood practices and, 
by extension, landscapes on several fronts. Drawing on Katz (Katz 2002), I consider 
landscapes, practices, and social fields together to yields an overarching metaphor of a 
transnational topography examined through contour lines, which emphasizes the 
interconnections of social relations and material practices across borders.  
The following example illustrates how I approached the analysis. In the primary 
study site, contested landscapes are most clear in ―Pacaya,‖ a hamlet in the 
microwatershed from which Santa Rosa gets its water. Several community members, 
including multiple members of one focus family, have land in Pacaya, right along the 
edge of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park‘s buffer and special use zones (see Figure 
 
87The corollary is also true: as the landscape ‗back home‘ changes so do their perceptions of the 
agrarian and/or conservation landscape. For example, being asked to donate toward the 2009 water project 
shifted attention to water provision and conservation for continued water supply. Hearing of 
underemployment, low profits, and tired soil affects migrants desire to invest in cattle over agriculture, if at 
all. 
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4.4). I draw the edges of the two landscapes based on how the viewers see the land (ex. 
buffer zone (park), microwatershed (park, water council), or ―surroundings‖ (residents).  
I also take into account the expanse of material practices of those shaping the socio-
natural landscape, such as farming, raising cattle, and gathering firewood.
88
 My practice 
based borders differ somewhat from residents‘ definitions of alredadores or ―surrounding 
areas‖ in that I would consider changes to the bio-physical environment resulting from 
their practices as part of their agrarian and/or conservation landscape.  
These boundaries also differ from the microwatershed based ones that I drew 
when beginning the project. Through research in Santa Rosa I quickly learned that 
―watershed‖ based boundaries where more relevant to the buffer zone communities of 
―Aguas Blancas‖ where the project was originally based (see Chapter 3) and ―Pacaya‖ 
where several residents and emigrants from Santa Rosa farm and where the water project 
takes water from a stream in the special use zone.  Both communities are smaller and the 
area of influence of their practices is closely mapped to their respective microwatersheds 
than Santa Rosa, the area of influence of which spans multiple microwatersheds.  In 
Santa Rosa, park and resident conceptualizations of the relevant boundaries of the socio-
natural landscape differ greatly. PANACAM managers may be concerned about Santa 
Rosa‘s impact on the buffer zone in general, but is more actively concerned with 
 
88 I am using the term transnational topography to put the locally based, place-based landscapes in 
the context of the transnational relations. So, while an emigrant‘s purchase of land in Pacaya (for example) 
makes the act part of a transnational social field (or topography), I reserve the term landscape for the limits 
of the material practices of the study population and the edges of the land  and any inputs used (ex. chicken 
manure or labor) and the consumption of any produce.  Policies or more macro dynamics related to these 
socio-material practices would be part of the broader context of the  landscape and  shape the contours of 
the transnational topography, defined here as the social, material, discursive universe of the dynamics at 
hand, the goal of following contour lines being to trace and elucidate some of this metaphorical 
topography.  
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regulating practices in the microwatershed of Pacaya, the upper reaches of which are part 
of the park‘s people-excluded special use zone. Meanwhile, as Santa Rosa sits on the 
outer edge of the buffer zone, residents‘ landholdings and landscape impacting practices 
extend well beyond the park. 
 As the dissertation was originally conceived, the concept of watershed (an 
ecological unit of interest to water councils and park managers) was used to guide data 
collection. In the field I quickly found that the implications of landscape impacting 
practices of Santa Rosa residents and emigrants stretched beyond the microwatershed of 
interest to the park and water council (Pacaya) and incorporated a loose commodity chain 
approach to collect information about key areas of practice: land, cattle, agrochemicals, 
labor, and firewood. Watersheds and commodity chains were very helpful in making me 
think about interconnections between social relations, stakeholders, and watershed 
resources, and to collect data about the stages of acquisition, production, distribution, and 
consumption of cattle, firewood, coffee, etc.  The concepts also kept the study grounded 
in ecosystem-relevant and practice-based boundaries to data collection. These concepts, 
derived from focus groups and discussions with park staff, shaped the survey, 
participation, remittance diaries, and informal questioning. Participants practices in these, 
and park managers and residents insights into their ecological impacts defined the 
contours of my conceptualization of the combined agrarian and conservation landscapes. 
During analysis I found the terms to be too confining and that they did not accurately 
represent the local or physical scope of the dynamics of interest; the landscape orientation 
grew out of data analysis.  The concepts of network, landscape, practice, topography, and 
contour lines, developed in Chapter 2, have been more amenable to understanding 
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interconnected, multi-level processes and building a political ecology of transnational 
migration. 
In this chapter, I am most concerned with understanding the embeddedness of 
residents‘ resource impacting practices within transnational family networks and ways in 
which emigration can affect material practices. To do this, I follow the contour lines 
created by local, place-based practice through the family networks and village-
community dynamics, paying attention to aspects of the residents‘ and emigrants‘ daily 
lives and broader contexts that might influence those behaviors. Contour lines connect 
points of interaction between farmers and the land, neighbors, emigrant family members, 
policies, markets, etc.: ―different social formations and their disparate geographies‖ 
Katz‘s (2002:724). Following Katz, I suggest that contour lines are a vivid and useful 
metaphor to connect social relations and material practices across transnational space. 
However, I push the metaphor a step further: Katz‘s conceptualization of contour lines 
(and her project overall) is more overtly political, but the metaphor of contour remains a 
useful corollary to landscape and topography. In my project, contours are more closely 
tied to networks than hers. Given the transnational family based methodology of my 
research, contours in my project more closely follow social networks than they do in 
Katz‘s take on transnational topographies. 
This chapter looks at how emigrants affect the socio-natural landscapes of their 
home community along inter-related contour lines
89
: land, cattle, and firewood .
90
  These 
 
89 Chapter 8 looks at two additional contour lines, water and waste, from a conservation 
perspective. 
90 As will be discussed in Chapter 8, this implies that the ―community‖ relevant to community 
based natural resource management stretches far beyond those present in the physical watershed. Indeed, 
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three areas, together with water and waste in Chapter 8, emerged as important to the 
Santa Rosa landscape early in the focus groups and participant observation and were 
reinforced by subsequent survey, recall, and emigrant interviews. Unlike contour lines on 
a map, which connect points of equal altitude to depict uneven topography, socio-natural 
contour lines depicting the physical and social geography of a transnational social field 
can cross each other at nodal points (Katz 2002:724). These points are that are rich for 
analysis, such as the connections between cattle, availability of agricultural land, and 
access to firewood drawn at the end of the chapter. Through these, I will discuss roles 
that emigrants play in the agrarian landscape of their sending community through the 
money they remit and the sharing of ideas. Remittances are an important part of this 
story, as suggested in Chapter 6, but there are other relevant dynamics and practices that 
go beyond monetary transfers or purchases that will be explored here. While 
demonstrating the connections between emigrants‘ and residents‘ beliefs and behaviors 
and ecological change is beyond the scope of the present study,  I believe that a 
complementary study measuring the direct ecological consequences, such as water 
quality, soil erosion, crop yield, forest density, etc. would likely show that emigrants‘ 
decisions to remit, invest, lend land, etc. modify the material world.  
  
 
through migration and the legislation that governs their and their relatives‘ decisions, watersheds and Cerro 
Azul Meámbar National Park are shown to be influenced by dynamics far beyond the households residing 
in the park‘s buffer zone and consuming water from the microwatersheds that they are trying to protect 
there.  
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A Globalized Agrarian Landscape
91
 
Remittances for Agriculture?! 
Many residents of Santa Rosa are of the opinion that returning emigrants and 
those receiving remittances invest little money earned through emigration in farming, 
cattle ranching, or other productive activities. They say that they only invest in education 
and housing. A middle-aged farmer summed up the sentiment when asked about the 
broader impacts of migration on agriculture in Santa Rosa. His retired father nodded in 
agreement. 
All the money that I see coming from there, people are 
putting it to very personal use. They never share with society, 
right?
92
 […] All their monies are invested in construction, not in 
agriculture…nobody wants to invest in agriculture, only in 
construction (6/20/2009).  
Pedro, a fifty-four year old landless farmer, agrees that most investment goes to 
construction, adds that they do buy land for pasture: 
Pedro: ―Look, what happens here is that those who go 
abroad, to El Norte, send [money] to a brother or father and they 
go and buy a piece of land, they buy a piece of land and they put 
up a house.‖ 
C: do they buy land for agriculture or just for housing? 
Pedro: They don‘t buy land for agriculture, just pastures, 
for cattle. (6/22/09) 
 
91 Bebbington (2001) uses the term ―globalized landscape‖ in a similar sense to highlight 
manifestations of global processes in the local socio-natural landscape. I use ―transnational topography,‖ on 
the other hand, to refer to the transnational space created by migrant networks and the globalized 
landscapes in which migrants and their family members dwell. 
92 He appears to be looking for some kind of trickle-down effect of remittances into the broader 
local economy or a more philanthropic destination of funds.  
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The example of cattle towards the end of this chapter illustrates the cumulative effect that 
direct investment of remittances in pasture and cattle, and of attempting to raise cattle 
from abroad using proxies to manage pastures and cows, has on the socio-natural 
landscape of Santa Rosa and on the topography of the transnational social field anchored 
there. The main effect of cattle ranching on the agrarian landscape of Santa Rosa comes 
from taking agricultural land ―out of play.‖ Residents argue that once land is cleared for 
pasture, it never used for agriculture or reintroduced into the agricultural rental market. 
Once land is cleared for pasture, the land may be left to rest for a time, but not left fallow 
long enough to regrow secondary forest (guamiles) which are a source of habitat and 
firewood. 
In general, in formal and informal conversations, the Hondurans with whom I 
spoke in Santa Rosa and beyond (see the ―Epilogue‖ of Chapter 8) were much more apt 
to describe broader social consequences due to broken families or economic 
consequences due to exporting labor, than consequences on the physical landscape. Yet, 
this quote points to part of the reason why other kinds of transnational agriculture-related 
connections go unnoticed‖: buying an occasional bottle of herbicide, hiring only 1 or 2 
workers at a time for a few days at time, indirect expenditures, lending of land, granting 
of access, small deals for a manzana of milpa or tarea of bananas, the kinds of practices 
that are described in the illustration of indirect remittances (below), are not practices that 
are easily seen. The agricultural related spending documented in Chapter 6 captures these 
small transactions as well as larger direct investment in land and cattle. Investment in 
pasture for cattle reshapes the agrarian landscape by taking land out of circulation for 
basic crops, rent, and fallows which are an important source of firewood. The political 
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ecology of emigrant investment in pasture is explored in greater depth at the end of the 
chapter. (For a summary of these dynamics, see Figure 7.6). The residents most likely to 
say there was little impact had little deep contact with emigrant families and were looking 
for grander outcomes such as ranches or plantations hiring local workers. The cumulative 
effect of these other sorts of transnational relationships is more subtle, but cumulatively, 
carries a punch. 
Illustration of Indirect Impacts of Remittances 
It is also important to recognize that emigration affects agricultural practices 
through channels other than direct remittance expenditure. Indirectly, remittances for 
other areas free up funds and even out cash flow for cash-poor families, including 
allowing families to hire workers to replace the emigrant‘s lost labor. Blanca and 
Bernardo, for example, receive money from their children to care for the grandchildren 
left in their care. Added to monies sent from their daughter, Bella, and their now 
deceased son Bartolome, these remittances create a regular cash flow within the 
household that makes taking care of their grandchildren‘s cows on their 24 tareas of 
pasture, hiring workers to grow 4 tareas of corn/beans for consumption and sale, and 
generally maintaining their 432 tareas of pine forests, pastures, cornfields, and coffee 
more feasible.  
Indirect expenditures are difficult to capture, but hard to ignore. Having discussed 
remittance expenditures at length in Chapter 6, here I expand the conversation to include 
indirect expenditures and a number of other ways that emigrants ―farm from abroad.‖ The 
following example illustrates the intersection of indirect remittance expenditure and 
transnational nonmonetary economic relations.  Alana diverted money sent by her 
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husband (Alvaro) in New York for routine household uses to purchase firewood gathered 
by her father from property owned by a nephew in New York (Antonio). That 
transaction, plus remittances from a domestic emigrant son-in-law (Alejandro), provided 
her father (Alonso), with enough cash to buy fertilizer to grow corn raised on land lent to 
him by another emigrant nephew (Andrés).  In sum, land use rights granted by two 
emigrant nephews and cash obtained from two emigrant sons-in-law made it possible for 
Alana to produce food consumed by his and Maritza‘s household in Santa Rosa. The 
actions of the four emigrants affected the farming practices employed on the land and 
whether it is farmed at all, left fallow, or surrendered to squatters or the park because of 
underuse. When the farmer invests some of the money to pay laborers to help apply 
herbicide or harvest, the emigrants‘ remitting practices also affect local labor markets.  
This example also shows that social capital plays a role in farmers‘ ability to leverage 
transnational family network relations to access remittances and emigrant owned 
resources, such as fallow agricultural land. Land use rights granted transnationally like 
this could be considered a kind of social remittance. 
The latter half of the chapter examines intersecting transnational socio-natural 
relations in the agrarian landscape around cattle and firewood. Given the scope of this 
study, I can only infer the ecological implications of emigrants‘ and residents‘ practices. 
However, in the above case of indirect remitting, agrochemicals are introduced into the 
ground water supply, potentially affecting local flora and fauna. Woody fallows 
(guamiles) were cleared to be able to plant corn, crossing the buffer zone/special use zone 
border according to the resident park ranger, meaning habitat loss and erosion In Copan 
and Olancho, Honduras, the Sustainable Development Network (RDS-Honduras) (RDS-
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HN 2008) has found direct ties between natural resource management and emigration 
ties, showing ecological impacts in similar landscapes. So, the connections between 
remittances and direct ecological impacts are not too difficult to assume. 
93
 
In the above case, sharing access to land and remittances led to a series of 
potential impacts. Alana bought firewood from Alvaro with money sent for routine 
household.  Gathering the firewood with permission from a coffee farm had minimal 
ecological impact. Alvaro spent the firewood money on herbicide, fertilizer, and labor to 
clear fallow land in Pacaya to plant corn. In doing so, he crossed the border of the buffer 
zone into the park‘s special use zone, shrinking the forested area of the park by about 8 
tareas and eliminating some 16 tareas of habitat for birds and other animals and exposing 
soil to eroding water and wind, killing ―weeds‖ with herbicides and potentially polluting 
surface and ground water with fertilizers. From the farmer‘s perspective, the timely 
infusion of cash and loaned land from emigrants allowed him to feed his family relatively 
inexpensively. Whether to applaud or denounce the role that Alonso‘s emigrant nephews 
played in his land use practices depends on if the viewer sees the contested socio-natural 
space as a conservation and/or agrarian landscape.
94
 
  
 
93A complementary study of the ecological characteristics of the socio-natural landscape at my site 
would involve tracking stream flow or rain fall, measuring soil quality, gauging the age and biodiversity of 
secondary growth and fallow plots, tracking extraction of firewood or application of agrochemicals, etc. 
94 Showing that the park treats the buffer zone as a managed matrix, the local park ranger only 
verbally reprimanded Alonso‘s actions – literally laid bare during the watershed boundary demarcation 
project described in Chapter 8. He did not report the action to municipal authorities, in part because Alonso 
is, in many ways, conservation minded and has reported more egregious violations in the past. The guard 
explained that even though Alonso‘s  (and his brother Alberto‘s) farming practices pass illegally into the 
special use zone, their presence is more positive than negative as they act as an extra set of eyes and ears 
and deter hunters from entering through the semi-developed trail that leads to the community water project. 
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Use of and Access to the Agrarian Landscape 
Understanding how farmers, ranchers, and firewood gathers view and use the 
agrarian landscape – and how migrants fit into related dynamics – requires first looking at 
their access to those resources. Who owns the land? How do residents and migrants 
access land and firewood? What uses do they give land? This section overviews land 
holdings and land use practices, laying the groundwork for a discussion of the 
intersecting contours of firewood and cattle at the end of the chapter. The following 
examples of rental and fallows management offer additional insight into acccess to land 
as a bundle of rights that can be disagregated and used by multiple inviduals. 
Land Holdings and Crops  
Heads of household without emigrants in my Santa Rosa survey reported land 
holdings ranging from 0 to 176 tareas (0-27 acres), while those that include emigrants 
reported holding ranging from 0 to 1024 tareas (0-159 acres).
 95
  Typical holdings in my 
study group are 25-85 tareas (4-13 acres). These figures only include parcels that are 
used by the household of origin for residences and yards. Participants also report land and 
crop quantities in terms of ―manzanas‖ made up of 16 tareas (2.5 acres). As I am more 
interested in relative than absolute land holdings, I leave quantities in local terms as it 
better reflects how farmers view land.  Respondents‘ choice to report in tareas or 
manzanas reflects typical extensions of crops. Families typically farm one half to two 
manzanas (8 to 32 tareas) (1-5 acres) of milpa (corn, often rotated or intercropped with 
beans). Coffee, yucca, malanga, banana, and fruit trees are typically farmed in smaller 
 
95A tarea is approximately 0.155 acres. 16 tareas equal 1 manzana or 1.68 acres. (Manzanas were 
initially calculated as 10,000 square varas, with a vara being approximately 1 yard,  making it close but not 
equal to a 10,000 square meter hecatare or 2.47 acres.) (Bureau of the American Republics 1894: 87)..  
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quantities, so small farmers reported them in terms of tareas while milpa, fallows, and 
pastures were usually reported in terms of manzanas. Table 7.1 provides averages of 
plantings (converted to tareas) for emigrant and nonemigrant families. (Disparities in 
crop extension and land holdings would be higher if taking into account all members of 
the transnational household, as opposed to only the household surveyed). 
Large land owners are often absent, some living in Santa Rosa, but many are in 
Honduran cities or the United States. Their fields are lent or rented season by season to 
those with little or no land to plant corn and beans. Lending and rental agreements are 
arranged either directly in person or through a transnational phone call, or via family 
members or property managers who act as proxy to the legal owner. Slower growing, 
more profitable, crops like coffee, mandarins, pineapple, and yucca are grown only by 
landowners or their surrogates. Land ownership for total land, own land, and pasture are 
pulled up by the extensive cattle and pasture holdings of one of my focus families, which 
runs a successful cheese factory (Family J). However, removing Family J‘s 1008 tareas 
(156 acres) affects only the magnitude of difference, not the trend. The same four items 
are significant: total land used, total land owned, area in coffee, and area in guamil (scrub 
brush/fallows).   
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Table 7.1 Land holdings and crop area for emigrant and nonemigrant households engaged 
in some agricultural activity (measured in tareas). Statistically signficant differences 
between  emigrant and nonemigrant households are bolded. Starred items only had 17 
emigrant and 31 overall. 
 International Emigrants Nonemigrant Emigrant All   One-way ANOVA  
Mean 
(N=14) 
Mean 
(N=18) 
Mean 
(N=32) 
F Sig 
Overall Land Use, Ownership, Lending and Renting 
Total Land Used 47.7 207.7 137.7 5.440 0.027 
Total Land Owned 29.4 161.3 103.6 3.979 0.055 
Total Agricultural Land Rented 6.6 3.3 4.8 1.235 0.275 
Agricultural Land Rented to Others .0 8.1 4.6 2.102 0.158 
Area Cultivated (own, borrowed, or rented land) 
Corn and Beans (milpa)* 17.1 23.6 20.7 1.731 0.199 
Coffee 7.1 19.3 13.9 3.157 0.086 
Forest* 6.0 26.4 17.2 1.496 0.231 
Guamil* 5.7 33.9 21.2 4.453 0.044 
Yucca* 4.7 2.4 3.4 1.32 0.26 
Total Pasture Owned 4.0 88.4 51.5 1.688 0.204 
Pasture Used* 3.0 90.4 50.9 1.876 0.181 
Trees  1.9 3.9 3.0 0.628 0.434 
Malanga .4 1.7 1.2 0.718 0.404 
Bananas .4 2.8 1.8 1.4 0.246 
Vegetables96* .0 .0 .0 . . 
Grass for Sale97* .0 .0 .0     
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households, 32 with agriculture interviews. 
Reporting averages hides the amount of variation in land ownership or extension 
of cultivation between households. Table 7.2 below reproduces some of the above data 
along with details on the four focus families, showing that even among focus families 
there is variation. Only one family has coffee. Two have cattle but very different, 
numbers (11 vs. 80). Land holdings range from 0 (Family A) to 136 tareas (21 acres) in 
 
96 With the exception of a long defunct project on an orchard and farm now being sold in parcels 
for homesteads, no one in the village reported raising vegetables, citing unfavorable weather conditions. 
97 While no one in my survey grew grass for sale to others, some purchased it from neighbors who 
happened to not fall within survey sample. 
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coffee and milpa (Family M) to 144 tareas (22 acres), half rented out and half used for 
milpa, firewood and fruit trees (Family E) and 1008 tareas (156 acres), primarily in 
pasture (Family J). Emigrant involvement in the land holdings varies as well. Emigrant 
children from Family E have no involvement in their parents‘ agricultural activities or 
share in land ownership. Emigrant children from Family E are helping to pay down their 
parents‘ land while those from Family J let their parents pasture cattle on land that the 
parents have purchased on their children‘s behalf. Emigrants from both families remit 
some money directly for care of cattle. While the core household of Family A is land-
poor, she benefit from her father‘s part in significant sharing of access to land and some 
direct contribution of remittances for agriculture within the extended transnational family 
network. 
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Table 7.2 Select agricultural data for Santa Rosa households of origin 
 Focus Family Households of Origin  All Santa Rosa Households Surveyed   
(One-way ANOVA) 
 Family A  Family E  Family J  Family M  Non 
Emigrant  
(n=23, 
mean) 
Emigrant 
(n=28, 
mean) 
All 
(n=51, 
mean) 
F  p 
Completed agricultural interview (N) no Yes yes yes 14 18 32 n/a n/a 
Land holdings (total # tareas)
98
 0 144 1008 136 31.826 136.268 89.167 4.832 0.033 
Rent land to others (# tareas) 0 72 0 0      
Cows (N) 0 0 80 11 0.35 4.96 2.88 1.791 0.187 
Coffee (# tareas) 0 0 0 16 4.3 12.39 8.75 2.931 0.093 
Fallows (# tareas) 0 0 0 0 3.48 20.57 12.86 3.804 0.057 
Milpa (# tareas) 0 22 0 24 17.1 23.6 20.7 1.731 0.199 
Planted milpa  within past year yes yes no yes 65% 36% 49% 4.625 .036 
Hired labor for agriculture (US$/2008)
99
  0 $87 $7579 $947 $55 $703 $399 3.797 0.057 
Agricultural expenses as proportion  of 
household expenses  0%100 1% 56% 22% 16% 41.4% 25.7% 2.756 1.25 
Agricultural expenses as proportion  of 
household income  0%  1% 86% 23% 6.4% 31.7% 20.6% 6.640 .022 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
 
98 Land holdings is skewed high by Family J/2147, which owns by far the most land (1008 tareas); the next biggest is Family 2104 with 432. 
99 Hired labor is skewed high by Family J/2147, which owns 90+ cattle and makes and sells cheese and other dairy products around the region. 
100 Zero agricultural expenditure does not reflect money gifted to father for agricultural inputs to grow crops she and children eventually 
consume. This does reflect the kind of accounting seen by most emigration and development studies and projects. 
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Figure 7.1  Box plots compare land use for emigrants and nonemigrants. Area is rescaled 
to log10 to better show households with fewer than 100 tareas of land, the majority of 
households in the study. Note that Family J (2147) has by far the most pasture but 
cultivates no basic grains. (N=51 households, 2009-2010 survey)  
 
2147 
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Figure 7.2 Box plots showing land access. ―Total land holdings‖ reflects access to land, 
whether owned, borrowed, or rented. These boxplots emphasize the skew towards no 
land ownership or access among emigrants and nonemigrants, and the greater holdings 
and access of emigrant households. Outliers are the wealthier families of the village, 
including Family J (2147), Family B (5142 (B4)), and Renato (5141) who cares for 
Family B‘s cattle. (N=51 households, 2009-2010 survey)  
Understanding the Outliers 
In addition to Family J (described above), three other outliers in the distribution of 
household land and land uses correspond to Family B, a central to my story of raising 
cattle from abroad: the households of origin for Benedicto and Benito (5142), Bella 
(2104), and their proxy land manager Renato (5141). With his father dying, his mother 
aging, and all of his siblings in the United States, the forty-year old Renato bears the 
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brunt of the labor of the farm, with infrequent help from his siblings‘ teen sons who 
reside with them while their parents are in the U.S.  It is indicative of their relatively high 
economic capital and low availability that, while their overall land ownership is the 
highest in the sample, their cultivation is within normal range. This suggests that they are 
producing under capacity, unable to make as much use of the land as they once did. 
The coffee box plot (Figure 7.1) for Bella‘s parents (2104) is somewhat 
misleading. Preparing to return to Honduras, Benito (5142) purchased coffee on the plant 
from Bella prior to departing New York and later harvested it at a profit. The sole outlier 
among nonemigrant households (2054) belongs to a return migrant and his recently 
deported adult sons. Contrary to the ―remittances only go to  houses and goods‖ 
discourse, he was able to capitalize on his and his sons‘ time in the U.S. by buying land, 
improving inherited property, and investing in a pickup truck to market his bananas, 
mandarins, and other crops. He is only now building a more modern house. 
Unequal Distribution of Animals and Land 
Animals, especially cattle but even pigs and chickens, are considered a more 
lucrative investment than corn, beans, or yucca, but as one farmer explains, ―you need to 
have your own land to have such things.‖ He prefaced his insight by saying 
Look, harvests aren‘t plentiful here. Recognize that the 
most we get out of a manzana is a sack of corn. Animals? It‘s the 
same.  Most of us here are poor and have to figure out how to 
make ends meet to keep an animal. (6/18/2009) 
Emigrant households are more likely to have the land and the cash to make ends 
meet. Because of their higher rate of cattle ownership and larger tracts of land, emigrant 
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households earn more, on average, from the sale of animals (US$1036/month
101
 
compared to US$9 for nonemigrant households) and animal products (US$2115  vs. 
US$6). The difference in sale of crops was sizable, but not quite as large: US$1004 vs. 
US$350 (Table 7.2). The emigrant family numbers are weighted heavily to Family J‘s 
large tracks of lands and profitable cheese business, but the trend persists when their case 
is removed. As shown in Table 7.3, ownership of horses has declined for both groups 
over the past ten years, though less so for emigrant households (1.5 to .4 horses per 
household for nonemigrant families compared to 1.5 to 1.2 – the only statistically 
significant comparison of animal ownership). Emigrant families own slightly more 
chickens and pigs now than they did ten years ago while nonemigrant families have 
fallen.  
  
 
101 Totals were given in as month, year, and crop cycle and converted to monthly averages. 
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Table 7.3 Animal ownership for emigrant and nonemigrant households
102
 
 Non-
emigrant 
Emigrant Total 0 1 Total ANOVA 
Average number of animals Mean Mean Mean N N N F Sig 
Chickens  11.7 23.8 18.0 13 14 27 2.467 0.129 
Chickens 10 years ago 17.6 21.8 19.6 13 12 25 0.291 0.595 
Cows .6 7.7 4.6 14 18 32 1.731 0.198 
Cows 10 years ago .21 4.24 2.42 14 18 32 2.162 .152 
Pigs 1.0 3.1 2.2 14 18 32 1.954 0.172 
Pigs 10years ago 2.9 2.7 2.8 14 18 32 0.008 0.93 
Horses .4 1.2 .8 14 18 32 3.513 0.071 
Horses 10 years ago 1.5 1.5 1.5 14 17 31 0.001 0.976 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households, 32 with agriculture interviews.  
According to Santa Rosa residents, cattle ownership has concentrated in the hands 
of fewer and larger holders over the past twenty years, many emigrants or members of 
extended transnational families (see Figure 7.1 of pasture holdings). Among survey 
participants emigrants owned an average of 7.7 cows, up from 4.2 in 1999 and 
nonemigrants owned an average of 0.6 cows, up slightly from 0.2. Figure 7.4 and Figure 
7.4 illustrate a number of aspects to cattle ownership in Santa Rosa: 1) very few people 
own cattle, 2) that a handful of families own most of the cattle (3028, 2147, 5142 plus 
one or two others not in the survey), 3) number of cattle owned has gone up in the past 10 
 
102 When asking about cropping, animal, and firewood in the survey, I included a set of questions 
comparing the item or practice to ―ten years ago.‖ The number was meant to capture differences in the 
community before and after Santa Rosa experienced a big jump in out migration and started really feeling 
the monetary effects of the first wave of ―pioneers‖ in the 1990s. I recognize that it is at the upper edges of 
reasonably accurate recall, but also recognize that it the recall and comparison work better for some things 
than other. For example, respondents are more likely to remember whether or not the family had cows (and 
the rough number), applied inorganic or organic fertilizers, or purchased firewood (and a rough proportion 
to collected firewood) than they are to remember the price of firewood or agrochemical inputs. I take the 
potential discrepancies into account in analysis, treating them more as relative measures than absolute ones, 
and tend to use them more when the precise numbers are less relevant than participants‘ perceptions of a 
constructed agrarian landscape. 
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years, and 4) the distribution has become even more uneven, with Family J (2147) and 
Family B (5142) as significant outliers.  
 
7.3 Boxplots comparing cattle ownership in 2009-2010 to 1999-200 for 32 households in 
2009-2010 survey interviews 
Survey respondents suggest that while the number of cows and extension of pasture has 
increased, the number of cattle owners has declined as it has become harder to find open 
land to pasture even one or two cows: 
 Overall, you could say that there‘s been a lot of development here, 
but there are other things that that maybe, mmm… Before it was 
possible to get things a little, mmm, easier because anybody living 
here could have a pair of cows and let them roam free. Now, now 
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you can‘t because of all the fences, fences, and land isn‘t common, 
it belongs only to powerful people and not the poor… the person 
who wants to can‘t. (56 year old, male farmer, 6/18/2009) 
In other words, the person who wants to farm a small plot of land or have a 
couple cows cannot. 
 
Figure 7.4 Histogram comparing 2009-2010 cattle ownership for 32 emigrant and 
nonemigrant households in 2009-2010 survey interviews. This figure is interesting 
because it shows how cattle ownership is concentrated (unequally) among very few 
households, most of which are emigrant (bottom half). (From observation and informal 
conversations, this ownership pattern applies to the village as a whole.) 
Emigrant children of Family J (2147) remit to buy land for their own long term 
investment and their parents‘ immediate use. ―We always need land since we have cattle‖ 
(Joel, 11/10/2009). They see buying land as an investment:  
Land never loses value. Land is always going up and up 
and when, sometimes when you buy a property at a decent price, 
ten years down the line it be worth twice as much. (Joel, 
11/10/2009) 
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Joel also talks about investing in land in increments andresealling later at a higher price 
or trading to get a better parcel, one closer to home for example. His sister, Joana, 
explains that she and her husband send money back to her mother to invest in land 
because she does not trust the banks.  
We have several parcels of land. We don‘t feel safe saving 
money in the banks in Honduras, beause they‘re going to go 
bankrupt or it will turn out that our money‘s been lost. And we‘ll 
never even know what happened. So, because of all that we don‘t 
save there. Investing in land is a way for us to save money. 
(Joana,10/4/2009) 
he has since purchased a house in the states for similar reason. For land-poor households, 
weighing investment of assets in banks or land and the ability to trade land like playing 
cars must seem an unattainable level of privilage. 
 Even Family J, arguably the wealthiest family in the village, is still at mercy to 
other farmers who sell her milk for the cheese factory and to larger landholders who rent 
her land. After a hired caretaker ―lost‖ several of her cows, Jimena had to move her cows 
from the pastures she had rented in 2009 at L$90/cow/month,  forcing her to pasture the 
herd in smaller space while looking for other rental options. She has since struggled 
throughout with finding enough land on which to pasture her cattle. Intentions to 
purchase land have been thwarted by collapsed deals, high land prices, and (as mentioned 
previously) having to spend thousands of U.S. dollars to create a new septic system for 
whey, a byproduct of cheese making that had been flowing directly into the downtown 
gutters, causing residents to complain and eventually sue her in April 2010 to force a 
change in practice.  
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During this time  she started using the grass along the side of the roads to pasture 
her cows. This ―roadside commons‖103 –once capable of supporting the kind of light 
grazing reported above –was coming under regulation from the municipality which has 
declared it illegal to leave cows, horses, and other animals unattended along the roads. 
The act of wealthier cattle owners using the scarce common access grass angered some 
less wealthy residents who suggested they could afford to find other pastures.  (Jimena at 
the time rented pasture by the head of cattle, paying L$80 per cow per month.) 
Overall, renting land is a much riskier and more unsure process than owning.. As 
discussed below, renters hesitate to make labor intensive or expensive improvements to 
land they will have to surrender at the owner‘s whim. There can be an advantage to 
renting – in best case senarios renters are able to clear scrub brush and use the land when 
it is in, as Tony put it, ―optimal condition.‖ Regardless, the amount of fallow land – or 
agricultural land in gernal – available to rent has declined in the past ten years. When 
they go to rent land, farmers look for land that is currently in guamil or has been cleared 
within the last three seasons because they know the land is still good, not tired and 
overworked from passing through too many hands. One of the women‘s group 
participants has firsthand experience in agriculture, before and after her husband 
emigrated to New York. She explained that when farmers select land they do take the soil 
quality into account and, if they can, make a point of renting land that is currently in 
guamil, preferably with trunks  5‖ around as then they know the soil has been well rested. 
 
103 The ―roadside commons‖ extends beyond grazing: fruit growing on the branches of a tree 
overhanging the road is also considered fair game, even if the trunk and roots are on the other side of 
fenced private property. (Loose chickens grazing in the same commons are still considered private 
property.)  
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Sometimes owners rent out the land for ―free‖ just to get it cut. This is a good source of 
firewood as well and can allow a family to put it aside for the year.  
Indeed, for small or large owners resting is not necesarially an option with 
national laws alonging for squatting on land tha thas been unused for five or more years. I 
asked a farmer from a household without emigrants if they wouldn‘t be better off setting 
aside money and buying corn and beans during the course of the year.  
Of course, of course, it‘s better. But sometimes we farm 
because, if you have a plot and others are hoping to, hoping to 
take it (―picarlo‖), you‘ve got to work it. (6/18/2009) 
When talking about working the land to keep others from ―picking at it‖ or taking it over, 
at this member of a farming cooperative is saying that even if he wants to let a plot of 
land go fallow he cannot. He needs to ―keep it in play‖ to keep it from being taken over.  
We will pick up this discussion again below with Family A‘s attempts to keep their 
Pacaya land in the family and available should they choose to farm it. 
 Landscape Impacting Practices 
―Landscape impacting practices‖ is a catchall category that I use to refer to 
farming, cattle ranching, and natural resource use and management practices that have the 
potential to affect the bio-physical (and by extension socio-natural) landscape. 
Remittances that farmers choose to direct to hiring labor are rationed for more time-
sensitive farming practices: clearing land, planting, fumigating and harvesting. Prior to 
conducting research, I would have expected labor-strapped emigrant families to be less 
likely to implement agricultural practices considered to be more sustainable. This held 
true in the case of extensive sustainable agriculture efforts such as ―labranza minima,‖ a 
suite of techniques that disturb the soil as little as possible and use organic inputs. These 
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nonmigrant households are slightly more likely to use them, but the connection is not 
entirely clear. Several of the households in my study, emigrant and nonemigrant, were 
community ―innovators‖ who had participated extensively in park sponsored agricultural 
training which has dissipated in the past 15 years due to large funding declines and 
shifting foci for buffer-zone programs. Individual practices such as (loosely) planting on 
the contour have continued but more concerted efforts – and more labor intensive efforts 
– have dwindled (men‘s group interview #1, conversations with farmers who continue to 
practice some labranza techniques, including Tomás, Martín and Alonso).  
The following table lists a series of yes/no questions about specific practices over 
the past three years, asked during the 2009-2010 agriculture survey. The only statistically 
significant differences between emigrant and nonemigrant households are that 
nonemigrant households were more likely to have used fire, cut trees, or used irrigation 
on their agricultural lands during the past three years (62% of nonemigrant vs. 29% of 
emigrant households for fire, 50% and 17% respectively for cutting, and 50% vs. 11% for 
irrigation) and  emigrant households were more likely to have hired oxen for plowing 
(41% vs. 8%). A few other contrasts jump out: emigrant families are more likely to use 
hybrid seeds, nonemigrants are more likely to plant trees, use living fences, or install 
drainage ditches (zanjas). Coffee fincas are a kind of intermediate cultivated space 
between forest and field: ―with coffee they leave more trees, with milpa they cut down 
everything. With coffee they plant more trees.‖ (Tomás, men‘s group, 2/28/2009). Trees 
are left to shade the coffee but need to be cut when they get too large and provide too 
much shade. They call this ―thinning.‖ In the buffer zone, thinning (culling) of larger 
trees requires a permit.  Some landowners, including Efraín, leave trees as a reserve for 
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wood or firewood in the future. Others leave stands as trees to protect water sources. 
Jimena left a stand in the pastures by her in-laws to ensure continued water supply for her 
cattle.
104
 Others leave trees grow up to improve harvest months of firewood. 
Table 7.4 Comparison of landscape impacting practices between emigrant and nonemigrant households 
engaged in agricultural activities.  
Landscape Impacting 
Farming Practices 
Non 
emigrant 
Emigrant All Non 
emigrant 
Emigrant All ANOVA 
 Mean Mean Mean N N  N F Sig. 
Used Fire Last Year .62 .29 .44 13 14 27 3.086 .091 
Burn After Cutting .57 .33 .44 14 18 32 1.803 .189 
Burn Guamil .36 .33 .34 14 18 32 .019 .893 
Plant Trees .54 .39 3.55 13 18 31 .652 .426 
Leave Trees for Coffee .50 .56 3.53 14 18 32 .092 .764 
Plant Fruit Trees .71 .67 .69 14 18 32 .078 .782 
Plant Trees for Wood .43 .50 .47 14 18 32 .152 .699 
Cut Trees on Ag Land .50 .17 .31 14 18 32 4.375 .045 
Living Fence .79 .56 .66 14 18 32 1.840 .185 
Zanjas .50 .28 .38 14 18 32 1.641 .210 
Contour Planting .50 .61 .56 14 18 32 .375 .545 
Local Seed .93 .89 .91 14 18 32 .137 .713 
Hybrid Seed .29 .50 .41 14 18 32 1.475 .234 
Irrigation .50 .11 .28 14 18 32 6.770 .014 
Labranza Minima .21 .17 .19 14 18 32 .110 .742 
Hire Oxen .08 .41 .27 13 17 30 4.588 .041 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households, 32 with agriculture interviews. 
 
Temporary land users employee agricultural practices geared more to short term 
gain, applying more inorganic fertilizer, herbicide, and pesticides and using shorter 
fallow periods than would owners concerned with the long-term productivity of soil. This 
discrepancy is evident in interviews I have conducted with farmers renting land in Santa 
Rosa and with emigrant land owners in New York, as well as in studies of the region such 
as IFPRI‘s 2001-2002 extensive survey of hillside farming in Honduras (IFPRI 2006) 
 
104 Discourse on ―streams drying up‖ because of deforestation is common among PANACAM 
residents and emigrants (Taylor Bahamondes 2003) and is discussed in Chapter 8 in the context of 
conservation values that persist after farmers emigrate. See footnote 149. 
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(c.f. Ravnborg 2002; Jansen et al. 2003; Nygren 2005). Speaking of ―parcelas 
mejoradas,‖ model sustainable farms implemented by Aldea Global in the 1990s,  one 
landless Santa Rosa resident puts it bluntly:  
Look, it was great to work on the sustainable farms, the 
problem is that we don‘t have our OWN land. If we had our own 
land we could work with better techniques... If we had land of our 
own, we would put into practice what we have learned, but without 
our own land, we can‘t…We can‘t do take any extra soil 
conservation measures, because if we the owner can come and 
eliminate them or take the land over for himself. That‘s the 
problem with working someone else‘s land. (5/15/2009) 
Responding to a hypothetical question about what he would do if given another 
L$1000/month for agriculture or animals (about the size of the smallest routine 
remittance, or ¼-1/5 of the average remittance), another land-poor respondent showed 
that having land affects what is considered a profitable venture.  
Money like that might be good for planting yucca or a 
bigger milpa. But it wouldn‘t go far enough to invest it in pigs, 
cows, or chickens. Here, you have to have your own land to invest 
in such things. (―Pedro,‖ 6/22/2009) 
One farmer in a neighboring household without emigrants remarked that  
Maybe it‘s more expensive for them because of…it rests on 
the consciousness of others. Maybe they say ‗there isn‘t anything 
between us so I‘m going to charge this much,‘ while those with 
family help each other out. (6/24/2009) 
Residents‘ perspectives on the lack of impact that migration has on the agrarian 
landscape are certainly valid in that that is their experience. Perhaps it shows how stark 
the social divide is between the richer and poorer families or simply that agricultural 
practices among emigrant and nonemigrant households are more similar than different, 
more a matter of magnitude than type, with the largest differences being in cattle and 
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pasture. Relations and monies affecting more everyday application of agricultural inputs 
are more subtle. 
Economic and Social Remittances affect Choices of Agricultural Inputs  
―The land used to be better. But today it‘s not so good because of our way of 
thinking…rather, because people don‘t take care of the land‖ (6/24/2009).  The middle 
aged farmer adds that soil isn‘t as good anymore because burning affects the soil and it 
washes away when it rains. It means having to use more fertilizers, more chemicals. Soil 
conservation is vital to watershed health, but many techniques such as digging channels 
for rain fed irrigation and runoff, are very labor intensive. Similarly, clearing fields by 
machete instead of fire and weeding by hand instead of herbicide are time and labor 
intensive. The need for extra conservation measures may go unrecognized: Alberto 
quipped that soil conservation ―isn‘t a problem because we don‘t burn.‖ Fertilizers to 
improve the fertility of degraded soil and herbicides become attractive alternatives when 
there are not enough workers at home and hired labor is 80-100 lempira/day for 
subsistence crops (corn, beans) that will yield little to no cash income.  For survey 
households with uneven, irregular incomes that average out to about L$700 (US$37) per 
week, US$4.25-5.25 for 6-8 hours of labor is a significant expenditure.105  
For hillside farming households with transnational emigrants, remittances can 
make the purchase of agrochemicals feasible. Households with emigrants spent 
remittances most frequently on herbicides (38%), inorganic fertilizers (38%), urea (23%), 
 
105 The going rate for labor jumped from 80 lempira/day (US$4.21) in 2008 to 100 lempira/day 
(US$5.26) in 2009, partially because of the national increase in minimum wage. In the informal labor 
market among Santa Rosa residents, farmers are hiring family members and friends, often continuing to 
pay the reduced rate with the understanding that they will return the favor when it comes time to clear, 
fumigate, or harvest their crops. 
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chicken manure (17%), and day labor (17%).
106
  These are the main areas for agriculture 
expenditure for emigrant and nonemigrant households. Pesticides and insecticides are 
infrequently used (only 8% spent remittances on them) and only the wealthier households 
with flatter land are able to hire oxen to plow. Prices for fertilizer and other chemical 
inputs fluctuate widely from year to year. The cost of urea, for example, rose from 
US$5/sack (quintal) in 2007 to US$63 in 2009).  On average, emigrant households spent 
more on agrochemicals in 2009 than did households without emigrants: US$40compared 
to US$5 for pesticides and US$33 compared to US$7 for insecticide.
107
  This suggests 
that remittances enabled households access to less-used agrochemicals that would have 
otherwise not have been deemed cost-effective. The graphs in Chapter 6 report the 
emigrants‘ perception of expenditure and suggest that use of remittances for agriculture 
may be higher than residents reported to me (see Figure 6.6). 
While remittances help households access agrochemicals, they are not the only 
factor influencing whether households choose to use organic or inorganic fertilizers. Past 
training, soil quality, and perceived health impacts all play a part. Social resources, such 
as ties to municipal offices or NGOs with subsidized fertilizers, can make the difference 
 
106 One young couple is listed as a nonemigrant survey household in the village-wide survey, but  
receive regular remittances from a brother from a separate household explicitly for agriculture. The farmer 
spends his brothers‘ remittances on herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fertilizer, urea, and day labor.  Of 
all those interviewed, he is the only one who answered my hypothetical question of ―if you received an 
extra US$53/month for agriculture, how would you invest it?‖ with ―I would put it towards working 
without chemicals.‖ Perhaps his valuing of organic agriculture comes from environmental education in 
high school or from working the land with his father. Though he talks with his brother about the farm, it is 
unclear if the emigrant contributes to his brother‘s preference for organic agriculture. It is an interesting 
question for follow up research, relevant to the project of documenting social remittances. 
107 Neither difference in mean spending is statistically significant in a One-way ANOVA: for 
pesticide spending F=1.376, p=0.252, for insecticide spending F=1.376, p=.252, N=12 nonemigrant and 17 
emigrant households. 
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in acquiring cost effective fertilizer. For example, chicken manure purchased from local 
ranches has become popular because it is cheap (US$0.21 to US$0.32 per sack). 
However, farmers need an ―in‖ with a chicken ranch and need to own or have access to a 
vehicle to transport the bulky, heavy fertilizer. Not having those connections makes 
purchasing a bottle of inorganic fertilizer the more viable option.
 108
    
Remittances impact agriculture spending indirectly as well, allowing some 
families to redirect money that would have otherwise been spent on food, housing, health, 
and other household expenditures towards agricultural inputs. Money is typically pooled, 
not earmarked within households. Cash flow and urgency often determine which funds 
are spent how within households. Nonmonetary exchanges within transnational families 
affect farming and cattle raising expenditures and practices. For example, an emigrant 
might loan land in return for caretaking or giving part of the produce with Santa Rosa 
family members, but have little say in what agrochemicals and/or conservation measures 
are used. One of the emigrant brothers who owns land near the community water source, 
knows his uncles use herbicides on the land he lends them:  
People use Gramasome, Roundup, herbicide, chemical 
inputs that don‘t allow weeds to grow, so that the plant will come 
up in clean soil and because it is less work for campesinos and all 
that.  
I believe that it‘s better when they use a hoe. But it‘s very 
costly, so to save time, to have the harvest come out evenly, they 
use a lot of chemicals. I think [the park] prohibited it. People with 
experience say that it bothers the animals. And we EAT that! […] 
 
108 Late one evening when I was interviewing a man who had recently returned from Italy, a 
couple I had interviewed from a nonemigrant household (―Tulio‖ and ―Tanya‖) came to request the 
returning emigrant‘s help in picking up several sacks of chicken manure that had been offered to him. 
Afraid to lose the good deal, Tulio was crest fallen to find out that he couldn‘t help because of a prior 
commitment. 
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After being here [in the U.S.], I would do it differently. (―Angelo,‖ 
11/11/2009) 
Despite these beliefs, money that he and his brothers have remitted has directly 
and indirectly contributed toward purchasing herbicides and fertilizers that are applied to 
their lands and shared with their mother. Certainly, the act of applying agrochemicals is 
related to their presence in the U.S., since, as Angelo observes, the agrochemicals are 
time saving mechanisms, which serve to partially offset the brothers‘ lost labor. His 
brother, Andrés, has a similar opinion: 
  I know they use urea and herbicide. All of that. They are 
things that are very bad for the land, but they use them because, 
supposedly, they‘ll get a better harvest. I don‘t think they are using 
urea much. What they‘re using is chicken manure. But since it‘s 
from the chicken farms, what can I say, they use that product 
there….I don‘t know if I would, but I do believe that it‘s better 
fertilizer…organic fertilizer.  
To the extent that their values where shaped in the United States and shared with 
their uncles, Angelo‘s and Andrés‘s sustainable agriculture oriented comments could be 
viewed as social remittances. Both in their early to mid twenties, they are young enough 
to have known PANACAM as a park and to have had environmental education courses as 
part of their high school education, making it likely that their opinions were as or more 
shaped by their time in the Honduras as the U.S.  But do they communicate their values 
with the uncles that farm their lands? Even more so than his brother, Angelo prefers not 
to use agrochemicals but understands why his uncles have to use them. Neither appears to 
push the issue with his uncles during their infrequent phone calls, although the topic may 
come up more indirectly.  
Their older brother, Alfredo, has a more collaborative relationship with an uncle 
(Anastacio, A11) who cares for the coffee and bananas on his land and would be more 
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able to make direct requests but also verbalizes a hands-off, the-guy-on-the-ground-
knows-best policy. Indeed, even if they did verbalize their preferences, there would be 
little they could do in a case of noncompliance besides withdraw their blessing to use 
their land – a card they would hesitate to play because, as I show below, it pays to have 
an ongoing presence on absentee-owned land.
109
   
When asked about where in the U.S. they learned about environment related 
topics, the brothers of Family A in Long Island and other emigrants cite media sources, 
including TV shows such as ―Animal Planet,‖ which could certainly encourage a more 
abstract environmental ethos.  Yet the same programming is available to their relatives 
through televisions and cable that their remittances help purchase. In this regard, cable 
TV is probably as much a source of social remittances from the north for a general 
valuing of the environment especially wild animals (and forest and water to a lesser 
degree), as are migrants, if not more so.
110
  Along these lines, Schmalzbauer (2005) notes 
that seeing and discussing the same telenovelas adds the simultaneity of transnational 
living for migrants and their family members in Honduras. How a similar phenomena 
with environmental programming is leading to social remitting of environmental ideas 
and values (and/or reinforcing ones brought from Honduras to the U.S.) would make an 
 
109 When Benedicto had a beef with the unsustainable way in which Renato was managing his 
pastures (too little rotation for example) he was unable to resolve it by phone. It took his brother returning 
to Honduras and taking over to start building the pastures and the undernourished heard. 
110 Television viewing and cable ownership was reported in emigrant and survey interviews. I also 
observed families watching Discovery Channel, NOVA, National Geographic, and other environmental 
programming in Freeport (Families A, B and J) and Santa Rosa (Families A, M, other survey and non-study 
households). When I interviewed Javier in 2010 and visited him and his family in May 2011, a large flat 
screen TV painted a colorful backdrop of wild animals and seemingly pristine landscapes that would 
occasionally prompt Javier to point out something on the screen.   
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excellent follow study and is discussed further in Chapter 8 along with implications of 
social remittances for conservation and agriculture in Santa Rosa and PANACAM.  
In sum, a kind of pop culture environmentalism gleaned in the U.S. from TV, 
radio, products used on job, etc. may have reinforced valuing of organic over inorganic 
practices, but the concrete knowledge about what those practices are and how well they 
are adapted to the local landscape is from Honduras (relatives, school, PAG via 
school/relatives, and visits to the park may have led him to appreciate the conservation as 
well as the agrarian landscape in Pacaya where he and family have land.) In the 
interactions I observed, including structured and informal conversations with members of 
Family A in Santa Rosa and Pacaya (Alonso, Alberto, Anastacio, and family patriarch 
Abrán), the raw necessities of labor, timing, and trying to get a crop to grow lead to 
decisions not necessarily congruent with environmental values as other concerns of 
production win out.   What does seem apparent from conversations on the topic with the 
Santa Rosa based family members and their nephews/grandsons in Long Island (Alvaro, 
Antonio, Andres, and Angel) is that because of indirect exposure to conservation oriented 
environmentalism, perspective gained from distance, or close interaction with the park 
because their land straddles the special use zone border in Pacaya), all eight seem more 
capable of seeing contours of the agrarian and conservation landscapes than did other 
individuals interviewed. 
Farming from Abroad, Farming by Proxy  
Emigrant landowners often rely on proxy manager in Honduras, be it a relative 
(often the mother), a hired local neighbor/friend, or someone further off and less 
accessible. Informal arrangements include extracting firewood from a coffee farm in 
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exchange for vigilance and harvesting or oranges before they are left to fall for a third 
person‘s cattle. Transnational formal arrangements managed via cell phone include 
buying or renting land on behalf of an emigrant, being paid to manage cattle or land and 
being given access to some for personal use, and working in conjunction with an 
emigrant contributing money and lent land and a resident farmer supplying labor and then 
reinvesting the emigrant‘s portion of the proceeds. Legislation and policies little mention 
migration and appear to gloss a series of sometimes false dichotomies: titled/untitled, 
common/private, individual/collective forest/field, legal/illegal, tree/scrub brush, and 
unproductive/unproductive. The last dichotomy places emigrants‘ fallow land at risk for 
being legally taken over by squatters. 
Even for those emigrants who are more actively involved in the management of 
their property, many decisions are taken by proxy, such as rotating pasture, planting grass 
for cattle, choosing which land to rent or buy, finding workers to harvest coffee. Among 
the families with whom I work in New York, emigrants give input to their proxies in 
Santa Rosa through frequent phone calls (daily or weekly).  The handful with greater 
means (and visas that allow for multiple border crossings) take advantage of occasional 
visits "home" to conduct business and check in on how their lands and animals are being 
managed. 
Mothers and Wives as Proxies for Relatives Attempting to ―Farm from Abroad‖ 
Proxies for the emigrant landowners in my sample include mothers, brothers, an 
uncle, a spouse, and friends/neighbors. Some are paid directly through remittances; others 
are compensated indirectly through sale or consumption of milk and male offspring. The 
sort of management-by-proxy relationships described below were not evidenced for other 
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crops, apart from a small amount of coffee and a couple in Florida who have hired a 
former agricultural extension agent to care full-time for their extensive orchards.  
Female residents of Santa Rosa whose husbands had emigrated confessed to 
having tried to hire laborers with remittances sent by their spouses in order to raise corn, 
beans, or yucca (the main crops of the area) but they found it less expensive and less 
stressful to simply buy corn and beans for the family. As discussed at length in Chapter 4, 
the lack of available family labor plays a large role in being able to farm economically. 
The same is true of farming from abroad. Even with the cash to pay for workers. When 
asked about the impact of transnational labor migration on their households and 
community, many respondents in Santa Rosa and the U.S. pointed out the difficulty in 
finding productive and reliable workers. After trying for several seasons to hire workers 
to plant milpa for herself and her children while her husband worked in Belize, one 
woman in her late thirties finally threw up her hands in disgust at the difficulty of finding 
and supervising effective workers, rented out the land, and started purchasing her corn 
and beans from the local mini-groceries and the market in Santa Cruz.
111
 
Jimena is one of a handful of Santa Rosa women to have a strong direct role in 
agriculture. (The others I met are all widows or divorced.) While her husband was in the 
United States, Jimena oversaw their properties and continues to be intimately involved in 
purchasing and management decisions.  Now she oversees the property of her four Long 
Island based children. Her three sons there entrust her with their lands, allowing her to 
pasture her 90-some cows and looking to her to make decisions about purchasing new 
 
111 This woman‘s story was told to me by her brother (―Teadoro‖), a friend of the family I stayed 
with and carpenter who had worked in Belize for several years. 
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pasture on their behalf and managing existing pasture (ex. rotating cattle among fields 
and hiring laborers to plant grass). They are financially supporting her purchase of a grass 
shredder to provide feed for the herd. Their sister sent money for a milk pasteurizer to 
support their mother‘s business, even though she does not herself have or profit from the 
cows. Similarly, her husband (Jacinto) sends remittances to help his parents‘ production 
of cattle, milk, and cheese in a neighboring village. Apart from their cattle and land 
related remittances, all have sent smaller sums on a monthly or bi-monthly basis for 
household costs and healthcare. 
Two sons of the community president, Marcos and Miguel (M17/16), send money 
regularly from NY to their younger brother (Manuel, M13) in Santa Rosa for the care of 
their cattle (a heard of eleven, begun with the purchase of a single pregnant cow the year 
they emigrated). Manuel has come to think of himself as a cattle rancher as opposed to a 
farmer and plans his --future around investing in his own animals. Marcos, in the 
meantime, is struggling to use irregular construction earnings and undocumented status to 
pay off his parents‘ mortgage, care for his wife and toddler son, and send some money to 
help with the cattle.
112
  All the while he contrasts a strong work ethic and sense of 
community responsibility with trying to chart the best path for his U.S. born son‘s future. 
In all of this and other short term economic concerns, his mother simply reminds her sons 
―Don‘t touch the cattle,‖ implying they are their only real investment for the future. 
Another emigrant to Long Island (Benedicto, B12), who plans to retire to Santa 
Rosa when he turns 50, sent money to a friend (and former emigrant), Renato, who 
 
112 These insights are based on informal conversations with Marcos and his wife, Maya, during the 
two weeks I stayed with them in Deer Park, New York in September 2009. 
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pastures and milks his cattle, giving the milk to the emigrant‘s mother to sell. Under a 
separate arrangement, the same Santa Rosa man cared for the emigrant‘s brother‘s 
(B13‘s) cattle and coffee. As discussed elsewhere, Benito has since returned to Santa 
Rosa, in large part out of concern that their cattle and pasture were being mismanaged. 
Even when they were both living in the same home in the U.S., the brothers sent Renato 
their payments and make management decisions independent of one another.
113
  
As is evidenced by the heavy involvement of emigrants in cattle management, 
conservation policies and approaches in the region that take transnational emigrants into 
account need to pay close attention to cows. Cows impact water quality when manure 
seeps into the water source and into pipes broken by their hooves. Deforestation to make 
pasture for cows and increased erosion from the loss of ground cover and passage of the 
animals affect the health of the watershed and long term water supply. They tie up land 
that might otherwise be used for subsistence crops or forest and push the agricultural 
frontier deeper into the park. But cows are also a source of investment, employment, and 
a way for emigrants to provide long-term for members of the emigrant‘s household of 
origin. Effectively it is a way for emigrants to remit income to their households of origin 
without having to send cash.  Remittances and cows directly affect (and reflect) the 
distribution of economic capital in the village: the wealthiest families in Santa Rosa are 
those with multiple children in the States and dozens of cows on their own and children‘s 
property in Santa Rosa.  
 
113 The other sets of siblings may loosely coordinate remittances for major expenditures, such as a 
parent‘s surgery (Family J), but tend to remit individually. The degree of independence is also reflected in 
funds sent for community project, as shown in Chapter 7 with the potable water system. 
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Keeping Land in Play: Circulating Land Use within a Transnational Family 
The previous section provided an overview of the globalized agrarian landscape 
of Santa Rosa, giving special attention to ways in which emigrants are involved in 
―farming from abroad,‖ including their part in providing access to soil, firewood, and 
other resources. This section delves into a particularly rich example of a transnational 
family‘s attempts to farm from abroad and keep their land in play for future use. 
This argument is informed by my own research and by Pfeffer et. al‘s (2005: 21-
23) description of PANACAM of contrasting views of fallows and secondary growth by 
park residents and managers, brought out through photo elicitation:   
Regulatory guidelines defining fallow and forest are 
unclear, and under these circumstances farmers more broadly 
define land as fallow to maximize the land potentially available for 
cultivation. This point is illustrated by how respondents described 
one of the photographs shown to them. This photo was of typical of 
dense secondary forest growth in the region. Farmers made 
remarks like the following after looking at this photo, ―Son  
guamiles,  no?‘‘‗‗Aquı´ no hay montaña. Estos son guamiles 
bajitos. Ya  no es montaña‘‘—‗‗These are fallows, aren‘t they?‘‘ 
‗‗Here you do not have forest. These are low fallows. This is not 
forest  anymore.‘ Farmers‘ descriptions  of  this photograph 
demonstrate  that there is a very broad definition of fallow in the 
area. 
Abrán, a seventy year-old patriarch of Family A, had a vast expanse of land along 
what is now border of special use and buffer zones. He was bought out by the 
municipality around the time the park was being established, around 1992.They paid him 
too little in too many installments so he wasn‘t able to reinvest closer to town. He says 
the reason was to protect the water source.
114
 Around the same time, Abrán says he was 
 
114 As a co-manager of the park, it makes sense that the municipality took on the face of the 
project whether it was for their water source and/or for PANACAM. 
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starting to get too old to make the 4 mile trek up the mountain to his land. He gave it to 
his children who have in turn been selling to their children as they‘ve needed money. 
Several family members are in the U.S., so much of the land is managed transnationally 
by the grandsons‘ uncles.  They sell and lend the land among themselves to help each 
other out. The grandsons have also sent money to plant bananas, corn, and coffee and to 
fence land. The immediate profits go to the uncles doing the work, but the long term 
improvements stay with the land should they return or choose to sell it.  
The division of labor, profits, and capital can be split among multiple parties. For 
example, a few months after he moved to the U.S., Andrés bought a small (half manzana) 
parcel from his uncle, Alberto, for $3000 lempira (US$158) as a way to help him out, not 
really wanting much to do with it as his work interests lie more in nonagricultural 
commerce. Andrés‘s brother, Angelo, later sent Alberto money to buy and plant bananas. 
Alberto put in about 70-80 plants, which now provide him sustenance and a source of 
cash. He gives some to his father and to his sister (Angelo and Andrés‘s mother), but 
none of the parties verbalized that this generosity was ―part of the deal.‖ 
The small plot is near but not contiguous with other plots owned by Andrés. 
Paired with his seeming regret at having bought it and frustration at Alberto using some 
of the $2300 lempira (US$121) that he had sent him for a prior collaboration to plant corn 
on personal expenses,
115
 this suggests that Andrés‘s purchase was driven less by desire to 
 
115 Andrés recognizes that the bananas and the money he sent are the ―sosten de Ruben,‖ and 
cooled down a bit after his mother and grandfather reminded him of this by phone. Ruben, on the other 
hand, always saw the money as needing to go to his sustenance, to buy food. This feeds into efforts to 
regulate cash flow within households, extended or otherwise. It also speaks to the difficulty to run profit 
generating enterprises transnationally, at least at this scale and with family. There is very little control and 
too infrequent communication, and needs on the ground are often different than the priorities of the 
emigrant sending the cash. How much relative value is placed on labor and cash in these cases depends on 
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own the property than about maintaining good relations with the person physically closest 
to his land and most able to keep an eye on it. Andrés‘s comments also suggested that the 
purchase was to keep his grandfathers‘ (Abrán‘s) inheritance intact and in the family. 
Keeping the land productive also keeps it in the family and out of the hands of squatters 
or from reverting to forest. Because the land is in the buffer zone, once trees reach 5 
inches in diameter they can no longer be cut, rendering the land useless to even shade 
grown coffee which requires some culling to manage the amount of light reaching the 
plants. In the fast growing tropics, a fallow field of guamiles (woody fallows), which the 
park allows farmers to cut, is considered by park legislation uncuttable secondary growth 
after only 3 years of rest.
116
 
Andrés recognizes that the bananas and the money he sent are the ―Alberto‘s 
sustenance,‖ and cooled down a bit after his mother and grandfather reminded him of this 
by phone. Alberto on the other hand, always saw the money as needing to go to his 
sustenance, to buy food.  
This feeds into efforts to regulate cash flow within households, extended or 
otherwise. It also speaks to the difficulty to run profit generating enterprises 
transnationally, at least at this scale and with family. There is very little control and too 
infrequent communication, and needs on the ground are often different than the priorities 
of the emigrant sending the cash. How much relative value is place on labor and cash in 
these cases depends on many factors, including the strength of ties between the parties 
 
many factors, including the strength of ties between the parties and their shared connections, the emigrant‘s 
desire to return, and the emigrant‘s knowledge of farming and livelihood challenges in Honduras. 
116 See Pfeffer (2001) for PANACAM residents‘ strategies to keep guamiles ―in play.‖ 
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and their shared connections, the emigrant‘s desire to return, and the emigrant‘s 
knowledge of farming and livelihood challenges in Honduras. 
Differing ways of viewing gifts and investments are very apparent in this case. 
Andrés saw the transfer as a business transaction. Alberto saw it as ―being useful for his 
overall well-being.‖ (He needs to be healthy to farm.) As for the separate (prior) 
transaction of selling the half manzana, Alberto saw it as simply a sale and Andrés simply 
wasn‘t quite sure why he had done it. (My bet is on strong-armed pleas from his 
grandfather and mother.) Alberto (11/11/2009) distinguishes between the two:  ―The sale 
of land was separate. What I sold him, I sold him. And what he sent me as a gift, he sent 
of his own free will because God spoke to his heart.‖ 
 As the economic conditions for the four Long Island based brothers have shifted 
over the years, they have traded their parcels in Pacaya (along with their mother‘s house 
in Santa Rosa and two houses in Santa Cruz that their sister oversees) among themselves 
like playing cards. For example, in 2011, long after the research was done, I learned that 
Alvaro had earned a sizable settlement from a disability claim and used some of the 
money to buy land in Pacaya from Andres who has helped him over the years and was 
short on cash to pay his mortgage in Freeport, lamenting only that he could not buy one 
of Andre‘s houses in Santa Cruz because ―Angelo beat him to it.‖ His newfound interest 
in Santa Cruz derives from feeling that he ―has nothing left in Santa Rosa‖ after the 
breakup of his marriage. These transactions illustrate that complicated transnational 
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family dynamics drive land ownership in ways that no titling process could ever 
capture.
117
  
Cattle: A Contour of the Transnational Topography of Home 
Following the contours of cattle ranching provides lens into another set of 
transnational family practices which have a tangible impact on the transnational 
topography rooted in Santa Rosa. The discussion below is informed by three 
transnational study families with investments in cattle and pasture in Santa Rosa: Family 
J, Family M, and, particularly Family B. (See Appendix II for kinship charts.)  
Two Long Island-based brothers, Benedicto (B12) and Benito (B13), invest part 
of their U.S. earnings in land, cattle, and pasture grass along with health and household 
costs.  Before Benito returned, Renato milked the cows each morning in a pen near the 
brothers‘ mother‘s home, giving the milk to her for consumption and some word-of-
mouth sale, then  pastured them before attending to his own land, and the bringing them 
back to the pen at night. Benedicto purchased the cattle during visits to Santa Rosa and in 
his absence authorized Renato to purchase cattle on his behalf:  
Renato went to see the cattle and he told me that they were 
good. I sent him the money from here to give to the owner of the 
cattle. (Benedicto, 10/17/2009) 
Calls home often touch on remittances, cattle, and the growing scarcity of water 
due to deforestation. It is not uncommon to hear Benedicto and other emigrants in 
 
117 The kind of jostling I am describing, while not always rosy, yields a greater sense of security in 
land use and feeling that soil conservation or other measures are worthwhile. If land is staying in the 
family, then the investment was not for naught.  Shuffling the parcels among relatives is a way to combat 
the trend towards ―minifundización‖ in which larger track get divided through inheritance and subsequent 
sales. It also serves to keep the land in the family and provides some protection against counter-claims for 
the land. 
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suburban NY talk of nostalgia for rural childhoods or retiring to the relative leisure of 
raising cattle. Emigrants returning to Santa Rosa reinforce the higher status of cattle 
owners as they shy away from the harder manual labor, uncertain harvests, and rising 
costs of cultivating corn and beans in tired soil. As suggested in the example of changing 
land use (below), the ways in which people, funds, and ideas circulate within and among 
transnational families can affect natural resource use for the broader community. 
Unable to find steady work, Benito left his brother‘s home in NY and returned to 
Santa Rosa to care for their 42 cattle, taking over from a salaried caretaker whose 
negligence led to degraded pasture and emaciated cows. Benedicto sends money to 
Benito for related expenses and purchases land and cattle on now-yearly visits to his 
mother, daughter, and grandson. A fifteen year resident of NY – and one of the more 
successful emigrants from Santa Rosa – Benedicto dreams of retiring to Honduras at 50, 
when his son goes to college. 
Work and play joins the households of four siblings on Long Island. Javier and 
Joel share a contractors‘ license and employ their brother Julian and brother-in-law 
David. The eldest Javier coordinates emergency remittances among the four siblings 
(sending $6000 in 2009 for their mother‘s heart surgery) and recently sent a pump to 
provide water for his parent‘s cows. Joana and David built a lovely but empty two-story 
house and purchased pasture  used by her parents 90+ cows, considering them safer 
investments than a Honduran bank account or U.S. home that would be lost if deported. 
Julian helps with toys, clothes, and money for emergencies but prefers to invest in NY 
with his American wife. The youngest sibling, Joel, invests directly in cattle, pasture, and 
machinery. He is the only one who anticipates joining the family dairy business. When 
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the other sibling discuss returning to Honduras it is usually for retirement or deportation. 
In March 2010, when I returned to Santa Rosa after having interviewed the siblings in 
New York, their mother, Jimena told me that ―there is always one child who is more 
pendiente (attentive, concerned) than the others. That is Joel.‖ He sends more without 
asking and calls more. Interestingly, his wife has little visual image of Santa Rosa even 
though understands his plans of proximate return.  
Talking about Cattle and Investments 
The discourse around remittance expenditure and ―best‖ use of money introduced 
in Chapter 6 manifests here in how migrants allow their parents to choose and purchase 
land on their behalf (and title it in the parent‘s name) and let parents or siblings manage 
land and cattle on their behalf saying ―you know best.‖ The amount of conversation and 
direct involvement varies, depending on amount of experience and interest of migrant 
and their confidence in family member or hired help in Honduras. 
Jimena: Each child has his own cows. 
 C: How do you coordinate among yourselves? For 
example, when you need to make some deicsion about the cows‘ 
care or an emergency… 
 Jimena: Ahh. In that regard, they are very respectful. [En 
ese sentido, ellos son bien respetuosos.] We tell them ―look, I sold 
that cow‖ for some movitve, because some cows just aren‘t good 
for milk and others are voracious. So Jacinto will say ―I‘m going 
to sell that cow and I‘ll give another one to that child.‖ Rather, 
with the money he earns from selling it, he can buy another. That‘s 
what we do. And they don‘t object: ―you know best‖ or ―my dad 
knows that the cow needed to be sold‖ or ―no problema.‖ 
C: So, you make the decision and let them know about it. 
You don‘t call and ask permission?  
Jimena: We almost never ask. (3/10/2010) 
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The conversation with Jimena shows a number of dynamics: the deference and 
trust her adult migrant children show her, a strong gender-based division of labor 
between her and her husband, how families share and divide ownership of cattle and 
pasture, how money from cheese is reinvested in the upkeep of cattle. The fluid 
ownership of animals is particularly interesting. Each cow ―belongs‖ to one child or 
another but might be sold (for example if not producing well) and replaced with another 
without needing to ask them. Jimena does tell kids when ―their‖ cows have given birth 
―parió tal vaca de los tuyos‖ (―such and such cow of yours gave birth‖). Her discourse is 
―we‘re taking care of their cows FOR them.‖ (Jimena, 3/10/2010). Her children‘s 
discourse is that they‘re making a long term investment in the land for themselves, with 
immediate benefits going to family in Honduras.  
It is harder to place emigrants‘ attitudes towards the cows. I think it depends on 
their intentions to return. For Javier or Julian it seem more like helping their parents in a 
sustainable way, Joel it‘s that plus a desire to have them when he returns. Benedicto and 
Marcos are somewhere on this side of the continuum, too, seeing cattle as good for their 
family‘s short term well-being and for their own retirement or return or their children‘s 
future. 
Javier‘s savings account and Jimena‘s access to it is another mystery. The account 
was set up in part for her to build equity and establish wealth and long-term savings for a 
visa (which she successfully got in late 2010). In  part the account is money sent for his 
rainy day savings; and in part it is a cushion for her, which she tapped in an April 2010 
trip to San Pedro Sula to pay labor and costs related to building a septic tank to keep 
whey, a byproduct of cheese processing, from contaminating the streets.  
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Environmental and Social Impacts of Cattle 
In sum, cattle affect the material landscape through contamination of surface 
water from manure and whey through erosion from cattle hoofs and more sparce ground 
covering, through using fire to renew pasture grass, and decreased quantities of fallows 
which provide more wildlife habitat and firewood than pastures. Fencing land and taking 
it out of the crop/follow rotation affects access to firewood and rental land for agriculture. 
It marks greater inequality in ownership of economic capital (property, animals, pickup 
trucks) and plays into changing perceptions of what is desirable work for residents and 
returning migrants. 
Firewood 
Thus far I have been discussing firewood largely in the context of access to fallen 
trees and dead growth on others‘ land or the clearing of guamiles for crops or cattle. 
Women interviewed in the household survey and March 2, 2009 focus group concurred 
that it used to be easier to get firewood for cooking fuel–there were more forests and 
guamiles, land was more open, unused, and not privately owned. The risk to women to go 
and gather deadfall on ―open‖ land, even in groups, was much less then than it is today 
with property lines backed by pistols. Women also risk being raped on the now much 
longer (2-3 mile) hikes through empty roads and fields. The treks are hard on women‘s 
health and schedules. Obtaining firewood is predominately but not solely women‘s work. 
Men bring it on their backs or horses when clearing land or coming across deadfall en 
route from the fields. Men with trucks get large loads for their families once or twice a 
year. Older children gather it. And, increasingly, families are purchasing wood by the 
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armload or the truckload, depending on their resources, space, and connections. Estela 
summarizes the situation: 
There used to be a lot of land where you could gather 
wood. The land didn‘t have owners. There was a lot of 
uncultivated land, so you could get would, could get firewood from 
anywhere. Not now. Now, all the parcels have private land owners 
and there aren‘t as many trees as there used to be.  When I came 
here it was like a forest. I‘m talking 30 years ago. It was fresh and 
cool, well, it was like a forest. Lots of trees, lots of pines, and 
everything like home.  
Now there are more houses and people have cut more, but 
it‘s more difficult today, now people who don‘t have a little piece 
of land have to buy firewood or have a gas or electric stove. They 
don‘t have a fogón, because they don‘t have anywhere to go get 
wood. (Estela, 4/21/09) 
As she suggests, firewood consumption is also a function of how families cook and heat 
water for bathing. As the table shows, families also rely on gas and electric stoves. As 
Aldea Global
118
, Peace Corps volunteers, and other NGOs trying to minimize firewood 
consumption have found, the choice of cooking method is linked to availability of wood, 
cash flow, and taste.  
Those with the nicest homes have their fogones (wood stove) outside and just use 
them for tortillas. They have gas or electric stoves inside and use them for everything, 
even bread. The price of gas an and belief that food tastes better coming off fogones or 
out of hornos (adobe ovens for baking) keeps many cooking with firewood, at least part 
 
118 Around 2007 a Peace Corps volunteer residing in Santa Rosa trained women in ―improved 
ovens‖ that allowed women to bake using much less firewood. The volunteer accompanied the workshops 
with a recipe book with timing for versions of local breads and new sweat treats. One of these women still 
receives occasional requests to help build improved stoves. According to March-April 2010 interviews with 
the park manager and a Peace Corps volunteer in a nearby community, Aldea Global, the NGO which 
manages the park, was undertaking a project of ‗improved stoves‘ in neighboring communities, looking to 
reduce deforestation -and carbon emissions as part of climate change related funding that treats the forests 
of PANACAM as a carbon sink. 
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of the time. (This pattern characterizes three of four heads of focus household. The 
fourth, Eugenia, supplements her stove with a two burner electric stove for making coffee 
or scrambling an egg.) While the subtle wealth-related patterns of use are clear through 
observation, the survey showed that that there was no real difference between emigrant 
and nonemigrant households in the type of stove employed except that emigrant families 
are more likely to have 4 burner electric stoves (perhaps because with remittances they 
are better able to pay their electric bill) (25% vs. 0) and are slightly  more likely to have 
wood ovens than are nonemigrant families (43% vs. 30%). Apart from electric stove 
ownership, the only other statistically significant difference is in the proportion of 
firewood that emigrant families got from their own land 10 years ago (57%) compared to 
nonemigrant families (34%). This is likely a reflection of land ownership, as wealthier, 
landed families were more likely to be able to gather the money necessary to send family 
members abroad. 
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Table 7.5 Firewood related practices for emigrant and nonemigrant households 
 Non 
Emig. 
Emig 
rant 
All Non 
Emig. 
Emi 
grant 
All ANOVA 
  
Mean Mean Mean N N N F Sig 
TYPE OF STOVE(S) IN HOUSEHOLD 
Woodstove119 91% 96% 94% 23 28 51 0.582 0.449 
Wood Oven 30% 43% 37% 23 28 51 0.814 0.371 
Non-wood Stove 61% 68% 65% 23 28 51 0.194 0.662 
Gas Stove (4+ Burners) 26% 25% 25% 23 28 51 0.008 0.931 
Electric Stove (4+ Burners) 0% 25% 14% 23 28 51 7.366 0.009 
Gas Stove (1 burner) 9% 0% 4% 23 28 51 2.562 0.116 
Electric Stove (1 Burner) 0% 0% 0% 23 28 51 n/a n/a 
Gas Stove (2 burner) 0% 0% 0% 23 28 51 n/a n/a 
Electric Stove (2 burner) 26% 18% 22% 23 28 51 0.491 0.487 
Fire Pit 30% 8% 22% 23 13 36 2.521 0.122 
FIREWOOD USE AND PROCUREMENT 
Changed use of firewood because 
of Stove (%) 
55% 35% 44% 23 28 51 2.21 0.144 
Loads of Firewood Used last 30 
days (#) 
4.4 4.1 4.3 23 28 51 0.055 0.816 
Loads of Firewood Bought last 30 
days (#) 
1.3 0.3 0.6 5 15 20 2.026 0.172 
Proportion of Firewood Purchased 
2009 (%) 
24% 39% 32% 23 28 51 1.802 0.186 
Proportion of Firewood Purchased 
1999 (%) 
17% 10% 13% 23 28 51 0.922 0.342 
Proportion of Firewood from Own 
Land 2009 (%) 
35% 47% 42% 23 28 51 0.888 0.351 
Proportion of Firewood from 
Own 1999
120
 (%) 
34% 56% 46% 23 27 50 3.003 0.09 
Time Spent Walking to  Collection 
Site 2009 (minutes) 
25 25 25 16 12 28 0 0.997 
Time Spent Driving to Collection 
Site 2009 (minutes) 
23 3 8 2 5 7 2.465 0.177 
Time Spent Walking to  Collection 
Site 1999 (minutes) 
24 37 29 16 12 28 0.724 0.403 
Time Spent Driving to Collection 
Site 1999 (minutes) 
0 0 0 1 1 2 n/a n/a 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households 
 
119 ―Hornillas‖ are wood burning stoves with large metal cook surfaces (Figure 7.5, back right). 
120 This suggests that wealthier households are more likely to send emigrants. 
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As with access to rental land, work, or quality workers, social capital is important to 
access to firewood. Being on a first name basis with property owners goes a long way. 
Almost all of the area surrounding Santa Rosa is 
―leñable‖… rather, there‘s firewood. [My husband] is clearing a 
field over there. There‘s a lot of firewood there in ―Los Hornos.‖ 
―Don Ramon,‖ is the owner, I think, I‘m not sure he owns it or just 
manages it, he tells people ―go and get wood from Los Hornos.‖ 
(―Roxana,‖ 35 year old mother of 3, 5/8/2009) 
Strong relations with the owner of a large coffee farm in Pacaya allow Alonso to gather 
enough wood to occasionally sell what his wife and daughters cannot use.  In exchange 
he offers to ―keep a look out‖ for trespassers and signs of trespassing. On one of our 
hikes to Pacaya, Alonso pointed to a tree that someone had scored to ―dry it out‖ and said 
he would later report the act to ―don Isaac.‖  
More concerned with deforestation from fires or clear cutting for farms and 
pasture, park managers largely overlook gathering of deadfall for personal use, but those 
attempting to gather wood from the park and sell it locally or in neighboring towns can 
run into serious fines.
121
 Santa Rosa is far enough removed from park geographically that 
not a primary target for illegal harvesting – more likely go to fallows and farms closer to 
town (with or without permission). A neighboring village had problems with people 
taking from a communal forest; they likely link up with man selling load clandestinely to 
Rene and others in Santa Rosa normally came in day to sell multiple cargas at a time. 
Most recently he came at night, which Rene found very strange. Rene later overheard that 
 
121 Park guards and residents alike are discouraged when trying to manage small acts like firewood 
gathering or permits for thinning trees around shade grown coffee is contrasted against truckloads of pine 
trees rolling through town at late hours. The seemingly clandestine extraction is ostensibly legal harvesting 
of private land within the government (ICF) approved El Cajon Damn management area plan. The sight of 
the trucks prompted many comments such as Efrain‘s remark in casual conversation ―and they arrest us 
poor folks for cutting a single tree?!‖ 
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the police were looking to detain him for questioning. I later spoke with the community 
president and she told me that People had been trespassing in the community forest to 
harvest wood for sale. But the patronato stopped it by turning them into the 
municipality‘s environmental unit. 
 
Figure 7.5 Alana's kitchen with wood burning stove (hornilla) on the right and gas stove 
on the right. It is used only for storage because the propane tank is too expensive. 
Meanwhile, her father, Alvaro brings firewood from emigrant nephews' land in "Pacaya." 
Access to Firewood 
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter in the section on land use, fallows 
(guamiles) are an important source of firewood when the scrub brush is cleared for 
planting. Family E gets more than 75% of their firewood this way from their own land. 
The rest comes from picking up dry wood along the side of the road and bringing it back 
in the truck. Estela also uses dried corn cobs as fuel in her wood stove and 
oven.respassing and ongoing theft of fruit, crops, and firewood are rampant. Typically, 
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only pastures are fenced, but, increasingly, landowners are backing up property 
boundaries with guns making getting firewood a riskier proposition for those without the 
social or material resources to access it legally. Unauthorized extraction of ―wild‖ 
resources is, in part, a result of establishing and enforcing property rights on land that had 
once been a de facto commons.  Another aspect is declining amounts of scrub brush 
fallow land and shift to pastures that produce little wood:  Fallows (guamil) had been 
more extensive ten years ago, but within the past five years or so there are only grasses 
(men‘s group interview, 3/2/2009). 
A seventy-nine year old resident recalls how access to firewood has changed in 
her lifetime. ―Doña Pepa‖ cares for her emigrant grandson‘s new house, but before 
moving there and getting the gas stove he purchased for her, she had purchased wood 
gathered in the forest and occasionally loads of live oak (encino). 
 When I was young, I carried firewood like this <<she 
twists a dish towel and places it in a circle on her head>> because 
I could carry a large weight on my head. But when my children got 
older I didn‘t gather wood anymore. When they left I started 
buying wood because I couldn‘t carry it anymore…. I used to go to 
the woods with my compañeras [girlfriends]…everything was open 
back then. There wasn‘t anybody!  
Today nobody can go there because everything‘s fenced but 
it didn‘t used to be fenced. IT WAS OPEN! It was FREE, anyone 
could go in and bring back wood, but not today. Today we buy 
wood because I‘m not going to take other people‘s belongings. 
(doña Pepa, 5/15/2009) 
Doña Pepa‘s description echoes observations I heard throughout Santa Rosa, that 
it was becoming increasingly difficult to gather firewood because of deforestation and 
fencing off private lands. The informal market for firewood is, in part, a response to 
limited access to once open lands. 
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Figure 7.6 Diagram charting socio-natural impacts of investment in cattle  
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Conclusions 
Emigrants affect agrarian landscapes through a variety of mechanisms, including 
but not limited to, direct and indirect spending of economic remittances, nonmonetary 
economic relations, and social remittances. Cattle and fallows provided fruitful examples 
for discussing the intersections of land tenure, legislation, migration, and differing use 
goals, and an agrarian economy that mixes formal and informal markets for labor, land, 
animals, and agrochemicals, transnational lending, and reciprocity. Emigrant-led 
conversion to pasture, fencing, decreasing production of firewood, and terminating de 
facto use rights are creating a physical landscape with fewer sharable features. Greater 
inequality in the distribution of land, animals, and labor, and in access to them, is 
apparent through the village-wide household survey. Material practices have real 
consequences for the environment (such as erosion, changes in soil quality, and 
contamination of water supplies), which would be best explored in a longer, 
interdisciplinary project. The discussions of keeping land in play, cattle ranching from 
abroad, firewood, and agrochemicals suggest different ways in which emigrants and 
residents eek out livelihoods in a globalized agrarian landscape and how their practices 
shape a transnational topography anchored in Santa Rosa. 
 Aligning Access to Material Resources and Social Networks 
The importance of being able to leverage contacts within transnational social 
networks to maintaining livelihoods within a globalized agrarian landscape was apparent 
throughout the chapter in access to firewood, decent rental land, chicken manure, 
vehicles, and work. It is also important in having someone to buy firewood from instead 
of having to gather it oneself or obtain access rights. It comes in handy to know someone 
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with valuable knowledge of cattle illnesses or plant plagues such as a former extension 
agent or even be on good enough terms with one of the two town nurses so they provide 
priority service at the clinic or make a house call after hours. Social capital can make the 
difference in getting credit in a local store or in finding someone with a bank account 
willing to change dollars. Access to reliable, skilled laborers just as difficult and 
important social capital as is access to a network of people with regular supply of day 
labor needs. Proximity to the municipality (a community leader even throws around his 
ties as a night watchman at the municipal building) can mean resources for oneself or the 
community or better understanding and processing of paperwork. In short, having strong 
relations with trustworthy people to honestly and effectively care for holdings is perhaps 
the most important kind of social capital for those trying to farm from abroad.  
Living in the U.S. Shapes Interactions with Landscapes of Origin  
This chapter touches on a number of dynamics that could be construed as social 
remittances, particularly valuing of jobs and basic farming (Chapter 5). Nostalgia, dreams 
for children‘s future, plans to return, contrasting their life in Santa Rosa to that in the U.S. 
and many ephemeral; difficult to measure dynamics can influence an emigrant‘s choice to 
invest in cattle, land, or a family member‘s crops.  
Emigrants who invest in cattle have a markedly different view of the agrarian 
landscape than those who invest only in crops or not at all, one that includes more 
opportunities for profit and prestige. Impressions of raising cattle in the U.S.—of fenced 
pastures, spacious barns, and machinery –-can be considered social remittances because 
they color how emigrants and returning migrants dedicate their monies to purchasing 
pastures, machinery (such as Jimena‘s grass shredder for feed), and fencing to demarcate 
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property lines. The cumulative effect is of ordering and privatizing the managed mosaic 
of the agrarian landscape, consistent with the American mindset of making a garden out 
of the wilderness (Nash 2001).  
Counter Topographies 
Katz argues that revealing the contours of transnational topographies can act as a 
kind of ―counter topography‖ to reveal alternatives to global capitalism. Among the 
dynamics discussed here, working through transnational networks to keep land ―in play‖ 
– not taken over by squatters, sold off to wealthier land owners, or reclaimed by park – is 
the clearest example of a counter topography. Examining extensive interviews throughout 
the buffer zone of PANACAM Pfeffer et. al (2001) described a corresponding 
terminological struggle of when to define secondary growth as guamil or as forest. Both 
are part of everyday resistance to the park‘s placing primacy on the conservation 
landscape over the agrarian landscape in what they dub an agricultural frontier. Family 
members attempt to keep inherited land in the family. In more general terms, the 
transnational reciprocity and nonmonetary economic relations discussed here and in 
earlier chapters can be considered a counter-topography to tendency of migration and 
development related projects, policy, and research to overemphasize monetary 
remittances.   
Insights for (and from) a Political Ecology of Migration 
Exploring how emigration shapes local landscapes and the broader transnational 
topography provides insight into how to address migration in conservation and 
development efforts (the topic of the next chapter) and, more broadly, into the circulation 
of people, funds, and ideas within the spaces and places of transnational topographies. 
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Land tenure, access, reciprocity and partnerships within transnational families, and 
integration into formal and informal markets for land, labor, agrochemicals, and firewood 
have figured heavily into the discussion and provide a starting point for further thinking 
about counter-topographies and transnational development projects.  
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8 CHAPTER 8 
EMIGRANTS IN THE CONSERVATION LANDSCAPE 
 
Overview 
The previous chapter explored the roles that transnational labor emigrants play in 
the agrarian landscape in which they and their families invest, farm, raise cattle, and 
obtain firewood. This chapter looks at the same physical landscape as a ―conservation 
landscape,‖ bringing in the perspectives of those residents, managers, and emigrants 
interested in providing potable water, conserving watershed resources, or implementing 
other kinds of environmental projects suggested and prioritized by their time abroad.  
The chapter is broken into two parts. The first half explores a transnational 
contour line related to water provision and conservation, looking at emigrants‘ 
involvement in a village-wide, village-led potable water project compared to their notable 
absence from a related park-led community-based microwatershed conservation 
initiative. Reflecting on participation and leadership in these experiences suggests that 
future attempts to include Santa Rosa emigrants in village-wide conservation or 
development projects would be more effectively done through family than community 
networks.   
As discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, Santa Rosa emigrants in the United States are in 
some contact with each other (much more at the Long Island than South Florida site) but 
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have not formed formal emigrant organizations and the community is very loose, based 
more in private households and family events than in shared activities such as church or 
sports. There are overlaps between family networks, and concentrations of emigrants in 
Freeport and Huntingdon particularly, but thus far requesting money for the water project 
is the closest thing to community-wide involvement. The insights emigrants shared 
during interviews suggest that they prefer sending money through family connections. 
Verifying project progress through friends and family in Santa Rosa makes them feel 
more secure in their investment. Insights from interviews with conservation and 
development practitioners supplement resident and emigrant observations as I describe 
these dynamics 
Capturing Circulating Values and Social Remittances 
The second half of the chapter is more forward-looking and draws heavily on 
emigrant interviews about transnational communication, sources of environmental 
learning ideas within the United States, environment-related practices in the U.S., and 
their thoughts on community level projects that they would like to see in the future. 
Perhaps the most curious finding shared in this section is that emigrants who I 
interviewed appear to develop a kind of diffuse environmentalism based on their 
experience with TV programming and recycling in the U. S. that gives them a more 
conservation-oriented outlook than their family members in Honduras.  Put differently, 
they appear better able to appreciate a park-like perspective on a conservation landscape 
that values biodiversity, carbon sinks, and preserving forested watersheds to ensure 
viability of hydroelectric projects, than are those residents from Santa Rosa whose 
emphasis is on sustaining production within the agrarian landscape through erosion 
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control and other measures. As a result, emigrants‘ priorities for conservation lean more 
towards saving animals and trees than conserving soil. Emigrants‘ concerns may bridge 
park and resident interests or, in the case of trash management explored here, take the 
conversation in a new direction. 
Triangulating data collected through interviews, remittance diaries, and 
participant observation allowed me to suggest that the emigrants with whom I worked 
have developed a kind of ―pop-culture environmentalism‖ from exposure to 
environmental practices and media sources in the U.S. and that the resulting mixture of 
values from the U.S., Santa Rosa, and the park shape their views of environmental 
concerns in Santa Rosa, and especially, the kinds of community projects they might be 
interesting in assisting. Recognizing that it is difficult to firmly trace discourse transfer 
with the data collected, the second half of this chapter picks up on some of these issues to 
suggest that environmental and agricultural views and project priorities differ on either 
side of the border.
122
   
 
122 Estimating how far back the ―new‖ conservation values extend – or how deeply they are 
accepted -- is difficult within the current data set. The emigrants (Angelo, Benedicto) and return emigrants 
(Tomás, Tony to a lesser degree) expressing the strongest conservation values are not part of my four 
nuclear households of origin and therefore I do not have remittance diary call logs or recall interviews to 
trace their communication (i.e. those headed by Alana, Estela, Jimena, and Magdalena). The older residents 
I knew (40 and up) who had deeper environmental knowledge had worked with Aldea Global, including 
several who are discussed here: Benedicto, Tomás, Martin, Alonso. Young adult emigrants, (Angelo, 
Jason) were receptive to the topics in their Honduran high schools and the U.S. media. Without the kind of 
discourse/knowledge circulation specific study I propose above, it becomes something of a game of 
chicken and egg to determine where a given strain of knowledge or values originated.  
Family A often takes center stage here, and throughout the analysis in Chapters 7 and 8, not only 
because they own land in Pacaya, along the park border, but also because I was able to accompany Alonso 
three times to his and his brother‘s farms there, collect firewood with Alana, overhear phone calls, and have 
more informal conversations with many members of the family. Of all the families, I probably got the most 
participant observation of landscape impacting practices with them. The relationship was facilitated by 
living next door to Alvaro and within walking distance of his brothers in Freeport, going to Alana‘s for 
weekly meals, making four visits to don Abrán‘s home, and snowball interviewing within the family 
network.  
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Looking for evidence of social remittances in emigrant interview, survey, and 
remittance diary recall transcripts using grounded theory in Atlas.ti, showed that 
environmental knowledge is not just a north-south flow: it circulates and transforms 
through the transnational topography. This observation is reinforced by the tables and 
graphs presenting calling data and sources of environmental learning that are shared later 
in this chapter. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, adequately exploring which messages circulate, which 
affect remitting and landscape use practices, how they are modified by different actors, 
and which should be considered ―social remittances‖ would be a dissertation unto itself. 
Demonstrating these connections and how messages morph as they move through 
transnational family networks requires a finer-grained ethnographic discourse analysis 
comparing the multiple information sources and tracking messages through networks 
using detailed call logs and/or recordings. While beyond the scope of the present study 
given time constraints and the multi-faceted research goals, such a project would make 
for a great U.S.-based follow up study. The insights into the role of social remittances 
(and knowledge transfer more generally) shared in this study do provide necessary 
information into how emigrating to the U.S. affects individuals and family‘s landscape 
related values and practices, particularly when considering engaging the loose 
transnational community in village-wide projects. The second half of this chapter shows 
how environmental and agricultural views and project priorities differ on either side of 
the border. 
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Potable Water and Watershed Conservation: Experiences, Needs, and (Missed) 
Opportunities for Transnational Engagement 
Conservation and development policies focused on village communities tend to 
ignore the impacts that emigrants – and the funds and ideas they remit – have on the ways 
in which their households and communities of origin manage natural resources. In so 
doing, important resource-impacting dynamics, such as those described in Chapters 6 and 
7, are downplayed and opportunities for collaboration are missed. 
The Honduran national water service and conservation organizations, such as the 
nongovernmental organization that manages the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar 
National Park, call upon village water councils to protect the watersheds surrounding 
community water sources. In Santa Rosa, this corresponds to Aldea Global‘s attempts to 
collaborate with the Santa Rosa water council to manage the contested conservation 
landscape of Pacaya, discussed in Chapter 7 from the perspective of farmers. 
Conversations with the park director and park ranger and Santa Rosa leaders showed that 
this community-based microwatershed initiative failed to take into account transnational 
labor migration and accompanying economic and social remittances. 
Placing village and transnational family experiences in a national context 
(Chapter 4) highlights the prominence of village-communities and the absence of 
community-members who have emigrated in policies regulating the provision of potable 
water and conservation of watershed resources. Reflecting a global trend toward 
decentralization in conservation, these policies place responsibility in the hands of local 
communities and municipalities. Funding, training, and enforcement constraints temper 
benefits garnered from greater local participation. By focusing on Honduran conservation 
policy and experiences in Santa Rosa, I explore the often overlooked challenges and 
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opportunities added by emigration, concluding with a discussion of how transnational 
labor migrants might be better taken into account in natural resource management 
policies and practice. 
Community Natural Resource Management (CNRM) Approaches and Microwatersheds 
Over sixty developing countries have shifted responsibility for some aspect of 
natural resource or protected area management from central to local government 
authorities since the mid 1980s (Nygren 2005; Ribot & Larson 2005). The broad 
approach of community natural resource management (CNRM) includes social and 
community forestry, community wildlife management, cooperative or co-management, 
buffer zone management, participatory multipurpose community projects, communal area 
management for indigenous resources, and others (Western & Wright 1994). CNRM 
projects try to optimize compatibility between conservation, use restriction, and local 
economic development (Neumann 1997). The move to decentralize natural resource 
management and conservation has been justified through efficiency, equity, and inclusion 
criteria for more sustainable development, macroeconomic stability, national unity, state 
building, and increased legitimacy of the central government (Ribot & Larson 2005; 
Ribot & Peluso 2003). Unfortunately, communities are often unable to effectively protect 
core natural resources due to insufficient resources or unequal distribution of costs and 
participation (Brockington 1991; Brosius et al 2006), a situation that grows more 
complicated with extensive emigration. Focusing on emigrants‘ roles in CNRM expands 
literature seeking ways to actively and equitably include all relevant stakeholders 
(Agrawal & Gibson 1999; Nygren 2004). Here, I show that through their absence, 
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remittances, and willingness to help, transnational labor migrants stretch the 
―community‖ of interest to CNRM projects and policies across national borders.  
CNRM is at the core of Honduran environmental and water policy. Community 
management of watersheds (the catchment basins for a given waterway) is embedded in 
the national water and forest conservation laws in Honduras. To meet the Millennium 
Development Goal of providing sustainable access to drinking water and basic sanitation 
services, the United Nations calls on Honduras to adequately manage, delimit and protect 
microwatersheds (Sistema de Naciones Unidas, Honduras 2007). The national water 
service (SANA) entrusts village and hamlet water councils with the management of 
potable water systems (República de Honduras 2006, 2007). National parks are co-
managed by nongovernmental organizations, municipalities, and local communities 
represented by these water councils (―juntas de agua‖). Rural development projects, such 
as the U.S. Agency for International Development‘s multi-million dollar Integrated 
Natural Resource Management (MIRA) project, focus on community-led management of 
microwatersheds (USAID 2005).  
The concept ―microwatershed‖ encompasses all resources within the catchment 
basis for a small body of water (mountain springs in this case near Santa Rosa). 
Microwatershed resources include not just water, but forests, soils, farmlands, and 
pastures (Kerr 2007). Their management requires consideration of all human productive 
and consumptive activities affecting the water source and surrounding catchment basin.  
Embedded in a web of economic, social, and political relations, their use and 
management is not spatially constrained to the local topography. Regulatory 
environments, project discourse and financing, production and consumption behaviors, 
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domestic and transnational migration, and remittances all impact how communities and 
households use and conserve their microwatershed resources.  
Microwatershed management and rural development projects and policies in 
Honduras fail to account for the tangible impacts caused by physically absent emigrants. 
April 2010 interviews with conservation and rural development projects in Tegucigalpa 
revealed that the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO), and International Organization for Migration (IOM) only have two 
projects between them in Honduras that deal with rural development and emigration; one 
focuses on youth-led microenterprises and the other tapping remittances for small-scale 
agriculture investment. The pioneering applied research that the Sustainable 
Development Network‘s (RDS-Honduras‘s by its Spanish acronym) has done on 
remittances and natural resource management is also noteworthy.  While many of the 
individual park managers, researchers, fieldworkers, and municipal environmental office 
staff interviewed identified emigration driven dynamics that are impacting environment 
and conservation efforts, their observations have not yet translated into policy or practice. 
MIRA (Manejo Integrado de Recursos Ambientales) and other USAID projects in 
Honduras deal with migration only indirectly by promoting ―socioeconomic development 
that improves lifestyles, stemming not just international but national migration, keeping 
people out of the cities‖ (interview with Environmental and Disaster Officer, 4/12/2010). 
Interviews, websites, and project documents show that the most active national agencies, 
Instituto Conservación Forestal (ICF, previously CODEFOR), the agricultural ministry 
(SAG), and Instituto Hondureño de Café (IHCAFE) do not have any policies or projects 
directly addressing outmigration. According to an International Organization for 
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Migration staffer in Tegucigalpa, professional staff at the ministries of work, agriculture, 
external affairs, and migration have made proposals, ―but nothing ever comes of it‖ 
(4/13/2010). According to an economist with the Honduran Central Bank, there have 
been mentions at inter-agency meetings of replicating Mexico‘s and El Salvador‘s 
remittance matching programs that encourage emigrants to invest in development 
projects, but no concrete steps have been taken (4/12/2010). As this Central Bank 
economist attests, the government is largely concerned with maintaining the Temporary 
Protection Status (TPS) visas (see Chapter 4) and ensuring that remittances keep flowing, 
and is missing the opportunity to work with emigrants in more meaningful ways that 
could improve socioeconomic conditions and, as this chapter discusses, better adapt 
conservation approaches to take emigrants‘ absence, remittances, and social contributions 
into account. There is a policy orientation underlying the chapter that speaks to these 
missed opportunities.  
One missed opportunity is evident at my field site: a park-led community based 
microwatershed conservation initiative that overlooks emigration-driven landscape-
impacting dynamics such as those described in Chapter 7 and the opportunity to directly 
collaborate with emigrants along the lines described in this Chapter 7.  In this sense, this 
chapter is about illuminating a blind spot in the conservation landscape: the role the 
emigrants play in conservation (and development).  Focus is placed on emigrant 
participation in building Santa Rosa‘s potable water, other potential projects in which 
they express an interest, why emigrants‘ might be amenable to a conservation initiative, 
and insights about working with transnational families and the broader transnational 
community. While the emphasis of the chapter is applied, written from the perspective of 
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communities and conservation/development projects, there are insights into transnational 
participation in community governance and shaping of environmental concerns through 
migration that are of broader relevance to a political ecology of migration. 
PART I: Excluding and Including Emigrants  
in Conservation and Development 
PANACAM‘s Microwatershed Demarcation Project:  
Emigrants Missing from Community Natural Resource Management  
At the edge of the agricultural frontier where buffer zone meets Cerro Azul 
Meámbar National Park‘s (PANACAM) more restricted special use and core zones, 
incursions are common for hunting, gathering firewood, and clearing forest with 
machetes, chainsaws, or fire to make way for crops or cows.  Finding it difficult to 
manage the 20,000 hectare park with only two rangers, tight funding, and limited support 
from police, military, and municipalities, the park-managing NGO began calling on 
buffer zone communities to more actively patrol the upper reaches of their own 
microwatersheds: the areas of the park that directly contribute to the well-being of the 
springs and streams supplying their communities‘ water.  
In 2008-2009 the NGO that manages PANACAM, Proyecto Aldea Global, 
undertook a participatory mapping project with buffer zone communities to encourage 
residents to delineate a sector of the microwatershed corresponding to their water source 
that they would be willing to conserve, largely through informal education, peer pressure 
(especially around the use of fire for clearing fallow land), and collaboration with Aldea 
Global and municipal authorities to help enforce cutting regulations.  Aldea Global 
collaborated closely with the community water councils, capitalizing on the councils‘ 
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national mandate (República de Honduras 2006, 2007) to conserve the microwatershed 
and ensure continued supply of clean water to the gravity-fed potable water systems.  
Participation of the broader community of each village was uneven. I 
accompanied the head park ranger to a village-wide hearing with a very vocal 
community. Communities are asked to discourage hunting, cutting, burning, and 
contamination of the water supply with agrochemicals and manure as well as to report 
cutting and burning to local authorities.  The ranger and water council president 
countered concerns of ―what‘s in it for U.S.?‖ and ―why undertake the risk?‖ with a logic 
of preserving the forest so the water wouldn‘t dry up (a pervasive discourse among park 
managers, residents, and emigrants that I discuss in more depth below.) A week later they 
went, GPS units in hand, to demarcate a boundary below the special use zone border (i.e. 
they chose to protect a larger area than what was already required by the park.) When a 
similar meeting was called in Santa Rosa, only Martin (the community president) and one 
other council member met with the park guard and me
123
, and the demarcation project 
was done by a youth group coordinated by Aldea Global, Martin, and Alonso who, as 
discussed in Chapter 7, works an emigrant nephew‘s land along the border. 
 
123 See the section on leadership strain (below) for thoughts on why few participated. 
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Figure 8.1 A teen volunteer blazes a tree (left) to demarcate the area of the Pacaya 
microwatershed that Santa Rosa will help PANACAM protect against the encroaching 
agricultural frontier of corn, coffee, and cattle (right). 
Despite efforts to involve community members, Aldea Global failed to address a 
key set of stakeholders: emigrants. In Santa Rosa, many acres falling along the border 
belong to three siblings residing in New York.
124
 As of October 2009 interviews, none 
were aware of the effort. 
C: Have your uncles mentioned anything to you about a 
project to delineate the microwatershed? 
Angelo: …That the line is there, that the park is supposedly 
in the middle of the property… There‘s a sign right where Cerro 
Azul (Blue Mountain) starts… like that goes through the middle… 
they paid my grandfather to stop farming and let the forest grow 
and the animals return. 
C:  When was the last time you talked about it?  
Angelo: When I was there, we always talked about that; 
here, we don‘t talk about it. 
 
124Their collaboration with Alonso and other Santa Rosa uncles is discussed in  Chapter 7. 
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C: In your experience, does it seem like the people from 
Santa Rosa here in the U.S. know about Cerro Azul? 
Angelo: Most…most know the water source. They‘ve gone 
up.  They‘ve visited it to work. They‘ve been, even if they had to go 
under duress! (Angelo, 11/11/2009) 
PANACAM‘s director explained that emphasizing water provision as a 
motivation for broader microwatershed conservation was strategic:  
The thing is, the boundaries were there, but they were not 
being as well respected as we hoped. What we tried to do was 
involve the water councils more, placing greater value on water, 
so that community leaders would begin to push for respect of the 
new borders. We have tried to make it so that it is not USas 
employees of the park who are doing the painting, but rather that 
community members do it so that they are more involved, and 
know that the borders they have chosen are the ones marked.  
(3/6/2010) 
PANACAM‘s approach to motivate community participation in conservation by 
appealing to water councils (instead of the patronato or broader community) makes use of 
a legal mandate that water councils have to ensure continued water supply: the National 
Water Service and the law governing water councils call on village-communities to 
implement and manage potable water infrastructure and to protect the forest and land 
around their water source (República de Honduras 2006). (The laws do not provide for 
enforcement tools or funds to support community-led conservation efforts.)  
Reliance on park communities for microwatershed protection continues a trend 
toward decentralization of conservation that led the forestry service to subcontract NGOs 
to administer parks.  In decentralizing responsibility for management, the national 
government also transferred responsibility for finding funds for conservation and 
preservation programs. International funding in the 1990s allowed Aldea Global, the 
NGO which has managed PANACAM since 1992, to establish the perimeter of the 
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special use zone and use environmental education, and sustainable agriculture and 
development to make buffer-zone residents aware of the then-newly established park and 
their role in it.
125
 The effort was meant for residents of the new park to internalize some 
sense of a ―park resident‖ identity that might help conserve forest resources, which 
resulted in a sort of governmentality (Bryant 2002; Foucault 1991) through 
environmental education (see Chapter 2). It is interesting to note that least some of that 
identity has been internalized and carried to the U.S.: a basic message of the 
environmental education program and cutting regulations, that conserving forest protects 
and conserves surface water (and by extension for hydroelectricity
126
) is evident in 
emigrant and resident discourse, such as the following conversation between Long Island 
based, Santa Rosa cattle-owning spouses Benedicto and Bella after they named taking 
care of the forests as the primary environmental concern in Santa Rosa. 
 
125 Model farms, fish farms, workshops, site visits by extension agents and park guards were a few 
of their techniques. As funding waxed and waned, and international priorities for philanthropy shifted, so 
did practices in the park – sustainable agriculture education and subsidies were largely abandoned to the 
handful with highest personal interest to continue (including Santa Rosa‘s community president, Martin 
(M2). The projects languished with insufficient labor due to emigration (including Martin‘s two eldest 
sons) or funds to implement intensive conservation practices, even though farmers may have preferred 
them (see Chapter 7). Many sustainable agriculture and soil conservation techniques are very labor 
intensive, too much so for hiring laborers at L$100/day. The park administrator during my 2007 and 2009-
2010 research was an agronomist, unlike earlier foresters, and was trying to bring in a more people in 
nature integrated view of park management, including promoting certified trees (below).  
126 Forest conservation for hydroelectricity is part of the rational provided protecting 
PANACAM‘s cloud forests, and for investing money in protecting this section of forest over other 
protected areas created when a 1987 Honduran law decreed all cloud forest over a certain altitude 
protected. PANACAM is one of a handful of these that became more than a paper park. Barton (2001) 
discussed the effect of the legislation in greater detail and I trace the discourse connections between 
residents, park rangers/managers, and national legislation in my 2003 masters‘ thesis.  
I heard echoes of Aldea Global‘s intentional tying of forest-water-hydroelectricity in 
environmental education among current residents and emigrants. It would be interesting to conduct a more 
formal content analysis to trace the connection through my existing materials (including a set of 2007 
unanalyzed recordings in which I explicitly asked residents of Aguas Blancas and another park community 
about their understandings of ―watershed‖ and their sense of connection to PANACAM). 
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C: What do you think is the most important environmental 
concern facing Santa Rosa? 
Bella: ummm…. 
Benedicto: I believe it‘s taking care of the forests. 
C: Why? 
Benedicto: Because, because taking care of the forest and 
wildlife, that‘s doing our part in not destroying the planet. Well, 
imagine we have a forest nearby and we destroy it, how are we 
going to get water? Where are we going to be able to breathe fresh 
air? 
C: Have you talked with anyone about taking care of 
forests? 
Bella: No. Since we haven‘t had any chances to talk about 
it like we have with you. No one brings up the topic. 
 Benedicto: No. Look. What‘s going on Carolina, is that 
when one‘s in his country, Honduras, he thinks about felling a tree 
and planting corn, or planting beans. All of that. When one comes 
to this country and realizes how important they are, forests that is, 
that they‘re helping not to destroy nature. Rather, instead of caring 
for the forest, instead of reforesting, we deforest. 
Bella: um hummm…127 
Emigrants from Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park link water and forest 
conservation in a way that U.S. based discourse does not, suggesting they are carrying the 
idea with them from Honduras and re-remitting it by encouraging efforts to conserve 
stands of trees on their and their families‘ lands, as was the case with Joana and her 
family, including her husband David‘s parents in a nearby park community. A diffuse 
 
127 Bella‘s relative quiet was striking given our meetings prior to the interview. I tried to draw her 
out later in the interview with mixed success. Part of her deference is gender and spouse dynamics, part 
seemed to be believing his the more correct or worthwhile opinion because of his stronger opinions and 
more formal training through his work putting in potable water systems through Aldea Global‘s Proyecto 
Yure prior to moving to the U.S. 
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environmentalism born of their time in the U.S. may allow current and returning 
emigrants to see conservation as well as agrarian issues, but it also shifts their priorities, 
for example to waste management. Emigrants (and residents) are unevenly invested in the 
park and their support for it varies. It is dependent on age (youth have been more exposed 
to formal and informal education programs while older adults are more likely to have 
agricultural experience), gender
128
 (Santa Rosa men are more likely to have visited the 
park‘s core through hunting or the water project), proximity to the core (those with land 
in Pacaya are much more attuned to life on the ―agricultural frontier‖), land or home 
ownership, transnational communication (conversations, videos, pictures) and the degree 
to which they have been affected by the establishment of the park or its regulations 
(difficulty obtaining cutting permits, inadequate indemnification of land that fell within 
the park when it was created
129
).  
 
128 Gender influences conversation topics less than I had expected. Spheres of interaction are 
certainly separate, but they overlap in the management of remittances, cattle, land, and to a lesser degree 
agriculture. Jimena is far more involved in transnational discussions and decision making about her 90+ 
cows than is her husband who does more of the day to day care while she runs the business. Agriculture is 
more men‘s domain, firewood consumption is women‘s domain, provision falls on both depending on the 
family. Women are more intimately aware of fluctuations in water supply while men are obligated to work 
on the project and become familiar with the microwatershed of the community‘s water source in Pacaya. 
(Few of the women I interviewed had made the steep 2-3 hour trek up the mountain.)  
I should note that women did all of the reporting of conversations in the remittance diaries and in 
the majority of the survey interviews so there is a female bias there. The agriculture knowledge questions 
were asked during the agriculture interviews with male heads of household. 
129 As discussed elsewhere, when PANACAM was created in 1987 and Aldea Global began to 
physical demarcate and enforce the borders in 1992, those with land inside the park were extracted and 
given payment for land. Verifying and obtaining titles for land held in the buffer zone also occurred during 
that period. If I understood residents correctly, they were granted titles for public land farmed without title 
at that time, as part of agrarian reform legislation.  
Farmers with large tracks of land in the now-special use zone, including two from my sample: 
Anastacio and Joana‘s father-in-law, Diógenesis, in a neighboring community. The indemnification and 
their attitudes to it (as well as implications for inheritance) colors their children and grandchildren‘s 
attitudes to the park, as was evident in an animated conversation I had with Diógenesis‘s son, David, at a 
child‘s birthday party in New York. 
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In the 2000s, funding for conservation all but dried up. Thinly spread human and 
financial resources made expanding CNRM an attractive alternative for NGO and 
municipal co-managers which provide only limited funding (August 2007 interviews with 
directors of Aldea Global and PANACAM). Relying on water councils for watershed 
protection can lead to mixed results: in one park community, the water council organizes 
fire brigades to protect the pipe from forest fires and, according to the park administrator, 
are far less concerned about protecting the forest itself (park director, March 3, 2010). 
Constructively engaging emigrants could improve the efficacy of CNRM efforts and 
potentially open up new streams of funding for conservation.   
Current CNRM efforts in PANACAM do not account for the impacts of absentee 
land ownership and lost labor on household farming and cattle ranching choices. Nor do 
they consider that transnational labor migration can result in a smaller pool of community 
leaders or burnout from volunteers and leaders being overtaxed by the water provision 
project. The relative paucity of adult male workers is directly tied to lack of community 
buy-in to labor intensive projects.
 
Willing volunteers are already tapped for the potable 
water project and leaders are stretched thin between the project and needing to care for 
their own crops, animals, and households.
130
 If there were not enough adult volunteers to 
 
130 This insight draws on informal conversations with and observation of community leaders, 
including patronato president, Martin. Privy to a steady stream of resident complaints and requests and 
frequent travel for patronato and campesino association business, Martin‘s wife, Magdalena, was adamant 
that the demands of leadership were straining his ability to farm and that there were too few people willing 
to lead, keeping him in the position through multiple election cycles. As discussed in the ―epilogue‖ before 
the conclusion to this chapter, heartbreakingly, her suspicions of the dangers of the position proved 
accurate when he was murdered in July 2011 for identifying drug dealers to the local police. 
In Aguas Blancas in 2007 and Santa Rosa I did observe that leadership rotates among a relatively 
small handful with little new or ―young blood‖ added to the mix. That said, a few high school graduates in 
their late teens and early twenties have entered into the mix in both places. 
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paint the border of the new microwatershed conservation zone, or in the case of Santa 
Rosa even to hold a meeting about it, then there is likely not enough volunteer labor for 
more time intensive patrolling, reporting, and educating required to successfully 
implement the kind of community microwatershed management that Aldea Global is 
advocating.  
Denouncing illegal actions, including cutting without a permit, to authorities has 
led to retaliations through property destruction and even murder. Park residents‘ lack of 
trust of authorities is evident in their perception that authorities are more apt to prosecute 
their felling a single tree without a permit than pursue wealthier foresters extracting 
truckloads of contraband oaks and pines. As a consequence, community leaders and park 
managers struggle to gain support for monitoring.  Moreover, for residents benefits of 
participation may not outweigh risks; the community‘s ―abundant and fresh‖ water 
source is considered safe because it is high up in the forest. When asked why he chose 
not to accept a paid park ranger position, a farmer living on the border of the special use 
and buffer zones responded ―my father warned me against it‖ while drawing a single 
finger across his throat (Alberto, 2/28/2010). Limited volunteer labor and extensive 
absentee ownership amplify risks from devolving resource management to communities 
without real authority (or funding) to enforce policies.
131
 
Santa Rosa residents and emigrants do appreciate the need to conserve forest near 
the water source for long-term water security, but are more immediately concerned about 
potable water infrastructure. Like PANACAM residents, emigrants connect the drying of 
 
131 Communities are de facto comanagers without formal responsibilities and minimal training. 
Which communities are chosen to represent the park is largely a product of how vocal are their leaders. 
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ponds, springs, and rivers closer to the village to deforestation; many identify it as the 
most important environmental problem facing the community (Taylor Bahamondes 
2003). Visiting Santa Rosa for the first time in ten years, a Long Island resident was 
struck that ―many rivers had dried up, because they burn the land a lot to plant‖ (Joana, 
10/3/2009).  Her brother added that a stream on their parents‘ property had dried because 
people had cut all the trees further up that microwatershed, arguing that the most pressing 
environmental issue is to ―plant trees and take care of plants so that the climate returns to 
what it once was‖ (―Julián,‖ 9/28/2009). An emigrant who owns several acres of land 
with his wife and parents and in-laws complained that ―people just don‘t get the need to 
protect the forests on other people‘s property,‖ like their attempts to protect trees around 
a spring on their land (―David,‖ fieldnotes 9/26/2009). David brought the idea up in 
casual conversation at his niece‘s birthday party. 
Identifying conservation strategies that are relevant to the needs of migrants is one 
of the key recommendations of this study, as current approaches downplay the role of 
private property in conservation, missing the potential to treat private land in general (and 
migrants‘ land that is left fallow or farmed from abroad in particular) as a mosaic of 
production and conservation that would include habitat on private land (Hecht and 
Saatchi). This is one of the ways to bring the agrarian and conservation 
conceptualizations of the buffer zone landscape into better alignment. Tensions between 
public goods and private actions are inherent in managing a common good (water) that 
flows across a patchwork of protected and private lands (Kerr 2007). Figuring out how to 
address the needs and responsibilities of absentee landowners is an important step 
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towards taking transnational labor migration into account in microwatershed conservation 
projects and policies. 
Kerr  (2007) describes this kind of balance between ecological and social 
concerns, public and private interests, and conservation and development as ―watershed 
development.‖ As discussed in Chapter 7, while the conservation landscape for Santa 
Rosa does not map well onto a single watershed, the concept is relevant in how the new 
park management plan treats the two large watersheds (flowing to El Cajon Dam and 
Lake Yojoa respectively) and the many microwatersheds on which the water council-led 
demarcation project is based: 
watershed development seeks to manage hydrological 
relationships to optimize the use of natural resources for 
conservation, productivity, and poverty alleviation. Achieving this 
requires the coordinated management of multiple resources within 
a watershed, including forests, pastures, agricultural land, surface 
water and groundwater, all linked through  hydrology. (Kerr 2007: 
89) 
 Kerr goes on to argue that management of all but the smallest microwatersheds is 
difficult. Indeed, when considering that many relevant stakeholders live outside of the 
region, even coordinating projects in the relatively small microwatershed surrounding 
Santa Rosa‘s water source in Pacaya is complex. As Kerr might predict, there has been 
greater success with involving residents and emigrants in renovating the potable water 
project infrastructure than with any more diffuse conservation efforts.
132
 
 
132 During a March 2010 interview about microwatershed conservation and the role of emigrants 
and emigration in PANACAM, the park director outlined a current project that has direct implications for 
families who are struggling to keep their land in play (see Chapter 7), including absentee emigrant owners. 
He is promoting ―certified trees‖ as a way for land owners to invest in their retirement and set aside for 
their children‘s education. The certification process guarantees the owner the ability to cut the trees when 
they desire and protects the owner from Agrarian Reform laws that allow for ‗invasion‘ of ―unused‘ land. 
None of the migrants with whom I spoke were aware of the fledgling initiative, but it is not hard to see that 
it would be an appealing avenue for transnational investments 
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Experiences with Collective Remittances: The Potable Water Project 
To address regular shortages of potable water that often stretched as long as 8-12 
days, in 2008, with technical and partial funding assistance from the National Water 
Service, the Municipality of Santa Cruz, and Aldea Global (the NGO which manages 
PANACAM), the Santa Rosa water council and community council ran a new pipeline 
from a pristine stream 2 km away in PANACAM‘s special use zone (Figure 8.2).  
 
Figure 8.2 Members of the Santa Rosa water council make repairs to the "toma de agua," 
the intake into the community's potable water system from a stream near ―Pacaya‖ in 
PANACAM's special use zone. 
Santa Rosa residents contributed funds and labor to the potable water project. To put the 
contribution in perspective, the nominal yearly water fee is the equivalent of 63 cents per 
month per tap – less than half the price of a bottle of Coke, a common treat in Santa Rosa 
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households. The water council also assessed a one-time fee for each tap, including those 
located in houses built by emigrants still residing abroad.  
Every male over 18 was expected to contribute about 17 hours to the project, 
regardless of current place of residence. Angelo, reported that, even though he has lived 
on Long Island, NY since 2004, he was responsible for providing labor since the project 
managers assume each adult male will eventually establish his own residence in Santa 
Rosa. (In addition to owning land in Pacaya (discussed in Chapter 7), Angelo also owns 
his mother‘s house in Santa Rosa, making him responsible for the one-time and yearly 
tap-fees that fund the project on an ongoing basis.) Those unable to labor themselves 
(emigrants, the infirm, those with jobs outside of the village), and those with enough 
cash, paid other Santa Rosa residents L$80-100 to take their place for the day. 
Replacement workers were often un(der)employed returned migrants or subsistence 
farmers looking for cash to buy fertilizers, herbicides, urea and other inputs for their own 
crops. As shown in chapter 5, the money that emigrants send home (Angelo to his mother 
in this case) and relationships of reciprocity on both sides of the border make families‘ 
livelihoods possible in a context of rising costs and shortages of labor due to emigration. 
To pay fees and laborers to cover their own or relatives‘ responsibilities, 
emigrants sent money to their households of origin (wives and mothers in this sample), 
earmarking the extra funds through phone discussions leading up to the monetary transfer 
via Western Union or Money Gram. The 2009-2010 survey showed that of 28 households 
in Santa Rosa with emigrants, 19 reported spending remittances on the one-time water 
quota, 14 on the yearly tariff, and 13 on replacement labor; 20 of 28 reported talking 
about water with emigrants by phone.  
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Emigrants are more likely to remit for water and the water project than for 
agriculture or cattle. 19 of 28 emigrant families in the village wide survey had received 
remittances for water, 13 for agriculture, 5 for cattle, and 5 for land (Figure 6.4). 
Considering the water project was completed by the time I finished the first set of 
interviews (June 2009), it is striking that almost as many emigrant households reported 
having spoken with emigrants about water (20) and agriculture (24) Figure 6.11. Only 9 
families talked about cattle, the same number spoke about trash, a subject that will 
become important in the later part of the chapter on potential new projects. 
 
Figure 8.3 Water Project Involvement compared between emigrant and nonemigrant 
households (N=51, 2009-2010 household survey) 
As expected, households with emigrants are more likely to have contributed only money 
to the potable water project, while households without emigrants were more likely to 
have contributed money and labor. Households contributing only labor, with or without 
emigrants, were likely to have had less cash flows and more available workers than those 
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contributing money or a mix of money and labor. This suggests another way that 
emigrant flows of funds affect social relations and statuses in Santa Rosa. 
For the 2008-2009 water project, one emigrant solicited donations from Long 
Island residents on behalf of the patronato and water council. For example, ―Ricardo‖ 
was an economically successful resident of Freeport who made frequent trips to visit his 
mother and the land, cattle, and two-story house she managed on his behalf. Joel notes 
that ―everyone in Freeport knows him. Everyone donated; US$50 I think it was. I have a 
lot of friends from Santa Rosa that live in Freeport and they talk about everything‖ 
(11/10/2009). The council had provided Ricardo with a signed official request for help 
and a book of receipts to track donations (interview with Ricardo in Freeport, 12/1/2009). 
Some sent money with Ricardo. Others distrusted hand delivery, based on negative 
experience in the past, and wired donations directly to the president of the water council 
or to relatives in conjunction with more routine remittances. 
 
The community council and water council jointly wrote a 
letter for the people here. They even gave a number! 50 
dollars,100 if possible. We sent $50 each. Ricardo had a list. They 
say that he turned it all in there. He took a lot of money. […] 
People were skeptical at first. When Ricardo started talking, there 
were a lot of people who doubted. So, before giving him money 
they called [family and leaders in Santa Rosa] to make sure it was 
true, because there had been a lot of cases, not just in Honduras 
but in other places… Ricardo‘s brother-in-law was supposed to 
take donations to a church in Santa Rosa, but they never got there. 
That‘s why people aren‘t  very trusting.  (Andrés, 11/11/2009) 
Benedicto knew that someone, ―I can‘t remember his name,‖ was going around with a 
receipt book, collecting money for the project, but he chose to send his US$100 donation 
to his mother to give directly to the water council. Andres‘s brother, Angelo, elaborates 
that he felt the project was legitimate after having his mother in Santa Rosa verify the 
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project with the water council president, (who he was able to identify by first and last 
name).   
He‘s someone that people trust very much. He confirmed 
that they were doing the project and that they wanted the project 
but needed donations from the village. The opportunity was there 
[through matching funds with the municipality and local NGOs] 
and it would be good to take advantage of it…for the future. They 
were thinking about the future, en the next generation. So, yes, they 
were going to go forward with the project. 
 I believe it‘s working well. Because I asked and they told 
me it was. There‘s so much water now that she has to leave the tap 
running at night
133
. It was a big success! (Angelo, 11/11/2009)  
Angelo held the water council accountable by following up with his mother and an uncle 
(Anastacio) ―since he worked on the project and in ―Cerro Azul Meámbar.‖  (Angelo is 
referring to the caretaker relationship that Anastacio has with Angelo‘s half-brother, 
Antonio, on their inherited lands in Pacaya, discussed at length in Chapter 7.) 
 As discussed below, this example illustrates that being able to verify the viability 
of projects with trusted sources and establish some degree of accountability is important 
to emigrants‘ comfort with transnational investment in community projects or donations. 
The family network played a vital role in providing a set of checks and balances on the 
project, contributing to emigrants‘ satisfaction and pride in the completed water project 
compared to the disease left several years prior when money was collected by a Freeport 
resident and never delivered to the Santa Rosa water council. Knowing and trusting 
people in power in the community (in this case Angelo‘s mother‘s relationship with the 
water council president and her brother-in-law who works in Pacaya and on the water 
 
133Some homeowners believe it necessary to leave taps open to alleviate pressure on the PVC 
pipes in the gravity fed system. This is less a concern when Santa Rosa‘s large concrete storage tank is 
working. 
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project) is a kind of social capital that allowed Angelo to feel comfortable in the 
investment and spread that ease to his brothers and other emigrants in Freeport. 
 
Figure 8.4 PVC pipe pulls water from an intake box and small dam on a stream above 
Pacaya. A neighoring community also draws their water from here (metal pipe at right). 
The water project is important to my story of emigrant involvement in the conservation 
and agrarian landscapes, because it is a successful example of transnational participation 
of emigrants in a project benefiting their community of origin. The park collaborated in 
the project as well: Aldea Global matched the emigrants‘ contributions for the project. 
The example contrasts starkly with the microwatershed demarcation project carried out in 
the same physical location. That project fully ignored emigrant property owners (Angelo, 
Andrés, and Antonio) and their impact on local farmers (Alonso, Alberto) through 
remittances and lending land (see Chapter 7). The community-led water project‘s success 
in including emigrants makes the failure of the park-led demarcation project all the more 
visible and points to a potential for including emigrants in watershed protection 
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benefiting the potable water system through an environmental services tax or payment for 
ecological services collaboration to be collected in conjunction with the water project 
fees.  I will turn to this more policy oriented discussion after first discussing the 
circulation of environment related values within transnational families and the 
implications for the kinds of projects that emigrants would be interested in undertaking. 
 
Figure  8.5  Community labor (shown), emigrant remittances, and park funding join make 
possible Santa Rosa‘s gravity-fed potable water system. Concerned that deforestation 
might threaten the continuing viability of the project, the water council took up a park 
initiative to further protect the Pacaya microwatershed, all but the upper reaches of which 
are covered by a managed mosaic of farmland, pastures, fallows, residences, and 
swatches of forest along streams. This is the site where conflict between conservation and 
agrarian landscapes is most readily visible.. 
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PART II: Circulation of Environmental Knowledge, Values, and Concerns 
Landscape Related Communication within Transnational Families 
In between conversations on family members‘ health, working conditions, and 
remittance logistics, families talked from time to time about agriculture, land, water, and 
other environmental related topics. Figure 6.12 shows the proportion of calls in which 
families talked about a number of topics including agriculture, cattle, environmental 
issues in Honduras, and environmental issues in the U.S. based on remittance diaries and 
recall interviews (collected in June 2009, August 2009, and May 2010). The category 
―environment‖ is open ended.134 The topics and probes for conversations on water, 
forests, trash management, and firewood all grew out of the focus groups and later 
participant observation with the four families.  
 
Figure 8.6 Headings on worksheet used to collect data on phone calls in remittance 
diaries. These categories were also used in surveys, recall interviews, and emigrant 
interviews. (All instruments are provided in full in the appendices.) 
 
134 Estela‘s remark on an August 2009 phone call that they hadn‘t talked about ―anything of 
interest to you, Carol‖ made me realize that she, and likely the other women were tailoring their topic 
choice to their understanding of my project. I am comfortable with the bias because we had worked 
together for several months prior to beginning the diaries and because the topics were developed in 
conjunction with them and others in the village during the focus groups and open ended survey questions to 
reflect their concerns. 
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The table that follows gives a sample of the topics reported during the remittance 
diaries and recall interviews emigrant interviews and through participant observation. I 
include it here to give readers a sense of the kinds of ideas and conversations that make 
up the broad categories of water, forest, firewood, etc. 
 
Table 8.1 Sample phone conversation topics for four transnational families  
Family A Family E Family J Family M 
-Alonso  harvesting and 
drying beans and 
planting malanga 
-give money to Alonzo 
for fertilizer 
-illness of extended 
family members 
-fall out between parents 
-political situation 
(aftermath of the June 
2009 coup) 
-lack of money for 
Alexia‘s birthday 
-remittances for food and 
education 
-earthquake 
-cleanup of school yard 
-Health Center 
recommending boiling or 
chlorinating water 
 
-water quality and ozone 
filter 
-new 6 burner gas stove 
-political situation 
-Efrain‘s trucking 
-U.S.-Mexico soccer 
game 
-Eliana considered 
buying a plot of land and 
house to invest money 
from her first real estate 
sale 
-―I see pretty things, 
Mom‖ said Eliana after 
receiving a DVD with 
pictures and videos of the 
town and  her little 
brother‘s 10th birthday 
party that her mother had 
requested I take and then 
mail to them when I 
returned to Florida 
-arranging and later 
reminiscing about Javier, 
Julián, and Juana‘s 
August 2009 visit 
-Jimena‘s health 
-property that Juana is 
considering buying 
-still looking for a more 
permanent place for the 
cows 
-April-May 2010 calls 
focused on hiring a 
lawyer and fighting an 
ordinance to stop 
production and clean up 
the milk whey 
contamination in 
downtown Santa Rosa 
from their cheese factory 
-Martin wanted to reseed 
their pastures, so was 
talking with his sons 
about financing to rent 
pasture elsewhere for 
their 11 cows. 
-pregnant cow 
-a neighbor snuck his 
cow into their bull‘s 
pasture to be 
impregnated. 
-state of the community 
and extended family 
-extended family injuries 
and multiple deaths and 
wakes 
-political situation 
-classes cancelled by 
protests 
Source: Remittance diaries and recall interviews, June 2009, August 2009, May 2010 
The following graphs highlight that environment and agriculture related topics are 
discussed in transnational calls, but that they fight for space with many other topics. The 
more detailed graph shows that topics are not discussed evenly among families. 
Differences between families reflect the size of the families, if they have children in 
school, if there are current health issues, their patterns of remittance investments and 
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expenditures, whether they have land, cattle or some other agricultural activity, and 
shared interests.  
 
 
Figure 8.7 Frequency topics were discussed in all 48 calls recorded in remittance diaries.
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Figure 8.8 Call topics as percent of calls recorded for each of focus family (remittance diaries and recall interviews June 2009, August 
2009, and May 2010) 
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Curbside Recycling, Visits Home, and Animal Planet:  
Creating and Remitting a Pop-Culture Environmentalism 
The call topics captured in the remittance diaries and recall interviews are shaped 
by concerns in Honduras and by emigrants‘ concerns in the United States. In order to 
capture what their side of the conversation might sound like (a.k.a. messages that might 
become social remittances), I asked emigrants a number of questions as part of 1.5-2 hour 
interviews. Their answers also contribute to the discussion of emigrant involvement in 
transnational development and conservation projects discussed throughout the chapter. 
The full interview guide is provided in Appendix IX. I have translated the most relevant 
questions below in the order they were asked: 
 What do you remember most about Santa Rosa? 
 Describe the natural environment of Santa Rosa. 
 How does the natural environment in Honduras differ from where you live in the 
U.S.? 
 What do you think is the most important environmental concern in Santa Rosa? 
 Do you think you‘ll return to Honduras some day? 
 When you think about returning to Honduras, what kind of work do you see 
yourself doing? Do you see yourself working the land or with animals? 
 Have you ever donated to a group or community project in Honduras? 
 What measures do you take to conserve water, energy, or gasoline in the U.S.? 
What measures did you take in Honduras? 
 Who do you talk with about the environment? What topics do you talk about? 
(probe: water, forest, firewood, trash) What are the conversations like? 
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 Where do you hear messages about the environment or conservation in the U.S.? 
About what? (Probe: TV, radio, Internet, school, church) 
 What do they teach your children in school about the environment? 
Saving Energy Saves Money, Too 
From emigrants answers to these questions it became apparent that they were 
picking up a kind of ―pop-culture environmentalism‖ from a variety of learning sources 
(below). In terms of U.S. based practice, this came out most clearly in their adopting 
recycling and day-to-day energy conservation measures. Though individual practices 
varied, all of the households I visited participated in mandatory curbside recycling. Apart 
from that, emigrant environmental practices in the States are largely tied to trying to keep 
bills low. Emanuel, in Florida, keeps his AC warmer and reduces water use, including 
taking shorter showers. Julián and his American wife, Diane, water the grass as little as 
possible and keep the sprinkler on a timer. They are considering getting a Prius or some 
other car that is ―better for the environment and the wallet.‖ Spouses Dania and Joel 
make a point of turning off lights and not letting the tap run while doing dishes or 
washing their hair. Benedicto and Bella (10/17/2009) joke that every time someone 
leaves a light on in the other room he‘ll come running in ―look! This light isn‘t being 
used. Click! The television? Nobody‘s watching it. Click! I turn them off.‖ Emigrants 
also mentioned disconnecting phone chargers, putting in compact fluorescent bulbs, 
conserving gas (though they found driving less to be difficult), choosing to not own a big 
gas guzzling vehicle, and recycling glass and plastic bottles. Joana summarizes the 
emigrant conservation ethos: ―saving energy saves money, too.‖ 
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U.S. Sources of Environmental Knowledge and Values 
As the example of ―saving energy to save money‖ suggests, emigrants‘ 
environmental views and actions are related to a number of sources while they are in the 
U.S. In addition to transnational conversations with family and friends or locally with 
other emigrants, they encounter messages related to the environment (broadly construed) 
through the television, and to a lesser degree radio, Internet, and church (Figure 8.9).  As 
discussed below, these are not the same kind of conservation and learning that goes on 
(or that needs to go on) in agrarian landscape, although there is overlap with deforestation 
and conservation of water, ozone and global warming to the extent they make that 
connection with the trees. 
 
Figure 8.9 Sources of environmental messages in the U.S. (August-November 2009 
interviews with 18 emigrants) 
All but one of the emigrants interviewed said they had received some sort of 
environmental message from the television while living in the United States. About a 
third reported having heard environment related messages on the radio and a quarter 
having seen them on the internet. Even the respondent who attended high school in New 
York said she that school was not an influential source ―they weren‘t making those kind 
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of noises then‖ (Dania, J35).  One woman reported hearing environmental messages in 
church.  Her brother-in-law, Joel, who goes to the same pan-American evangelical 
protestant church said that while they do mention the environment it is not with the 
intention of getting parishioners to engage in conservation measures, but instead to make 
a point or extol the glory of God.  
I heard similar clarifications about environment related messages in the protestant 
evangelical churches in Honduras (see also Taylor Bahamondes 2003).
135
  Estela said that 
they talk about conservation in the church but ―muy al fondo‖ (at a very deep level).  
C: Have they ever shared advice about conservation at 
church? 
Estela: mmm….Well, in church there are topics, but very 
deep, that we should take care of the Earth since God gave it to us. 
We should take care of it and and really, we should take care of 
everything that God created, but we‘re really not doing it. We‘re 
neglecting it. That we know that through the ch…, the word of God 
because He told us that He, He inherited the Earth to us, and 
because of that we should should conserve and take care of it. But, 
sadly, we don‘t do it through the church. 
In an interesting parallel to emigrants‘ experiences, an Evangelical Protestant pastor136 
who had spent a few days in the U.S and talked to parishioners about how it was a 
 
135 In the 2009 portion of the Santa Rosa survey, about 65% (17 of 28) of churchgoers 
(irrespective of denomination) said they had heard something about the environment in church. Many of 
the messages are standard conversations in the environmental education programs and the trimming 
vegetation around the house comes from a Ministry of Health campaign to cut down on mosquitoes. 
Evangelical Protestants in the survey reported hearing: ―don‘t burn because of the ozone,‖  ―make a hole 
for your trash,‖ ―soil conservation is the same as self preservation,‖ and keep the vegetation cut around the 
house. Catholics added ―they‘re always teaching us. They send us. to clean out the excess vegetation in the 
yard, to throw out the trash, to take care of water…‖; they say things like ―if you cut a tree, plant 10,‖  
―don‘t burn,‖ ―don‘t pollute,‖ and they talk about water scarcity. ―But there were also 11 out of 28 who had 
never heard an environmental massage or ―almost nothing,‖ or ―little.‖ 
136 Pastoral exchanges and mission visits are relatively common in. I met Marcos‘s father-in-law 
in Uniondale, New York when he was a guest pastor at his daughters‘ church there. 
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different country and about cleanliness, that everything ―was really well ordered; they 
don‘t throw trash around or any of that.‖ 
Television is the primary information source. When asked why she began making 
a point of running less water when washing dishes, Dania said: 
Because I have seen on television that we need to conserve 
water. That water is becoming scarce in other regions. They give a 
lot of information about the global environment. I don‘t know what 
island it was, but they used to have a lot of trees and it ended up 
like a desert. (11/18/2009) 
 Emigrants specifically mentioned Univisión, ―Zona Verde‖ and ―Piensa Verde‖ – TV 
campaigns on different conservation topics, another campaign on planting trees, news 
reports on a New York lake that is getting shallow, Primer Impacto,  Telemundo (―Al 
Rojo Vivo‖), ―a program that looks at the future of the planet without people,‖137 and TV 
and Internet reports on wildfires in California.
138
 Emigrants remembered a handful of 
specific messages and topics, including ―plant a tree,‖ ―turn off the lights,‖ switch to 
compact fluorescents, conserve water, pollution, global warming, destruction of the 
ozone layer from cars, hybrid cars, ―cut down a tree, plant two.‖ Several emigrants cited 
work as a site of learning, from the job and from coworkers from around the world. Joel 
made a direct parallel with conservation in his home-life, mentioning the influence of 
seeing greener building techniques on the job, such as solar panels, grey water recycling, 
and 5-star green houses: ―Believe me, if I had money to put in solar panels and all that, I 
 
137 This is probably the History Channel‘s Life After People: The Series or National Geographic 
Channel‘s Aftermath: Population Zero. Both were popular at the time of research (August –November 
2009) and mentioned by emigrants. 
138 These programs would be an excellent entry point into doing a more thorough discourse 
analysis of environmentally related social remittances.  
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would!‖ Joel went on to assert that he became more concerned about environmental 
issues when his daughter was born. He assured me that his environmental efforts were for 
his daughter: 
I don‘t do it for the ads. Rather, I do it now that I‘m a 
father and I think about my daughter. That my little girl will grow 
up and there might not be any water if I don‘t conserve it for when 
she needs it. No. It‘s because I‘m a father that I conserve water. 
That‘s my way of thinking. Sometimes I think about taking care of 
the air and all of that, because I know my daughter is going to 
grow up and live longer than me. So, when I‘m not here she will 
need that and if I don‘t take care of it, who will? (Joel, 
10/13/2009) 
Joel‘s reflections on his daughter‘s future link up with discussions in prior chapters of 
emigrants‘ concern about preserving a Santa Rosa similar to the one they experienced for 
their children and reinforce my suggestion that conservation for future generations is a 
social remittance, a concept that is, at the very least, amplified by their time in the U.S. 
South to North Communication and Learning 
While living in the U.S. emigrants reported paying attention to messages from 
conversations with Americans and immigrants from other parts of Latin America, 
television, internet, experience, and other sources. In talking with family members by 
phone or during visits they share some of these ideas, which could be considered social 
remittances. According to farmers interviewed during the village-wide survey, informal 
conversations in Honduras, and the second men‘s focus group, return migrants extend 
these sentiments… for a time. For whatever reason, the generalized environmentalism, 
even the simple disdain for litter, seem to dissipate over time. Even if they stop littering 
they choose not to stop others. After an impassioned conversation about how orderly and 
sanitary everything is in the U.S., thirty year old Tony, who had spent 3 years in New 
Orleans told me that 
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Dwayne: Being use to just throwing something on the 
ground, I went there and it was difficult for me. I had to learn. And 
here it‘s been difficult for me to just throw something down. Since I 
came from there, well, well, the habit is to put trash in its place. 
C: Do you scold other people? 
Dwayne: eh? 
C: When another person liters, do you scold them? Do you 
say anything? 
Dwayne: Yes, you‘ll, you‘ll make an enemy of your friend. 
(―es hecharse a un amigo mismo encima‖) <<Laughs>> 
A 33-year old mother of 3 and a farmer from a nonemigrant household summarizes a 
sentiment I heard from many in more casual conversations:  
It‘s a rare person who practices here what he practiced in 
the United States. The majority of people DON‘T practice. Write 
down that ‗they don‘t practice‘ [environmental or conservation 
measures]. That they aren‘t at all different from those who have 
never left. Not in the least.‖ (Roxana, 5/8/2009) 
You‘d think they‘d come back from there more disciplined, 
more educated. Ba! NO. They don‘t come back like that… some 
left to do big things, then when they come back here, they arrive 
frustrated. The abandoned the family when they left and all that. 
So, no. In terms of the environment, some do come back more, 
more educated. (6/20/2009) 
He goes on to sight the example of ―Ronaldo‖ who returned ―bien aseado‖139 and assert 
that ―not everyone comes back like that.‖140 
Yet, it is important to remember that north-south transfers are not the only, or 
even the most meaningful, source of knowledge for Santa Rosa residents. An example 
 
139  Literally ―well cleaned,‖ ―bien aseado‖ here refers to having good trash disposal habits. 
140 Do return migrants put into practice the things they learned in the U.S. when they return to 
Honduras? Most Santa Rosa residents with whom I spoke (including two return migrants) said ―not so 
much.‖ Wanting to reduce litter, recycle or take trash to a dump instead of burying or burning on property 
may be a more enduring sentiment. 
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follows that illustrates the multiple sources of environmental concerns and values, many 
of them from Honduras. Angelo describes the transnational environment and agriculture 
related communication that he has had since moving to New York four years prior, 
noting during the interview that discussions with his grandfather and uncle had begun 
while still in Honduras and that the NGO that runs the park, Aldea Global, was 
responsible for some of his thinking.  
 I talk with my friends from work from other countries, 
especially one guy from El Salvador. I talk with my grandfather 
and an uncle in Honduras, about fires, not being able to cut on 
their land, and agrochemicals polluting the water supply… with 
my mom about better managing grey water at the house so the 
neighbors don‘t complain. Not so much with others in Santa 
Rosa… I just have a lot of acquaintances left there. I talk a little 
with my brother, Andres, about water and electricity. (11/11/2009) 
In the interview he also described learning about ―green‖ building materials on the job. A 
lot of Angelo‘s (and that of other emigrants‘ who I interviewed) knowledge about the 
agrarian and conservation landscapes comes from formal schooling, older family 
members, and first-hand experiences prior to migration. (Only 22 years old at the time of 
the interview, recent environmental education curricula at school played a larger role in 
shaping Angelo‘s consciousness, more so than it did for his 38-40 year old brothers 
(Alvaro, Antonio) who went to school prior to the Department of Education‘s 
environmental initiative (see Taylor Bahamondes 2003). 
As Angelo‘s example illustrates, emigrants carry with them, to greater or lesser 
degree, learning in Honduras (and through communication with Hondurans while in the 
U.S.).  The following data from survey interviews in Santa Rosa shows where farmers 
and cattle ranchers learn agriculture-related information while in Honduras, where they 
learned to value the agrarian landscape. Notably, farmers from emigrant and nonemigrant 
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households are both more likely to have talked with relatives and, especially friends, than 
with any organization, including church, Aldea Global, and extension agents. An analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) comparing emigrant and nonemigrant households shows two 
statistically significant differences  (at the p<0.1 level) that nonemigrant farmers are more 
likely to talk about agriculture and ranching with older relatives and those from 
household with emigrants are, not surprisingly, more likely to communicate with 
migrants (from the 2009-2010 village wide survey). This reflects the likelihood of 
nonemigrant households to have family members or friends abroad: similar questions in 
the household portion of the survey (reported in Chapter 5) and observations show that 
nonemigrant household networks include few strong relationships with migrants. 
(Similarly, only one of than nonemigrant households interviewed had ever received 
remittances as money or gifts.) 
In other words, emigrants‘ views are not solely, or even primarily, created in the 
United States, but they are shaped by their time in Honduras, to greater and lesser 
degrees. Emigrants‘ discourse is colored by their experience in Honduras prior to 
migration, including environmental education, hands on learning, and conversations with 
relatives, neighbors, extension agents, etc. (some of which was informed by international 
agencies or materials) and by conversations with Hondurans after migration affecting 
their remitting, reciprocal agreements, and investments. In other words, environmental 
knowledge is not just a north-south flow, it circulates and transforms through the 
transnational topography.  
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Table 8.2 With whom do you talk about agriculture and cattle ranching? Emigrant and 
non emigrant households engaged in agriculture. 
International Emigrants 0 1 Total 0 1 Total 
ANOVA  
 Mean Mean Mean N N N F Sig 
Older Relatives*
141
 .86 .50 .67 14 16 30 4.667 .039 
Younger Relatives .57 .69 .63 14 16 30 .410 .527 
Migrants
142
 .43 .76 .61 14 17 31 3.878 .059 
Friends, Neighbors in Honduras .93 .94 .93 14 16 30 .009 .925 
Extension Agents .21 .29 .26 14 17 31 .241 .627 
Church Members .43 .41 .42 14 17 31 .008 .928 
Other Organizations .29 .39 .34 14 18 32 .352 .557 
Source: 2009-2010 survey of 51 Santa Rosa households, 32 with agriculture interviews 
The extent of diffusion of environmental ideas would be dependent on many 
factors, including economic and social capital and strength of networks. When asked if 
she spoke with her mother about ―anything related to the environment,‖ Eliana (E16) 
answered pragmatically: ―Yes, when there‘s time left on the phone card‖ (10/25/2011). 
Environmentally related conversations and message transfer do happen, but the extent 
and impact is unclear. Adequately exploring these dynamics would be a dissertation unto 
itself. Recognizing that it is difficult to firmly trace discourse transfer with the data 
collected, the second half of this chapter picks up on some of these issues to suggest that 
environmental and agricultural views and project priorities differ on either side of the 
border. 
  
 
141 Most of the farmers I interviewed were older. This partially reflects the age of participants and 
decreased likelihood of having active older relatives. 
142 Includes any migrant relatives and friends, not just the household of origin. 
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PART III: Emigrants’ Conservation Values and Concerns 
From Water to Litter: Priorities, Projects, and Participation 
In this discussion I ask the question: How invested are emigrants in PANACAM 
and the Conservation Landscape? The answer lies in their role in funding the Santa Rosa 
potable water project and a preoccupation with litter and trash born of their time in the 
United States. ―From water to litter‖ also refers to having brought the concern about 
water and deforestation from Honduras to the United States and the concern about litter 
and trash from the U.S. to Honduras. 
The U.S. born diffuse environmentalism, described above, reflects a concern in 
popular media for climate change, ozone depletion, oil, and endangered species. The 
―pop-culture environmentalism‖ combines with emigrants‘ history and values developed 
through prior learning in Honduras and routine environmental practices in the U.S. (ex. 
recycling). Together they give emigrants a view of landscape different for their relatives 
and the park: a mix of agrarian and conservation landscapes colored by popular 
environmentalism and their family‘s concerns. Because of this, their suggestion on how 
to address environmental concerns in Santa Rosa addresses a mix of problems that differ 
from the park‘s and nonemigrants‘ concerns: most notably interest in litter and trash. 
Belief in what kinds of projects will be most accountable (ex. infrastructure) also comes 
into the mix as will be discussed below. 
The willingness of residents and emigrants to support park-initiated community 
based conservation efforts depends at least in part on their sense of connectedness toward 
the park and village. For example, views of PANACAM (and of watershed conservation 
to safe and steady water supply) vary greatly among residents and emigrants. For many 
residents of PANACAM communities, the ―park‖ is not the buffer zone where they 
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physically reside, but instead the untouchable core. For many, PANACAM is ―over there, 
up the mountain‖ – a place that protects biodiversity for tourists and forests for the 
production of electricity that many do not consume, a place that benefits them mainly 
because of the water and ―fresh climate‖ it provides (Taylor Bahamondes 2007). For 
those whose families were displaced from farmland (such as ―David‘s‖ parents and  
―Abrán‖ and his descendents) or who have been figuratively handcuffed in attempts to 
build houses and fences or harvest firewood because of tree cutting restrictions, the park 
is still a point of contention. More so than for other park communities, Santa Rosa is 
physically far enough from the core that those emigrants and residents whose families do 
not own land near the park and the water source only visited when working on the first 
water project or on school trips, if at all.  There is a marked age difference in emigrants‘ 
knowledge of and concern for the park.  Many emigrants left Santa Rosa when 
village/park tensions were higher and did not benefit from the extensive environmental 
education projects of the mid-late 1990s.They are less knowledgeable about the park and 
less likely to be vested in it than more recent migrants. 
Younger, more recent emigrants (late teens to mid 20s) are more knowledgeable 
about broad environmental issues (ex. recycling, biodiversity, ozone layer) due to 
exposure to environmental education in their formal schooling in Honduras and to 
television programs like Animal Planet. They are more likely than Santa Rosa residents 
or older emigrants to be concerned about wild animals and global climate change, 
perhaps making them more sympathetic to the park‘s mandate to preserve biodiversity. 
Older emigrants (30s, 40s) are more likely to have first-hand knowledge of Santa Rosa‘s 
fields, forests, and pastures. (Benedicto (45) traversed the entire buffer zone helping 
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Aldea Global install water projects. All in their mid thirties, Alvaro worked with his 
father-in-law, Alonso, and as paid agricultural labor while Javier and Julian pastured 
cattle as children.) They are more connected to an agrarian view of the landscape than 
their younger counterparts. Environmental concerns  picked up in the U.S. through 
exposure to media and routine practices now sit beside concerns for their and their 
family‘s cattle and land (if they have either back at home). In this way, Santa Rosa 
emigrants‘ concerns bridge agrarian and conservation landscapes, possibly adding a third 
hybrid perspective colored by exposure to popular U.S. environmental concerns and 
practice. 
From the thirty-two interviews I completed on the topic with Santa Rosa 
emigrants in New York and Florida, it appears that emigrants‘ sense of connectedness to 
Santa Rosa‘s and the park‘s natural environment are affected by: plans to return, concern 
for current residents, visions of their children‘s future, nostalgia for the more abundant 
forests, streams, and rivers of their own childhood, U.S.-instilled conservation values 
born of concern for keeping water and energy bills manageable, mandatory recycling 
programs, and litter-free streets (which are seen as desirable). Interviews suggest that 
willingness to donate to infrastructure projects (such as potable water, roads, and trash 
dumps) springs from recognition of the immediate benefits for households of origin 
and/or the homes they are building for their own return. Certainly, emigrants were more 
informed about the water project than any other community-wide natural resource related 
activities such as microwatershed demarcation, rehabilitation of the village dump, or 
efforts to end pollution from the cheese factory. Emigrants discuss the water project more 
frequently among themselves and with family in Honduras than they do farming or 
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raising cattle, the other most significant topics of conversation. (See Figure 6.12 and 
Figure 6.14 for prevalence of call topics between emigrants and family members in 
Honduras.) Transnational phone calls frequently touch on water availability, project 
progress, and funds needed to pay fees or buy out of mandatory labor hours. (David 
(J33), for example, knew from conversations with his parents that ―there had been 
problems with the water. Before the project, water only came every four days!‖(New 
York, 10/14/2009).) 
In interviews, emigrants consistently brought up the need for forest conservation 
to ensure continued supply of quality potable water. As one long-time Long Island 
resident put it, ―Imagine, if we have a forest nearby, and we destroy it, where are we 
going to get water?‖ (Benedicto, 10/17/2009). The role of forest and watershed 
conservation for water provision is generally well understood by emigrants and residents. 
(Convergences such as this would make it easier for residents, emigrants, and park 
managers to communicate about conservation through transnational family and 
community networks.) 
 Emigrant participation in the successful potable water project was both voluntary 
and mandatory.  As detailed above, emigrants donated funds in response to community 
leaders‘ call for help; but, they also sent money for their own and their family‘s water 
quota and labor obligations. Santa Rosa households chose to spend remittances on the 
project, in part, because the water council cuts off water to those failing to contribute 
labor or pay quotas or annual fees. Yet, despite the coercive component, Santa Rosa 
residents and emigrants expressed little ill-will towards the water project‘s labor 
requirement or one-time and yearly fees, especially since they generally perceived the 
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project as forward-thinking, well managed, and fairly implemented. (However, there was 
expected variability in opinions and views. I heard some (justifiable) grumbling about 
inequity in charging water fees based on the number of taps instead of the number of 
residents or types of activities realized. In what became a heated discussion following on 
a public water meeting, three women (including Estela and nurse Laura) argued that 
people would be willing to pay more for potable water if they did not see families like 
Jimena and Jacinto‘s thirteen member household with a cheese factory pay the same 
amount for water as a four person household with the same number of taps (fieldnotes, 
2/27/2010).
143
  
Experiences with the water project and interviews show that, in effect, community 
natural resource management is of interest to emigrants, but their concerns and 
willingness to contribute to community conservation efforts are not expressed in 
―community natural resource management‖ terms. For example, when asked about 
environmental problems facing Santa Rosa, emigrants mentioned concerns trash/litter, 
deforestation from cutting or burning, streams drying up, environmental education, 
agrochemicals in the water supply, declining soil quality due to overuse and too many 
chemicals, and air quality and respiratory illness from burning household trash. 
Emigrants who were interviewed most commonly expressed interest in supporting 
infrastructure projects – water systems, road improvements, sewage systems, and schools. 
Less commonly they suggested projects that would create jobs as ―the most important 
thing is to keep the community and families together‖ (Julián, 9/28/2009). Though the 
 
143  ―No pueden decir que gasto lo mismo que Jimena solo porque tenemos la misma cantidad de 
llaves‖ (Laura, 2/27/2010). 
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primary topic of interest varied, all emigrants interviewed expressed willingness to 
support well-planned projects that appear likely to be well-managed Angelo‘s having his 
mother check up on the water project donation with knowledgeable friends and neighbors 
(mentioned above) illustrates that emigrants rely on members of their transnational 
networks to judge the viability and validity of a project and the effectiveness of project 
leaders. 
None of the emigrants interviewed volunteered interest in supporting projects 
related to the areas of landscape impacting practices for which I had probed in survey 
interviews and remittance diaries. The categories of agriculture, cattle, forest 
conservation, energy, or firewood came up as environmental issues, but only once in as a 
potential project (Joana‘s gas stoves would diminish firewood use) (see below). My 
initial interpretation of this is that emigrants are not actively interested in taking on 
conservation or agriculture oriented initiatives. The projects they named were more infra-
structure oriented (roads, schools, water project, trash management) or educational 
(environmental education, work ethic). One is very tangible and measureable… 
emigrants can easily learn through their networks if they are being implemented and can 
even request photographs or videos. The other is relatively expensive and also very 
public. Visibility of results helps with accountability locally and by extension 
transitionally. Conservation projects like Aldea Global‘s microwatershed demarcation 
(discussed above) would be much harder to track and might not appeal to emigrants 
because the results are less tangible. Also the demarcation project regulates individual 
farming and ranching practices on private lands as opposed to providing a broadly shared 
public service. There is a difference between the projects in terms of public (shared 
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infrastructure) and private (household productive activities) domains with emigrants 
having an apparent preference for public domain projects (see Table 8.3). Emigrants did, 
however, repeatedly volunteer concern for streams and rivers drying up because of 
deforestation, a concern that matches the park. (See footnote 149 for more on this strain 
of discourse.) 
The concern for water ―drying up‖ and proximity of the community water source 
to the demarcation project suggests to me that it might be possible to bridge the apparent 
public/private divide when it comes to conservation activities that would protect the 
watershed from which their families drink, even if it means contributing to a project that 
regulated private actions or modified private lands (ex. reforestation or soil conservation) 
as would be the case with an environmental service tax or payment for environmental 
services, concepts that the park administrator and local guard are considering proposing.  
PART IV: Conservation and Development in a Transnational Topography 
This section shifts the tone of the chapter to discuss implications of the project for 
engaging emigrants in transnational conservation and development initiatives. Whether 
the idea for transnational cooperation comes from Santa Rosa residents, park managers, 
or emigrants there are a number of applied insights for involving emigrants and 
sustaining their participation.  
Voluntary Transnational Giving beyond the Family 
In addition to the water project fees and collective donation (described above), 
emigrants have made a number of donations, large and small, to individuals and groups 
beyond their immediate family. 
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Table 8.3  Donations outside of the household of origin for emigrants from four focus 
families 
Family A/B Family E Family J Family M 
-Benedicto sent a sound 
system for the Catholic 
church (purchasing it in 
the U.S. and sending it 
through a viajero) 
 
-Angelo sent ―L$2000 o 
L$4000‖ to his former 
church by way of his 
mother144 
-Eliana sent money for 
an aunt that cares for 
their grandmother 
 
-A recently graduated 
nurse assistant, Eliana 
looks forward to visiting 
Santa Rosa for a month 
or two and volunteering 
at the health clinic. 
 
-Javier and Julian 
donated $L250 and 
$L500 respectively for 
new chairs for the 
elementary school (later 
realizing that the money 
wouldn‘t go as far as 
they had thought) 
 
-when they can afford it, 
Juana sendsUS$50-100 
to a paralytic friend and 
has sent to an ill school 
friend who 
 later died 
 
-David sent US$60 for a 
computer 
 
-Joel sends money to his 
mother so she can buy 
clothes and supplies ―to 
help poor people‖ 
(none reported outside 
of immediate family) 
Source: 2009 emigrant interviews  
Since Santa Rosa emigrants have shown through the water project that they are 
willing to invest in the provision of potable water, is it possible to encourage investment 
in watershed conservation to protect the community water supply? It seems unlikely that 
emigrants from Santa Rosa will form formal organizations in the United States to 
promote or fund community development or resource management projects. Such 
―hometown associations‖ have been successful in communities of emigrants from 
Mexico and El Salvador where government matching funds programs provide a strong 
incentive for infrastructure projects – schools, roads, and potable water (Orozco and 
 
144 ―The offering was something I had been planning to do since coming here. Truthfully, that was 
the church we used to visit. I liked it. It was just a simple bit of help that I wanted to give them‖ (Angelo 
11/11/2009).  
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Rouse 2007; Smith 2006). Without similar institutional support from the Honduran 
government, it is unlikely that emigrant organizations will coalesce from the loosely tied 
family-centered networks that Santa Rosa emigrants have built Honduran cities, Florida, 
South Carolina, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and, especially, New York. Engaging Santa 
Rosa emigrants can be done most effectively along family lines. The ―Represa con 
Remesas‖ project and Santa Rosa emigrants‘ thoughts on litter education projects, 
discussed below, reinforce the importance of working through transnational family 
networks. The denser, more interconnected population of Santa Rosa residents on Long 
Island offers the best chance at concerted community level engagement.  
Other projects suggested by emigrants during Fall 2009 interviews include: 
 A patronato enforced, community wide ―trash and yard waste cleanup day‖ 
(Juana) 
 Providing gas stoves for low or no interest credit in order to reduce firewood 
consumption and deforestation (Juana)
145
 
 Fixing the road into his native hamlet of ―Rancho Lindo‖, after returning to live in 
Honduras (Javier) 
 ―Raise awareness of the ‗good habits‘ picked up in the United States to help better 
protect the environment‖ (particularly with regards to trash) (Benedicto) 
 ―Tren de aseo‖ (curbside garbage pickup) (Benedicto, Bella, Eliana, Emanuel, 
Eduardo, others) 
 Business investments that generate employment (Angelo) 
 
145 This discussion revealed a socio-economic divide: Juana was unaware that some families could 
not afford to buy gas or chose to collect and use firewood instead of investing in the gas cylinder. 
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 Teach people how to open a business and  support them economically with a 
microloan to help them get it off the ground (Joel) 
 Formal schooling (Dania) 
 A permanent weekly market for local produce and goods (Joel) 
  Pre-certified trees (Eugenio, park director) 
To date, the potable water project is the only community-wide attempt to 
systematically engage emigrants from Santa Rosa and Ricardo has been the closest 
approximation of a ―transnational community leader.‖ Other emigrants are leaders within 
their churches or soccer leagues (for example Marcos is the music director at his church), 
but not in a transnational activity. Social and economic capital on both sides of the border 
and possession of a visa that facilitates travel has helped Ricardo move into that position.  
Even during my sixteen months of 2009-2010 fieldwork, it appeared that this 
privileged position of mobility was becoming less rare, due to increasing economic 
capital and job stability among longer term Honduran immigrants to the U.S. and the 
normalization of visa status. Increased connectivity through increased visits potentially 
may lead to more emigrants to take a role in community projects, as Ricardo did with the 
water project and Benedicto is proposing with trash management.
146
 
 
146 During my time in the field, several research participants with Temporary Protection Status 
visas travelled (the three older siblings from Family J) or made plans to travel (Eliana) after having spent 
more than ten years away from Honduras. Eliana and Juana explained separately that while the visas 
allowed for infrequent emergency travel they feared visiting Honduras would make it more difficult to 
renew the visa subsequently. I am unsure what changed in their calculations to make the risk seem 
worthwhile apart from Juana‘s mother‘s June 2009 open heart surgery and Karina‘s imminent permanent 
residency visa.  All of those travelling were secure enough in their jobs that they were able to set aside 
money to travel and take two weeks off of work without fear of losing the job.  As Benedicto nears his 
desired early retirement at age 50 (when his son, Ben, goes to college), he has been making more frequent 
trips, purchasing land and cattle, and getting more involved in the water project, promoting recycling and 
waste management, at least among his immediate family, and making plans for a related project 
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Perhaps the most poignant comment of these ―potential project‖ conversations 
was Eliana‘s remark that ―We‘re not just remittances!‖ She would like to be considered 
for her knowledge and talents as well as her money and suggests there may be 
opportunities for transnational collaboration in project planning or education. Joel looks 
forward to doing work-related training for Hondurans when he returns to live full time, 
explaining that he‘ll have more free time than he does in the U.S. and that his word will 
carry more weight than it does in the States.  At a small scale, connecting up with the 
right leader in Honduras (for example the very passionate and well connected Tomás who 
we will meet below), channeling interest in Santa Rosa,  and convincing a handful of 
Santa Rosa friends in the U.S. to contribute would be enough to do a meaningful project. 
Juana acknowledges that it may be difficult to encourage buy-in to new community 
projects in Santa Rosa (as well as in Long Island):  
There are people who have the desire to work for the 
community and recycle things, but there are people that don‘t have 
the desire, that aren‘t in agreement.  
But she counters that ―you‘ve got to put in a little effort to improve the community.‖  
More complicated transnational projects would require more collaboration and 
buy-in on both sides of the border. Speaking of investments designed to create a business 
that would generate work for Santa Rosa residents, Angelo overviews what a larger 
project might look like. In describing a potential work-related project in Honduras with 
funds and knowledge from transnational migrants, Angelo suggests that Honduras will 
prosper if people from Santa Rosa help each other out.  
C: While here, are there things you believe you can do to 
support the community? 
Angelo: Oh, yes. Many! Being here is a help, a big help, so 
the village can do things there. 
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 C: What do you have in mind? 
 Angelo: This country is a big help because there are many 
things I can do here that I wouldn‘t have been able to do there. 
There are more than 100 of us from San Isidro here. If we decided 
to get together we could create job opportunities. There are people 
there who believe jobs are blocked. By finding ways to help create 
work from here, people earn their livelihoods and the country 
prospers.  But if we propose something here and can‘t reach an 
agreement on it, then the country suffers. There are a lot of 
projects we could undertake, if we help each other. <<Goes on to 
talk about protecting animals on agricultural land.>> 
C: Have you spoken with anyone about this? 
Angelo: Yes, I have talked with people but mostly from 
other countries. I mostly go from work to home, so I don‘t have 
many friends from San Isidro, just some contact on the street.  
Angelo‘s answer to the last question suggests that his model of transnational cooperation 
may have developed through contact with other Central American and Dominican 
immigrants and that not all Santa Rosa emigrants are equally engaged in the loose ―Little 
Santa Rosa‖147 community on Long Island.  
Discussing the idea of giving credit to purchase gas stoves in order to reduce 
deforestation with Juana and her twenty year old cousin, Julia, was interesting, because of 
the strong business sense evidenced and because of Juana‘s apparent blindness to a socio-
economic divide in Santa Rosa. Propane tanks and gas stoves are simply inaccessible to 
many Santa Rosa homes. 
Joana: I think that if everyone could have a gas stove, or if 
there was a company
148
 that really wanted to help with forest fires, 
 
147 Santa Rosa residents refer to Long Island as ―Little ‗Vista‘‖ because so many residents of the 
―La Vista‖ neighborhood now reside in New York.  
148 Note that Joana turns to private enterprise to implement potentially profitable conservation 
measures, perhaps a product of her restaurant management training. Could her focus on market economics 
be construed as a social remittance? Also, she clearly connects forests, firewood extraction, and water 
conservation.  
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they could give credit for a stove to each house and have them 
make a minimum payment on set dates. That way, everyone would 
have their own gas stove and not keep burning firewood. Because 
if we keep burning firewood, than water is drying up at the same 
time.
149
 Therefore, two resources are being used up at the same 
time.  
Talking about potential projects with Juana and other emigrants revealed cultural 
disconnects between emigrants (particularly those who have been in the U.S. for more 
than a decade) and those still living in Santa Rosa. Value differences around work, ethics 
and standards of living, serve as a cautionary reminder that emigrants‘ and residents‘ 
views do not necessarily match and both need to be considered.  
Emigrants‘ Concerns for Trash Reduction in Santa Rosa:  
From Trash to Transnational Action? 
―And then the kid just threw the gum wrapper out the bus window?!!‖ Julián was 
so aghast at the nonchalant attitude towards littering that he saw during an August 2009 
visit to Honduras (his first since coming to the States in 199[5]) that he shared similar 
stories during our September 28, 2009 interview and repeatedly with his American born 
wife since coming back from the trip. His siblings reported similar surprise at the 
excessive liter along Santa Rosa streets. Litter, trash, and recycling topped emigrants‘ 
suggestions of projects in which they would like to participate.  
 
149 This discourse equating deforestation and water ―drying up‖ is pervasive among residents of 
PANACAM. It bubbles up in my Santa Rosa resident and emigrant interviews and it was clearly 
documented in Pfeffer‘s 1995-98 interviews which I analyzed in my master‘s thesis (Taylor Bahamondes 
2003). In that project, I connected the discourse to Aldea Global‘s environmental education initiative. 
However, in those transcripts and my Santa Rosa interviews, residents connect the assertion with their 
observations of streams and rivers carrying less water after extensive deforestation. Emigrants mentioned 
regularly jumping off a bridge into a river which now only reaches my ankles during much of the year. It 
appears that they are talking less about erosion and sedimentation than about the cloud forest‘s ability to 
capture water and channel it into the watershed. While both rationales are relevant to protecting the forests 
of the El Cajon Dam watershed to stave off sedimentation of the dam and keep water flowing into it, it is 
the later that the environmental education program I studied emphasized.  
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The remainder of this section on emigrant interest and involvement in 
transnational projects focuses on a nontraditional area of community resource 
management that we have already seen is of concern to emigrants: trash. Littering, 
recycling, and burning trash were common themes in interviews and casual conversation 
in the U.S. and Honduras.  Better trash-management was high on the village council‘s 
wish list, making it a low hanging fruit for potential collaboration. Siblings who had 
recently visited Santa Rosa were disturbed by residents‘ nonchalant attitude toward 
littering, even videotaping passengers throwing trash out the bus window; they were 
especially supportive of education and trash/recycling collection efforts. A Long Island 
couple described the juxtaposition of littering in the U.S. and Honduras and outlined a 
project they had been considering. 
Benedicto:  Talking about the habits that we take home 
from here…You‘ll see that there people eat a banana and ―bah!‖ 
throw the peel to the street. Here, you eat a banana and throw the 
peel in the trash. There, if you eat a piece of candy, you suck on the 
candy and throw the wrapper on the ground. Here you suck on the 
candy and, if you don‘t find anywhere to put it, you stick the 
wrapper in your pocket. These are things that we can take from 
here and talk about with the people there. 
Bella: We have talked about this, and that it would be good 
to put a big trash can in the park so that people learn to throw out 
their trash. 
Benedicto: When I go back, I‘m going to put a lot of 
trashcans in different parts and tell the community council that the 
trash cans are for the people in the street, so they can throw out 
their trash and not for people to throw out household trash and 
that they should tell those people with vehicles ―this is your 
weekend for the tren de aseo, and next weekend is mine, and the 
weekend after is somebody else‘s. Everyone would have a specific 
day. That way everyone gives a little. (10/17/2009) 
The commonly evoked ―tren de aseo‖ image of cooperation resonates with 
emigrants‘ assertions that their knowledge could be as valuable as their money. Literally 
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―clean up train,‖ tren de aseo refers to curbside garbage pickup in the United States. 
When applied to Santa Rosa, emigrants and residents are referring to a more 
participatory, less commercial, enterprise organized by the patronato (village council) or 
a dedicated elected group like the water council. There are different variations of how 
individuals see it happening, some paid with a fee like the potable water, some 
completely free and voluntary. Most refer to an agreed upon day each week or each 
month in which households set out non-compostable waste and truck owning community 
members and helpers pick up the waste and take it to the town dump that was revitalized 
in early 2010. There is precedent for this kind of action in Santa Rosa. To control disease-
carrying mosquitoes, volunteers through the schools and churches have organized yard 
clean up days and gone around in trucks to pick up the waste that homeowners set out. 
Past recycling efforts have been led by individuals, collecting pop bottles and selling 
them to the recycling center outside of San Pedro Sula for a small profit. When the plant 
shut down and collection stopped, people continued to accumulate bottles, reluctantly 
burning the bottles or dumping them in what is now the official dump. It is rather poetic 
that emigrants in my sample were most interested in trash management projects when 
residents, including Estela who runs a profitable home grocery store, have blamed junk 
food purchased with remittances for the proliferation of litter and plastic. 
Discussions of potential trash/recycling related projects highlight the need for 
accountability for any money sent, worries about noncompliance and fair distribution of 
costs/benefits, and a desire to include education components along with more 
infrastructure or service components. 
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Figure 8.10 Pop and herbicide bottles, packaging, plastic bags, and broken appliances 
mark the site of the new dump. Monetary remittances are responsible for much of the 
trash,; ideas about the cleanup are one of the clearer examples of social remittances and 
may lead to transnationl collaboration for trash management. (Santa Rosa, April 2010) 
The following excerpt is from a lively discussion in Florida between two siblings from 
Santa Rosa and their cousin, ―Eduardo‖ (8/9/2009); it brings out these themes and 
highlights the opportunity to involve emigrants. 
Eliana: There isn‘t any group [in Santa Rosa] that gives 
talks and guides people… Little by little… It‘s not that people are 
going to change with the first talk. The students could go out and 
pick up trash afterwards. 
Eduardo: That‘s the problem! There‘s no money involved. 
Eliana: Eh! And what do you need money for? 
Emanuel: Bah! And who there is going to do anything if 
you don‘t give them money? 
Eliana: You‘re not understanding me! I‘m not talking about 
paying to have people pick up trash. I‘m talking about 
EDUCATION [―orientación‖], education for the village.  
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Emanuel: To start cleaning up Santa Rosa you need to 
think about where to put the trash, who‘s going to pick up the 
trash. You need DINERO. 
Eliana: So that there would be a group in charge like there 
is with water? Those people would get paid with the money that is 
sent from here. 
Emanuel: You need to begin by charging people for trash. 
Eduardo: NO! …I wouldn‘t pay it. I‘d just bury it in my 
yard. 
Eliana: Education! Talks! I‘m not say saying it's going to 
happen all at once. Little by little. But it would help. [...] 
Emanuel: Educating people is the most important, but 
money is important, too. People aren‘t going to do it just because.  
Interestingly, litter and trash management is the area of environmental concern 
most easily tied to migration in two senses: 1) emigrants and return migrants make 
statements that directly juxtapose their observations of clean streets in the U.S. with 
littering in the street in Honduras and 2) Santa Rosa residents identify the proliferation of 
plastic soft drink bottles and metallic chip bags as a result of the increased cash flow from 
remittances as one of the primary impacts of emigration on their village.  
Though trash management is not a traditional area of concern for community 
natural resource management, or an area on which development projects and the park 
have spent much energy, it seems like it, along with watershed conservation tied to 
potable water infrastructure, is one of the easiest and least expensive way to involve 
emigrants in a community environmental project through donations to hire someone to 
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drive the ―garbage truck‖, trash pick-up fees, and contributing ideas, talent, and even 
leadership to environmental education campaigns.
150
  
A trash management project was just getting underway when I concluded 
fieldwork in Santa Rosa in May 2010. With the water project complete, it had captured 
the attention of the patronato and they leveraged a back hoe through the municipal 
government to dig a pit on the outskirts of town where residents would be able to dump 
trash not composted on site. The project would have made Alvaro happy. During an 
interview in September 2009 he compared his former and adopted home: ―No hay orden! 
Here, at least, there‘s garbage pickup. Not there! At a minimum they need to open a hole 
to dumb trash‖ (Alvaro, 10/9/2009). 
Up until that point, trash was burned, buried, or simply dispersed through 
backyard gardens to decompose (women‘s focus group, 3/10/2009). Plastic soda bottles 
were burned, tossed on what will now be the official dump, or piled in corners of the yard 
or in barrels in hope that the bottle collector would resume his rounds, paying residents 
for bottles he took in his truck to the recycling center near San Pedro Sula. Tomás, a 
return migrant and former patronato president, has done this moderately lucrative 
microenterprise in the past and planed to resume it now that the factory had reopened as 
part of a village trash management plan. He was also considering setting up a tren de 
aseo, asking those with vehicles to sign up for a voluntary rotation to collect trash from 
their neighbors and take it to the dump. (It was unclear to me – and perhaps to him – how 
this would be a sustainable setup, perhaps by charging a collection fee and waiving it for 
 
150 Emigrants offered various versions of the ―tren de aseo,‖ differing mainly in whether those 
doing the pick-up were paid or volunteered on a rotating basis. 
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volunteers or paying them a small sum.) Trash management is like the water project or 
improving roads – the project is highly visible and it is easy to report on progress (and 
maintain accountability) through phone calls. 
Policy Recommendations 
Arguably, these are transnational community behaviors being carried out by a 
handful of individuals who feel more tied to Santa Rosa and who want to give something 
back now that they have garnered some economic success in the U.S. But does it mean 
that the loose community should be considered a transnational village and engaged as 
such? Is there sufficient critical mass or enough shared interest among the U.S. based 
emigrants for them to coalesce around an issue, project, or leader, much less to form a 
formal transnational organization, such as the hometown associations (HTA) formed 
among other immigrant communities? My sense is that while money can be channeled 
through family members, emigrants will continue to take that route because of increased 
accountability in the money transfer and in executing the project. At the same time, some 
emigrants are more aware of the advantages of establishing a formal organization (tax 
breaks, less expensive transfers) and might explore that route for bigger projects.
151
  
As discussed in Chapter 6, emigrants already work together in families to remit 
collectively for big budget items like surgeries (Family J) and funerals (Family B). (Beto 
gathered $750 in Freeport and sent it to Santa Rosa, Honduras in a single Money Gram 
transfer the night his brother-in-law, Bartolome, died). Collective transfers save fees 
 
151 I have recommended to interested community members that they look into establishing an 
organization in the U.S. for the decreased transfer costs alone (ex. bank to bank transfers can have low or 
no fees compared to the $4-15 being charged for US$200-500 transfer in the third quarter of 2009 when I 
did the emigrant interviews) (The World Bank 2011). It has been one of my recommendations to decrease 
transfer costs. 
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compared to multiple smaller transfers: Western Union, for example, charges the same $8 
for a $50 next day transfer and only $12 for a $100 to 1000 transfer (Western Union 
2011). On the receiving end, fewer trips to the bank in Santa Cruz mean fewer half day 
trips to the bank with associated costs. Anyone looking to foster collective remittances 
would do well to take a more nuanced look at remitting preferences, as safety issues in 
Honduras and distance between family members and disparate work schedules in the U.S. 
can reduce the overall cost effectiveness and attractiveness of collective remittances. 
Matching funds from a government agency or NGO would go a long way to fostering 
community-based investment as they have in Mexico and El Salvador. (A matching 
investment program for emigrant households could also be used to foster investment in 
cattle, agriculture, and microenterprise.)  
Engaging Emigrants through Transnational Communities or Families? 
Considering the organizational capacity of Santa Rosa emigrants brings up a more 
theoretical question of whether Santa Rosa is a transnational community, a transnational 
village, or simply occasionally overlapping transnational family networks from the same 
village.  Smith (1998) cautions that transnational communities are not the automatic 
results of transnational networks, but are the product of the historical moment, events, 
politics, etc.,  within which they are constructed, such as the different circumstances 
surrounding Mexican and Honduran labor migration to the United States and the macro 
factors discussed in Chapter 3. 
The depiction of (and search for) more structured ―transnational communities‖ is 
a particularly compelling area of transnational migration studies (Alacron 1994; Georges 
1990, 1992; Kearney 1995; Levitt 2001a; Sider 1992; Smith 1998, 2006). ―Transnational 
community‖ in general terms refers to people spread across a transnational social field 
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who share a sense of shared history, identity and general agreement over meaning 
(Goldring 1998: 174). Levitt (2001b) describes three types of transnational communities: 
a transnational social group linking two cities, one formed by shared geographic ties 
turning into common identity and values, and another which emerges ―when large 
numbers of people from a small, bounded sending community enact their lives across 
borders. She terms the later ―transnational villages.‖ An ethnography of the social 
networks, remittances (especially social), and transnationally supported community 
development activities of one Dominican community is at the center of her Transnational 
Villagers (2001). Although not termed as such, Smith‘s compelling Mexican New York 
depicts a transnational village in which migrant home community associations and home 
town leaders are bound in an enduring dance of remittance expenditures, community 
development, and power. Goldring (1998) also focuses on home-town and home-state 
associations and their affiliations with community development.  Referring to Smith‘s 
Ticuani-Brooklyn network, Portes ties transnational communities, migration, and social 
remittances: 
A by-product of improved communications, better 
transportation, and free trade laws, transnational communities are 
in a sense labor's analog to the multinational corporation. Unlike 
their corporate siblings, however, their assets consist chiefly of 
shared information, trust, and contacts. As the members of these 
communities travel back and forth, they carry cultural and 
political currents in both directions. (1996: 74) 
Remittance funded energy and potable water projects also reflect a kind of transnational 
community involvement, organized by those in the sending village. 
While it is difficult to find examples of emigrant involvement in conservation in 
the burgeoning migration and development academic or project literature, there is some 
precedence in Honduras for dedicating a portion of remittances for community projects to 
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environmental conservation. In Dulce Nombre de Culmí, Olancho, community members 
have created a small hydroelectric project with the help of emigrants, NGOs, municipal 
government, and the national energy company (INEE) (Rubí 2008).  The ―Represa con 
Remesas‖ (Remittances for Dams) project is primarily a productive investment meant to 
create local jobs and generate income. Dividends from energy creation go to the local 
community and to pay back the US$50,000 invested by emigrants (US$5000 per 
emigrant).  In order to protect the new dam from siltation and diminished water flow, the 
project incorporated incentives for those with land, pastures, and coffee farms in the 
upper reaches of the microwatershed.  To encourage emigrants to invest, community 
members began the project with local funds (US$75,000 including US$21,000 from the 
community), convinced local families with emigrants abroad of the value of the project, 
encouraged them to speak with their relatives of the value of the economic growth 
opportunity and assure them that their monies would be protected, and then created and 
shared a video of the project being built. ―Represas con Remesas‖ provides several 
relevant insights for engaging Honduran emigrants in conservation and development 
projects: 1) the value of working through transnational family networks to share 
information and transfer funds, 2) the effectiveness of tying funds for conservation to an 
infrastructure project, and 3) the importance of transparency and accountability for 
getting emigrants to take part. 
Emigrants from Santa Rosa form less of a ―transnational village‖ (Levitt 2001) 
than a series of loosely linked ―transnational family networks‖ (Schmalzbauer 2005; 
Bryceson and Vuorela 2002; Parreñas 2005). Even in Long Island where there is a 
concentration of emigrants from Santa Rosa, emigrants are dispersed throughout the area, 
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coming together at family events, neighborhood delis, soccer games, and services at one 
of several churches frequented by Santa Rosa emigrants.
152
 They are aware of, but not 
necessarily in contact with, Santa Rosa emigrants outside of their own extended families 
and housemates. Notably, those interviewed are most comfortable sending donations to 
those to whom they regularly remit, partly because of past issues with group remittances, 
distrust of banks, and costs of remittance transfer. Shying away from collective 
remittances applies not just to the water project, but to families as well. Despite the 
possibility of lowering transfer costs, the four sets of siblings in the transnational focus 
families rarely coordinated remittance transfers to their parents. For example, when 
sending US$6000 to their mother for heart surgery, four siblings discussed how best to 
divvy the burden (with the eldest,‖ taking the lead), but sent remittances separately. The 
same was true in smaller more routine remitting for their parents‘ healthcare or cattle. 
The hour plus drive between households is partially responsible for making intra-familial 
group remitting less cost-effective than might be expected and helps explain why 
collective remittances are not the preferred option for donating to community projects. 
Yet, even siblings residing in the same household may prefer to remit individually, ―cada 
 
152 In the three Long Island based extended families in my sample alone there were two Protestant 
evangelical and two Catholic churches, plus many who did not attend church at all. I made a point to attend 
services and functions at the churches of my key informants at least once, and went four times to the one 
(Marcos, Maya, y Alvaro) attended. Based on the centrality of church to civic engagement in Santa Rosa, I 
had expected churches would be more of a focus of transnational community leadership and community 
identity, but as in Santa Rosa where there are seven Protestant evangelical and one Catholic church plus 
many prayer cells within each church, church is not necessarily a point of unity and community building 
among the 100+ emigrants from Santa Rosa on Long Island. Church is, however, a point of overlap 
between family networks and a place where some extended family members meet (Family M). Also, it is a 
source of interaction with people from other Latin American cultures. It is not a major source of 
environmental or conservation discourse in Honduras (2009-2010 survey) or the U.S. where only two 
emigrants in the study reported hearing environmental messages in the church (see Figure 8.9). Catholics 
were slightly more likely to discuss environment and agriculture related topics in church. Reviewing 
Pfeffer et al‘s 1996-1998 PANACAM interviews showed that Catholics were more likely to have heard 
(and internalized) conservation messages (Taylor Bahamondes 2003). 
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quien por su parte‖ (―each man for himself‖) as Angelo put it, suggesting that there is 
more to the choice of individual over group remitting than transfer costs and 
convenience, such as interpersonal relations between the siblings. 
Epilogue: Disenchantment, Disengagement of Return Migrants and Emigrant Children, 
and the Dangers of Engagement 
Up to this point, I have not discussed many of the negative social consequences of 
migration, real or perceived.  Yet, evaluating the potential for transnational projects 
requires an appreciation for the role and attitudes of returned migrants and young adult 
emigrant children in Santa Rosa. Part of the context of decentralization is that leadership 
and participation is required of communities populated, in part, by individuals who are 
disengaged from the agrarian and conservation landscape. I asked the park administrator 
about the participation of return migrants. His response was sober, but resonated with 
experiences of Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and Red de Desarrollo 
Sostenible (RDS) shared during April 2010 interviews in Tegucigalpa about their projects 
designed to engage youth and capture remittances for investment in community and 
household development. 
I believe that people were more willing to take on 
leadership positions 10-15 years ago... Today there are more 
rivalries. Communities today have lost a lot of authority. Before, 
the teacher was an authority. The police deputy was an authority. 
And they were respected as such. There was someone who focused 
on controlling forest fires. That attention isn‘t there anymore. And 
young people don‘t have any authority except the law. (―Eugenio,‖ 
PANACAM director, 3/5/2010) 
He side-stepped my question of whether this lack of (or disrespect for) authority was a 
result of migration:  
I feel that before nuclear families were stronger, tighter. 
The father had more control over his children. For example, 12 or 
13 year olds already want a free life. There is little control.  
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In this view, the extension of families transnationally through labor migration weakens 
family and community structure and is tied to an increase in violence and disengagement 
from community governance.
153
  
Social remittances are not always positive: communities also carry less benign 
information such as gang identities (1998; ERIC 2005). Gang violence is a far more 
tangible export of emigration than is any pop-culture environmentalism or concern for 
trash management that I might bring up here. Yet, this too, is a vital part of understanding 
how tenable are community based conservation or transnational projects. Potential 
leaders are understandably leery of taking on responsibilities that would threaten their 
families and their own lives. Drawing parallels between the two and seeking out ways to 
re-embed migrants and disavowed youth in community service would be an excellent, if 
dangerous, topic for further investigation. 
The policy discussion in the previous section draws a number of implications for 
engaging emigrants in community and development projects, be they initiated by 
community leaders, park managers, or emigrants. In addition to strategies to providing 
 
153 Even in the short year between when I finished fieldwork and wrote these words, the risks to 
community leaders increased exponentially, in no small part due to disavowed youth and returned migrants 
unable to find a new place for themselves in the village community. The community president was 
threatened several times during and prior to my fieldwork. In early 2009, four men broke into his house and 
trashed it looking for money from the water quotas. Not finding it, they went to the water council 
presidents‘ home and robbed him, leaving him standing naked on tiptoes on his kitchen table with a noose 
around his neck is house broken into and trashed. Fortunately he survived and completed his term of 
service.  
The community president, Martin (M2), tried to resign but was encouraged to stay on, with no one 
as willing or able to take on the position. There was no vice-president as Martin had stepped in to fill the 
shoes of the former president when he quit. Other community council members attended meetings 
irregularly at best, offering insufficient support to the president. The leadership vacuum is bound to get 
worse: Martin was murdered July 26, 2011, apparently for having turned in drug dealers to the local police. 
From subsequent July and August 2011 phone and text conversations with Alvaro and Emmanuel, those 
living in Santa Rosa fear to go out at night, let alone take a stand.  
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logistical support for transnational projects and encouraging remitting for household and 
community investment such as matching grants programs, organizations interested in 
working with emigrants would do well to find ways to foster a climate in rural 
communities that is supportive of leaders willing to take a stand on behalf of conservation 
and development. As have found the development practitioners with whom I spoke at 
Red de Desarrollo Sostenible-Honduras, Food and Agriculture Organization, and 
International Migration Organization, working with emigration means finding ways to 
incorporate disavowed youth and return migrants into productive activities and 
community service. As Santa Rosa is finding, painfully, more dynamic local leaders are 
also the most at risk of gang and drug related violence. Devolving responsibility for 
enforcing conservation regulations to local communities without sufficient anonymity or 
back up from local authorities is made particularly complicated by these more negative 
emigration-related dynamics. 
PART V: Policy Implications and Conclusions 
Implications for Conservation in a Globalized Landscape 
Paired with emigrants‘ concern for deforestation and diminishing water sources, 
insights into emigrants‘ comfort with family network-based remitting for community 
projects and appreciation for a connection between conserving forests and providing 
water for the village, suggest that emigrants Santa Rosa might respond positively to water 
council imposed quotas for watershed conservation designed to ensure the projects‘ 
longevity. 
Decision-making about the use and management of watershed resources (water, 
soil, forest) happens less in water council meetings than in private households, including 
transnational households in which emigrants influence decisions through conversations 
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and remittances. Through money transfers and phone calls, workers emigrating from 
rural areas to Honduran cities and the United States effectively extend household and 
communities across national borders. Moreover, through lost volunteer labor and 
absentee landownership, extensive emigration aggravates problems facing community 
natural resource management project, such as devolving responsibility for watershed 
protection without providing funding or safe means of enforcement. Natural resource 
management and rural development policies need to expand their view of ―community‖ 
to include not just village or watershed residents, but also emigrants who influence 
natural resource impacting activities from afar through their absence and the funds and 
concerns they remit.   
To more fully take transnational migrants into account, park and community 
leaders working towards the conservation of Santa Rosa‘s microwatershed need to assess 
the responsibility of emigrant community members. They will also need to consider the 
responsibility of microwatershed managers to emigrants. Do community, park, or 
municipal governments have any obligation to emigrant landowners to help limit cutting 
and thefts of crop and animals on the lands of absentee owners? What measures can be 
taken to show accountability of project leaders to emigrant investors (ex. photographs, 
videos, calls)? What kinds of nonmonetary contributions can emigrants make to 
community projects?  
Given emigrants‘ familiarity and participation in the water project and limited 
knowledge of PANACAM, park managers‘ decision to link water provision and 
conservation to engage residents in microwatershed demarcation appears appropriate for 
engaging emigrants. How can concerns for long-term conservation measures be tied to 
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projects that visibly improve the lives or livelihoods for emigrants‘ families or make 
permanently returning to the community of origin a more appealing and sustainable 
choice for transnational labor migrants and their foreign born children? Answering 
questions such as these will improve buy-in and open up options for funding and staffing 
conservation efforts. Taking emigration and remittances into account will better align the 
treatment of community in decentralized conservation efforts with the challenges of 
households and communities that have extended transnationally through labor migration. 
In trying to involve emigrants, it will be important for Aldea Global to recognize 
that their attachment to ―home‖ is largely not defined by the park. In emphasizing the 
long-term benefits of watershed conservation, project managers and policy makers trying 
to bring in a greater role for conservation would do well to appeal to emigrants‘ nostalgia 
and their dreams of return for self or children. 
Identifying conservation strategies that are relevant to the needs of migrants is one 
of the key recommendations of this study, as current approaches downplay the role of 
private property in conservation, missing the potential to treat private land in general (and 
migrants‘ land that is left fallow or farmed from abroad in particular) as a mosaic of 
production and conservation that would include habitat on private land (Hecht and 
Saatchi 2005). This is one of the ways to bring the agrarian and conservation 
conceptualizations of the buffer zone landscape into better alignment.  
Achieving the kind of success in transnational community projects and remittance 
investment that Mexico, and to a lesser degree El Salvador and the Dominican Republic, 
have seen through Hometown Associations and matching grant programs (Caglar 2006; 
Goldring 2004; Instituto Nacional de Migración 2011; Somerville, Durana, and Terrazas 
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2008),
154
 requires more institutional support from the Honduran government and civil 
society. Understanding that what has worked well with more established emigrant 
communities may not be appropriate to a looser transnational community like Santa Rosa 
and developing more family-based strategies will help with such endeavors. The kind and 
scale of a project is relevant to how community leaders can best collaborate with 
migrants. Larger, visible projects with a high degree of accountability work well for 
soliciting donations as they did with the water project. Emigrants expressed interest in 
working with family networks to mobilize money and ideas, in infrastructure and 
educational projects… several mentioned wanting to contribute their passion, knowledge, 
voice, and social capital to projects, not just money.  Part of project funding might go to 
international phone cards to encourage families to have longer conversations about 
resources.   
Formal emigrant organizations may be of interest to some Santa Rosa emigrants 
in relatively close geographic and social contact or around specific projects, but that in 
general there is not enough population density for a formal organization. That said, social 
media may provide a new avenue of communication and organizing. Internet use has 
taken off among emigrants (teens to early forties) and an increasing number of younger 
Santa Rosa residents (teens and twenties). When I conducted survey interviews only one 
household reported regular Internet use. All emigrants interviewed had Internet access in 
their homes. Now I have over twenty ―Facebook friends‖ from the transnational Santa 
Rosa community and recognize many more through their ―friends‖ lists. While social 
 
154 For more on Mexican experiences with transnational community projects and development, see 
Cohen 2001, Mutersbaugh 2002, Robson 2011, Smith 2006, and VanWey 2005.  
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media may become an important organizing tool, working through phone calls in 
transnational families is the most organic and comfortable means of approaching 
emigrants, which means working closely with their family members in Santa Rosa.  
Insights for a Political Ecology of Transnational Migration 
Chapters 7 and 8 have shown how emigrants affect the socio-natural landscape of 
the buffer zone of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park, first from the perspective of 
production and then from the perspective of conservation. The microwatershed 
demarcation and conservation project described at the beginning of the chapter is an 
instance of the park reaching out to residents to help with conservation and missing a 
large group of absentee stake holders: emigrants. It is a project that implicates emigrants 
but does not engage them. To varying degrees, emigrants carry with them to the U.S. an 
awareness of and concern for the forests, water, and climate of the park as well as views 
about the agrarian landscape shaped by their own and family member‘s experiences. The 
diffuse ―pop-culture‖ environmentalism that emigrants appear to pick up in the U.S. 
melds with this past learning, concern for their -children‘s future, and visions of the kind 
of environment to which they would like to experiences upon return.  Joel‘s reflections 
on his daughter‘s future (mentioned earlier) link up with discussions in prior chapters of 
emigrants‘ concern about preserving a Santa Rosa similar to the one they experienced for 
their children and reinforce my suggestion that conservation for future generations is a 
social remittance, a concept that is, at the very least, amplified by their time in the U.S. 
The resulting set of attitudes and values makes them suggest a series of projects 
for Santa Rosa that differ somewhat from resident concerns, most easily visible with trash 
and recycling. Emigrants from Santa Rosa do have some experience with transnational 
philanthropy, in the shape of individual and family level cash and material donations and 
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in the community-led potable water project. Their interviews and pride in the water 
project suggest they would contribute to similar projects, through money and/or 
knowledge, and gives insight into how they might be done through family networks or a 
more formal emigrant organization. Put into the perspective of transnational family 
budgets and community, families are more likely to remit for or talk about water and the 
water project than about agriculture or cattle, showing that local projects can spur 
transnational communication and collaboration. 
The most fundamental insights of this study are 1) that emigration affects they 
way natural resources are used and managed and 2) that (some) emigrants continue to 
play an active direct and indirect role in resource use, agriculture and ranching. 
Community natural resource management efforts need to find ways to account for 
emigration, including, among other things, the resulting pressures on community 
leadership and the disposition of residents and return migrants to participate in 
conservation and development activities. Put in different terms, the transnational 
topography that is anchored in Santa Rosa is shaped by actors throughout the 
transnational community and family networks. Conceiving of the local agrarian or 
conservation landscape as stopping at the contours of a watershed misses an array of 
socio-economic relations and practices with immediate relevance to the local socio-
natural landscape.  
While I have framed this chapter largely from an applied community based 
conservation and development perspective, I would like to highlight the implications of 
the chapter for transnational communities and social remittances. The transnational social 
field formed by the emigration of Santa Rosa residents to the United States (and 
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elsewhere) can be depicted in various ways.  I have largely treated Santa Rosa from the 
perspective of transnational families operating on a shared transnational social field (or 
transnational topography once the socio-landscapes people inhabit are included). This is 
because the primary corridors between the U.S. and Santa Rosa are communication and 
remitting through families. This is not to say that families do not overlap in both places or 
that there is not broader community. However, the primary flow of money and ideas 
remains through the extended family networks for those individuals interviewed and 
observed. This chapter shows that there is a transnational community rooted in Santa 
Rosa and that it is thicker in some places (Long Island) than others (Fort Lauderdale). 
Emigrants in the U.S. maintain loose ties through participation in churches, family 
events, restaurants, football, texting, and increasingly, Facebook. To date, there has been 
one successful attempt for an emigrant to gather money on behalf of a Santa Rosa project, 
but it was limited to Long Island where the largest concentration of Santa Rosa emigrants 
reside. In sum, there is a loose transnational community based in Santa Rosa that cannot 
be considered as interconnected as a transnational village, per se, but is more than the 
sum of its transnational families.       
Another element of a political ecology of migration present throughout the 
chapter is communication of environment related ideas and how they are shaped by 
moving through the various sites of the transnational topography. In showing the 
emigrant‘s environmental values are a mélange of prior learning, current communication 
with friends and family in the U.S. and Honduras, popular media messages, and future 
dreams, it becomes clear that depicting environmental values as a north-south flow of 
social remittances misses the dynamic shaping of the values throughout their circulation.   
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9 CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSION 
Writing on transnational livelihoods and landscapes, Bebbington (2001: 370) 
argues that  ―scholars who write  about  rural  livelihoods  and  landscapes  in  most  parts  
of  the Third  World  have  little  choice  but  to  engage  with  discussions  of  
globalization and transnationalism.‖  Put differently, scholars interested in the political 
ecology of rural life need to consider how the people, livelihoods, and landscapes they 
study are simultaneously local and global, unevenly integrated into the economic and 
socio-cultural dynamics of a capitalist world system. The globalization of agrarian 
landscapes results from multiple and intersecting factors, including free trade agreements, 
structural adjustment policies, and exposure to foreign media through cable television. 
While these and other factors form part of the context of the present study, out-migration 
(emigration) is by far the most visible way in which family livelihoods, landscapes, and 
village communities become transnational. 
 Although transnationalism and transnational migration are not new phenomena, 
their magnitude during the past half century is unprecedented (Basch 1994), and is 
radically reshaping agrarian landscapes and livelihoods. This is certainly the case in rural 
Honduras where the political economy and ecology of land use is intimately tied to 
extensive outmigration and the money (remittances) that emigrants send home. 
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At its core, this project is about demonstrating that the activities and attitudes of 
emigrants affect natural resource use and farming practices in their households and 
village of origin. Material practices in a tangible place are affected by practices within 
family networks spanning transnational space. People living thousands of miles away 
from a socio-natural landscape can impact it through their absence, the monetary 
remittances they send to family members back home, ideas and values they share through 
phone calls and photographs, donations, investing in cattle or agriculture, and granting 
use rights to their unused land. All of these relationships play out in transnational spaces 
created by the practices and relationships of members of family networks. Such spaces 
have been called a ―transnational social field‖ (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004) that maps 
along the family network. Focusing on how social and economic practices carried out 
within transnational social networks affect agricultural and resource-use practices capable 
of modifying socio-natural landscapes, adds an environmental dimension to the analysis 
of transnational social practices. Turning transnational social fields into ―transnational 
topographies‖ (Katz 2002, 2004) rooted in socio-bio-physical landscapes is the 
conceptual groundwork for what I am calling a political ecology of migration.  
Transnational living (Guarnizo 2003) is made possible by the instantaneous, 
frequent, and relatively affordable phone communication that allow village residents and 
emigrants to share in and discuss day to day farming and land-use practices (Chapter 6). 
Shared memories, contact with other emigrants from the same place, photographs and 
videos sent to or from emigrants, reading the same news source online or in print, even 
watching the same cable TV programs (Chapter 6) increases the sense of ―simultaneity‖ 
(Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004) that allows families to actively participate in 
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transnational household economies (Chapter 5) and in community projects (Chapter 8). 
Not all families or family members are equally engaged in the transnational family (and 
looser transnational community) network, some participate through bimonthly 
remittances for routine household expenditures, others through large transfers for land or 
healthcare, others for only an occasional gift or not at all (Chapter 6). Just how concerned 
family members are about their parents and families ‗back home‘ –and how they show 
it—is a major trope underlying remitting and communication practices and reflects the 
level of embeddedness of emigrants in the transnational family networks (Chapter 6). 
 Through sharing of funds, goods, and services family networks extend beyond 
the household of origin to members of the broader extended family network and to 
neighbors, what I call the extended economic household (Chapter 5). Reciprocity and 
redistribution (as well as more formal exchange within families and with local 
businesses) play a role in circulating remittances. Economic remittances are not the only 
thing circulating within families: through allowing others to use their land and requesting 
that a share of the produce be shared with a family member, for example, they are also 
circulating land (Chapter 7).   This sharing of land use rights and food are effectively 
nonmonetary economic remittances that reside in social relations. Because these informal 
use rights are transmitted through communication within transnational networks, they are 
akin to ―social remittances‖ (Levitt 2001), the ideas and values transmitted by the 
emigrant to the village of origin through phone calls and photographs (Chapter 6). In this 
case, instead of sharing an idea shaped in the U.S., the emigrant is remitting access to a 
resource made available through migration, either through the emigrants‘ physical 
absence and/or through having purchased the land with U.S. earnings. 
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The same landscape is viewed very differently by another set of stakeholders: 
managers of Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park which regulates a swath of land around 
the mountainous untouchable core zone to ―buffer‖ pressure on the cloud forest (Chapter 
4, 8). As a ―conservation landscape‖ the buffer zone where Santa Rosa is located is a site 
of past agricultural and environmental education projects, continued regulation of cutting 
and burning on public or private lands, and park managers‘ requests of residents to assist 
in conserving the microwatershed along the park boundary which also corresponds to the 
stream from which the village draws its water. Together with agrarian reform legislation 
that allows for squatters to take over land that has been unproductive for three or more 
years (Secretaria de Recursos Naturales y Ambiente 2000), the cutting regulations act as 
stimulus for emigrants to ―keep their land in play‖ (and in the family) by renting it,  
lending it, arriving at production arrangements with a local caretaker, or converting it to 
pasture (Chapter 7). Other main findings are presented below. 
Over the course of data collection and analysis, I arrived at a political ecology 
understanding of emigration from and remittances to Santa Rosa. The chapters of the 
dissertation map how I translate that understanding into an argument for a political 
ecology of migration: 
 Reviewing and tying political ecology and migration literatures to develop ways 
to talk about connections (Chapter 2) 
 Developing a multi-method, multi-sited case study of transnational families 
originating in a shared socio-natural landscape, comprised of structured 
interviews, remittance diaries and call logs, focus groups, and participant 
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observation in Santa Rosa, Fort Lauderdale area, Florida, and Long Island, New 
York (Chapter 3) 
 Placing the movement of people and funds in Santa Rosa in the broader context of 
emigration from Honduras (Chapter 4) 
 Showing how a history of marginalization through agrarian and land tenure policy 
and attitude towards development privileges exportation of people and 
agricultural commodities over domestic food production and ways to foster 
sustainable rural livelihoods (Chapter 4) 
 Showing how migration is a livelihood strategy for families of origin and 
migrants and their families (Chapter 4, 5) 
 Showing through budget and remittance data that households are connected across 
space into extended economic households (Chapter 5) 
 Cataloging the flow of economic remittances, discerning the nature of social 
remittances, and demonstrating the relevance of nonmonetary economic practices 
(Chapter 6) 
  Arguing that circulation within transnational networks is more than north to south 
flows of money, goods or ideas, but rather is multidirectional movements of 
economic assistance and responsibilities (some requiring no money to change 
hands). Ideas and values are shaped in all of the places that migrants and relatives 
inhabit as well as through two way communication with family in their place of 
residence and ―back home‖ (Chapter 6) 
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 Looking in depth at several transnational family practices related to the bio-
physical environment: extraction/use of firewood, raising cattle, applying 
agrochemicals, and loaning land (Chapter 7) 
 Tracing the ―contour lines‖ of these practices through the transnational 
topography to show that monetary and nonmonetary relations shape agrarian 
landscapes of villages of origin (Chapter 7) 
 Considering emigrants‘ past participation and interest in future participation in 
conservation or development related community projects, showing that 
environmental learning and communication modifies emigrant views and 
priorities, thus shaping the nature of their participation (Chapter 8) 
 Drawing out policy implications for community led projects within a transnational 
topography (Chapter 8) 
Putting all of these pieces together provides insight into how migrants (re)shape the 
landscape of their ―home‖ community through a variety of economic and social relations 
within transnational networks. A summary of the resulting findings follows. 
Summary of Findings 
The overarching finding of the study is that out-migration (emigration) affects the 
way people farm and use natural resources in their households and community of origin. 
This happens through a number of mechanisms including direct and indirect expenditure 
of monetary remittances in agriculture, cattle ranching, water provision, firewood 
consumption and natural landscape-impacting practices in the household and community 
of origin. Another mechanism is through transnational communication and visits home, 
during which emigrants share ideas and values (called ―social remittances‖) that 
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potentially impact socio-natural landscapes through the day-to-day agricultural, ranching, 
and resource-related decisions that residents make.  
Beyond Economic and Social Remittances 
In looking for the effects of monetary and social remittances (two of the original 
study questions), I found that while remittances are important, they only tell part of the 
story of how money, goods, and ideas circulate within transnational family networks. 
Money and ideas flow north as well as south and they are shaped by their passage 
through relationships within the network.  
The concept of social remittances (Levitt 1998) is an important contribution to 
literature on transnationalism and to development projects engaging migrants. Yet, care 
needs to be taken in using the term because it implies that knowledge transmission from 
north to south (from host to origin country) is sent and received as freely as are monetary 
remittances. Instead, social remittances (ideas about deforestation, investing in pasture, or 
waste management, for example) are shaped in dialogue with and among migrants and 
residents and in the context(s) where they are employed. For example, spending time in 
the United States – and even communicating with migrants and returned migrants – has 
changed the way people in Santa Rosa view work, job prestige, and desirable work 
habits. 
Both economic and, especially, social remittances occur in the context of two-way 
communication. The idea of north-south remittances also downplays the circulation of 
funds within networks at the emigrants‘ place of residence in the U.S. and among family 
members and neighbors back in the community of origin. As shown in Chapter 5, sharing 
food, rides, contacts, job tips, firewood, and rent at the site of residence make it possible 
for families to sustain their immediate and extended households. The term ―social 
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remittances‖ is a useful reminder that money does not flow void of ideas, status, etc. 
However, similar to how overemphasizing economic remittances minimizes nonfinancial 
economic relations, equating all transnational communication with ―social remittances‖ 
over-simplifies the nuanced ways in which ideas and values move within transnational 
family networks.   
Nonmonetary economic relations within extended transnational economic 
households, though intangible, have very concrete implications for socio-natural 
landscapes, such as deforestation from clearing land lent transnationally for cultivation 
(Chapter 7). Having local support networks on either side of the border makes national 
livelihoods possible by making it easier to survive with limited economic resources or, in 
better economic conditions, to make and conserve investments. 
Another element of a political ecology of migration is communication of 
environment-related ideas and how they are shaped by moving through the various sites 
of the transnational topography. In showing the emigrant‘s environmental values are a 
mélange of prior learning, current communication with friends and family in the U.S. and 
Honduras, popular media messages, and future dreams, it becomes clear that depicting 
environmental values as a north-south flow of social remittances misses the dynamic 
shaping of the values throughout their circulation. Academic proponents of the social 
remittance concept would likely agree to the idea of circulation or re-remitting ideas 
(Levitt and Lamba-Nieves 2010), but the term is limiting in the implication they function 
like monetary remittances.  As the term gains traction in the migration and development 
policy literature, nuanced understandings of how ideas, values, status, social capital, etc. 
flow and morph within transnational networks and topographies will often be short-
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handed as ―social remittances,‖ leaving the connotation that emigrants send them 
unchallenged to help family members back home.  
While tempted to coin a new phrase, I prefer not to discard a powerful reminder 
that migrants are connected to their households and communities of origin through more 
than money. Instead, I employ specific communication practices, circulation and transfer 
of ideas, sharing of access rights, etc., reserving the term social remittances for dynamics 
clearly shaped in the U.S. and received in Honduras, dynamics for which the connotation 
of North-South transfer is appropriate. 
The Broader Context of Remitting and Landscape Impacting Practices 
In terms of macro level factors influencing remitting, emigrants‘ relationship to 
the broader economy –and the health of the economy in their type and location of 
employement – are major determinants. For example, emigrants who came to the United 
States before Hurricane Mitch in 1998 are more established and have benefited 
economically from having legal working papers in the form of Temporary Protected 
Status (TPS). Emigrants who have lost the TPS – or risked loosing it – were more 
cautious in their  investing in the U.S. and Honduras because they felt more vulnerable to 
loosing their jobs and being deported.
155
 Money flows within transnational families is a 
direct reflection of individual emigrants‘ positioning relative to these policies and their 
embeddedness and vulnerability in a global labor market.  
 
155 Recognizing the role of the arrangement to ensuring continued remittances and a vital source of 
income in the national economy, the Honduran government dedicates much of its emigration related 
resources and political capital to negotiating its renewal every 18 months.  As one Honduran economist 
explained in a March 2010 telephone interview, securing the TPS is a way for the government to continue 
exporting its primary commodity (labor) and importing its primary source of foreign revenue (remittances). 
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As shown in Chapter 4, contemporary land practices in rural Honduras are not 
new or geographically isolated. Rather, they are the product of a long history of 
inequality in land use and land tenure relations and of the incorporation of Honduras into 
the five-hundred year world system beginning with colonization and continuing through 
agrarian policy oriented to export and foreign capital investment and now to the export of 
Honduran labor through maquiladoras and migration. How land is used is tied to property 
ownership and investment by absentee landowners now resident in the United States, by 
the economic relations those landowners have with residents of the agrarian landscape 
(be it through remittances, lending, renting, or reciprocal exchange).  
The success of those small farmers who choose not to migrate is tied to greater or 
lesser degree to their access to migrant owned land and to their remittances for 
investment in agrochemicals, labor, plants, fencing etc. In other words, sustaining their 
agrarian livelihood is tied to their ability to leverage resources within transnational family 
networks, or social capital (Dominguez and Watkins 2003; Guarnizo 2003). The practices 
farmers choose to use are a product of a mix of sometimes competing factors: a centuries 
long polyculture of corn and beans adapted to less-than-ideal hillside conditions (brought 
about by the use of more fertile flat land for cattle, sugarcane, African palm and other 
export crops), agriculture related education from NGOs, government agencies, relatives, 
and to a lesser degree former schooling, availability of labor, cash flow to hire labor or 
buy inputs, time intensiveness of practices, availability of wage labor, remittances or 
other sources of cash, land ownership, and long term access to land if renting or 
borrowing.  
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In short, there are many factors local, global, and historical that influence how 
land is used and landscapes are modified. A political economy of migration would touch 
upon many of these and highlight how they are related to labor exploitation, poverty, and 
land ownership. A political ecology of migration goes a step further, delving deeper into 
implications for unequal access to resources and into socio-economic causes and 
consequences of degrading the bio-physical environment. 
―Farming from Abroad‖ 
Emigrants ―farm from abroad‖ by investing in pastures, cattle, agrochemicals, and 
labor in conjunction with someone in Santa Rosa who manages the crops or cattle on 
their behalf, often their wives or mothers.  They affect others‘ farming and ranching 
practices by indirect expenditure of remittances and by loaning land. This ―agrarian 
landscape‖ (Chapter 7) of corn, beans, coffee, yucca, cattle, and firewood collection 
coexists uneasily with park managers‘ conceptualization of the same bio-physical 
environment of the buffer zone as a ―conservation landscape‖ (Chapter 8).  
Migrants are relevant to both views of the socio-natural landscape; both are part 
of their broader ―topography of home.‖ For example, emigration and the prohibitive 
expense of hiring non-household workers, has led local farmers to abandon labor 
intensive soil conservation and organic farming methods. Emigrants are active in the 
agrarian landscape in number of other ways, including purchasing land, cattle, 
agrochemicals and labor, lending land, investing in coffee or cattle. Emigrant investment 
in cattle and pastures is a marker of wealth and status, visibly differentiating between 
more and less economically successful emigrants and transnational families. Investing in 
cattle and pastures (and the associated shift in socio-economic status prestige associated 
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with it) leads to a series of unintended consequences that affect the availability of farm 
land and firewood and the availability of local employment. 
Nonmonetary economic relations around sharing land also come into play in the 
agrarian and conservation landscapes. Access to resources on a plot of emigrant owned 
land can be viewed as a bundle of rights (Ribot and Peluso 2003) in which legal title and 
informal agreements about clearing, planting corn or beans, harvesting coffee or bananas, 
gathering firewood, hunting etc. may be divided among multiple people, some in country 
some not, and managed via phone calls or other family members. Having, and being able 
to leverage, connections with emigrant land owners or their local representative is key to 
making use of some of these use rights. 
Social capital, in the sense of being able to leverage contacts and other social 
relations within networks (Bourdieu 1977; Portes 1998; Vertovec 2003), is central to 
maintaining livelihoods within a globalized agrarian landscape. Being able to call upon 
local or transnational contacts can allow residents to access firewood, decent rental land, 
chicken manure, vehicles, work, getting credit in a local store, or finding someone with a 
bank account willing to change dollars. Access to reliable, skilled laborers is just as 
difficult and important kind of social capital as is access to a network of people with 
regular supply of day labor needs. Viewed from the perspective of emigrants, having 
strong relations with trustworthy people to honestly and effectively care for holdings is 
perhaps the most important kind of social capital for emigrants trying to ―farm from 
abroad.‖   
Understanding the role of social capital in accessing resources controlled locally 
or by individuals at the other end of a transnational social network, adds a dimension to 
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understanding natural resource based inequality. Well-connected land-poor families are 
better able to produce food and find affordable firewood than are more socially isolated 
families. Connections with emigrants or emigrant families who have fallow land can 
make the difference between being able to farm or not. By extension, social capital in this 
case would also be the difference between the farmer‘s clearing and applying 
agrochemicals on resting land, or not. Leveraging social capital within transnational 
networks is, in effect, a countertopography strategy to combat strains from integration 
into transnational labor and commodity markets. Unfortunately, it is a weapon of the 
weak (Scott 1985) with a doubled-edge, potentially leading to unequal resource sharing 
and unintended ecological consequences. Applying a political ecology of migration 
perspective to a given case would help determine which edge cuts deeper and why. 
Transnational Community of Families 
In this study I have largely treated Santa Rosa as a collection of transnational 
families operating on a shared transnational social field (or transnational topography once 
the socio-landscapes people inhabit are included). This is because the primary corridors 
between the U.S. and Santa Rosa are communication and remitting through families. This 
is not to say that families do not overlap in both places or that there is not broader 
community. However, the primary flow of money and ideas remains through the 
extended family networks for those individuals interviewed and observed. There is a 
loose transnational community rooted in Santa Rosa and that it is thicker in some places 
(Long Island) than others (South Florida). Emigrants in the U.S. maintain loose ties 
through participation in churches, family events, restaurants, football, texting, and 
increasingly, Facebook. The U.S. based families and communities are not so tied to the 
village of Santa Rosa that they can together be considered a transnational village (Levitt 
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2001), or organized formally into hometown associations (Smith 2006), but it is more 
than the sum of its transnational families. Striking the balance of how best to engage 
emigrants from Santa Rosa or similar communities is central to a number of the 
conservation policy related insights garnered in the project. In a political ecology of 
migration approach, transnational families and their livelihoods inhabit ―transnational 
topographies,‖ social fields that are grounded in socio-natural landscapes, making it 
easier to study their material practices along with social and economic relations.    
Recommendations for Policies and Projects 
The policy oriented second half of Chapter 8 offers a number of insights on how 
to consider emigrants in conservation and development projects, be it from the 
perspective of community leaders, park managers, or interested emigrants.
156
 Many 
insights are related to treating Santa Rosa‘s emigrants as belonging to a loose collection 
of transnational families as opposed to a more densely knit transnational community and 
the kinds of projects and interventions\appropriate for that model. Emigrants also 
suggested a number of community-based environment-related projects, most notably 
around trash management. Their choice of project reflects their learning about the 
environment in Honduras and the United States and potential social remittances. There is 
room (and interest) for transnational collaboration around community development and 
conservation. In Santa Rosa, migrants have already contributed significantly to a water 
provision project and are willing to invest in community infrastructure, service, and 
 
156 I write this section from the stance that, in Santa Rosa at least, involving emigrants, especially 
emigrant landowners, more actively in family and village-based development and conservation efforts 
would be a net positive. Greater emigrant involvement does run some risks, such as collective remittances 
affording emigrants‘ disproportionate say in setting the types and goals of projects, some of which may not 
match well with the contemporary socio-natural landscape of which they only have partial understanding.  
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education projects. To date, they have been more comfortable remitting donations to a 
family member and having the family member contribute the funds to the project 
organizers. Any attempted project (from the Honduran side) would be well-served to 
work within family networks as well as trying to recruit a few interested migrants to 
promote the project among emigrants in their adopted home. From the US perspective, it 
may be possible to create something akin to a hometown association, either in person on 
Long Island where there are 300+ emigrants from Santa Rosa, using the omnipresent cell 
phones, email, and/or Facebook or another social media tool (Chapter 8).
157
  
In the United States, emigrants are exposed to environmental messages from 
programs and advertising on TV, radio, the internet, and children‘s schooling that foster a 
loose environmentalism that interlaces with the more agriculture-production oriented 
view of conservation that they learned in Honduras.
158
  Remitting through family adds 
another layer of accountability that monies are being spent on the specified project and 
that the project is well done. Any attempt at collecting remittances directly by project 
organizers (such as through a water council) would need to find a way to show progress 
and accountability. 
 
157 As recently as 2007 when I visited PANACAM for predissertation research, the suggestion of 
using the Internet as an organizing tool would have been laughable. It has become increasingly pervasive. 
All emigrant households I visited had Internet service either through a computer or cell phone, though 
individuals used it to a widely varying degree. A growing number of Santa Rosa residents are using the 
Internet from wireless modems in their homes and Internet cafes in the nearby Santa Cruz. NGOs in Santa 
Rosa (Aldea Global and Corazón para Honduras) also have reliable Internet access. 
158 Their interests in potential projects around littering, recycling, and trash pickup reflect their 
positive experience with clean streets and curbside pickup in the US. Their continued concern for 
deforestation and water sources reflects a connection made through [radio and schooling] in Honduras (see 
Schelhas and Pfeffer 2008). 
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To more fully take transnational migrants into account, park and community 
leaders working towards the conservation of Santa Rosa‘s microwatershed need to assess 
the responsibility of emigrant community members. They will also need to consider the 
responsibility of microwatershed managers to emigrants. What measures can be taken to 
show accountability of project leaders to emigrant investors (ex. photographs, videos, 
calls)? What kinds of nonmonetary contributions can emigrants make to community 
projects? Do community, park, or municipal governments have any obligation to 
emigrant landowners to help limit cutting and thefts of crop and animals on the lands of 
absentee owners? 
In order to begin to address emigrants‘ needs and rights, one area of policy which 
needs to be radically revisited is the negative incentive for conservation of fallow lands 
resulting from agrarian reform laws and park tree-cutting restrictions. Though the 
mechanisms are different, both provide landowners (and especially absentee landowners) 
with an unintended incentive to keep land under cultivation. (As opposed to letting land 
rest and recover as fallows, they are compelled to find strategies to keep the land ―in 
play‖ so that it does not revert to secondary forest or risk land invasion (Chapter 7). 
Investing in cattle and coffee, attempting to farm the land from abroad with a local proxy 
or partner, or lending land for others to cultivate are some of the ways emigrants in my 
study kept their land in play from a distance.  The arrangements further compelled some 
emigrants to accept land use practices that were not their preference (ex. using herbicides 
instead of hoes to clear land). On the positive side, this opens up land-use options for 
well-connected residents. (These sorts of dynamics likely exist to a lesser degree outside 
of the buffer zone as agrarian reform laws allowing for squatters to take over unused 
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lands give similar incentive to ―keep land in play.‖) Reconsidering these policies would 
give emigrants more options. Following the certified forest model being considered by 
the park director, allowing emigrants to register their intentions to let land rest and clear 
and use it upon return, thereby making squatting illegal and guaranteeing the right to cut 
(to return the land to the state it was prior to migration), could possibly lead to 
conservation of fragile soils and reforestation. 
Just as lost labor through emigration affects the household of origin‘s ability to 
carry out labor intensive sustainable farming practices, emigration also affects the 
availability and work load of community leaders. Decentralization of conservation in a 
context of high outmigration runs into serious issues of available leadership, buy-in, 
absentee landownership, and sufficient local ability to enforce regulation through peer 
pressure alone (Chapter 8). 
As discussed in Chapter 8, Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park‘s participatory 
demarcation and conservation program, the national water agency‘s (SANA‘s) treatment 
of village water councils, and development projects such as USAID‘s Manejo Integrado 
de Recursos Ambientales focus on watersheds as the unit of analysis and community 
engagement. I designed the dissertation to follow this model but quickly found that it was 
too confining and in analysis switched to the concept of ―landscapes,‖ as delineated by 
residents and emigrants practices. The transnational topography that is anchored in Santa 
Rosa is shaped by actors throughout the transnational community and family networks. 
Conceiving of the local agrarian or conservation landscape as stopping at the contours of 
a watershed misses an array of socio-economic relations and practices with immediate 
relevance to the local socio-natural landscape (Chapters 7, 8). 
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Moreover, decision-making about the use and management of watershed 
resources (water, soil, forest) happens less in water council meetings than in private 
households, including transnational households in which emigrants influence decisions 
through conversations and remittances. Through money transfers and phone calls, 
workers emigrating from rural areas to Honduran cities and the United States effectively 
extend household and communities across national borders. Moreover, through lost 
volunteer labor and absentee landownership, extensive emigration aggravates problems 
facing community natural resource management project, such as devolving responsibility 
for watershed protection without providing funding or safe means of enforcement. 
Natural resource management and rural development policies need to expand their view 
of ―community‖ to include not just village or watershed residents, but also emigrants who 
influence natural resource impacting activities from afar through their absence and the 
funds and concerns they remit.   
Identifying conservation strategies that are relevant to the needs of migrants is one 
of the key recommendations of this study, as current approaches downplay the role of 
private property in conservation, missing the potential to treat private land in general (and 
migrants‘ land that is left fallow or farmed from abroad in particular) as a mosaic of 
production and conservation that would include habitat on private land (Hecht and 
Saatchi; Kerr 2007). This is one of the ways to bring the agrarian and conservation 
engagements with the buffer zone landscape into better alignment.  
Scaling Up Insights from the Study 
The Honduran government could consider measures to better assist families and 
emigrants in channeling remittances into productive and conservation activities at the 
household or community level. Interviews with professionals in governmental and 
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nongovernmental agencies in Tegucigalpa show that related ideas have been floated at 
the level of the Central Bank and Ministry of the Exterior before but not implemented.  
Mexican experience with 3x1 matching grant programs offer helpful insight, but need to 
be tempered to reflect the more diffuse nature of transnational networks formed by 
Honduran migration as the Diaspora is much smaller and more dispersed. Family level 
strategies are one avenue. Organizations active in Honduras such as the International 
Organization for Migration, Food and Agricultural Organization, German Development 
Agencies (GTZ), and Red de Desarrollo Sostenible all have fledgling initiatives that 
could serve as models or points of collaboration. Measures to encourage more sustainable 
rural livelihoods and to help returned migrants reincorporate into rural economies and 
village governance would make the agrarian landscape a more attractive alternative and 
would reduce the need for labor migration and for the dangerous (and illegal) viaje al 
norte. Recognizing this, the U.S. Agency for International Development is using rural 
development as a way to stem undocumented migration (Basley and Croasdaile 2009).  
Greater emphasis on projects like these and on restructuring workers visas in such 
a way as to make short term, legal migration a viable and attractive alternative, permitting 
migrants the flexibility of returning to Honduras to work and live without the fear of 
never being able to reenter or work in the U.S.  In 2009-2010, the immigration climate 
led my Florida and New York based study participants to avoid crossing state lines, 
especially in public transportation, in order to minimize the risk of deportation. Stricter 
immigration policies appear to have had the unintended consequence of entrenching 
immigrants in their current communities. Study participants who voiced a desire to take a 
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job in another state or try their luck in Honduras are, instead, doubling down in their 
current homes. 
 Concerns about the treatment and underpayment of emigrants notwithstanding, to 
the extent that immigrants are a labor source for economically vital but culturally or 
geographically unattractive sectors of the economy, the U.S. economy is not served by 
limiting the circulation of immigrants within the country (Terrazas 2011; Holzer 2011). 
Pursuing comprehensive immigration reform and providing limited term work visas 
might provide one possible solution. Short term, documented circular migration 
(Newland 2009) paired with opportunities to invest remittances in microenterprises and 
agriculture in Honduras may better serve both countries and families as opposed to the 
current situation where the Honduran government appears to be spending all of its 
political capital on renewing the Temporary Protection Status (US Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (DHS) 2010) to ensure continued remittances instead of lobbying 
for longer-term, more equitable emigration options.  
Political Ecology of Migration 
A primary goal of the study was to bring together literatures on political ecology 
and transnational migration to guide exploration of the ways in which migrants and 
migration affect socio-natural landscapes.
159
 Through an ethnography of how 
transnational families affect natural resource use and management I developed a political 
ecology of migration approach that can help scholars depict the transnational in rural 
 
159 This dissertation has concentrated on the landscapes at the place of origin, but the discussion 
could be expanded to talk about practices in the migrant‘s current place of residence. As presented here, 
this would be framed as multiple landscapes within a single, shared transnational topography, the contours 
of which are defined by the practices and relations of those involved.  
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livelihoods and ground discussions of transnational social space in material practices in 
physical space. 
Balancing the attention given to complex social and ecological processes while 
doing justice to both is a tall order that frequently challenges political ecology studies, 
and even more so in a transnational project requiring multi-sited research. Robbins 
(2004) lays out a number of goals for showing the influence of political economy on 
complex ecological systems.  
Researchers must: 1) Establish the overall type, rate, and 
direction of, possibly multiple, environmental changes, 2) Identify 
the drivers of that change, human and non-human, 3) Determine 
the environmental context in which such changes occur, including 
pre-existing variability and dynamics, 4) Explore the specific 
impacts of various practices in terms of their intended and 
unintended effects, 5) Examine the capacity, rate, and direction of 
routes of ecological recovery following changes or cessation of 
impacts.‖ (see Robbins 2004: 105) (Numbering added) 
While the fifth point is best left for an interdisciplinary team-based longitudinal study, 
this dissertation has addressed the first four points to varying degrees. By treating 
transnational labor migration, remittances, and communication as primary drivers of 
change, and by showing that beliefs and behaviors in one country can directly affect 
practices and the environmental context in another, I am challenging the assumption 
underlying Robbins‘s description that the population of interest to a political ecology 
study resides and/or works in the site of ecological change.  
I list some of the more broadly applicable aspects of the political ecology of 
migration approach that emerged from the present study below. After each, I provide a 
selection of the works that influenced how I developed that component of the study. They 
are more sources of inspiration for my approach than direct citations for specific 
assertions.  
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Table 9.1 Key insights grounded in political ecology of migration 
Key Insights Grounded in Political Ecology of Migration Related Citations 
Capturing the flows of economic remittances, nonmonetary 
economic relations, social remittances, and communication 
within transnational families and the impacts that these have on 
landscape related practices requires ethnography focused on 
―meso-level‖ relationships within family networks and the 
places where family members dwell.  
Adger 2002; Basch 1994; Batterbury 
2001; Bebbington and Perreault 1999; 
Bebbington and Batterbury 2001; Faist 
1997; Goldring 2004; Levitt 2001; 
Smith 2006 
A practice-centered, place-based ethnography of transnational 
families can capture border spanning relationships and 
dynamics that affect livelihoods and landscape impacting 
practices, through participant observation, remittance diaries 
and call logs with family members in the places they live and a 
broader survey to help contextualize responses.  
Bernard 2011; Burawoy 2000; Olwig 
2007; Marcus 1995; Massey 1987; 
Parreñas 2005; Schmalzbauer 2004 
The history and broader political, economic, and social 
contexts of a particular place and set of practices need to be 
studied in order to better understand contemporary issues.  
Understanding the history of land use and of the dynamics 
driving migration help the researcher makes sense of 
contemporary practices. 
Frank 1969; Loker 2004; Peet and 
Watts 2000; Robbins 2004; Stonich 
1993; Wolf 1972 
In a context of transnational migration, the local is, by 
definition, ‗translocal,‘ embodying aspects of the transnational 
spaces created by migrants‘ movements and relationships of 
people living at a great physical distance. For those who 
maintain contact through phone calls, visits, remitting, and 
other means, social distances become relatively small and lives 
are lived with a high degree of simultaneity. 
Bebbington and Batterbury 2001; Glick 
Schiller, Basch, and Blanc 1995; Smith 
and Guarnizo 1998; Levitt and Glick 
Schiller 2004 
Households with emigrants extend transnationally. Decision 
making about investments or resource use, livelihood 
strategies, and exchange relations develop as households find 
ways to cope with the emigrated person‘s physical absence and 
long-distance contributions (or lack thereof).  
Cliggett 2003, 2005; Guarnizo 2003; 
Mauss 1990[1950]; Parreñas 2001; 
Schmalzbauer 2005; Trager 2005; Wilk 
and Cliggett 2007 
Not all transnational networks are created equal. Some 
migration corridors coalesce into transnational communities or 
villages made up of multiple transnational families and inter-
family ties; others do not. The form they take depends on the 
size of the diaspora and a multitude of contextual factors. Some 
transnational families are more prosperous than others. Even 
within a rural village there are significant differences in social 
and economic capital between (and within) family networks.  
Bourdieu 1977; Brosius, Tsing, and 
Zerner 1998; Cohen 2001; Mahler 
1999; Nygren et al. 2006; Ruttan 2006 
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Key Insights Grounded in Political Ecology of Migration, 
Continued 
Related Citations 
Remitting and remittance spending is marked as much by 
friction as it is by fluidity. Working and living conditions 
(including social capital) in the emigrant‘s community of 
residence affect how much money is made, spent, and remitted. 
How they are spent by the recipient also varies greatly by 
current priorities and income flow. 
Cliggett 2003; Granovetter 1985; Olwig 
2003; Papadrmrytiou and Terrazas 
2009; Tsing 2005 
Communication (including the transfer of social remittances) is 
not simply harmonious circulation or one-way transmission; it 
is a dynamic, irregular process among people who do not 
always see eye to eye and who may or may not be able to 
express differences adequately across the geographic divide.   
Bonvillain 2010; Gramsci 1999[1971]; 
Parreñas 2005; Schmalzbauer 2008; 
Taylor Bahamondes 2003; Wilding 
2006 
Metaphors of landscapes, topographies, and contours reinforce 
and connect across transnational space the materiality of social 
relations and practices.  
Appadurai 1996; Bender and Winer 
2001; Crumley 2007; Katz 2002, 2004; 
Strang 1997; Tsing 2005 
Through economic and social remittances and nonmonetary 
economic relations, emigrants affect agricultural and resource-
use practices in their households and communities of origin, 
shaping the socio-natural landscapes from afar, often with 
unintended consequences.   
Conway and Cohen 1998; Hecht et al. 
2006; Jokisch 2002; Moran-Taylor and 
Taylor 2010; Radel and Schmook 2010; 
RDS-HN 2008; Robson and Nayak 
2010; Schmook and Radel 2008 
 
Because these insights derive from a particular place, time, and population, they will not 
be equally applicable to all cases. Focusing on one or a few might give more detail than 
trying to cover the same bases that were relevant to my study. However, they may prove 
a helpful starting point for others interested in taking a political ecology approach to 
studying transnational migration. 
Dissemination of Results 
I have published (Taylor 2011a, 2010c) and presented (Taylor 2010b, 2010a; 
Taylor 2011b) aspects of this study and predissertation research at several 
anthropological and interdisciplinary conferences will continue to do so. I have plans to 
adapt conference papers for CAFE (the journal of the Culture & Agriculture section of 
the American Anthropological Association), the Journal of Ecological Anthropology, and 
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Field Methods and would like to eventually revise the dissertation as a book-length 
ethnography. 
In a more applied setting, I presented preliminary findings in a public meeting in 
Santa Rosa in May 2010 and produced a 2007 report for the park managing NGO based 
on predissertation research in the buffer zone: Manejo del Agua en el Parque Nacional 
Cerro Azul Meámbar (Water Management in Cerro Azul Meámbar National Park). I plan 
to craft brief, accessible Spanish summaries of different applied aspects of the study in the 
form of emailed slide shows and pamphlets for park residents and managers and for 
conservation, development, and migration professionals throughout Honduras, particularly 
with those I interviewed in April 2010 and hope to return to Honduras to give a more 
formal presentation of results in Santa Rosa and PANACAM. Also in an applied vein, 
while interning with the Migration Policy Institute in summer 2010, I met professionals at a 
number of organizations, including the Inter-American Foundation and International 
Monetary Fund who expressed interest in the project and I will share results with them, 
potentially as a presentation, and submit a short policy-oriented piece to MPI‘s online 
journal.  
Future Research 
As used in the dissertation, political ecology of migration is primarily a 
descriptive tool and a framework to guide analysis of transnational migration practices 
capable of affecting bio-physical environments. As such, it is a tool for identifying 
transnational connections and a reminder to look to history and larger socio-economic 
contexts for explanations of contemporary phenomena. Political ecology of migration has 
the potential to become even more. Over time, I plan to work with others to compare 
cases and further development this study to achieve a theory of the causes and 
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consequences of migration related changes to biophysical environments and environment 
impacting practices, starting with a round table I organized on ―Migration and Alternative 
and Non-Capitalist Political Ecologies‖ for the 2012 Society for Applied Anthropology 
meetings. The next phase of theorization for my larger writing and research project, then, 
requires isolating and prioritizing the drivers of change, building a more general theory of 
transnational migration induced environmental change from the current thick description 
and site specific insights, thereby taking political ecology of migration from a largely 
descriptive framework to a more general theory of migration induced changes in 
landscapes and landscape impacting practices. 
In addition to disseminating the current project and migration and 
conservation/development policy suggestions, there remains much that could be done 
with the data I have already collected. The practitioner interviews, laws, and project 
documentation could be revisited to summarize and compare projects and postures. I 
collected interviews with park rangers and park directors in 2001, 2007, and 2010 on 
environmental education, resident integration into the park, microwatershed management, 
and emigration that could be studied for internalization of park environmental 
conservation messages and compared to emigrants‘ discourse (along the lines of my 2003 
master‘s thesis on transfer of water conservation discourse). Comparing already 
documented Santa Rosa emigrants‘ and residents‘ views on environmental issues and 
potential projects would be a good start for more formally documenting how messages 
are modified in circulation through transnational family networks. Looking for discourses 
around ―water drying up‖ because of deforestation (as a Santa Rosa initiated message) 
and recycling and litter (as a U.S. initiated message) in answers to structured interviews 
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as well as in the remittance diaries, call logs, and recall interviews are a good point of 
departure. Systematically collecting and comparing environment related messages that 
emigrants are exposed to in the United States and comparing them to the discourses of 
those with whom they communicate in the home country would take the project to 
another level and potentially another site. 
As mentioned at several points, because of the scope and timeframe of the project, 
the impacts of emigration on ecological processes were given short shrift. I have inferred 
some impacts based on emigrant, farmers‘, ranchers‘, and resource managers‘ landscape 
related practices result in changes in the corresponding bio-physical environment, and 
reported research participants‘ observations, but cannot document changes. An 
interdisciplinary, team-based, longitudinal study would be able to better document 
changes in the biophysical environment and correlate them with migration and remittance 
related practices. Such a study would strengthen the political ecology of migration 
theoretical and methodological approach and provide tangible lessons for development 
and conservation efforts. I learned of two similar endeavors through data collection and 
an International Association for Study of the Commons conference: one through the 
National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) in Oaxca (Martínez Romero and 
Merino Perez 2010) and the other led by the Red de Desarrollo Sostenible at three 
Honduran sites (RDS-HN 2008). Both are partially funded by the Ford Foundation 
(2011). Speaking with some of the personnel involved suggests that site visits and further 
comparison of experiences would provide a richer understanding of local nuance vis-à-
vis more macro or universal dynamics shaping transnational topographies and emigrants‘ 
landscaping practices.  
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The implications of emigration and return migration for community governance is 
a fascinating topic, made more complex by escalating violence in rural Honduras 
(arguably an outcome of socially remitted transnational gang identities (Matthei and 
Smith 1998)). Difference in community organization between Oaxaca, Mexico where 
much migration and development research has been done (Cohen 2001; Smith 2006) and 
Santa Rosa, Honduras are significant (Bray, Merino-Perez, and Barry 2005; Robson and 
Berkes 2011; Robson and Nayak 2010; Tucker 1999, 2008). Drawing out the sources and 
implications of these differences through further study of the literature and collaboration 
with researchers would help design migration and development or conservation models 
more suited to less established diaspora with weaker ties to community government.  
―Reversing‖ the Santa Rosa project, with ―Little Santa Rosa‖ on Long Island as 
the primary site and emigrants‘ involvement in and relationship to conservation and 
development issues and practices in their host and home communities as the primary 
object of study would provide more concrete documentation of the creation and transfer 
of social remittances. Foregrounding the host country socio-natural landscape(s) would 
isolate and prioritize the sources of environmental messages (e.g. media, churches, 
schooling, habits, discussions with U.S. natives and immigrants from Honduras and other 
countries, as well as phone calls, pictures, and videos from Honduras). Comparing these 
to the discourses of emigrants‘ and Honduran-based transnational family and community 
networks would provide better understanding of and evidence for the movement of ideas 
within transnational networks.  Measuring related bio-physical environmental practices 
and consequences would create an even more thorough political ecology of transnational 
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communication and social remittances, replicable with other suitable immigrant 
communities.  
Future research along these lines would build a body of scholarship illustrating 
how migrants affect the socio-economic, political, and physical landscapes of their home 
countries through environment-related messages, funds, values, and practices, further 
developing a political ecology of migration. 
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Appendix I: Transcription Key 
 
C:  Carylanna (interviewer)  
R: Respondent 
R2:  Second respondent 
[???]   Inaudible 
[word] Inaudible, best guess 
, Short pause 
…. Long pause 
@ Laughter  
CAPS Strong emphasis 
<<  >> Transcriber/interviewer comments/observations 
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Appendix II: Kinship Charts and Key for Focus Families 
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Appendix III: Explanation of Family and Individual IDs 
Building the kinship charts was made easier by the ID scheme developed during 
the survey to maintain confidentiality and keep track of economic family members‘ place 
of residence. Each household in Santa Rosa, including the four transnational families, 
was assigned a unique four digit case ID number.  
The first digit in the four-digit household case numbers indicates one of six 
neighborhoods in Santa Rosa. The second digit indicates whether the household in Santa 
Rosa has international emigrants (1) or not (0). The final two digits were randomly 
assigned based on lists of households maintained for the ubiquitous water project, 
provided to me by neighborhood leaders. As each individual named in survey and formal 
emigrant interviews was recorded on the survey form (see Appendix), he or she received 
a unique network ID to indicate their physical household in Honduras (100s), economic 
household in Honduras (200s), physical household in the U.S. (300s), economic 
household in the U.S. (400s). 
For example, ―Family E‖ has a code similar to ―7156.‖ The origin household is in 
neighborhood ―7‖ (I am omitting the name of the neighborhood for privacy purposes) 
with international emigrants (―1‖). They were the 56th household with emigrants in 
neighborhood ―7‖ in my randomized list. The female head of household (and my primary 
informant) is 7156-101 (E5). Her husband (and respondent for the agricultural survey) is 
7156-102 (E6). Their Honduras-based children are 7156-103 (E14), 7156-104 (E13), and  
7156-203 (E15).  (These 100 series numbers correspond to the position in Table 1 of the 
household survey) Their U.S. based children are 7156-201 (E16) and 7156-202 (E18). 
Those residing with or important to their emigrant children also receive codes 7156-1301 
(E19) for a cousin living with 7156-201 and 7156-2301 for 7156-202‘s husband (E17). 
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Those important to an emigrant‘s economic or social network receive 400 level numbers. 
For example, 7156-1401 and 7156-1402 are good friends of 7156-201 and to a lesser 
degree 202. In some cases (especially with the intertwined families A and B) an 
individual would receive multiple codes and I would go back and assign him/her the first 
code used throughout, especially if s/he happened to be from a survey household.  
These numbers were used in entering budget diary data and to reconstruct family 
networks. To make it easier for readers (and me) to connect individuals with families, 
pseudonyms for transnational family members start with the corresponding family letter. 
The letters A, B, E, J, M were later assigned to five focus families to allow readers to 
more easily reference kinship charts (the original 4 plus Family B which became 
important during the Freeport research). Names starting with ―D‖ are non-biological kin 
in Family J. The numbers are simply sequential left to right, starting with the oldest 
generation.  
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Appendix IV: Text Analysis Codes (from Grounded Theory Analysis in Atlas.ti)
 
ATTITUDES (ATT) 
ATT:  Rights + 
responsibilities of emigrants 
ATT: age 
ATT: Americans' views 
ATT: changing views 
ATT: children's future 
ATT: education 
ATT: emotions 
ATT: entitlement? 
ATT: freedom 
ATT: government 
ATT: impressions 
ATT: life is here 
ATT: memories, nostalgia, 
home 
ATT: migration 
ATT: PANACAM 
ATT: plans + dreams 
ATT: remittances 
ATT: resignation 
ATT: Responsibilities 
ATT: Trust + loyalty 
ATT: work 
 
EXPENDITURES (BUY) 
BUY: agrochemicals 
BUY: animals 
BUY: cattle 
BUY: concentrado 
BUY: education related 
BUY: electricity 
BUY: expenses 
BUY: firewood 
BUY: food 
BUY: gas 
BUY: health 
BUY: housing (+"casa") 
BUY: land 
BUY: transport 
BUY: Water 
 
COMMUNICATION 
(COM) 
COM: ag 
COM: complications 
COM: frequency 
COM: ICT 
COM: migra + remittances 
COM: other emigrants 
COM: packages 
COM: topics 
COM: visit 
COM: water 
COM: WIP 
 
ECONOMIC (EC) 
EC: Budgets 
EC: cash flow 
EC: childcare + care for 
elderly 
EC: donation 
EC: Formal economy 
EC: goods 
EC: income 
EC: informal + HH economy 
EC: inheritance 
EC: invest 1000? 
EC: investing + saving 
EC: Lending + Borrowing 
EC: Microenterprise 
EC: milk + cheese 
EC: prices/costs 
EC: pulperia 
EC: Purchases 
EC: Rent 
EC: sales 
EC: spending 
EC: taxes 
EC: theft 
 
EDUCATIONAL (ED) 
ED: enviro awareness 
ED: Formal education + 
school 
ED: literacy 
ED: nonformal education 
 
HEALTH 
 
EMPLOYMENT (LABOR) 
LABOR 
LABOR: community 
LABOR: construction 
LABOR: hired 
LABOR: household 
LABOR: insufficient 
LABOR: Unemployment 
LABOR: work experience in 
Honduras 
LABOR: work in US 
LABOR: work to farm 
LABOR:off-farm (inc Truck) 
 
LAND USE & CROPS 
(LAND) 
Land 
LAND: agriculture 
LAND: beans 
LAND: benefit emigrant land 
LAND: Cattle 
LAND: Coffee 
LAND: domestic animals 
LAND: failure/success 
LAND: fruit 
LAND: guamil/fallow 
LAND: knowledge prior use 
LAND: land 
LAND: milpa 
LAND: other crops 
LAND: past/present 
LAND: pasture 
LAND: solar 
LAND: tenure + access 
LAND:sugarcane 
 
LOCATION (LOC) 
LOC: El Volcan 
LOC: Honduran cities 
LOC: Neighboring 
Communities 
LOC: Other Countries 
LOC: PANACAM 
LOC: Pichachos 
LOC: San Isidro 
LOC: United States 
 
MIGRATION (MIG) 
MIG: decision to migrate + 
pre-migra 
MIG: Domestic migration 
MIG: impact ag, envt, WIP 
MIG: Migration 
MIG: return + returned 
migrants 
MIG: return to US 
MIG: socio-economic impact 
MIG: status 
MIG: success + goals 
MIG: US financial 
MIG: US investment 
MIG: Viaje al norte 
MIG: vice 
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NATURAL RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT (NRM) 
NRM: climate (+ air) 
NRM: Microwatershed 
NRM: perceived 
environmental problem 
NRM: trees + forest 
NRM: water 
NRM: water project 
NRM: wild animals 
 
ORGANIZATIONS (ORG) 
ORG: Aldea Global 
ORG: bosses/patron 
ORG: church 
ORG: Cooperatives 
ORG: Family 
ORG: international 
organizations 
ORG: institutions 
ORG: Junta de agua 
ORG: large farms 
ORG: local institutions + 
leadership 
ORG: Municipalities 
ORG: national government 
ORG: network 
ORG: other NGOs 
 
POLICIES & POLITICS 
(POL) 
POL: conservation policy + 
practice 
POL: cutting permits 
POL: funding 
POL: migration + Remittance 
policy 
POL: politics 
POL: US immigration 
stance/climate 
 
CONCEPTS (PT) 
PT: Civil society 
PT: Commodity chains 
PT: community 
PT: Decentralization 
PT: development + 
underdevelopment 
PT: Distribution of economic 
capital 
PT: equality + inequality 
PT: farming from abroad 
PT: gender 
PT: Governance 
PT: identity 
PT: keeping land in play 
PT: participation 
PT: potential projects 
PT: race 
PT: risk 
PT: social capital 
PT: transnational family 
economy 
 
REMITTING (REM) 
REM: agriculture 
REM: cattle 
REM: Community + 
donations 
REM: Decline in remittances 
REM: discourse (inc. 
earmarking) 
REM: Goods 
REM: group remittances 
REM: influence ag 
REM: problems 
REM: remmitting (inc. 
patterns) 
REM: spending 
REM: transfer 
 
RESEARCH PROCESS 
(RES) 
RES: analysis 
RES: asking about migra/ag 
change 
RES: comments on my 
project 
RES: contacts 
RES: Data collection 
RES: definition 
RES: explaining my project 
RES: Interviews 
RES: key 
RES: look up 
RES: Me as researcher 
RES: Methodology 
RES: photography 
RES: process notes 
RES: see notes 
RES: skip 
RES: stats 
RES: transcribe 
RES: transcribe? 
RES: transcription help? 
 
CONTEXT (TXT) 
TXT: danger 
TXT: Honduran economy 
TXT: Honduran political 
situation 
TXT: Living conditions 
TXT: living in Honduras 
TXT: living in US 
TXT: rape 
TXT: roads 
TXT: US Economy 
TXT: vice 
TXT: Violence 
 
WATERSHED 
IMPACTING PRACTICES 
(WIP) 
WIP: agrochemicals 
WIP: changes 
WIP: cutting 
WIP: fire 
WIP: Firewood 
WIP: gallinaza 
WIP: household WIP 
WIP: plant trees 
WIP: rent/own 
WIP: seeds 
WIP: sewage+grey water 
WIP: soil (inc. fertility + 
conservation) 
WIP: sust ag practices 
WIP: Trash 
WIP: US (inc. discourse) 
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Appendix V: Household Survey Questionnaire (2009) – Santa Rosa 
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Appendix VI: Agricultural Survey Questionnaire (2009/2010) – Santa Rosa 
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Appendix VII: Short (2010) Version of Household Survey Questionaire 
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Appendix VIII: Remittance Diaries and Call Logs  
(Translated Sample) 
 
 
June 2009 ID#:___________
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
1                      -
example-
US$100 from Juan
(health, expenses)
Transportation L$24
Telephone L$50
2                     -
example-
Box from Elsa (S, E)
Food L$26
3                    -example-
L$1200 mother's 
health
L$450 groceries & 
food
P L$48
4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
1) Please write down the remittances or packages on the day they were received. Please indicate if remittances were sent for something specific.
2) Please mark expenses on the day they were made.
A) agriculture F) family/friends (different household) K) cable S) shoes and clothes
B) labor/workers G) gas L) light T) telephone
C) cattle H) house O) firewood W) water 
D) donations I) investments P) transportation X) "expenses"
E) education J) health R) groceries/food
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JUNE  2009 ID#:___________
D
at
e 
o
f 
ca
ll
w
h
o
 i
n
 U
S
w
h
o
 i
n
 H
o
n
d
u
ra
s
w
h
o
 i
n
it
ia
te
d
 t
h
e 
ca
ll
T
O
P
IC
S
ed
u
ca
ti
o
n
h
o
m
e 
co
n
st
ru
ct
io
n
h
ea
lt
h
: 
H
o
n
d
u
ra
s
h
ea
lt
h
: 
U
S
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
 e
co
n
o
m
y
: 
H
o
n
d
u
ra
s
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
 e
co
n
o
m
y
: 
U
S
re
m
it
ta
n
ce
s:
 s
en
d
in
g
 l
o
g
is
ti
cs
(h
o
w
, 
w
h
en
, 
w
h
o
..
.)
re
m
m
it
an
ce
sp
en
d
in
g
s 
(n
ee
d
 f
o
r,
 h
o
w
 t
o
 s
p
en
d
)
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
re
ca
tt
le
en
v
ir
o
n
m
en
t:
 H
o
n
d
u
ra
s 
(w
a
te
r,
 
a
ir
, 
fo
re
st
s,
 f
ir
ew
o
o
d
, 
tr
a
sh
..
.)
fi
re
w
o
o
d
 U
S
 (
w
a
te
r,
 a
ir
, 
fo
re
st
s,
 
fi
re
w
o
o
d
, 
tr
a
sh
…
)
co
m
m
u
n
it
y
 o
f 
S
an
ta
 R
o
sa
m
ig
ra
ti
o
n
ex. Pedro Carolina Carolina x x x x x (air) x x
June 29, 2009
June 30, 2009
July 1, 2009
July 2, 2009
July 3, 2009
July 4, 2009
July 5, 2009 P
le
as
e 
p
la
ce
 a
n
 "
x
" 
in
 t
h
e 
b
o
x
 c
o
rr
es
p
o
n
d
in
g
 t
o
 t
h
e 
to
p
ic
 d
is
cu
ss
ed
.
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Appendix IX: U.S. Interview Questionnaire  
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Appendix X: IRB Approved Informational Letter Provided to Participants 
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